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ABSTRACT
Adolf Meier’s Konzertante Musik für Kontrabaß in der Wiener Klassik shows
how the contrabass player and composer Johann Matthias Sperger (1750–1812)
participated in both the public and private arenas of high society, toured as a soloist, and
played in the leading Kapelle orchestras. His mastery of his instrument, which earned
him the reputation of being one of the greatest soloists on the Viennese contrabass, has to
this day overshadowed his reputation as a composer. This dissertation builds upon
Meier’s work, concentrating on Sperger as an entrepreneurial composer-performer who
over time developed the skills of what today we would call strategic marketing,
networking, brand building, and self-promotion. He had a firm grip on the characteristics
that made him an exemplary musician and employed them with business savvy to thrive
in the ever-changing social and political climate.
Sperger’s manuscript Catalog: Über verschückte Musicalien (Mus. 3065/3,
Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker) reveals that many of his
works were dispersed to various members of the aristocracy for financial gain or
enticement. He recorded symphonic sets sent as applications for employment, chamber
music exchanged or sold, and commissions. He also composed programmatic
symphonies with selling points or gimmicks. Sinfonia in G (Mus. 5164, Schwerin
LBMV) has theatrical characteristics like those found in Haydn’s Symphony no. 60 “il
Distratto.” A later work, Sinfonia in F (Mus. 5155, LBMV) was counter to Haydn’s
“Farewell Symphony,” the players entered the stage two at a time.
How Sperger wrote for his instrument really set him apart from other composers.
Many of his chamber works contain solo contrabass parts in the highest register and some
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require a scordatura. In both of his concerto arias with solo contrabass, he scored the
contrabass to blend with the soprano voice. In a time when there was a great fascination
with odd and unusual instruments—such as the glass harmonica, Jew’s harp, and other
various musical inventions, Sperger carved out his niche as a virtuoso of the Viennese
contrabass and composer for hire. And when the Viennese contrabass fell out of favor in
Vienna, Sperger continued to achieve success in Germany and remain employed.
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INTRODUCTION
I am told that my German ancestors came to the United States from the
Mecklenburg area. This is by no means meant to insinuate that I am related to any
Mecklenburg musicians or that my true calling is to uncover their greatness. In fact, I
knew nothing about Johann Sperger (1750–1812) until I began studying the double bass
and music composition at the University of Montana. Additionally, it wasn’t until I
received my master’s degree in double bass performance from the University of Memphis
that I became interested in the Viennese violone or contrabass.1 I soon entered a doctoral
program in historical musicology to stay connected to the instrument and its research. A
combination of my heritage and my musical journey as a double bassist, composer, and
musicologist has caused me to gravitate to the story of Johann Sperger. In this
Introduction I want to share my experience (more like a journey) in researching and
writing this document. It was the order of the work process that influenced the result of
this study.

1

I use the terms violone and contrabass synonymously throughout this dissertation.

1

The fact that Sperger was the greatest contrabass virtuoso of his era, and a prolific
composer, is not new scholarship. Adolf Meier has done the most thorough job to date
covering this topic. His Sperger biography “Die Biographie des Komponisten und
Kontrabassisten Johannes Sperger (1750–1812)” details the composer’s life through his
compositions and performances.2 Other scholars such as Alfred Planyavsky, Klaus
Trumpf, Paul Brun, and Josef Focht have added to the subject.3
Through the investigation of these writings, I became aware that not only was
Johann Sperger one of the greatest virtuosos of the Viennese contrabass, but also a
prolific composer. I also realized that the bulk of the research that existed on Sperger up
to this point had been compiled to further the research of double bass history and
performance. And after studying and researching new ideas about W. A. Mozart—
specifically his compositional and financial motivations—I realized that there were layers
missing in the collective scholarly view of Sperger. So, my investigation into Sperger
started with his symphonies. I began with another study by Meier, the thematic catalogue
of Sperger’s works, organized by genre.4 And although I found that Meier’s catalogue
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Adolf Meier, “Die Biographie des Komponisten und Kontrabassisten Johannes Sperger (1750–
1812),” in Konzertante Musik für Kontrabaß in der Wiener Klassik: Mit Beiträgen zur Geschichte des
Kontrabaßbaues in Österreich (Worms: Primo, 1969), 159–91.
3
See Alfred Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses, 2nd ed. (Tutzing: Schneider, 1984), 344–
55; Klaus Trumpf, “Johann Sperger,” trans. Sharon Brown, Bass World 1, no. 4 (1975): 89; Josef Focht,
Der Wiener Kontrabass: Spieltechnik und Aufführungspraxis, Musik und Instrumente, Tübinger Beiträge
zur Musikwissenschaft 20 (Tutzing Schneider, 1999); and Paul Brun, A New History of the Double Bass
(Villeneuve d’Ascq-France: Paul Brun Productions, 2000).
4
Adolf Meier and E. Thom, eds., Thematisches Werkverzeichnis der Kompositionen von Johannes
Sperger (1750–1812) (Blankenburg: Michaelstein, 1990).
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was also extremely thorough, the forty-five symphonies of Sperger remain an open field
of research, with most of them unpublished.5
This prompted me to take a trip to Northern Germany to visit Johann Sperger’s
collection at the Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker in
Schwerin. While sifting through various autograph manuscripts, Sinfonia in G—also
known as Symphony no. 4 in G major—was the first work to catch my attention. On the
opening folio of the autograph, in measure 6, there was one measure enclosed in repeat
brackets. Underneath this measure the composer wrote: “The second time [through] there
is a whole rest in the string instruments.”6 In other words, the strings were not to repeat
the downbeat quarter note, leaving the winds alone for the remainder of the measure. Was
this a gimmick of some sort? Repeating the bar would only extend the musical phrase
beyond the cadence—an unusual idea so soon in the piece. This piqued my interest. One
cannot help to wonder what purpose this repeat would have served in a performance.
Upon further investigation, I found more fascinating details. First, there was no third
movement. Later, I discovered there were two other versions with a third movement
intact. I also later found out that there were extramusical connotations in each movement.
This led me to believe that the symphony was programmatic, most likely a theater
symphony. This symphony, its different versions, and its relationships to the theater are
the main topic of Chapters 5 and 6.

5
Sperger’s “Arrival” Symphony is one exception. It is the only surviving symphony that functions
as an answer to Haydn’s “Farewell” Symphony. Here the musicians walk on stage in sections. See Johann
Matthias Sperger, Sinfonia in F, ed. Horst Förster, Diletto Musicale 1174 (Vienna: Doblinger, 1995).
6

“Daß 2te mal eine ganze Pause in die geig instruments” indicates a full measure pause.
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In the next section of the dissertation, I focused on Sperger and the Viennese
violone. There were several aspects to which I wanted to direct my attention. First, I felt
it was important to clear up a bit of information that has over time been misconstrued. I
have heard and read many claims that Friedrich Pischelberger (1741–1813) was
Sperger’s bass teacher. In Chapter 7, I revisit this topic and provide a thorough context in
hope of clearing up any misconceptions. I also update the story of Pischelberger and
investigate other bass players such as Josef Kämpfer (1735–after 1796) and Josef Mannl
(1745–1777) as possible “founders” of the solo Viennese playing style.
Another topic that has always interested me was the genre of the concert aria
including the solo contrabass. Both Mozart and Sperger—the only known musicians from
this time to compose arias with contrabass obbligato—composed one work in 1791 and
Sperger composed another in 1793. I wondered if there was a connection among all these
works. The investigation of this topic and an analysis of Sperger’s two concert arias with
solo contrabass are the subject of Chapter 8.
In the summer of 2015, I visited several archives in Salzburg, Vienna,
Heiligenkreuz, and Mecklenburg to collect primary sources on the Viennese violone. The
two archives that were the most informative were the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek
in Vienna (from here forward referred to as ÖNB) and the previously mentioned
Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker in Schwerin (from here
forward referred to as LBMV). At ÖNB, I got to know a smaller collection compiled by
Alfred Planyavky called the Kontrabaßarchiv (F72). It was here that I viewed several
manuscripts—and copies thereof—of eighteenth-century chamber works that were
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thought to include a violone or contrabass. One such piece was Johann Christoph Monn’s
(1726–1782) Divertimento in D for Violin and Basso.7
In Schwerin LBMV, I acquired many works by Johann Sperger, one of which was
a chamber piece with solo contrabass titled Quartetto in B-flat.8 In this piece, the
contrabass takes on the role of the second violin. It is notated in the treble clef and
requires scordatura. Rather than B-flat, appropriate to the oboe (which takes the first
part), the contrabass is scored in the key of A.9
I created editions of both Monn’s Divertimento in D and Sperger’s Quartetto in
B-flat. Monn’s divertimento was discussed as an early work, which could have included
the instrument. But Sperger’s Quartetto in B-flat, featured the violone in all its glory at
the height of “the Golden Age of Virtuosity.”10 By learning to play these two works in
Viennese tuning, I was able to gain valuable insight into the instrument’s playing
techniques and performance practices.
This study led to another inquiry surrounding the Viennese contrabass and its role
in eighteenth-century chamber music. I was interested in Josef Focht’s idea that the
decline of the violone in Vienna was directly tied to the decline of the divertimento
genre.11 I compiled a comprehensive list of all known eighteenth-century chamber works
that included the double bass for a comparative nomenclature analysis (see Appendix A).

7

IX 1077/Q 16706, Bibliothek der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Wien.

8

Mus. 5191/6, Schwerin LBMV.

9

See Chapter 9 for a complete discussion.

10

This phrase is the title of Chapter 5 in Brun, A New History of the Double Bass, 99.

11

Focht, Der Wiener Kontrabass, 48.
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This list is a compilation of works I viewed in Austria and Germany along with the
thorough survey of chamber pieces from Focht’s book. This discussion and the
discoveries that I made learning the two chamber works mentioned above are unpacked
in Chapter 9.
In Chapters 3 and 4, I examine Sperger’s Catalog: Über verschükte Musicalien
[Mus. 3065/3, Schwerin LBMV] (see Appendix B). This source in Sperger’s own hand is
a collection of musical dispersals to the aristocracy and/or potential employers from 1777
to 1802.
Chapter 3 focuses on Sperger’s musical dispersals from 1777 to 1786. By
identifying the pieces and cross-referencing them with Meier’s Werkverzeichnis on
Sperger, I make some inferences into the different court’s musical activities and
Kapellen. I determine which works were sent out more frequently than others, which
helps determine their importance in the hierarchy of symphonic dispersals. I also narrow
down dispersal timelines and draw further connections between Sperger and the church
reforms of Emperor Joseph II.
In Chapter 4, I focus on the musical dispersal from 1787 to 1802. I provide
detailed context into Sperger’s musical network by investigating the catalog’s recipients.
I identify some personalities who had not previously been named and piece together their
relationship and importance to Sperger.
Through the process of working with this catalog, I learned that Sperger was not
just a contrabass virtuoso, but transitional figure in a pivotal moment in musical history
when musicians were forced out of the Hungarian aristocratic patronage system. This was
when the idea of Sperger as a musical entrepreneur really came to light. Sperger
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composed many works out of necessity and hand crafted many pieces for their intended
recipients. He transitioned from a contrabass virtuoso applying to the leading Hungarian
Kapellen; to a traveling virtuoso/composer who sold and possibly leased chamber music;
to a musician employed in Northern Germany who accepted commissions from the
Prussian King and dedicated works to the ducal family of Mecklenburg-Schwerin.
Through Sperger’s own hand, his catalog highlights the successes and failures of a
virtuoso/composer fighting to earn a respectable living.
The last section of this process became the first section of the dissertation: an upto-date Sperger biography. I cannot overemphasize the thoroughness and importance of
Adolf Meier’s historical biography on Johann Sperger, written in a time when digital
research was non-existent. It goes without saying that this is the most important source to
any scholar who studies Johann Sperger.
Chapters 1 and 2 pay homage to Meier by presenting his detailed scholarship in
English and supplementing it with new material derived from the latest digitized primary
sources. For reference, I have included tables of chronological work lists throughout the
biography, highlighting the compositions written during that time. And finally, since
choral music is a genre that has been underrepresented in the study of Johann Sperger, I
focus on choral pieces from three different periods in Sperger’s life: 1) Lang lebe
Bathÿan / Und wenn in Gottes heiligtum from the Pressburg years; 2) Auf Brüder from
his time with the Erdödy brothers; and 3) Jesus in Banden from Ludwigslust. In all, the
main goal of Chapters 1 and 2 is to provide a thorough and current Sperger biography
that will serve as a valuable resource.

7

Throughout this dissertation, I transcribe all the sources closely to the originals. I
do not, however, observe German line break punctuations, such as the forward slash. In
some cases, I replace it with a comma. In Sperger’s symphonic title der Geburths=Tag, I
observe the double dash. I also use a forward slash when noting choral pieces with more
than one name, like Sperger’s recitative / arias.
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CHAPTER 1
JOHANN MATTHIAS SPERGER (1750–1812): LIFE AND MILIEU, PART I
Early Life, 1750–1777
Historically, members of the wealthy and noble house of Liechtenstein were well
known in the South Moravia Region (now Czech Republic) as close advisors to the
monarchy as well as exceptional patrons of the arts and sciences. At the beginning of the
seventeenth century, Prince Karl I (1569–1627), after converting to Catholicism,
established the Mother House of the Order of the Brothers of Mercy in Feldsburg (now
Valtice).1 He and the ruling princes that followed resided in the Feldsburg town castle.
His successor, Karl Eusebius (1627–1684) began the extensive reconstruction of Schloss
Liechtenstein to give the castle a more baroque appearance. In the early eighteenth
century, Prince Anton Florian (1656–1721) added the Winter Riding Hall, the Spanish
Stable, the coach house, and various outside buildings for wine cultivation. And later,
Prince Alois I (1759–1805) had a theater built. Surrounding the castle, acres of
landscaped gardens and rolling grape vineyards extended as far as the eye could see. And
beyond that was the Thiemwald, a vast forest, which was enjoyed by generations of
Liechtensteins and Habsburgs as a hunting paradise.2
Prince Josef Wenzel Liechtenstein (1696–1772), the diplomat, military strategist,
and confidant to Empress Maria Theresia, began summering in Liechtenstein Castle after
1748. There he entertained regularly, organizing hunts in the forest and musical
1
Johannes de Deo Sobel, Geschichte und Festschrift der österr.-böhm. Ordens-Provinz (Vienna:
Selbstverlag des Ordens der Barmherzigen Brüder, 1892), 11.
2
“A brief history of Valtice Palace,” About, Valtice: Official Web Presentation, accessed April
16, 2020, https://www.zamek-valtice.cz/en.
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performances in the castle.3 The prince was also a great supporter of the Mother House
and their school. He supported its expansions, which in 1766 included a library on the
second floor. He also supported some of its more talented pupils.4
The Order of the Brothers of Mercy operated a surgery and nursing school and
sought to round out the education of their students with musical teachings that included
“singing, chanting and other music.” The order maintained a church organ along with
many instruments and a collection of music.5 And based on musical practices such as that
at St. Ursula in Vienna, the bass-violone would have played an integral role in the
monastery’s musical activities.6
This was the musical backdrop for Johann Sperger’s early life. His family, along
with the other inhabitants in Feldsburg, were agricultural workers, either directly or
indirectly involved with the order and the princely estate. Johann Sperger’s March 23,
1750 Matricula record from the Feldsburg Catholic Parish reads:
2351. den 23. Joannes. Par: Stephanus Sperger Küh-Halter, Mat: Barbara. Pat:
Joannes Gilly Fürstl: Schaafmeister. Uxor [wife] Magdalena Bapt: Hl: Andreas
Weinreich.

3
This statement is loosely based on the accounts written down by Karl Höss, which documents
that both Prince Karl Eusebius and Prince Alois I arranged hunts in the Theimwalde and musical
performances in the palace for visiting nobility. See Karl Höss, Geschichte der Stadt Feldsberg (Feldsberg:
Gustav Linhart, 1902), 67 and 79.
4

Sobel, Geschichte und Festschrift, 15–37.

5

Ibid. Meier also mentions an inventory list in the Music History Department of the Moravian
Museum in Brno, which contains eighty-three symphonies that were housed in the convent. See Meier,
Biographie, 160 and note 7.
6
See Janet K. Page, Convent Music and Politics in Eighteenth-Century Vienna (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2014), 83, 142, and 227.
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Figure 1.1. Johann Matthias Sperger’s Matricula record, March 23, 1750, Valtice
Catholic Parish Matricula, Břeclav District, Acta publica, Sig. 3482, no. 2351, Moravian
Regional Archive Brno, http://actapublica.eu.
Johann’s father, Stephan Sperger was listed as a cow handler or cow owner. The
Sperger family’s connection to the Liechtenstein court was through the Princely Master
Shepherd [Schafmeister], Johann Gilly. The Spergers respected him enough to ask that he
and his wife be godparents to baby Johann.
The musical activities in Feldsburg and the practices of the Order of the Brothers
of Mercy probably encouraged Sperger’s musical interests. His family’s connection to the
Liechtenstein court could have also provided opportunities for Sperger’s initial musical
education. It is not known where young J. M. Sperger received his musical training and
the early fragmented biographical material, has over time, led to different narratives.
Robert Eitner’s Lexikon lists Sperger as:
A double bass player, who trained in Vienna, then took employment in the
Kapelle of Cardinal Batthyanyi; in 1780 in that [the Kapelle] of Prince Esterházy
under Haydn’s direction, and in 1787 in the Ducal Hofkapelle of Mecklenburg in
Ludwigslust, where he died on May 13, 1812.7

7

“Contrabassist, bildete sich in Wien aus, ging dann in die Kapelle des Kardinals Batthyanyi,
1780 in die des Fürsten Esterhazy unter Haydn’s Direktion und 1787 in die herzgl. Mecklenburgsche
Hofkapelle in Ludwigslust, wo er am 13. Mai 1812 starb.” Robert Eitner, Biographisch-Bibliographisches
Quellen-Lexikon der Musiker und Musikgelehrten 9, s.v. “Sperger, Johann” (repr., Graz: Akademische
Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt 1959), 223–24.
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In 1792, E. L. Gerber wrote that Sperger was:
a most excellent artist/performer of the contrabass and also a composer; from the
year 1789 he has served as chamber musician in the Ducal Hofkapelle of
Mecklenburg in Ludwigslust … He studied in Vienna.8
Eitner’s report is wrong on two accounts. First, the date for Sperger’s Ludwigslust post is
incorrect; and next, it lists Sperger as an Esterházy musician in 1780, a claim that has
since been discredited. Both descriptions, however, mention that Sperger studied in
Vienna.
Hellmut Federhofer’s theoretical study of two manuscripts associated with
Sperger has helped confuse matters. His research possibly points to at least two teachers.
The earliest manuscript dates from 1765 or earlier. Gradus ad Parnassum. oder
Anführung zur Regelmesigen Composition is a hand-copied, shortened revision of Johann
Joseph Fux’s treatise, translated in 1742 by J. S. Bach’s student Lorenz Mizler (see
Figure 1.2). Mizler believed that Gradus ad Parnassum was the best book in existence
“for practical music and its composition.”9

8
“Ein vortreflicher Künstler auf dem Contra-Violon und zugleich Komponist, stehet seit dem
Jahre 1789 als Kammermusikus bey der Herzogl. Meklenburg. Hof-Kapelle zu Ludwigslust … Er hat sich
zu Wien gebildet.” Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler (1790-1792)
vol. 2, s.v. “Sperger (J.)” (repr., Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1977), 543.
9
George J. Buelow, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Mizler von Kolof [Mitzler de Kolof, Koloff],
Lorenz Christoph” (2001): accessed August 1, 2020, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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Figure 1.2. Johann Matthias Sperger, Gradus ad Parnassum. oder, Anführung zur
Regelmesigen Composition, Mus. 5130, Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
Günther Uecker.
Federhofer concluded that the Schwerin LBMV revision was, at times, copied
incorrectly, and probably not even written by Sperger. Moreover, only a portion of the
second section of the treatise was copied. Therefore, the author/teacher was using only
material deemed appropriate to Sperger’s education.10 Although it is unknown who this
instructor was, two popular theories have surfaced in recent years. Josef Focht has
suggested that Sperger may have traveled to Nikolsburg (today Mikulov) to study at the
10
Hellmut Federhofer, “Musiktheoretische Schriften aus Johannes Matthias Sperger’s Besitz,” in
Sborník Prací Filosofické Fakulty Brněnské Univerzity. F, Řada Uměnovědná 14, F9 (1965): 72–73,
accessed December 27, 2016, https://digilib.phil.muni.cz/bitstream/ handle/
11222.digilib/110865/F_HistoriaeArtium_09-1965-1_12.pdf?sequence=1.
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Jesuit Gymansium. Meier thought that Sperger received his training at home in Feldsburg
with the Catholic Parish organist Franz Anton Becker.11
The second manuscript, Wegweiser auf die Orgel, vor mich Johannes Mathias
Sperger. 1766. is a copied revision—mostly in Sperger’s hand—of an anonymous treatise
titled Vermehrter ... Wegweiser ... die Kunst die Orgel recht zu schlagen (Figure 1.3a).
Federhofer discovered that Sperger’s revision was copied from the 1696 third edition, a
publication that Joseph Haydn also kept in his library. At the end of Sperger’s revision,
there is a copied cadenza (Figure 1.3b) —possibly for Haydn’s Keyboard Concerto in F,
Hob. XVIII:3 (ca. 1765). Federhofer writes:
A “Catenz / Sig. Haydn” for piano is reproduced as a facsimile in this essay; Only
the word “Catenz” and the brackets to the systems were written by Sperger, clefs
and music are by an unknown writer. Obviously, this is a cadenza by Joseph
Haydn for the first movement of one of his own keyboard concertos, perhaps the
one in the F major … The so-called Haydn ornament in the third bar also speaks
to its authenticity.12

11

Focht, Der Wiener Kontrabass, 188–89; and Meier, Biographie, 161.

12

“sowie als bemerkenswertestes Stück eine als Faksimile in diesem Aufsatz wiedergegebene
“Catenz / Sig. Haydn” für Klavier. Nur das Wort “Catenz” und die Klammerung zu den Akkoladen dürften
sicher von Sperger, Schlüssel und Noten dagegen von einem unbekannten Schreiber stammen. Offenbar
handelt es sich um eine Kadenz Joseph Haydns zum ersten Satz eines eigenen Klavierkonzertes, vielleicht
zu jenem in F-Dur H V Gruppe XVIII, no. 3. Für die Echtheit spricht auch das sog. Haydn-Ornament im
dritten Takt.” Federhofer, “Musiktheoretische Schriften,” 74.
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Figure 1.3a. Johann Matthias Sperger, Wegweiser auf die Orgel, Mus. 5121, Schwerin
LBMV.
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Figure 1.3b. Johann Matthias Sperger, Wegweiser auf die Orgel, 32, Mus. 5121,
Schwerin LBMV.
The facts are coincidental at best. Even though Haydn’s keyboard concerto in F was
supposedly composed around the same time as Wegweiser, the year 1766 on the cover of
Sperger’s Wegweiser appears to be rewritten over the top of the original year. I have not
been able to locate any cadenza Haydn wrote that is similar to this one. Yet more
confusion lies in the two separate handwritings. Logic would have it that if Sperger did
not create the initial copy, then it could have been his teacher. Who then administered
this exercise to Sperger? The name “Sigl: Haydn” on the top left of the page is not in
Haydn’s hand. But the cadenza was not the only keyboard music that Sperger copied. A
copy of Haydn’s Divertimento in D (Hob. XVI:19) from 1767 is also in Sperger’s
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personal collection. These copies, although fascinating, are not proof that Sperger studied
with Haydn or played in the Esterházy Kapelle, despite earlier claims. And, although
Haydn had a similar version of the Wegweiser, there is not enough information here to
assign him as one of Sperger’s early teachers. The cadenza does, however, honor Haydn
as one of Sperger’s early influences—a premise that is confirmed many times over in
Sperger’s music.
Two additional manuscripts from Sperger’s musical training point to Johann
Georg Albrechtsberger (1736–1809) as Sperger’s early composition teacher. Both
Exercita per il Partitura and Kurtzes Fundiment zum Generalbass Spielen (Mus. 725,
Schwerin LBMV) have Albrectsberger’s name written on them; the first includes a fourpart musical example with written corrections in a second hand. In 1965, Hubert
Unverricht determined that the Exercita was in Albrechtsberger’s hand.13 Although both
sources are undated, it can be inferred that they were both written sometime after 1767,
around the time that Sperger moved from Feldsburg to Vienna.
Meier also acknowledged Albrechtsberger as Sperger’s composition teacher in
Vienna but remarked in a footnote that it could not be directly proven. 14 He also
indicated that during this time, Sperger apprenticed under Friedrich Pischelberger, on the
violone, but later admitted that “there is no direct proof of this.”15
The question of Sperger’s early musical training remains unresolved. It is possible
that he had more than one instructor in Feldsburg before moving on to Vienna to study

13

Ibid., 77, note 14.

14

Meier, Biographie, 161 and note 8.

15

Ibid., 120 and 161.
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with Albrechtsberger. It is also possible that young Sperger had some early contact with
Joseph Haydn, although there is no evidence, beyond the cadenza in Wegeweiser.
Moreover, Meier’s theory of Becker, Albrechtsberger, and Pischelberger as Sperger’s
teachers, although unproven, over time has been largely accepted and uncontested
(Pischelberger is further discussed in Chapters 7 and 8).
Hardly anything is known about Sperger’s life from 1767 to 1777. What is known
is that by 1777, Sperger had already composed a set of at least six symphonies, two sets
of wind band partitas, a set of trio sonatas, twelve violin duets, and a divertimento (Table
1.1). With the individual works undated, the first six symphonies (A 16) and six wind
band partitas (D I/1–6) were sent to Graf Franz Szechényi (1754–1820) in 1777 (see
Chapter 3).
Table 1.1. Johann Matthias Sperger’s works before 1777.
Work
Twelve Violin Duets
Symphony 1 in D

Year
ca. 1770
1777 or before

Meier no.
K II/1
A1

LBMV Mus. no.
472
5166

Symphony 2 in C
Symphony 3 in F

1777 or before
1777 or before

A2
A3

5171
5173/1

Symphony 4 in G
Symphony 5 in E-flat

1777 or before
1777 or before

A4
A5

5164
5173/4

Symphony 6 in B-flat
Symphony in F
Divertimento in D for
Vn., Vla, Bass
Six Trios for Vn or
Ob. or Fl., Vla., Bass
Six Partien for 2 Ob., 2
Hn., and 2 Bn.
Six Partien for 2 Ob., 2
Hn., and 2 Bn.

1777 or before
1777 or before
1777 or before

A6
A 44
C II/4

5161
Missing
5190/18

1777 or before

C II/5–11

5190/15–20

1777 or before

D I/1–6

5189/22–27

1777 or before

D I/712

5189/9, 31, 39–42
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Other Archives
Prague and
Kremsier
Prague and Basel
Prague and
Kremsmünster
Kremsmünster
Kremsmünster
and Basel
Basel
Basel

Budapest

Meier suggests that the twelve violin duets could have been theoretical exercises
composed while Sperger was apprenticing with Albrechtsberger in Vienna. Other
archives may provide more background into Sperger’s whereabouts before 1777. For
instance, his first three symphonies were found in the collection of Graf Christian Phillip
von Clam-Gallas (1748–1805). Graf Christian and his wife Maria Caroline Josepha née
Sporck (1752–1799) had a small theater and employed an orchestra in their Prague
palace. Whether Sperger played at the Clam-Gallas palace or applied for a job needs
further investigation.16
Symphonies A 3–A 5 are also preserved at Stift Kremsmünster. The Linz area
was significant in that Sperger’s wife Anna née Tarony was born there. Although the
Trauungsbuch from Kremsmünster does not record the wedding, this could have been the
approximate time and place the couple met. Sperger and Anna Tarony married
presumably sometime around 1776.
Joseph Batthyány’s Kapelle, 1777–1783
Sometime in 1777, Sperger joined Archbishop Joseph Batthyány’s Kapelle in
Pressburg. Pressburg (today Bratislava), was one the most culturally significant centers
for European music. Not only did it have a permanent theater, but the many aristocratic
houses kept a multitude of musicians employed.
Located just 60 km from Vienna, Pressburg was a favorite destination of Empress
Maria Theresia. In 1765, Maria Theresia’s daughter Maria Christina (1742–1798) and
son-and-law Prince Albert Casimir of Saxony, the Duke of Teschen (1738–1822), moved

16
Christian Fastl, Oesterreichisches Musiklexikon, s.v. “Clam-Gallas Family,” accessed on May
10,2020, http://www.musiklexikon.ac.at/ml/musik_C/Clam-Gallas_Familie.xml.
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into the newly renovated Pressburg court castle. Through Maria Theresia’s favor, Prince
Albert was awarded the position of Field Marshal and Statthalter of Hungary. Along with
the Habsburgs and their extended family, many other noble houses interacted in
Pressburg’s musical life, such as Esterházy, Grassalkovich, Erdödy, Csáky, Pálffy,
Amadé, Zichy, Keglevich, Szechényi, and Batthyány.17
Besides acting as the capital of Hungary, Pressburg was also a major center of
Catholic religious affairs. On January 1, 1776, Maria Theresia appointed Graf Joseph
Batthyány as Archbishop of Esztergom and Prince-Primate of Hungary. Batthyány had
previously been appointed Canon of Esztergom in 1752, Provost of Pressburg in 1755,
Bishop of Erlau in 1759, and Archbishop of Kalocsa in 1760. With Batthyány’s new
appointment came an abundance of wealth and power. Not only did the Archbishop of
Esztergom have the sole right to crown the kings of Hungary, but he also had political
influence (a situation that would change with Emperor Joseph II). On June 1, 1778,
Batthyány was further elevated to Cardinal by Pope Pius VI.18
Batthyány was a great patron of the arts who thoroughly enjoyed the secular
activities of the day, such as hunting, fireworks, theater, wind band music, Turkish music,
and weekly concerts. And if one envisions an Olympic sports team, with its members
chosen from “the cream of the crop” or “the best of the best,” that its region has to offer,
then a metaphorical picture can be painted of the archbishop’s orchestra.
17
Darina Múdra, Anton Zimmermann (1741–1781): Thematisches Werkverzeichnis (Frankfurt am
Main: Peter Lang GmbH, 2011), 23–24. On Maria Christina see Friedrich Weissensteiner, Die Töchter
Maria Theresias (Cologne: Bastei-Lübbe, 1996), 77–88.
18

Múdra, Zimmermann, 23. See also Gert Polster, “Die Ältere Linie der Familie Batthyäny im 18.
Jahrhundert,” Burgenländische Heimatblätter 64 (2000): 12–16, Burgenländischen Landesregierung,
Landesarchiv, accessed on September 22, 2019, https://www.zobodat.at /pdf/BurgenlaendischeHeimatblaetter_62_4_0017-0042.pdf.
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By the time Sperger had joined the Kapelle in 1777, musical life in Pressburg was
at the height of its glory. In the summer, concerts were open to the public on Fridays and
Sundays in the palace garden. The archbishop’s generosity and the strength of the
orchestra were further described by Christian Friedrich Hüttenrauch in the 1779
Geschichte des Fasching (Figure 1.4).
The splendid Kapelle of His Princely Eminence, Cardinal Graf Batthyany, is a
festival of joy dedicated to the public. This great benefactor of the arts, and
special promoter of music, has a Kapelle, of which it would be difficult to find in
all of Europe such a strong group of great men and virtuosi as these, and His High
Princely Eminence, one of the greatest philanthropists of his time, the benefactor
of all those who approach him, allows every respectably dressed person to be
present and has officials from the Dicastery invited with tickets. There is a Palais
Concert twice a week throughout the winter, and in the summer, on Sundays, in
His Eminence’s beautiful garden outside the city. Not only will you hear all the
new excellent pieces that have come out of the Empire, France and Italy, but also
works by our Zimmermann, Sperger and Schrottenbach give your spirit
entertainment and delight. The Kapelle is strong, with only virtuosos and
concertists recommended by Herr Zimmermann.
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Figure 1.4. Christian Friedrich Hüttenrauch, Geschichte des Fasching: vom Anfang der
Welt bis auf der Jahre 1779, 195, DD ZA 72:1779, SUB Göttingen,
http://resolver.sub.uni-goettingen.de/purl?PPN68906280X.
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The Pressburger Zeitung also reported on the many musical activities of the
Kapelle. Meier has already pointed to several of these articles. On November 25, 1780,
Maria Christina and Prince Albert attended a glorious gala at Cardinal Batthyány’s
residence. As recorded in the article below, the entire palace was lit by candle-light and
the Kapelle performed for the elite. The following day, a celebration for Saint Cecilia, the
patroness of musicians and church music, was observed. Appropriately, the Kapelle
honored Cardinal Batthyány and his master builder Herr Hefele with music performed by
the virtuosos. Although his name was not mentioned, Sperger was seemingly present for
all these performances (Figure 1.5).
Pressburg—The 21st of this month, in celebration of the highest name day festival
of Her Most Serene Highness Archduchess Maria Christina and the birthday of His
Royal Highness Duke Albert, that occurs on the same day. The two
abovementioned nobles were entertained with a hunt in the Altenburger area … The
entire aristocracy celebrated this day in the grandest gala, and His Excellency the
Judex Curia Count Feckete hosted them to a delicious midday meal. To honor this
joyful day, His Eminence the Cardinal and Primate of Hungary Prince Batthiany in
the evening opened for the first time his Archbishop’s palace in the city—built
entirely new at his own expense—which was completely illuminated. In the
magnificent hall the archbishop’s Kapelle played the most excellent pieces for the
throng of nobility gathered there. For these joyful festivities the remaining members
of the public were allowed into the gallery which was resting on eighteen pillars of
the abovementioned hall. As the day after the feast was Holy Saint Cecilia’s Day, a
musical concert was given to the entire nobility in the same hall, at which various
musicians alternately performed. On the same evening both their Royal Highnesses
honored His Eminence and the entire company by surprising them with their high
presence; this was to highly honor all the virtuosi who performed, and the princely
architect Melchior Hefele. On the 23rd there was a grand Tafel in the court castle.
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Figure 1.5. Pressburger Zeitung, November 25, 1780, no. 95, accessed on June 13, 2020,
https://www.difmoe.eu/d/periodical/uuid:1ec30e40-d452-11de-8dc5-000d606f5dc6.
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Not only was Prince Albert’s name day celebrated, but the couple had just been named
Governors of the Austrian Netherlands, after the death of Charles Alexander of Lorraine
on July 4, 1780. The name day celebration on November 21 for Prince Albert must have
been one of the last parties thrown for the royal couple because eight days later, Empress
Maria Theresia died, leaving the couple’s position in the hands of Joseph II.
In another episode reported in the Brünner Zeitung, the Cardinal entertained many
of the nobility on a float down the Danube with cannon fire and Turkish music. Three
beautiful ships had been especially built for the occasion (Figure 1.6).
The first was occupied by the chamber musicians of His Eminence in Turkish
clothing; the second … by the Cardinal with his distinguished guests, whereby the
constant sounds of trumpets and timpani, together with Turkish music were heard;
the third, finally was the entire court and the servants of the high nobility. The
latter ship also carried cannons, which always had to alternate with small cannons
set up on the bank both at Pressburg and Bistorf. This show afforded the
spectators, who had accumulated in large quantities, a magnificent sight. In
Bistorf, there was target shooting, and of the three prizes offered, His Highness
Prince Coburg took the first. In the evening the whole society loaded in coaches
and returned to the royal residence in Pressburg.
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Figure 1.6. Brünner Zeitung der kaiserl.-königl. privileg. Mährischen Lehenbank,
August 8, 1781, no. 63, 503, accessed July 8, 2020,
http://www.digitalniknihovna.cz/mzk/view/ uuid:06c1c9a0-85be-11e2-80e3005056825209?page=uuid:cbefa9b0-b905-f47c-06dd-b3386ca071eb.
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Based on the above accounts, it is evident that the Cardinal’s Kapelle, in addition
to having a sacred commitment through the liturgical events, frequently operated in a
secular capacity. They were used as local entertainment, providing weekend concerts, and
playing for the theater. They were also used as private entertainment for members of the
nobility. It can therefore be concluded that the Pressburg Kapelle operated in a three-fold
capacity providing:
•
•
•

public secular entertainment
private social music for the aristocracy
sacred music at the Cathedral

In the ensemble they took the form of either a large orchestra, a wind band, or a chamber
group with alternating instrumentation.19
Meier’s work on the Batthyány Kapelle produced a comprehensive orchestra list
compiled from three different sources: the Hofkasserechnungen from the Batthyány
family archives,20 the Geschichte des Fasching,21 and Forkel’s 1783 Musical Almanac
(see Figure 1.7a and 1.7b).22 His orchestra list has been included below with one
alteration (Table 1.2).

19

Múdra, Zimmermann, 41.

20

Batthyány family archives, sig. P 1318, Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár - Országos Levéltára,

Budapest.
21
Christian Friedrich Hüttenrauch, Geschichte des Faschings: vom Anfang der Welt bis auf der
Jahre 1779, DD ZA 72:1779, SUB Göttingen, http://resolver.sub.uni-goettingen.de/purl?PPN68906280X.
22
Johann Nicolaus Forkel, Musikalischer Almanach für Deutschland auf das Jahr 1783
(Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1974), 99–100.
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Table 1.2. Batthyány’s Pressburg Kapelle, 1778–1783, from Meier, Biographie, 164–65.
I have abbreviated the Batthyány family archives as “BA,” Geschichte des Fasching as
“GF,” and the Forkel Musical Almanac as “FMA.” Payments were given in florins, the
common currency of the time.
Year and Source:
Director:

1778, BA
Joseph Zistler

1779, BA and GF
Zistler

1780, BA
Zistler

1781, BA
Zistler

Kapellmeister:

Anton Zimmermann

Zimmermann

Zimmermann

Zimmermann (died
1781)

Violin:

Zistler, 1000
Zimmerman, 500
Franz Mraff, 500
Stephan Försch, 500

Viola:
Violoncello:

Franz Xav. Hammer, 800
Leopold Schwendner,

Zistler
Zimmerman
Mraff
Försch
Ignaz Sef

Zistler, 1000
Zimmerman, 500
Mraff, 500
Försch , 500
Sef, 500

Zistler, 1000
Zimmerman, 500
Mraff, 500
Försch, 500
Sef, 500

Grindler [Gindler]
(Accessit?)
Joseph Pferpfer
Hammer
Schwendner

Kämpfer, 250
Hammer, 800
Schwendner, 400

Hammer, 800
Schwendner, 400

300
Contrabass:

Johannes Sperger, 500

Sperger

Sperger, 500

Sperger, 500

Baryton:

Karl Franz, 500

Franz

Franz, 500

Franz, 500

Oboe:

Albrecht Schaudig, 600
Johannes Theimer, 180
Philipp Theimer, 180

Schaudig
J. Theimer
Ph. Theimer

J. Theimer, 240
Ph. Theimer, 240

J. Theimer, 240
Ph. Theimer, 240

Clarinet:

Theodor Lotz, 600
Michael Pum, 500

Lotz
Pum

Lotz, 600
Pum, 500

Lotz, 600
Pum, 500

Bassoon:

Jahn (John?), 500

Franz Czervenka

Czervenka, 700
Joseph Spadny, 240

Czervenka, 700
Spadny, 240

Horn:

Anton Boeck, 500
Paul Rau, 500

A. Boeck
Rau

A. Boeck, 300
Ignaz Boeck, 300
Rau, 240

An. Boeck, 300
Ignaz Boeck, 300
Rau, 240

Trumpet:

Franz Faber, 500
Johann Klepp, 300

Faber
Klepp

Faber, 500
Klepp, 300

Faber, 500
Klepp, 300

Harp:

Jakob Schrottenbach, 300

Schrottenbach

Schrottenbach, 300

Schrottenbach, 300

Copyist:

Joseph Kinel, 300

Kinel

Kinel, 300

Kinel, 300

Total:

20

22

23

23

Flute:

Ant. Mikusch, 240

Timpani:
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Table 1.2. (cont.)
Year and Source:

1782, BA

1782, FMA

1783, BA

Director:

Zistler

Zistler (KonzM. u. 1. Violinist

Zistler

Kapellmeister:

(Vacant)

(Vacant)

(Vacant)

Violin:

Zistler, 1000
Mraff, 500
Sef, 500

Zistler
Mraff
Sef
Försch
(Ign. Boeck)
(Czervenka)
(Mikusch)
(Pum)
(Rau)

Zistler, 850
Mraff, 500
Sef, 300

(Lots)
(Kinel)

Viola:

Violoncello:

Hammer, 800
Schwendner, 400

Hammer
Schwendner

Hammer, 500

Contrabass:

Sperger, 500

Sperger
Franz Spieler

Sperger, 500

Baryton:

Franz, 500

Franz

Flute:

Mikusch, 300

Mikusch

Oboe:

J. Theimer, 400
Ph. Theimer, 400

J. Theimer
Ph. Theimer

Clarinet:

Lotz, 600
Pum, 500

Lotz
Pum

Lotz, 400

Bassoon:

Czervenka, 700
Spadny, 240

Czervenka
Spadny

Spadny, 300

Horn:

An. Boeck, 300
Ignaz Boeck, 300
Rau, 240

An. Boeck
Ignaz Boeck

Trumpet:

Faber, 500
Klepp, 300

Klepp
Franz Schmid

Timpani:

Mikusch, 300

Klepp, 300

Caspar Kirchenkopf

Harp:

Schrottenbach, 300

Copyist:

Kinel

Total:

21

Schrottenbach
Kinel, 300
24

10

1778–1782 were the pinnacle years of the orchestra. According to the accounting
records, there were twenty-one to twenty-four musicians with salaries ranging from 240
to 1000 fl. The orchestra was led by three players. First, Joseph Zistler (1744?–1794) was
both administrative director and first violin virtuoso. He was the highest paid musician
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earning 1000 fl. Next, Anton Zimmermann (1741–1781), the Kapellmeister, artistic
director, violinist, and probable harpsichordist earned 500 fl. And lastly, Theodor Lotz
[Lots] (1748–1792) was the clarinet virtuoso, and instrument maker who was the leader
of the wind section. He earned 600 fl. per year
Lotz’s wind section consisted of 2 clarinets, 2–3 oboes, 1–2 bassoons, 2–3 horns,
2 trumpets, and the later addition of a flute. The section was specifically designed for
versatility. First, as a smaller ensemble, they assumed the traditional military
instrumentation needed for various forms of Harmoniemusik. Second, the virtuosos were
made available for chamber music and entertaining the nobility. Finally, within the
context of the larger group, they filled the gaps of the orchestra. As seen in Forkel’s
orchestra list, many members of the woodwind section doubled on stringed instruments
(Figure 1.7).23

23

Múdra, Zimmermann, 38.

30

Figure 1.7. Batthyány’s Pressburg Kapelle, Johann Nikolaus Forkel, Musikalischer
Almanach für Deutschland auf das Jahr 1783.
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Theodor Lotz and copyist Joseph Kinel both played in the viola section. This was
most likely the reason there was not a permanent violist on the payroll. While Grindler
was originally listed by Hüttenrauch as a member of the Kapelle, he was most likely an
unpaid apprentice as his wage was not given in the Batthyány family archives payment
record. Other wind players alternated in the violin sections, including hornist Ignaz Böck,
bassoon virtuoso Franz Czerwenka, flutist Anton Mikusch, second clarinetist Michael
Pum, and hornist Paul Rauch (Table 1.3).
Table 1.3. Pressburg Kapelle members noted in Geschichte des Fasching.
Anton Zimmermann
Joseph Zistler
Franz Mräff
Steven Först
Gindler [Grindler]
Xaverius Hammer
Leopold Schwentner
Johann Sperger
Joseph Kämpfer
Theodor Lotz
Michael Pum
Franz Karl
Albrecht Schaudig
Cservenco
Paul Rauch
Herr Franz Faber
Jacob Schrottenbach

Kapellmeister
Director and violin virtuoso
first violin
second violoin
viola
baßetel (cello) virtuoso
baßetel (cello)
violone-bass virtuoso
violoncelle virtuoso
clarinet virtuoso and flutist
clarinet virtuoso
baridon (baryton) virtuoso
oboe virtuoso
bassoon virtuoso
horn virtuoso
trumpet virtuoso
harp virtuoso and composer

The compensation for the members of the Kapelle can be divided into two
payment brackets. While the players making below 500 fl. were most likely ripienists or
section players, those making above that mark were undoubtedly the virtuosos. The
highest paid virtuosos were Franz Xaver Hammer (1741–1817) at 800 fl. and the
bassoonist Franz Czerwenka (1745–1801) at 700 fl. The baryton player Karl Franz
(1738–1802) and Johann Sperger each earned 500 fl. Based on the information above, the
duties of the virtuosos included leading their sections, performing chamber music and
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concertos, and as in the case of Sperger and Schottenbach, composing new works (see
Figure 1.4).
While the Batthyány payment lists provide a wealth of information, there are a
few inconsistencies. They probably don’t account for payments in kind. As for the
members of the Esterházy Kapelle, day-to-day goods were most likely included for
Batthyány’s musicians. Other than monetary earnings, the Pressburg musicians were
probably also compensated with free housing, food, official clothing, and fuel.24 This
being the case, the musicians were well compensated. The compensation for Anton
Zimmermann, however, stands out as an anomaly. Why would he allow himself to be
humiliated with a salary of 500 fl. per year, when many of the virtuosos made the same
wage or better? After all, he was responsible for recruiting and assembling the musicians
in the Kapelle. Moreover, the concertmaster Joseph Zistler earned 1000 fl.—twice as
much as the Kapellmeister. Adolf Meier and Darina Múdra have both speculated that
Zimmermann must have had other fixed income, such as an organist post at St. Martins
Cathedral.25 Some of the confusion surrounding Zimmermann’s payment records may
have been cleared up had he lived a little longer. Unfortunately, the composer died on
October 8, 1781.26
Finally, the details surrounding Joseph Kämpfer (1735–after 1796) are also
confusing. For a short time between 1779 and 1780, the famous traveling contrabass
24
Adolf Meier, “Die Preßburger Hofkapelle des Fürst-primas von Ungarn Fürst Joseph von
Batthyányi in den Jahren 1776 bis 1784,” in Haydn-Jahrbuch (1978): 85.
25

Ibid. and, Múdra, Zimmermann, 41.

26

Darina Múdra, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Zimmermann, (Johann) Anton” (2001): accessed
June 28, 2018, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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virtuoso, was paid as a violoncellist earning 250 fl. Despite this entry in the payment
ledger, he still performed as a contrabass virtuoso with the Kapelle on more than one
occasion. On March 15, 1778, a concert was held in the Pressburg theater, in which
Kämpfer was reported as the soloist in two separate pieces.
The arrival here of the famous virtuoso Hr. Joseph Kempfer, has already put his
skills on the contrabass to the test in various places in Germany, acquiring many
accolades … Hr. Kempfer performed his own composition, a concerto on the
contrabass with full orchestra and obbligato instruments. The piece was
accompanied by more than usual amazement and approval, since a violone, on
account of its size and the thickness of the strings, is otherwise merely used for
accompaniment, but was here so well governed and managed … Then a duetto
was played, Herr Kempfer on the violon with Her Stephan Försch on the viola. 27
Had the author of this article not identified Kämpfer by name on three separate
occasions, one would think that Sperger was the soloist. He was, after all, the Kapelle’s
contrabass virtuoso in 1778. The article above announces Kämpfer’s arrival to Pressburg.
This could have been his debut performance and application to the Kapelle. And since the
contrabass virtuoso position was already filled by Sperger, Kämpfer probably had to
settle on the violoncello to get his foot in the door.
Another performance occurred on November 19, 1779, in which Kämpfer again
performed a “new concerto on the double bass from the already praised Herr
Zimmerman. Mademoiselle Himmelbauer then sang a duet accompanied by Herr

27

“die Hieherkunft des berühmten Virtuosen Hrn. Joseph Kempfer, welcher schon an
verschiedenen Orten Deutschlands auf dem Contra Baß Proben seiner Geschicklichkeit abgelegt und vielen
Beyfall erworben … Gleich hierauf spielte Hr. Kempfer ein vollstimmiges Konzert auf dem Contra Baß
mit verschiedenen obligaten Instrumenten von seiner eigenen Komposition. Verwunderung und Beyfall
begleiteten dieses Stück desto mehr, da ein Violon wegen seiner Größe und Stärke der Saiten, sonst blos
zum Accompagnement gebraucht wird, hier aber vom Spieler so regieret und behandelt wurde … Gleich
hierauf wurde ein Duetto gespielt. Herr Kämpfer auf dem Violon mit Hrn. Stephan Försch auf dem Viola.”
Pressburger Zeitung, no. 22, March 18, 1778, accessed on July 8, 2020,
https://www.difmoe.eu/d/periodical/uuid:1ec30e40-d452-11de-8dc5-000d606f5dc6.
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Kempfer on his double bass.” In this concert, the audience also heard a bassoon concerto
by Franz Czervenka and a violin concerto by Joseph Zistler.28
In a critique, Hüttenrauch simultaneously praised Kämpfer’s abilities on the
double bass and Zimmermann’s “angry expression.”
I have often heard him with astonishment, and I am amazed at how gorgeous the
masculine strength of his bow is, and although I must confess that a concerto on
the violone alone has little charm, it remains true that I also enjoyed it from
Kempfer’s masterful hand, and I have to confess that I was so delighted at the
angry expression of Zimmermann’s concerto, that I forgot he was angry, when I
saw through this rough instrument, this gentle man, again showing his true
character a moment later.29
Through these various accounts, it is evident that Kämpfer was quite popular with
the public as well as a brilliant soloist on the double bass. Yet the fact remains that he
was listed as a cellist in Batthyány’s payment ledger, earning half as much as Sperger.
Maybe, like Zimmermann’s position, there was separate income provided from an
outside source—like the theater. The Pressburger Zeitung reported on November 24,
1779 that Kämpfer “was being allowed to undertake a musical trip with the highest
permission.” It is possible that by performing on tour as a solo contrabassist, Kämpfer
28
“Vergangenen Freytag als am 19 gab der Fürstrl. Musikus Herr Joseph Kempfer, welcher
wieder gesonnen ist, mit hoher Erlaubniß eine musikalische Riese anzutreten, in dem hiesigen großen
Schauspielhause zu seinem Besten eine musikalische Akademie … Herr Kempfer spielte auf dem
Kontra:Baß ein neues Konzert vom schon belobten Hern. Zimmermann … Mademoisell Himmelbauer sang
hierauf ein Duett unter der Begleitung des Hrn. Kempfer auf seinem Kontra:Baß.” Pressburger Zeitung 15
no. 94, November 24, 1779, 7, accessed July 8, 2020, https://www.difmoe.eu/d/view/uuid:f4910960-ddf711de-b311-000d606f5dc6?page=uuid:04321cf0-d8ef-11de-9418-000d606f5dc6.
29
“Ich habe ihn oft mit Verwunderung gehört, wie hinreißend die männliche Stärke seines Bogens
ist, und ob ich gleich gestehe, daß ein Concert auf dem Violon allein wenig Reize hat, so bleibt es doch
wahr, daß ich auch mit vielem Vergnügen es von Kempfers Meisterhand gespielt angehört habe, und ich
muß gestehen, daß ich mit in vollem Entzücken bey dem zornigen Ausdruck eines Zimmermannishen
Concerts vergessen habe, daß er zürnt, denn ich sah selbst bey diesem rauhen Instrument den sanften
aufgebrachten Mann, der in einem Augenblick wieder seine wahre Gestalt zeigt.” Hüttenrauch, Geschichte
des Faschings, 197–98.
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was making up for the low compensation he received as a cellist. Another likely scenario
was that Kämpfer preferred traveling and freelancing and that his position with Batthyány
was temporary.
Meanwhile, Sperger’s position in Batthyány’s Kapelle provided him the
opportunity to achieve some financial security for his family. In 1778, he applied to the
Tonkünstler Societät, the pension institution of Vienna, which held annual concerts for
the purpose of providing financial assistance to the widows and orphans of deceased
members. On May 14, 1778, Sperger’s application to the society was denied, pending an
opportunity to achieve “merit.” Then, on September 30, 1778, an agreement was reached
whereby Sperger was to compose a new grand symphony and a contrabass concerto.
These works were to be performed in the upcoming Advent variety concert on December
20, 1778 in Vienna’s Kärntnertortheater. The playbill for this event is as follows (Figure
1.8).
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Today, Sunday, December 20, 1778
With the highest approval
in the privileged Royal and Imperial Court Theater, next to the Kärntnertor,
will be held for the benefit of the privileged and established Tonkünstler Society.
A Grand Musical Akademie
which, including the instrumental and singing voices,
consists of more of the 180 people,
and in which the following pieces will be heard, thus:
1) A new grand symphony, composed by Herr Johann Sperger, chamber
musician to His Eminence, the Herr Cardinal and Primate of Hungary, Prince
von Bathiany.
2) An aria composed by Herr Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf, will be sung by Herr
Mathäus Souter.
3) A grand chorus, composed by Herr Händl [Handel].
4) The abovementioned Herr Johann Sperger will be heard in a newly composed
concerto for the double bass.
5) Mlle. Theresia Teyber sings an aria newly composed by Herr Franz Teyber.
6) A grand chorus, composed by Herr Sacchini.
7) A new grand symphony composed by a person of the high nobility.
8) Mlle. Catharina Cavalieri will sing an aria composed by Herr Giordani.
9) Another grand chorus follows by the abovementioned Herr Handel.
10) Herr Joseph Zistler, chamber musician of the highly esteemed His Eminence
Prince von Bathiany, will perform a concerto on the violin.
11) Mlle. Cavalieri, Mlle. Theresia Teyber, and Herr Mathäus Souter will sing a
trio, composed by Herr Sarti.
12) To end with, a grand chorus composed by the often-named Herr Handel.
The price of admission is:
In the noble Parterre
—
—
th
In the second Parterre and on the 4 floor —
On the third floor
—
—
On the fifth floor
—
—
For a box on the first and second floor
—
For a box on the third floor
—
—
Starts at 7 o’ Clock
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—
—
—
—
—
—

1 fl., 25 kr.
— 24 kr.
— 40 kr.
— 10 kr.
1 Ducat
3 fl.

Figure 1.8. Programme der Tonkünstler-Societät 1772–1830, Bibliothek der Gesellschaft
der Musikfreunde in Wien, no. 28, 111678.
Furthermore, the section on Johann Sperger in the Geschichte des Fasching could
refer to this performance (Figure 1.9).
Johann Sperger, virtuoso on the violon-bass. The applause that the grand director
Prince Kaunitz, as well as all of Vienna, gave him, he had long earned and
received by both his prince and the local connoisseurs of music; when they heard
him in Vienna, everyone screamed: our Mandel [Mannl] has risen again. (This
great man on this instrument was employed by the Hofkriegsrath in Vienna and
died just a few years ago.) His creative spirit is not merely satisfied with the great
knowledge of his instrument, but he is also a good composer whereby about his
work connoisseurs say (the author himself has not heard anything by him yet):
that [they] contain truth of expression and noble fire and are loaded with new
ideas.
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Figure 1.9. Hüttenrauch, Geschichte des Fasching, 197, DD ZA 72:1779, SUB
Göttingen, http://resolver.sub.uni-goettingen.de/purl?PPN68906280X.
Given the proximity of dates, it is possible that this is also the Tonkünstler Societät
concert where Sperger achieved “merit.” No doubt when Hüttenrauch mentioned the
Chancellor and minister of foreign affairs, Prince Wenzel Anton Kaunitz, as “große
Compositor,” he was referring to his role as main director and benefactor of the
Kärntnertortheater. The “local connoisseurs of music” may have been the society’s panel
of assessors led by their president, Giuseppe Bonno. Sperger’s compositions were noted
as having “truth in expression” or “a noble fire” and being “jam packed with new ideas.”
This virtuosic performance on the contrabass not only satisfied those on the panel but
also Prince Kaunitz. And as for the public, their cries of “our Mandel has risen again,”
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referred to Josef Mannl, the former Hofkapelle contrabassist who had died in 1777.30
Based on this account, Mannl was surely a virtuosic soloist as well as an excellent
concert player.
For the society, this was their least profitable concert to date. Although there were
at least 1068 people in attendance, after expenses, the concert only netted 462 fl. and 31
kr. compared to the 953 fl. and 31 kr. in the previous year.31 For Sperger, however, the
concert was a huge success. He secured the necessary “merit” with the society. And as a
result, on February 15, 1779, after paying a membership fee of 150 fl. and the nonresident fee of 300 fl., Sperger secured his spot as a member in the Tonkünstler Societät,
as well a later pension for his wife after she became a widow.
An investigation of the society’s “musical merit” that Sperger and other musicians
had to achieve was recently carried out by Emily M. Wuchner. She admitted that “the
Society’s documents do not reveal a definition outlining what constituted one’s “merit,”
that clues are found if we consider the evidence for the musicians who were rejected for
“lack of merit.” Apparently, the society viewed merit as “pertaining to musicians and
composers with a good reputation, who were known to the membership, and who were
talented at their craft.”32 This was true with Sperger. His position in Pressburg had bought
him a reputation; however, possible masonic affiliations may have also played a crucial
role.
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Focht, Der Wiener Kontrabass, 191.
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Emily M. Wuchner, “The Tonkünstler Societät and the Oratorio in Vienna 1771–1798” (PhD
diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2017), 443.
32

Ibid., 63.
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Darina Múdra suggests that Johann Sperger was a member the Pressburg lodge
along with “Stephan Försch, Anton Mikuš [Mikusch], Joseph Kämpfer, and Karl Wahr.33
According to János Bali and Péter Halász, the musicians Sperger and Mikusch were not
listed on the 1781 or 1785 Zur Sicherheit registries, but the two must have joined the
order before they entered the service of Erdödy.34
If Sperger was affiliated with Zur Sicherheit during this time, his masonic
relationships could have helped him connect with individuals responsible for entry.
Moreover, his performance for the society proved his talent. The society’s concept of
“merit,” however, was still ambiguous when pertaining to other members of the
Pressburg Kapelle. While Sperger achieved “merit” from the December 20, 1778 variety
concert, the Kapellmeister Anton Zimmermann, who was not affiliated with the lodge,
was denied admittance—even after submitting a new composition.35
Vienna was not the only venue outside of Pressburg where Sperger performed.
Sometime in 1781, he performed in the Brünn Stadttheater. The Brünner Zeitung from
March 9, 1782 mentions that three contrabass virtuosos had performed in the theater in
the past two years. The article includes favorable reviews of two performances by Johann
Baptist Lasser (1751–1805), in which he played his contrabass concerto with “the
strength, the suppleness, and the gentle expression, which is not general among all
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Múdra, Zimmermann, 32.
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János Bali and Péter Halász, “Anton Zimmermann: Four Symphonies,” in Musicalia Danubiana
20 (Budapest, 2004), 59.
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musicians.” The report went on to note that in the theater “we have had Mr. Hackel two
years ago, and last year Mr. Sperger, both uncommon virtuosos on the contrabass.”36
Not only did Sperger’s time with Batthyány’s Kapelle afford him soloistic
opportunities; it was also his most prolific time as a composer. The Kapelle with its
numerous virtuosos created the perfect environment for him to hone his craft. The various
musical genres of the orchestra can be seen in the music that was composed by Sperger
from 1778 to 1783. The list is so large, that for the point of this discussion I have
separated it into sub-categories (Tables 1.4a–1.4f).
Table 1.4a. Symphonies composed 1778–1783.
Symphonies

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Symphony 45 in F

1778/78

A 01

Missing

Symphony 7 in G
Symphony 8 in E-flat
Symphony 9 in C
Symphony 10 in D
Symphony 11 in B-flat
Symphony 12 in E-flat
Symphony 13 in C
Symphony 14 in G
Symphony 15 in A
Symphony 16 in F
Symphony 17 in D
Symphony 18 in C

1781 or before
1781 or before
1781 or before
1781 or before
1781 or before
1781 or before
1782
1782
March 1782
April 1782
May 1782
1782

A7
A8
A9
A 10
A 11
A 12
A 13
A 14
A 15
A 16
A 17
A 18

5158
5165
5170
5173/8
5160
5163
5173/9
5173/2
5173/3
5173/5
5173/7
5173/6

36

“welchem kenner von music gleich stark zuklatschten; die musikalischen Aesthetiker in der
Tonkünst aber die Stärke; die Geschmeidigkeit.—das sanfte in der Expression; die nicht allen Tonkünstlern
gemein ist über die massen bewundert haben; Zwar haben wir schon vor 2 Jahren Herrn Hackel und des
verflossene Jahr herrn Sperger beide nicht gemeine Virtuosen auf dem Contrabass.” Brünner Zeitung der
kaiserl.-königl. privileg. Mährischen, March 9, 1781, no. 20, accessed on May 25, 2020,
http://www.digitalniknihovna.cz/mzk/search? q=Br%C3%B Cnner%20Zeitung.
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There were at least twelve symphonies composed, which were also used to make up sets
for the purpose of seeking outside employment. These works are a major point of
discussion below in Chapter 3.
Table 1.4b. Concertos composed 1778–1783.
Concertos

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Trumpet Concerto no. 1 in D

08/11/1778

B 23

5174/6

Trumpet Concerto no. 2 in D
Viola Concerto in E-flat
Violoncello Concerto in C
Contrabass Concerto no. 1 in D and E-flat
Contrabass Concerto no. 2 in D and E-flat
Contrabass Concerto no. 3 in B-flat
Contrabass Concerto no. 4 in F
Contrabass Concerto no. 5 in E-flat
Contrabass Concerto no. 6 in G
Contrabass Concerto no. 7 in A
Symphony Concertante in D for Fl., Vla., and
Kb.

10/1779
1778–79
1778–79
9/19/1777
1778
8/20/1778
1779
1779
1779
1781

B 24
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9

5174/7
5174/1
5174/3
5176/3
5176/12, 5177/6
5176/1
5176/2
5174/2a
5176/9
5176/8

7/1778

B 27

5174/4

In addition to the seven concertos written for himself, Sperger wrote concertos for
the other virtuosos of the orchestra, including two trumpet concertos, obviously for Franz
Faber. The cello concerto was composed on February 7, in either 1778 or 1779, for the
former Esterházy cellist, Franz Xaver Hammer, for whom Haydn had also written two
concertos. The recipient of the viola concerto is unknown. Meier speculates that the
violist Grindler, listed in the Geschichte des Faschings, could have been the performer.
The problem with this assumption was that there were many other musicians doubling on
the viola. A likely candidate could be Stephan Försch who performed a duet on the viola
with Kämpfer in 1778. It is also unknown as to who the performers were for the
Symphony Concertante in D for flute, viola, and contrabass (B 27). The orchestra list
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does not name a flutist until 1781; however, Theodor Lotz and other wind players
probably performed on this instrument.
Table 1.4c. Wind band music composed 1778–1783.
Wind Band Music

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Partie in E-flat for 2 Cl., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Partie for in D for 2 Cl., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Partie for in F for 2 Cl., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Partie for in E-flat for 2 Cl., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Two Partien for 2 Ob., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Four Partien for 2 Ob., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Four Partien for 2 Ob., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Five Partien for 2 Ob., 2 Hn., and 2 Bn.

1780s
1777–83
1777–82
1777–83
unknown
1780–81
1777–83
1777–80

D II/1
D II/2
D II/3
D II/4
D I/26–27
D I/18–21
D I/22–25
D I/13–17

5189/8
5189/5a
5189/5
5189/6
5189/18 and 20
5189/17, 32, 37, and 52
5189/10 and 33–35
5189/12, 13, 19, 16, 38?

It has been noted that Batthyány enjoyed Harmoniemusik and used his wind
players in a variety of ways. In these partitas, Sperger always kept a standard
instrumentation of two horns and one bassoon part, yet he used either clarinets or oboes
for the top voices.
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Table 1.4d. Chamber music composed 1778–1783.
Chamber Music

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Sonata in D for Kb. and Vla.

1777–82

C I/6

5183

Sonata in D for Kb. and Vla.
Five Duets for Vn. and Basso.

1777–82
1777–84

C I/7
C I/1–5

5185
5181/2–6

Six Duets for Two Fl.
Trios for Fl., Vla., and Basso.

1779–82
1777–81

C I/11–16
C II/18–19

5197/1
5190/7, 8

Quartet for Bn., Vn.,Vla.,and Vc. in C
Quartet for Hn.,Vn.,Vla.,and Vc. in C

1778
1777

C III/26
C III/27

5190 (or 1)/17
5190/21

Quartet for Cl., Vn., Vla., and Vc.

1780

C V/7–12

5192/1–6

Six Flute Quartets for Fl., Vn.,Vla.,and Vc.
Six Flute Quartets for Fl. and various
instruments
“Cassatio per Il quintette” in G for 2 Hn, Vn.,
Vla, and Kb.
Cassation Il Notturno in D for 2 Hn., Kb., and
Vla.

1779

C III/16–21

5191/9a–9f
5191/10–15

1780–81

C III/10–15

1781

C IV/1

5188/10

1780

C III/29

5188/7

Cassation in E-flat for 2 Hn., Kb., and Vla.
Divertimento for Clavier and Vc.

1777–84
1779

C III/28
C V/1–6

5188/6
5190/25–30

Divertimento in A for Clavier
Divertimento in D for 2 Fl., 2 Hn., 2 Vn.,
Vla., Vc. and Kb.
Divertimento in E-flat for 2 Fl., 2 Hn., 2 Vn.,
Vla., and Bass.

1780

F I/1

5138

1778–80

C IV/9

5190/24

1780s

C IV/7

5190/23

Table 1.4e. Dance music composed 1778–1783.
Dance Music

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus no.

Twelve Menuets for orchestra
Marche and 4 Contradances for 2 Hn., 2 Vn.,
and Bass.
Three Dances for orchestra “Ballo”

1778–80

E1

5194

April 1782
1780

E2
E3

5199
5200

The chamber music and various dances written during this period support the
notion that the members of the Kapelle provided private entertainment for the nobility
and Batthyány’s virtuosos were used in this capacity.
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Table 1.4f. Choral music composed 1778–1783.
Choral Music

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Lang lebe Bathÿan (Long Live Batthyani)

1777–83

H I/1

87

Salve Regina in C for Alto, Vn., and Org.
Salve Regina in D for Bass, Strings, and Org.
Salve Regina in E minor for Soprano and Org.
Tantum ergo in C for Chorus and Orch.
Tantum ergo in A for 4 Voices and Orch.

1780
1780
1780
1778–84
1779

J I/5
J I/6
J I/7
J I/1
J I/3

5134/1
5134/2
5134/3
5131a
5131c

The most fascinating and underdiscussed choral piece from this time is the Chorus
and Aria: Lang lebe Bathÿan / Und wenn in Gottes heiligtum (Mus. 87, Schwerin
LBMV). At first glance it is obvious that this work is incomplete. It survives as two
movements from a larger cantata. On the opening page of the chorus, a N: 7 is written on
the top right page. This series of numbering continues every four pages, as is consistent
with folded Bogen. For example, on the fifth page of the Chorus, N: 8 was noted on the
top right-hand corner. Therefore, at one time, there were ten leaves of music, with forty
pages in all. The first twenty-four pages of music are missing.
It is probably for this reason that Sperger’s name is not located anywhere on the
front page of the chorus. This has caused some doubt and speculation among scholars. In
Schwerin LBMV, there is a note attached to the manuscript that reads: “It is Sperger’s
handwriting, but not his style.” Then, in a bracket underneath the comment, the name
“Haydn?” is written. On the same memo, another scholar with the initials Dpe., scribbled
the words “why not?” I would also disagree. After all, if this cantata were indeed written
by another composer—such as Haydn— then Sperger was merely the copyist. This
would be an unlikely scenerio as the Kapelle already had a copyist, Joseph Kinel.
The date of the cantata is also unknown and was probably also recorded on the
missing portion. Although Meier suggested that the work was written in 1779, the text
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may hold a clue as to the event for which the cantata was composed. A translation of the
text is as follows:
Chor.

Chorus

Lang lebe Bathÿan
steig denn, steig denn
Rausche voller Tönender Chöre,
steig denn, steig denn,
im Rausche voller Tönender Chöre,
zu Gottes Thron an diesem tag,
zu Gottes Thron an diesem tag, empor.
Lang lebe Bathÿan

Long live Batthyány
Rise then, rise then
Noise of resounding choirs,
Rise then, rise then
In noise of resounding choirs,
to God’s throne on this day,
to God’s throne on this day, up above.
Long live Batthyány

Aria

Aria

Und wenn in Gottes heiligthum,
mit läuten donner,
es geschehe.
So singen wir in Süssen Harmonien,
In Sanften, sanften, sanften
Himmlischen gesingen
der frohlockenden Chören,
der Seraphim
der Seraphim nach
es geschehe
Und wenn in Gottes heiligthum,
mit läuter donner,
es Mayestätisch shallnt.
Und wenn in Gottes heiligthum,
mit läuter donner,
es Mayestätisch shallet,
es geschehe.

And while in God's sanctuary,
with ringing thunder,
it comes to pass.
So we sing in sweet harmonies,
In gentle, gentle, gentle
Heavenly singing
Of rejoicing of the choirs,
The Seraphim
according to the Seraphim,
It comes to pass
And while in God's sanctuary,
with ringing thunder,
it resounds majestically.
And while in God's sanctuary,
with ringing thunder,
it resounds majestically,
It comes to pass.

It is evident that this cantata was performed for some sort of celebration for
Batthyány. The imagery in the text of the aria suggests that the honor was a decision
backed up by Heaven’s court. This is evident in Sperger’s mention of the Seraphim.
These six-winged creatures were written about only once in the Bible: in the book of
Isaiah. Here the Seraphim are the gate keepers of God’s throne whose role was to cleans
Isaiah and make him presentable before Yahweh. Nevertheless, Batthyány’s celebration
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had to be important to have a cantata written for him—such as his elevation to Cardinal
in 1778.
Unfortunately, Batthyány’s Kapelle as well as his political influence with the
monarchy was short lived. After, the death of Empress Maria Theresia in 1780, one of
Joseph II’s first actions was to set forth his religious reforms. His plan was to change the
face of the Catholic Church and secularize its role in the community through charity,
education, and health care. First, on October 13, 1781, Emperor Joseph II issued the
“Toleration Patent,” awarding many freedoms to the Protestants and Jews, delivering a
financial blow to the Catholic Church. While Cardinal Batthyány reluctantly went along
with this edict, he publicly opposed a second decree released on November 29, 1781,
which involved the closure of many Hungarian monasteries.37
Frustrations also ran rampant throughout the Catholic clergy in Vienna. The
closing of monasteries had left Garampi, the Papal Nuncio, extremely dissatisfied. He
reported the events to Rome, threatening to refuse holy communion to the emperor. As a
result, Pope Pius VI (1717–1799) came to Vienna to assess the situation and negotiate
Joseph II’s church reforms.38
The Pope’s trip to Vienna was a historical milestone: it was the first time that a
reigning pope had left Italy since 1533.39 And as head of the Hungarian clergy, Cardinal
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David Ian Black, “Mozart and the Practice of Sacred Music, 1781–91” (PhD diss., Harvard
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Batthyány traveled to Vienna to greet the Pope. Batthyány was also dissatisfied with the
reforms. Early in 1782, he constructed a lengthy letter to Joseph II begging him to keep
the Catholic Church separate from his political agenda.40 Through this letter, the Pope
found an advocate. Joseph II, on the other hand, simultaneously viewed Batthyány as his
mediator with the Pope. Having the respect and trust of both the Pope and Joseph II,
Batthyány took a hands-on role in the negotiation process and was a main character
throughout the ceremonies.
During this time, an unprecedented number of people came to Vienna. The
Pressburger Zeitung reported “From March 27th. Every day more strangers arrive in our
capital to see Joseph’s high guest Pius VI … during Holy Week there are over 30,000
strangers in the inns besides those who stayed with friends and acquaintances.”41 Some
speculate the number was much higher. In his book on the Pope’s visit to Vienna, Hanns
Schlitter claimed that as many as 60,000 people from outside the city traveled to Vienna
for the public papal indulgences.42
On March 28 (Maudy Thursday), after two masses and a traditional foot washing
ceremony, Pope Pius VI had removed his mitre or ceremonial hat to serve a dinner course
to the twelve old men from the ceremony. Afterwards, Cardinal Batthyány replaced the
40
Joseph Batthyány, A Letter from Cardinal Bathiani, Primate of Hungary, to the Emperor Joseph
II, translated from the original (London: J. P. Coghlan, 1782).
41
“Wien, vom 27 März. Es finden sich täglich mehr fremde von allen Ständen in unserer
hauptstadt ein, um Joseph’s hohen Gast Pius des VI zu sehen … In der Charwoche zählte man in den
Wirthshäusen über 30,000 Fremde ohne denen, welche bey Freunden und Bekannten ihr Absteigquartier
genommen.” Pressburger Zeitung, April 3, 1782, no. 27, page 5, accessed on November 27, 2019,
https://www.difmoe.eu/d/view/ uuid:04787ae0-e0e9-11de-a858-000d606f5dc6?page=uuid:2dfd3db0-de7311de-b43d-000d606f5dc6.
42
The last day of public indulgences was April 7. Hanns Schlitter, Die Reise des Papstes Pius VI.
Nach Wien und Sein Aufenthalt Daselbst (Vienna: Der Historischen Commission der Kaiserlichen
Akademie der Wissenschaften In Wien, 1892), 53, note 2.
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Pope’s mitre. This spectacle amused Joseph II so much that he wrote about it in his
journal: “Batthyány had the duty of placing the mitre on the pope’s head, there was much
difficulty, because he was too short to manage it.”43
On Easter Sunday after mass, Pope Pius VI along with Cardinals Migazzi and
Batthyány appeared on the balcony of the Am Hof church. In the square below, an
enormous crowd of 30,000 people gathered for the ceremonial public indulgence. The
Pope stood up from his throne, with a cardinal on each side, and gave his blessing to the
crowd below. Afterwards, a battalion of grenadiers fired off shots, signaling many
cannons around the city. When the Pope was seated, Cardinal Batthyány leaned over,
asking the Pope for the indulgence, to which the Pope replied “Plenariam.” Batthyány
then turned to the audience, read the indulgence from a piece of paper, and whirled the
paper over the balcony.44
At the end of his visit, on April 19, the Pope held a public consistory in the
presence of the emperor and twenty-three bishops. He ceremonially placed the red hat on
Batthyány and awarded him the title of the basilica, St. Bartholomew on the Island.45
After the Pope departed Vienna, Joseph II thanked Batthyány for his services in a letter
dated April 24, awarding him the Grand Cross of the Hungarian Order of St. Stephen. He
then ordered him to issue the same to the Bishop of Erlau, Graf Karl Esterházy.46
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In the end, however, the negotiations in Vienna accomplished nothing. Joseph II
proceeded with the reforms into the following year, which in turn caused a financial
hardship for Viennese church musicians and for surrounding musicians as well. The
Gottesdienstordnung, set forth in April of 1783 was a reform that may have changed the
musical landscape of the empire. David Black noted that the new ordinance drastically
reduced the number of services a musician could perform in Vienna: “All masses were
banned, with the exception of those on Sundays and holy days.” This greatly reduced “the
number of masses per week in which concert music could be heard … from seven to one
or two.” The mass was not the only thing affected: there was also a ban on vespers,
litanies, and blessings with music. These religious reform policies forced the downsizing
and dismissal of orchestras and personnel.47
Batthyány’s payment ledger from 1783 also reflected these changes. Table 1.2
reveals that in the last year, before disbanding the Kapelle, Batthyány drastically reduced
the number of players from twenty-one members to just ten. While Sperger was able to
retain his full salary, some of the remaining virtuosos, such as Zistler, Hammer, and Lotz,
took a reduction in pay.
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CHAPTER 2
JOHANN MATTHIAS SPERGER (1783–1812): LIFE AND MILIEU, PART II
The Erdödy Brothers’ Kapellen, 1783–1786
Sperger’s next employment was between the years 1783 and 1786 with the
Erdödy family Kapellen in Kohfidisch (at the time just Fidisch). His closing remarks
written on folio 13v to the Cassation in D for Flute, Violin, Viola, 2 Horns, and
Contrabass (Mus. 5188/5 Schwerin LBMV [C IV/3]) suggest that his employment in
Kohfidisch began sometime before May 12 of 1783. Sperger writes “Fine Fidesch die
12t Maÿ: 1783.” Meier suggests that Cardinal Batthyány with the help of the Countess
Ursula of Erdödy may have secured this appointment for Sperger;1 however, it is just as
likely that Sperger’s masonic affiliations assisted in this transition.
Although no payment records survive, Sperger’s new employer in Kohfidisch was
most likely Graf Ludwig von Erdödy (1749–1794), the younger brother of Graf
Ladislaus, the Chamberlain and Hungarian Lord of Varaždin county.2 Ludwig split his
time between the Kohfidisch palace, where he held court, and Schloss Eberau, where
masonic meetings and other gatherings took place.3 In Eberau, Sperger would have seen a
lavish castle surrounded by a moat, resting “in an extremely fertile area, where vineyards
and forests alternated with cornfields and meadows.” This description and the one that
1

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 172.
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follows were recounted by Ludwig Abafi. The following account deserves to be quoted in
full due to its intriguing reference to the Knights Templar.
The spacious castle lies on level ground; it is square with a courtyard in the
middle. Above the main gate [is] a square, rather high tower. The castle is
surrounded by a wide and deep moat; 50 paces away there is a high and thick
enclosing wall with nine four-cornered towers, one of which forms the central
gate. This is followed by another wider moat, around which there is a wall with a
ditch in front of it. So, you must pass three gates and three bridges to get into the
castle. A few hundred paces away there is an old church built by the Templars, on
which the red cross of the order can also be seen on the adjoining tower.4
According to Abafi, it was at this castle that the Templars defended themselves as valiant
knights of Hungary. Apparently due to all the Hungarian wars, the red cross was the last
remnant of the Knights Templar that remained in Eberau.5 These and other nostalgic tales
were probably shared among the Hungarian nobles because it was into this castle that
Graf Ludwig moved his masonic meetings.
On July 29, 1785, the members of the lodge Zum goldenen Rad celebrated their
tenth annual Foundation Day. Afterwards an exuberant letter (Figure 2.1) was submitted
to the Blue Lodge Zur Wahren Eintracht in Vienna along with a current member list of
the Eberau lodge.

4
“in einer überaus fruchtbaren Gegend liegt, worin Wein berge und Wälder mit Kornfeldern und
Wiesen abwechseln. Das weitläutige Schloss, in einer Ebene liegend, ist viereckig, mit einem Hof in der
Mitte. Über dem Haupt-Thor ein viereckiger, ziemlich hoher Thurm. Das Schloss ist mit einem breiten und
tiefen Wassergraben umgeben; 50 Schritte davon steht eine hohe und dicke Ringmauer mit neun vier
eckigen Thürmen, deren einer das mittlere Thor bildet. Sodann folgt wieder ein breiter Wassergraben, um
den rund herum ein Wall mit davon befindlichem Graben ist. Man muss also drei Thore und drei Brücken
passiren, um in das Schloss gelangen zu können. Einige hundert Schritte davon steht eine alte, von den
Tempelherren erbaute Kirche, auf welcher sowohl, wie auf dem daranstossenden Thurm das rothe Kreuz
des Ordens zu sehen ist.” Ludwig Abafi, Geschichte der Freimaurerei in Oesterreich-Ungarn 3 (Budapest:
Ludwig Aigner, 1893), 332.
5

Ibid.
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Most honorable Grand Master!
Most honorable Deputy Master!
Very venerable brothers and officials!
Honored and adorable brothers!
The sweet feeling that glows in every righteous Mason’s heart for the happy
progress of the Masonic work assures us that you too, dearest brothers, will share
in our warm joy, when we announce to you that today we celebrated the tenth
anniversary of the foundation of our honorable [lodge] under the protection of the
Highest Architect of the universe.
Inflamed with the purest joyfulness, we thanked the infinite being for the
flowering and growth of our exalted Order and implored blessings from his throne
for all the Masonic Brothers scattered across the surface of the earth.
You, high and venerable brothers! Even more to transmit to you our warmest
brotherly love and longing for you, we here enclose before you the list of our
members, all of whom hold the noblest Masonic sentiments toward you, and
remain through our sacred number,
your,
High and Venerable
Brothers
Your Most Loyal
Brothers,
Given in the [lodge] of St. Johannes
of the Golden Stag in the Orient of Eberau in Hungary,
the 29th day of the 7th month, 1785
In the S. E. W. [Very Honorable] St. Johannes Lodge
zur Wahren Eintracht, to Vienna
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Figure 2.1. Mitgliedsverzeichnis der Loge “Zum goldenen Rad” in Eberau samt
Begleitschreiben, print dated 07/29/1785, Konvolut, 1782–1803, Vienna, Haus-, Hofund Staatsarchiv, Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Vertrauliche Akten, Kabinettsarchiv
1523–1918, 72-6-6, 40–41.
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The letter was signed by Master Ludwig Graf Erdödy, Deputy Master Otto Graf
von Waldstein, Secretary Jacob Eysert, Senior Warden Leopold de Paoly, and Junior
Warden Stephan Försch. In all, the Eberau lodge had sixty-three members included seven
Kapelle musicians in the service of the Erdödy brothers (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1. Erdödy Kapelle musicians on the 1785 Zum goldenen Rad member list.
No.
12.
27.
28.
31.
32.

Name
Stephan Försch
Johann Sperger
Anton Mikus
Martin Schlesinger
Nicolaus Mestrino

42.
63.

Michael Legrath
Ignaz Pleyel

Profession
Valet to Graf Lud. v. Erdödy
Musician to Graf Ludw. v. Erdödy
Musician to Graf Ludw. v. Erdödy
Musician to Graf Ludw. v. Erdödy
Musician to Graf Ladisl. v.
Erdödy
Musician to Graf Ludw. v. Erdödy
Composer to Ladisl. Graf v.
Erdödy

Degree
Master Mason
Master Mason
Master Mason
Master Mason
Master Mason
Master Mason
Entered Apprentice
[not in attendance]

Five of the musicians were identified as Tonkünstler to Graf Ludwig Erdödy.
Three of these musicians, bassist Johann Sperger, violinist Stephan Försch, and flutist
Anton Mikus [Mikusch], were previously employed in Batthyány’s Kapelle. While
Sperger and Mikusch were thought to have been former members of the lodge Zur
Sicherheit in Pressburg, Stephan Försch was a confirmed officer of the Pressburg lodge.6
This was not the only connection between these musicians and the two lodges. Joseph
Zistler, the administrator-director, and violinist of the Pressburg Kapelle was also a
founding member of Zur Sicherheit. His brother Anton Zistler was the founding secretary
of Zum goldenen Rad in Eberau and an earlier violinist for the Erdödy family.7

6

Bali and Halász, “Anton Zimmermann: Four Symphonies,” 59.

7

Herbert Seifert, “Die Verbindungen der Familie Erdody zur Musik,” The Haydn Yearbook 10
(1978): 152.
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The violin virtuoso Martin Schlesinger (1754–1818) was employed with the
Grassalkovich Kapelle in 1784 and a Zur Sicherheit mason before joining Graf Ludwig.8
And although Michael Legrath is listed in the document as a musician in the service of
Graf Ludwig’s Kapelle, it is unknown what instrument he played or from which orchestra
he came.9
The remaining two musicians from Table 2.1 are identified in the 1785 list as
being in the employ of Ludwig’s older brother Graf Ladislaus Erdödy. Nicolaus Mestrino
(1748–1789) was a former violinist in Prince Esterházy’s Kapelle and joined Graf
Ladislaus in 1784 or early 1785.10 Finally, Ignaz Josef Pleyel (1757–1831) was not in
attendance for the Foundation Day festivities, but he was included on the list as
“Composer” to Graf Ladislaus. He was also labeled an “Entered Apprentice,” meaning he
had completed his first of the three masonic degrees. Pleyel had long been supported by
Graf Ladislaus. As a boy, an annual salary was paid for him by the Graf to study with
Joseph Haydn. And as a result, in 1783, Pleyel dedicated his first set of String Quartets
op. 1 (1782–83, B 301–6) to Graf Ladislaus for his “generosity, paternal solicitude and
encouragement.”11
Graf Ladislaus Erdödy was probably also a member of the lodge Zum goldenen
Rad but he was not included on its 1785 member list. This is most likely because
8
Martin Schlesinger was listed as “absentee” on the 1785 registry. Bali and Halász, “Anton
Zimmermann: Four Symphonies,” 59.
9

Ibid.

10
See János Harich, “Das Haydn-Orchester im Jahr 1780,” The Haydn Yearbook VIII (1971), 62;
and, Seifert, “Musik und Musiker der Grafin Erdödy,” 198.
11
Rita Benton, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Pleyel family (i)” (2001): accessed October 19, 2020,
https://www.oxford musiconline.com.
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sometime in the early 1770s, he founded the lodge Zur Freundschaft in Varaždin, where
he served as deputy master. Other members of this lodge included “his secretary Stephan
Andreas Haslinger, his valet Franz Pleyel, his stable master Joseph Kayerle,” and,
pertinent to this discussion, his horn player Franz Parzizek.12
It is unknown if the brothers kept a joint Kapelle during Sperger’s tenure; based
on the above information, however, the two Erdödy brothers separately employed small
groups of musicians (Table 2.2).
Table 2.2. Known musicians of the Erdödy brothers.
Graf Ladislaus Erdödy
Ignaz Pleyel
Composer
Nicolò Mestrino
Violin virtuoso
Franz Parzizek
Horn
Anton Zistler?
Violin

Graf Ludwig Erdödy
Stephan Försch
Violin/Viola/Valet
Johann Sperger
Contrabass
Anton Mikush
Flute/Oboe?
Martin Schlesinger Violin
Michael Legrath
Unknown
Anton Zistler?
Violin

Obviously, this small group of musicians do not make up a comprehensive list of Kapelle
members for either court, but together they provide insight into the type of scoring that
was used for the Erdödy Kapellen. This instrumentation is also confirmed in Sperger’s
compositions from this period (Tables 2.3a–2.3e).
Table 2.3a. Chamber music composed 1783–1786.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Cassation in D for Fl., 2 Hn., Vn., Vla., and Kb.
Cassation in D “Sestetto” for Fl., 2 Hr., Vn., Vla.,
Kb.
Rondo in D for Fl., 2 Hr. Vn., Vla., and Kb.
Septet in D for Fl., 2 Ob., 2 Hn., Bn., and Kb.

1783

C IV/3

5188/5

1786
?
1786

C IV/4
C IV/5
C IV/6

5188/1
5188/9
5188/4

12
See Abafi, Geschichte der Freimaurerei, 344–45; and Seifert, “Musik und Musiker der Grafin
Erdödy,” 194.
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Table 2.3b. Chamber music possibly composed 1783–1786.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Six Trios for Fl., Vla., and Basso
Duet in D for 2 Fl.
Twelve Saitz for 2 Horns
Three String Trios
Six String Quartets
Six Flute Quartets for Fl. and various

mid 1780s
1786
1786
1786
1786
early 1780s

C II/12–17
C I/18
C I/19
C II/1–3
C III/1–6
C III/10–15

5190/9–14
5197/2
5197/3
5193(1–3
51911–3 and 4a–c
5191/10–15

Table 2.3c. Concertos composed 1783–1786.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Contrabass Concerto no. 8 in E-flat
Contrabass Concerto no.9 in E-flat
Horn Concerto no. 1 in D
Horn Concerto no. 1 in E-flat

1783
1786
1783–1786
1783–1786

B 10
B 11
B 25
B 26

5177/4
5177/7
5174/9
5174/10

Table 2.3d. Symphonies composed 1783–1786.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Symphony in D Geburths=Tag
Symphony in D
Symphony in G minor
Symphony in C

1784
1784
1786 or before
1786 or before

A 19
A 20
A 21
A 22

5168
5169
5140
5149

Table 2.3e. Choral works composed 1783–1786.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Am dem Ludwigens Tage
Auf Brüder, ergreifet gefüllte Pokale.

1784
1783–1786

H I/2
H II/1

5124
5127

What these works share is the basic instrumentation of one or two flutes, two
oboes, two horns, violins, viola, violoncello, contrabass, and possibly bassoon. Yet they
paint a confusing picture of activity for a musician who had composed over fifty works
while employed in Batthyány’s Kapelle. Sperger was in Pressburg nearly twice as long
and had more opportunity to write chamber music, yet the number of works from
Kohfidisch is much smaller.
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In Table 2.3a, the first work, Cassation in D (C IV/3), was dated in Kohfidisch,
but other works with similar instrumentation do not have confirmed dates. Based on his
paper analysis, Meier has narrowed down the completion date of C IV/4 and C IV/6 to
around 1786, the last year of Sperger’s employ in Kohfidisch. Although the date of the
Rondo is unknown, because of its identical scoring to the other chamber music it has also
been included on this list. And, if one considers other undated chamber pieces with
similar instrumentation, even more chamber works can be included (Table 2.3b.).
In addition to the chamber works, Sperger may have composed only four concerti,
four symphonies, and two choral works; all of which share the same basic
instrumentation of two horns, 2 oboes, and strings.
Of the four symphonies, the Symphony no. 19 in D der Geburths=Tag stands out
as a ceremonial work composed in 1784 for the birthday celebration of Graf Ludwig
Erdödy (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in D der Geburths=Tag, Mus. 5168,
Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker.
The symphony begins with a slow tempo introduction in the Empfindsamkeit or
emotional style of the minor mode.13 There is a call-and-response-like interaction
between the solo violin and the rest of the orchestra (Figure 2.3a).

Figure 2.3a. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in D der Geburths=Tag, 1, Mus. 5168, Schwerin
LBMV.

13

See Chapter 5, note 5.
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Measure 14 marks a change in time and meter to a fast triple meter. Interestingly, there is
no repeat sign at the beginning of measure 15. This could indicate that, in measure 107,
after the first repeat at the end of the first section, there is a return to the Adagio
Maestoso rather than the Allegro. (Figure 2.3b).

Figure 2.3b. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in D der Geburths=Tag, 4, mm, 11–17, Mus.
5168, Schwerin LBMV.
Another interesting moment occurs in the trio section of the third movement. Here the
texture is thinned out to a string quartet. In measures 5 and 6, the solo violin repeats the
solo material from the first movement introduction. Sperger instructs the rest of the
instruments to play the accompaniment alone (Figure 2.3c).

Figure 2.3c. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in D der Geburths=Tag, 23, Trio, Mus. 5168,
Schwerin LBMV.
The Geburths=Tag Symphony may have been a companion piece to the Chorus
/Aria Ertönet ihr Hügel / Am dem Ludwigens Tage. Both works shares the same 1784
completion year and both works are dedicatory pieces. On the title page of the cantata,
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the word “Feyer” is written, meaning “Celebration.”14 Both pieces confirm Sperger’s
appreciation and pay homage to his employer.
Presumably composed in 1786, Sinfonia in G minor stands out as the composer’s
first minor-key work. With this work, Sperger joined the ranks of the few composing
minor-key symphonies in the empire. Matthew Riley reports that while there were
thousands of major-key symphonies composed in the Habsburg territories, only fifty
minor key symphonies can be accounted for in the late eighteenth century.15 The
prominent minor-key composers were Joseph Haydn, Johann Baptist Vanhal, and Carl
Ditters von Dittersdorf. Mozart composed only two minor-key symphonies, of which the
second (Symphony in G minor K. 550) had not yet been written when Sperger composed
his first minor-key symphony in 1786.16
In the liner notes to L’art Del Mondo’s 2016 CD release of Sperger’s Symphony
in G minor, Olaf Krone states that the first movement “begins with a surprise in the form
of a revival of a technique developed by Johann Babtist Vanhal (1739–1813).”17 Krone is
probably referring to the opening introduction, with its textural shift from lyrical and
somber to scalar and brilliant. Sperger’s G minor symphony opens with a quiet lyrical
melody in the violins that is stretched out and prolonged with deceptive cadential
extensions. The texture builds with fast-moving accompaniment in the bass and the same
14

Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 72.

15
Matthew Riley, The Viennese Minor-Key Symphony in the Age of Haydn and Mozart (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 1.
16

Ibid., 10–11.

17
Krone calls this technique “piano moderato,” a term that I have been unable to locate. Olaf
Krone, liner notes to Johannes Matthias Sperger: Symphonies, trans. Clive Williams, l’arte del mondo,
conducted by Werner Ehrhardt, recorded September 22–25, 2014, Sony Music Entertainment Germany
GmbH, 2016, CD.
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melody soaring one octave higher in the violins. The brilliant scalar passages that follow
are reminiscent of Mozart’s opening to Symphony 25 in G minor, K. 183.
Lyricism is a topic most associated with Vanhal’s symphonies. Paul R. Bryan
noted that Vanhal’s “later symphonies open with piano-cantabile themes that are more
elaborate and distinctive with four measure segments and an Italianate melodic curve.”18
Mathew Riley claimed that “Vanhal didn’t mind mixing different styles or topics in a
single movement.” His lyricism, “when placed in juxtaposition with forceful tutti
passages,” gave his music a “narrative quality and a human dimension.”19
If Sperger’s techniques were inspired by Vanhal, then they were most likely
conceived during his time with the Erdödy Kapelle. Vanhal enjoyed the patronage of
Graf Ladislaus Erdödy for many years. In the 1760’s he was employed as Ignaz Pleyel’s
keyboard teacher and in the 1770s he was a frequent guest at the estate in Varaždin.20
Coincidentally, Sperger would have surely been exposed to many of Vanhal’s minor-key
symphonies while performing in the Kapelle. Yet the connection between Sperger and
Vanhal may be even more significant—especially regarding Vanhal’s Contrabass
Concerto in E-flat (Mus. 5512, Schwerin LBMV). While some scholars such as Josef
Focht and Tobias Glöckler admit that Vanhal may have composed the concerto for the
contrabass virtuoso Josef Kämpfer, it was just as likely written for Sperger sometime
between 1783 and 1786 (see Chapter 8). Sperger’s participation in this concerto is
18
Paul Robey Bryan, “Johann Babtist Wanhal,” in The Symphonic Repertoire, vol. 1, The
Eighteenth-Century Symphony, ed., Mary Sue Morrow and Bathia Churgin (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2012), 532.
19

Riley, The Viennese Minor-Key Symphony, 73.

20
Paul R. Bryan, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Vanhal [Vanhall, Wanhal, Waṅhal, Wanhall], Johann
Baptist” (2001): accessed October 23, 2020, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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documented by “annotations in the source as well as by his own cadenzas.”21
Additionally, the only known manuscript of the Vanhal concerto is preserved in the
Sperger archives in Schwerin LBMV (Mus. 5512).
Also from this period, Sperger’s song Auf Brüder, ergreifet gefüllte Pokale (Mus.
5127, Schwerin LBMV) has long been considered a masonic cantata composed for the
lodge Zum goldenen Rad in Eberau. The first indication is the words Auf Brüder. Clearly,
Sperger was referring to the members of the lodge he attended. The second masonic
implication is found in the second line. The words geheiligten zahle or “sacred numbers”
can also be found in the final sentence of the cover letter to the 1785 member list (see
Figure 2.1). Most of this text, however, does not describe a mystical or ceremonial event
but rather a celebration—more specifically, it is a drinking song depicting a scene of
conviviality and laughter with an entire room full of cups lifted in the air. The song
describes a toast “to the health of the most honorable men.”
Chor
Chorus
Auf Brüder, ergreifet gefüllte Pokale.
Brothers, raise up full cups.
Und feuert, in eurer geheiligten zahle,
And celebrate, in your sacred numbers,
Zum wohl des hochwurdigen Manns.
To the health of the most honorable man.
Der Tag sei begleitet von freudigen scherze,
Let the day be accompanied with happy jokes,
wur rufen, und wünschen aus danchbahren herze We shout and wish from thankful hearts,
des wohl des hochwurdigen Manns.
the health of the most honorable man.
This was typical behavior of the masonic lodges in the Habsburg Empire. While
the stratification of normal Viennese life may have made many men feel isolated, the
environment in the lodge was one without social barrier and, as such, evoked a sense of

21
Tobias Glöckler, preface to Johann Baptist Vanhal, Double Bass Concerto (Wiesbaden:
Breitkopf & Härtel; Munich: G. Henle Verlag, 2015).
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togetherness and inclusion. The lodge, therefore, was not only a place of ceremony but
also a space where men ate together, got drunk, told jokes, toasted, and sang.22 These
types of lodges were often referred to as “table lodges” and drinking songs were common
within them. The Vienna lodge Zur wahren Eintracht published a book of Poetry and
Songs for the purpose of the “table lodge” activity.23
One of the songs, Alois Blumauer’s Zum Schluss der Tafelloge, was sung after
dinner for the sole purpose of toasting. This song is different from Sperger’s drinking
song in that it is laid out in six rhyming stanzas. In a call-and-response style, the first of
two stanzas are sung by one person. In every other stanza the members of the lodge join
in unison, singing the chorus that culminates in a toast. 24
Zum Schluss der Tafelloge

At the Conclusion of Table Lodge

Einer.
Die Freude, Brüder, Die wir heute
In unsern Kreis geschlessen,
Hat über uns, in Rosenkleid,
Ihr Füllhorn ausgegossen

One.
The joy, Brothers, that we have today
Enclosed in our circle,
Has gushed over us, in its rosy mantel,
From your horn of plenty

Alle.
Aus ihrem Becher tranken wir,
Deß freun wir uns, und danken ihr
Für das, was wir genossen

All.
As we drink from her cup,
We rejoice, and thank her
For that, which we have enjoyed

Einer.
Doch pflegt sie mit noch bessern Wein
Ihr Freudenmahl zu schliessen,
Und schenkt davon nur jenen ein,
Die ihrer huld geniessen.

One.
Yes, she will serve us with still better wine
To close the banquet,
And only gift it to,
Those who enjoy your favor

22
See Heather Morrison, “‘Making Degenerates into Men’ by Doing Shots, Breaking Plates, and
Embracing Brothers in Eighteenth-Century Freemasonry,” Journal of Social History 46, no. 1 (Fall 2012):
48–65, accessed October 31, 2020, https://www.jstor.org/stable/41678975.
23
Gedichte und Lieder verfasst von den Brüdern der Loge zur Wahren Eintracht im O. v. W.
(Vienna: Wappler, 1783).
24

Ibid., 97–98.
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Alle.
Sag’ an, wo dieser Trank gedeiht,
Der herz und Sinn noch mehr erfreut;
Wir wollen ihn nicht missen.

All.
Tell me, where this drink thrives,
The heart and mind rejoice even more;
We don’t want to miss it.

Einer.
Der Wein gedeiht nicht überall,
Die Liebe muß ihn pflegen;
Er quillet nur in ihren Stral
Dem Menschenfreund’ entgegen.

One.
Wine doesn’t thrive everywhere
It must be cultivated with love;
It only roots in the stream
That flows toward Philanthropy.

Alle.
Des Wohlthuns Wonne heißt der Wein:
Wir schenken ihn den Armen ein
Zum Sankt Johannissegen!

All
The delight of giving is the name of the
wine:
We give to the poor
A blessing of St. John!

Heather Morrison describes this experience as a form of bonding that brought the
members “together in their masculine pursuit of intoxication.” They would wait “for
certain signifying words—such as ‘to’ and ‘health;’ ‘empty our glasses,’ or quite simply
‘drink’”—to tip back their glasses.25
While Sperger’s drinking song contain the same subject matter as Zum Schluss
der Tafelloge, it is formally quite different. Blumauer’s song was strophic and written so
anyone could sing along. Sperger’s chorus was fully composed with specific members
intended to cover each part. While most of the instrumentation could have been covered
by the male members of the lodge, the existence of a soprano line raises speculation
(Figure 2.4).

25

Morrison, “Making Degenerates into Men,” 55.
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Figure 2.4. Johann Sperger, Auf Brüder, ergreifet gefüllte Pokale, 1, Mus. 5127,
Schwerin LBMV.
Was Auf Brüder written for a masonic celebration with women in attendance? Or was the
soprano part covered by a boy—or a castrato? Also, a “masonic cantata” is the wrong
label for this work. “There is no indication—unless it was the final chorus—that Auf
Brüder was part of a larger work because at the end of a brief ninety measures, Sperger
writes the word “Fine.” It may exist as a single-movement chorus. In this regard, the
piece is closer to the Tafelloge Lieder practiced in the Vienna lodge. Perhaps it would be
better to categorize this piece as a Tafelloge toasting song.
Sperger’s employment with the Erdödy family ended in the summer of 1786. His
leaving also coincided with the death of Graf Ludwig’s brother, Ladislaus, which
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occurred on July 13, 1786 in Vienna.26 Graf Ladislaus’s musical collection was
subsequently auctioned off two years later in Vienna.
On August 12, the choice musical collection of the late Herr Graf Ladislaus
Erdödy will be sold with the approval of the provincial authorities at the usual
morning and afternoon hours in the Annagasse No. 1015 in the misconduct office
on the main staircase on the 3rd floor. This consists of a few hundred symphonies,
concertini, concertos, quintets: German and Italian operas, masses etc. by the
most famous masters; and besides that, 2 violins, 2 bassetels, 1 viol[o]n, 1 viola, 4
pairs of hunting horns, 1 forte piano, and a completely new very well-tuned glass
harmonica. The amount raised is intended for the poor.27
Both the untimely death of Graf Ladislaus Erdödy and Sperger’s sudden departure
from Kohfidisch have raised interesting questions about the Sperger narrative. Why did
Sperger’s employment end? And which of the two Erdödys was his patron? Meier has
hinted that Ladislaus’s death represented the disbandment of the entire Erdödy Kapelle.
From this perspective, the auction list may provide the overall instrumentation of the
Erdödy ensemble as well as its extensive repertoire. Meier believes Graf Ludwig may
have been Sperger’s primary employer, but Graf Ladislaus oversaw all the musicians.28
In Herbert Seifert’s view, this auction was final proof of the separate Erdödy
Kapellen. He pointed out that before 1783, Graf Ludwig and Graf Ladislaus probably had
a combined Kapelle, but in 1783 Ludwig formed his own group with the addition of the

26
Anhang zur Wiener Zeitung, July 19, 1786, no. 57, 1703, accessed on October 28, 2020,
http://anno.onb.ac.at.
27
Den 12. August wird mit Bewilligung einer lobl. Landesregierung zu den gewöhnlichen Vorund Nachmittagsstunden in der Annagasse Nr. 1015 im Versatzamt auf der Hauptstiege im 3ten Stock die
auserlesene Musikaliensammlung des Sel. Herrn Grafen Ladislaus Erdödy, licitando verkauft: selbe
bestehet in einigen hundert Sinfonien, Konzertinen, Konzerten, Quintetten: deutsch und italienischen
Opern, Oratorien, Messen etc. von den berühmtesten Meistern; ferner in 2 Violonen, 2 Basseteln, 1 Violon,
1 Viola, 4 paar Waldhorn, 1 Forte piano, und einer ganz neuen sehr gut gestimmten Harmonika. Der daraus
gelöste Betrag ist für die Armen bestimmt. Wiener Zeitung, August 8, 1788, no. 63, page 1956, accessed on
September 20, 2020, http://anno.onb.ac.at.
28

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 173 and 175.
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Pressburg musicians. Since these musicians were identified as Tönkunstler to Graf
Ludwig, and could not be linked to him before 1783, they were all new players. As
Seifert argued, the 1785 Zum goldenen Rad document “explicitly differentiated between
musicians from Ludwig on the one hand and Ladislaus on the other.”29
Regardless of which of the Erdödy brothers was Sperger’s primary employer, or
whether there were one or two Kapellen, Sperger’s compositions from this time and the
1785 Zum goldenen Rad member list prove that his tenure in Kohfisisch was full of
celebration and experimentation. The scoring in Sperger’s music may also help point to a
standard instrumentation in Kohfidisch of one or two flutes, two oboes, two horns,
violins, viola, violoncello, contrabass, and a possible bassoon.
A Traveling Contrabass Virtuoso, 1786–89
After leaving Kohfidisch, Sperger moved back to Vienna, where he was without a
Kapelle for three years. The years 1786–89 marked a time of entrepreneurial
development and solo concert tours. During this time, he creatively pursued various
avenues to make money. His first method was composing and distributing music. The
Catalog: Über verschükte Musicalien, which is the main topic of Chapters 3 and 4,
highlights many of the compositions given, sold, and possibly leased to prominent
members of the aristocracy. This document also provides an itinerary for two trips to
Northern Germany and Italy. Sperger would have needed new compositions for this trip.
The tables below list the works from this time.

29

Seifert, “Musik und Musiker der Grafen Erödy,” 199, note 56.
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Table 2.4a. Symphonies composed 1786–1789.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Symphony in C

1786

A 23

5153

Symphony in C

1787

A 24

5147

Symphony in F

1787

A 25

5139

Symphony in C minor

1787

A 26

5145

Symphony in C

1787

A 27

5148

Symphony in D

1787

A 28

5151

Symphony in G

1787

A 29

5157

Symphony in G

1787/88

A 30

5162

Symphony in B-flat

1788

A 31

5146

Symphony in G major

1788

A 32

5154

Symphony in E-flat

1788

A 33

5156

Table 2.4b. Concertos and similar compositions composed 1786–1789.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Flute Concerto
Contrabass Concerto no. 9 in E-flat

12/14/1786
1786

B 21
B 11

5174/5
5177/7

Contrabass Concerto no. 10 in E-flat

1787

B 12

5177/1

Contrabass Concerto no. 11 in B-flat

1787

B 13

5177/2

Adagio for Kb. and Orch. in D

1787

B 31

5180

Adagio for Vla. and Strings. in E-flat

1789

B 28

5175

Table 2.4c. Chamber music composed ca. 1786–1789.
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Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Quartet for Fl., Vn.,Vla.,Vc. in G

1783–86
1783–86 C III/22
C III/22

5191/8
5191/8

Duet for 2 Flutes in D

1786

C I/18

5197/2

12 Phrases for 2 Horns

1786

C I/19

5197/3

Three String Trios

1786

C II/1-3

5193/1–3

Cassation in D for Fl., 2 Ob., 2 Hn., Kb., or Bn.,
and Bn. rip.
Cassation in D “Sestetto” for Fl., Vn., Vla, 2 Hr.,
Kb. or Bn.
Trios for Fl., Vla., and Kb. in D

1786

C IV/6

5188/4

1786-87

C IV/4

5188/1

1786-1789

C II/20

5188/3

Trio for Hn., Vla., Kb. in D

1786-1789

C II/20

5188/3a

Rondo in D for Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb.

unknown

C IV/5

5188/9

Six Trios for 2 Fl. and Vc.

1787

C II/22-27

5190/1–6

Sonata in D for Kb. and Vla.

1789

C I/9

5184

Duet for 2 Flutes in D

1789

C I/17

5197/1a

Quartet for Kb., Fl., Vla., and Vc. in D

1789

C III/23–23a

5191/14 and 14a

Table 2.4d. Wind band music composed 1786–1789.
Work
Partie in E-flat for 2 Cl., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Partie in A for 2 Cl., 2 Tr., and Bn.
Partie in B-flat for 2 Cl., 2 Tr., and Bn

Year
1786/87
1786/87
1786/87

Meier
no.II/5
D
D III/1
D III/2

LBMV Mus. no.
5189/7
5189/16
5189/25

Secondly, in a time when Haydn and Mozart were extensively working with the
local publishing houses, Sperger most likely worked as a copyist in Vienna.30 He even
tried his hand in the publishing enterprise listing his Symphony in C (A 18) in the
Breitkopf catalog.31
Sperger also gave public performances. On March 3, 1787, in preparation for his
upcoming tour, Sperger performed a new bass concerto in a “Grand Musical Akademie”
at the Kärntnerthortheater (Figure 2.5). The program bill is as follows:
30
Meier, “Die Biographie,” 175, note 2. In Schwerin LBMV there are many Viennese
compositions preserved in Sperger’s hand i.e. Fux. Gassmann, Haydn, Albrechtsberger, Dittersdorf, Mannl,
Pichl, Vanhal, Wagenseil, Wranitzky, and Zimmermann.
31

The Breitkopf Thematic Catalogue: The Six Parts and Sixteen Supplements 1762–1787, ed.
Barry S. Brook (New York: Dover Publications, 1966).
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Today, Saturday, March 3, 1787,
in the Royal and Imperial Court Theater, next to the Kärntnertor,
Cäsar Scheidl, a ten-year-old boy, will have the honor of giving a
A Grand Musical Akademie
for his benefit, in which he will be heard on the forte piano.
The pieces that appear in it are as follows:
1) An entire newly composed symphony with trumpet and timpani by Herrn.
Joseph Eybler.
2) An aria composed by Herrn Carusio, sung by Herrn. Adamberger.
3) Cäsar Scheidl will play a entire performance of a grand concerto on the Forte
Piano, composed by Herrn Joseph Preindl.
4) An aria composed by Kapellmeister Sarti, sung by Mlle. Kavalieri.
5) Herr Johann Sperger will play a entirely new concerto on the double bass by
his own composition.
6) Mlle. Kavalieri and Herr Adamberger will sing a very nice duet, composed by
Herr Ludwig Allessandri.
7) Cäsar Scheidl will play a Fantasy all alone on the Fortepiano, and lastly a
popular duet from Cosa Rara will be performed with variations.
8) To conclude, a symphony.
The prices are the same as in the Royal and Imperial National Court
Theater
Starts at 7 o’clock
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Figure 2.5. Theaterzettel der beiden k.k. Hoftheater und des k.k. priv. Theaters an der
Wien und ihrer Nachfolgerinstitutionen, 3. März 1787, Musiksammlung der
Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, accessed April 18, 2021, https://anno.onb.ac.at/cgicontent/anno?aid=wtz&datum=17870303&seite=1&zoom=33%23#.
It is unknown exactly which contrabass concerto was performed and considering
that the program promoted an entirely new composition, the list can be narrowed down.
While Meier does not discuss this performance, he does suggest that Contrabass Concerto
no. 9 in E-flat (Mus. 5177/7, Schwerin LBMV [B 11]), Contrabass Concerto no. 10 in Eflat (Mus. 5177/1, Schwerin LBMV [B 12]), and Contrabass Concerto no. 11 in B-flat
major (Mus. 5177/2, Schwerin LBMV [B 13]) were all composed around this time. While
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none of these concerti were dated, Sperger numbered them sequentially as no. 8, no. 9,
and no. 10, suggesting that the works were composed in succession.32
As previously mentioned, Contrabass Concerto no. 9 in E flat was considered to
be a Kohfidisch concerto. Meier concluded that it was probably completed in 1786–87
during the early period in Vienna.33 Contrabass Concertos 10 and 11 were also possible
Kohfidisch works that may have been later performed before the king in Berlin. Logic
would have it that Sperger was preparing one or all these concerti for his trip to Berlin.34
Sperger’s largest source of income in 1787 came in the form of a settlement from
the Tonkünstler-Societät. In November 1786, Sperger petitioned the society for a refund
of the 300 fl. he had previously paid as a non-resident. The society’s meeting minutes
show that Sperger was finally awarded a refund in April of 1787.35 This payment as well
as Sperger’s other efforts may have afforded him the time and resources to prepare for a
trip to visit the Prussian King.
In Autumn of 1787, with his focus on obtaining employment with the Royal
Kapelle in Berlin, Sperger left Vienna and began a musical voyage through Germany (see
Figure 4.1). Along the way, he made stops in Brünn, Prague, and Dresden, where he
performed before and distributed music to prominent members of the nobility. In the

32
Although Meier’s numbering of the concerto is not consistent with Sperger’s, for the sake of
consistency, I will follow Meier’s numbering. See Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 36–37.
33

Ibid.

34

These concerti are also mentioned in Chapter 4.

35

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 174.
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beginning of 1788, Sperger arrived in Berlin where he performed before King Friedrich
Wilhelm II (1744–1797) between six and eight times.36
Sperger’s February performances on the contrabass had a profound effect on King
Wilhelm II as well his court officials. In a letter to Duke Friedrich Franz I (1756–1837)
of Mecklenburg-Schwerin on February 21, Graf Carl von Brühl (1772–1837)
recommended that the duke grant Sperger an audience before the court of Mecklenburg.
He described Sperger as being “very accomplished on the double bass.”37 In another
similar letter of recommendation written on February 26 by Baron Julius Eberhard von
Massow (1750–1816) to the Duke of Mecklenburg, the baron described Sperger as a
“unique man, rare in talent, who surpasses all … He is the noble Sperger, player of the
Contra-Violon, who has played eight times in a row before His Majesty with equal
success.”38 Finally, the recently appointed Kapellmeister Johann Friedrich Reichardt
(1752–1814) wrote on March 15, 1788 that the “King has heard him [Sperger] seven
times with great pleasure and I am sure he will also please your Highness.”
Sperger therefore continued his journey to Ludwigslust, where he then performed
before Duke Friedrich Franz I. The ensuing musical performance at the MecklenburgSchwerin court in Ludwigslust left the grand duke ecstatic and he reportedly gave
Sperger the highest applause.39 On May 31, 1788, in a return letter to Baron Massow, he

36

Sperger mentioned in his catalog that by February 18, 1788, he had performed before the king
“six times.”
37

As quoted in Meier, “Die Biographie,” 176.

38

Ibid.

39
See Clemens Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle (Schwerin: Verlag
von Ludwig Davids., 1913), 160.
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wrote that Monsieur Sperger “plays so delightfully on the Contra-Violon; he deserves to
be heard and I was overjoyed.”40 Nevertheless, Sperger left Mecklenburg unemployed.
Depite the duke’s praises, he was not offered a position at this time, possibly because the
Mecklenburg Hofkapelle already had two double bassists, in Heinrich Ernst J. Weber
(1731–1789) and Wenzel Sedlazeck (d. 1806).
In May of 1788, before returning to Vienna, Sperger made stops in Triesdorf,
Dischingen, and Passau, where he encountered more nobility, distributed more
compositions, and possibly gave more performances. The remainder of the year was
spent in Vienna, fulfilling commissions, and sending music to those he met on his
journey.
On December 22, 1788 Sperger performed a contrabass concerto with the
Tonkünstler-Societät orchestra in a large Advent concert. The playbill is as follows:

40
Mons: Sperger qui joue si délicieusement du Contre Violon, il mérite d’être entendu, & j’en ai
été enchanté. Quoted in Meier, “Die Biographie,” 177.
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Today, Monday the 22nd of December1788
in the Royal and Imperial National Court Theater
to be held by the esteemed Tonkünstler-Societät
for the benefit of their widows and orphans
A Grand Musical Akademie
which consists of the following pieces:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

A symphony by Herr Joseph Haydn.
An aria, sung by Mad. Ferraresi.
A chorus by Herr Hendl [Handel].
A violin concerto played by Herr Joseph Hofmann, k. k. court musician.
A chorus by Herr Sacchini.
An aria, sung by Herr Morella.
A concerto on the double bass, played by Herr Johann Sperger, member of
this society.
8) A Rondò, sung by Mad. Ferraresi.
9) A symphony by Herr Joseph Haydn.
The music, instruments, and singing voices, are performed by more than 180
people
The price of admission is as follows:
First Parterre
Locked seat
Second Parterre
Third floor
Locked seat
Fourth floor
A box

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1 fl., 25 kr.
1 — 42—
— 24—
— 40 kr.
— 50 —
— 10 kr.
4 — 30 —

The gentlemen officers of the garrison are each asked to pay 45 kr. for the admission
ticket
Those of high nobility, who perhaps do not want to occupy their usual subscription
boxes, are requested to let the box master know about it in good time.
it begins at 7 o’clock
Because of Herr Adamberger’s sudden indisposition, the announced pieces that he was to
sing will not be performed.
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Figure 2.6. Programme der Tonkünstler-Societät 1772–1830, Bibliothek der Gesellschaft
der Musikfreunde in Wien, no. 64, 111678.
For Sperger, the beginning of 1789 resembled the previous year. Still
unemployed, he planned a trip to Italy in hopes of obtaining a position in the Kapelle of
the Duke of Parma (Ferdinand I [1751–1802]). He most likely set out in February or
March of 1789 and made his way to Trieste, where he composed the Sonata in D for
Contrabass and Viola (C I/9). The title page to the manuscript reads “in Driest 1789.”
Yet in May of 1789, on the return trip from Parma, Sperger’s luck changed. He
probably received word that the Mecklenburg bass player Heinrich Ernst J. Weber died,
and the Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin wished to grant him employment. The duke sent
40 ducats for travel expenses, which Sperger collected upon returning to Vienna. Then,
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he packed up all of the family’s belongings into three different containers—“a box, a
crate, and a safe”41—and left for Mecklenburg, the location where he and Anna would
spend the remainder of their lives. A detailed account of Sperger’s time in Vienna as well
as his travels through Germany and Italy, the nobility he encountered, and music he
distributed appears in Chapters 4 and 5.
The Mecklenburg-Schwerin Hofkapelle in Ludwigslust, 1789–1812
In 1701, the house of Mecklenburg was split into two separate duchies: the duchy
of Mecklenburg-Schwerin and the duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz. Throughout the
eighteenth century, the Mecklenburg-Schwerin Hofkapelle had been recognized for its
sacred music. From 1747 to 1756 under the reign of Duke Christian Ludwig II (1683–
1756), Kapellmeister Adolf Carl Kunzen (1720–1781) began cultivating a unique style of
spoken German cantatas and oratorios. During 1756–1785, under the reign of Duke
Friedrich II [the Pious] (1717–1785) the sacred tradition continued; however, a ban was
placed on secular theater productions and opera.
In 1767, Friedrich II moved his court twenty miles south from Schwerin to
Ludwigslust and expanded his musical ensemble. Here the Kapellmeister was Carl
August Friedrich Westenholtz (1736–1789). Under his direction, the Hofkapelle
continued to focus on sacred music, specifically passion oratorios. During this time,
Ludwigslust was seen as the “center of religious music” in Germany.42 And in 1781,
Forkel recognized this Mecklenburg-Schwerin Hofkapelle as one of the top orchestras in
41

Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 160; and, Meier, “Biographie,”

179.

42
See Dieter Härtwig Grove Music Online, s.v. “Schwerin” (2001): accessed February 5, 2021,
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. Also see Sterling E. Murray, The Career of an Eighteenth-Century
Kapellmeister: The Life and Music of Antonio Rosetti (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2014),
163–64.
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Germany, providing a current personnel list in his publication (see Table 2.5 and Figure
2.7).43
Table 2.5. 1781 Mecklenburg-Schwerin Hof-Kapelle in Ludwigslust, Forkel,
Musikalischer Almanach für Deutschland auf das Jahr 1782. 142–43.
Instrument
Kapellmeister

Name
Herr. Carl August Friedrich Westenholtz (1736–1789)

Tenure
1767–1789

Singers
Sopranos

Altos
Tenor
Bass

Mad. Eleonore Sophia Maria Westenholtz [née Fritscher] (1759–
1838)
Mad. Magdalena Reinert [née Urspringer] (1730–ca. 1800)
Mad. Elizabeth Zinck
Demoiselle Rosina Constantini
Charlotte Nusbaum (1760–1817)
Sophia Louisa Wulff
Herr Jakob Ehrenreich Nussbaum (1726–1821)
August Wilhelm Dornblüth (1746–1823)
Joachim Matthias Ludewig Rust
Johann Christoph Perlberg (1743–1822)
Johann Jacob Wahnschaft (1749–1819)

1775–1820
1770–1799
1779–1787
1774–1781
1773–1817
1776–1788
1771–1820
1751–1795
1770–1821
1780–1819

Court Musicians
Violin

Viola
Violoncello
Contrabass
Pantalon
Flute
Oboe
Bassoon
Unknown

Leopold August Abel, senior (1718–1794)

1769–1794

Benedict Friedrich Zink, senior (1743–1801)
Carl Friedrich Stolte (c. 1752–1813)
Johann Gottfried Berwald, junior
Charles [Carlo]Antoine Constantini.
August Christian Andreas Abel, junior (1751–1834)
Johann Peter Franz Wiechel (1761–1797)

1767–1801
1771–1813
17701782/85
17741781
1769–1822
1781–1797

Johann Christian Wilhelm Saal senior (1728–1808)
Friedrich Carl Westenholtz (1756–1802)
Heinrich Ernst Jubiläus Weber (1731–1789)
Carl Leopold Kufahl
Georg Noëlli (17271789)
Johann Friedrich Berwald, senior (17171794)
Hardenack Otto Conrad Zinck (1746–1789)
Heinrich Christoph Selmer
Johann Gottfried Andrae (1734–1812)
Johann Friedrich Braun (1756–1824)
Gottfried Kuntze (1737–1783)
Levi Gideon Schmalz
Johann Philipp Kornhausen
Georg Raupe

1772–1793
1774–1802
1769–1789
1767–1785
17761789
1769–1794
1777–1789
1753–1788
17601812
1777–1824
1770–1783
1779–1782

43
Musicians’ dates and instruments are from Clemens Meyer, Geschichte der MecklenburgSchweriner Hofkapelle.
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Figure 2.7. Forkel, Musikalischer Almanach für Deutschland auf das Jahr 1782, 142–
43.
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Figure 2.7. (cont.)
In 1785, Friedrich II was succeeded by his nephew Duke Friedrich Franz I. The
duke was already a talented keyboard player who also played several orchestral
instruments. During his reign the Hofkapelle was further improved and expanded. The
duke retained the Evangelical sacred music tradition, while rejuvenating symphonic
music, chamber music, theater music and opera. He was also known to occasionally
participate in chamber music.44 Concerts were held every Sunday and Monday evening in
various locations. The full orchestra performed in the Golden Hall of the palace; chamber
music occurred in the duke’s antechamber; and choral music was performed in the palace
church. Summer performances occurred in the Schweitzerhaus.
In the same year that Johann Sperger entered the ensemble, Antonio Rosetti (ca.
1750–1792) replaced C. A. F. Westenholtz as the new Kapellmeister. Johann Friedrich
Marpurg (1766–after 1804) was added to the violin section, and two wind players were
included. The cello virtuoso and former Batthyány Kapelle member Franz Xavier
Hammer had previously joined in 1787. Table 2.6 highlights this expansion of the
Hofkapelle noting its new members.
44

Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 100–106.
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Table 2.6. Personnel of the Mecklenburg-Schwerin Hofkapelle in Ludwigslust, 1789–
1792. From Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle and Sterling E.
Murray, The Career of an Eighteenth-Century Kapellmeister, 169–70. * Denotes new
personnel under Duke Friedrich Franz I.
Instrument

Name

Kapellmeister Antonio Rosetti (ca. 1750–1792) *
Concertmaster Eligio Celestino (1739–1812)

Tenure
1789–1792
1778–1812

String Players
Violin

Leopold August Abel, senior (1718–1794)
Benedict Friedrich Zink, senior (1743–1801)
August Christian Andreas Abel, junior (1751–1834)
Carl Friedrich Stolte (ca. 1752–1813)
Johann Peter Franz Wiechel (1761–1797)
Jacob Friedrich Bartheil (17591824) *
Johann Friedrich Marpurg (1766–after 1804) *

Viola

Johann Christian Wilhelm Saal senior (1728–1808)
Anton Saal, junior (c.1766–) *
Xaver Hammer (1741–1817) *
Friedrich Ludwig Neumann (ca. 1786–99) *
Friedrich Carl Westenholtz (1756–1802)
Johann Matthias Sperger (1750–1812) *
Wenzel Sedlazeck (1741–1806) *

Violoncello
Contrabass

1769–1794
1767–1801
1769–1822
1771–1813
1781–1797
1785–1824
1789–after
1804
1772–1793
1782–1802
1787–1817
1784–99
1774–1802
1789–1812
1785–1806

Wind Players
Flute
Oboe
Bassoon
Horns

Trumpets

Samuel Friedrich Heine (17641821) *
Johann Philipp Seydlar (d. after 1790) *
Friedrich Emil Lütke (1774–1845) *
Johann Friedrich Braun (1756–1824)
Johann Gottfried Andrae (1734–1812)
Rudolf Johann Jacob Rodatz (d. 1802) *
Christoph Hoppius (ca. 1750–1824)
Johann Max Katel (b. ca. 1763) *
Johann Carl Reinert (1735–1801)
Johann Georg Theen (1750–1826)
Johann Christian Wilhelm Huth (1760–1839)
Johann Georg Herr (1762–1829) *
Johann Friedrich Koch (ca. 1742–after 1792)
Carl Siegismund Jäppelt (b. ca. 1765) *
Hans Heinrich Witte (1761–91) *
Johann Gottfried Wilhelm Sander (1748–1826)
Johann Friedrich Vollbrecht (1735–1814)
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1788–1809
1789–90
1790–1837
1777–1824
17601812
1789–1802
Jan.–April
1790
1790–94
1770–1801
1770–1826
1781–1829
1786–1820
1773–92
1785–1835
1789–91
1781–1826
1782–1814

Table 2.6. (cont.)
Instrument

Name

Tenure

Singers
Sopranos

Altos
Tenor

Bass

Eleonore Sophia Maria Westenholtz [née Fritscher] (1759–1838)
Maria Felicitas Agnese Benda Heine [née Rietz ] (1757–1835)
Louisa Fredricka Ulrike Braun [née Kunzen] (1765–1839) *
Magdalena Reinert [née Urspringer] (1730–c 1800)
Caroline Amalie Steinhardt (d. after 1818) *
Mlle. Saal
Mme. Stiévenard
Mme. Vollbrecht
Charlotte Zink [née Nusbaum] (1760–1817)
Maria Johanna Clara Pfeiffer Frehse (d. after 1837) *
August Wilhelm Dornblüth (1746–1823)
Giovani Andrae Balzi (d. 1808)
Stocks
Stüber
C. Sperling
Joachim Matthias Ludewig Rust (Ruß)
Johann Christoph Perlberg (1743–1822)
Johann Jacob Wahnschaft (1749–1819)
Wöhler

1775–1820
1782–1809
1787–1837
1770–1799
1790–99

1773–1817
1787–1837
1771–1820
1784–1808

1751–1795
1770–1821
1780–1819

By all accounts Duke Friedrich Franz was a well-respected employer who treated
his musicians with dignity, despite the detestable living conditions they endured. Due to
the Seven Years’ War the building of new quarters had been severely delayed, and the
musicians were forced to live in small run-down and sometimes uninhabitable court
employee quarters.45 New musicians, such as Sperger and Marpurg had to move into inns
with their families at their own expense until a full-time residence became available.
Sperger and his wife, therefore, remained in the Gasthaus Ecke from August 1789 to May

45

“kleinen Beamten, oder Kavallierhauschen,” Ibid.,114.
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1790, spending nearly an entire annual salary.46 Rosetti fared much better, receiving extra
space with a house and garden, next to the palace. 47
Despite the unsettled beginning, after May of 1790 Sperger’s situation should
have improved. He was reimbursed by the duke for the expenses he incurred at the inn
and was provided his own living quarters. He was awarded an annual salary of 400
Reichsthaler (the equivalent of 600 Habsburg fl.), which was more than he made in the
Batthyány Kapelle.48 Beyond his fixed income, Sperger also received candles, wood,
peat, wine, and other resources.49 Moreover, the duke allowed a new violone
commissioned from Vienna, which would not actually arrive until the summer of 1792.
Meier speculates that Sperger must have shown up to Ludwigslust without his personal
bass, yet it is documented in a letter to Duke Friedrich Franz by Kapellmeister Rosetti on
March 3, 1790 that strings were needed for both Sperger’s orchestral bass and his solo
bass. Sperger had access to two different instruments. It is unclear, however, if either or
both basses belonged to Sperger personally or to the court.50
Despite the fair income and favor the musicians received from Duke Friedrich
Franz, other unknown factors still caused dissatisfaction among the musicians. Rosetti,
for example, with his comfortable living arrangements and excellent salary of 1000
Reichsthaler, tried to obtain a position with the Hofkapelle in Koblenz on November 9,

46

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 180.

47

Murray, The Career of an Eighteenth-Century Kapellmeister, 166–67.

48

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 180.

49

Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 114.

50

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 181.
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1790. In a letter to Archbishop-Elector of Trier, Clemens Wenzeslaus von Kurtier (1768–
1802), Rosetti expressed his desire for a permanent position in Koblenz. With the letter
he attached his newest work: Jesus in Gethsemane “an oratorio for holy week” (Mus.
4600, Schwerin LBMV [MurR G2]). Rosetti was not offered a position at this time but
did receive a gold watch.51
On August 23, 1791, Sperger also submitted a letter of application to Elector
Wenzeslaus. In the letter Sperger wrote: “ [I] humbly lay [a] collection of 6 new
symphonies at the feet of Your Highness … in the most submissive hope that if your
Royal Highness is not displeased, then I might be allowed to dedicate more of my work
and diligence.”52 There is no mention of which six symphonies were sent to the elector
and the submission was not listed in Sperger’s catalog unless it was completely blotted
out.53
When Sperger was not invited to join the Koblenz Kapelle, he repeatedly began
requesting an increase in wages from Duke Friedrich Franz. On November 25, 1791 he
submitted a letter to the duke, but nothing came of this request. He tried again on
December 18, 1792. It wasn’t until Easter of 1794 that Sperger’s annual salary increased
by 100 Reichsthaler. From this point on, Sperger seemed content; he and his wife
enjoyed a comfortable lifestyle for the rest of their days. They were given additional land

51

Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 177–78.

52
“Daß Weltbekannt Vergnügen, welches Euer Konigl. Hoheit der Musik zu widmen
allergnädigste gewähren; macht mich so dreißte, Höchst deroselben Von meiner Composition Beyliegende
6 Neue Sinfonien allerunterthänigst zu Füßen zu legen, in der allersubmissesten Hofnung, wann solche
Euer Koniglichen Hoheit nicht mißfällig, noch ferners meine arbeit und fleiße widmen zu dürfen.” As
quoted in Meier, “Die Biographie,” 181.
53

See Chapter 5.
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in which they could expand their agriculture. This is documented by court records and
letters sent to the duke in which Sperger requested agricultural supplies. These letters
show that Sperger had an extensive garden and raised cattle.54
As previously mentioned, music was performed with frequency and in various
locations throughout Ludwigslust. In 1803, the concertmaster Louis Massonneau (1766–
1848) began documenting all the Ludwigslust performances in his Diarium.55 Today this
manuscript is stored in Schwerin LBMV. The performance calendar has been transcribed
in other sources as well. Clemens Meyer has printed a chronological list from
Massonneau’s diary and Meier concentrated on the performances involving Johann
Sperger or his works. From this vast list of performances, a clear picture is seen of the
musical activity in which Sperger was involved, most likely from the onset of his arrival
in Ludwigslust.
From 1789 until 1792, Sperger hardly wrote any music. One reason could be that
since his job search was over—except for the previously mentioned application to
Köblenz—there was no need to compose six-symphony sets. The main reason, however,
for Sperger’s lack of output may have been Antonio Rosetti. As Kapellmeister it was his
job to compose most new compositions from 1789 until his death in 1792. It would make
sense that Sperger would not be required to compose music during this time.
Table 2.7a shows a list of chamber music composed by Sperger from 1789 until
his death in 1812. Although sparse compared to the chamber works composed in
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Meier, Die Biographie,”181–82.

55
“Verzeichnis sämtlicher Musikstücke welche in denen Hof-Concerte, Kirchen etc. aufgeführt
worden sind von 1803.” Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 108.
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Pressburg, these works reflect the duke’s support of and open-mindedness to the violone
in a chamber music setting. The quartets involving the violone are significant because
they advance the technique of the instrument in chamber music with the high range and
tuning of the instrument. The semitone scordatura—in which Sperger would tune his bass
up a half-step—the treble clef transposition, and all other techniques related to Quartetto
in B-flat (C III/25) are further discussed in Chapter 9.
Table 2.7a. Chamber music composed 1789–1812.56
Work
*Quartet for Kb., Fl., Vla.,Vc. in D

Year
1789

Meier no.
C III/23–23a

LBMV Mus. no.
5191/14 and 14a

Octet for 2 Fl., 2 Hn., 2 Vn., Vla., and Bass
Quartet for Kb., Ob., Vla.,Vc. in G
Sonata in B Minor for Kb. and Vc.
Three String Quartets
Quartet for Kb., Ob., Vla.,Vc. in B-flat
Duetto in D for Kb. and Vla.
Quintet for 2 Vla., 2 Hn., and Bn.
Partie in D for 2 Ob., 2 Hn., and 2 Bn.

1789
1790
1790
1791
1791
1796
1796
1796–98

C IV/7
C III/24
C I/10
C III/7–9
C III/25
C I/8
C IV/2
D IV/16

5190/23
5191/5
5182
5191/0
5191/6
5196
5198
5189/11

Adagio in E-flat for 2 Ob., 2 Cl., 2 Hn., and
2 Bn.

1796

D VI/2

5189/15

Divertimento in C for 2 Ob., 2 Cl., 2 Bn., 2
Hn., and Tr.

1801

C IV/8

5190/22

Beginning in 1792, Sperger returned to the business of composing contrabass
concertos and various solo works for his instrument, which he regularly performed at
court (Table 2.7b).

56

* The first quartet listed was possibly composed before arriving to Ludwigslust.
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Table 2.7b. Concerti and similar compositions composed 1789–1812.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

Contrabass Concerto no. 12 in E-flat

1792

B 14

5176/7

Contrabass Concerto no. 13 in D

1792

B 15

5176/6

Contrabass Concerto no. 14 in E-flat

1793

B 16

5174/2b

Contrabass Concerto no. 15 in D

1796

B 17

5176/10, 5177/5

Adagio for Kb. and Str. in B-flat

1796–97

B 30

2850

Contrabass Concerto no. 16 in E-flat

1797

B 18

5176/11

Contrabass Concerto no. 17 in B-flat

1805

B 19

5176/4

Contrabass Concerto no. 18 in C minor

1807

B 20

5176/5

Bassoon Concerto in B-flat
Romance, Adagio Sostenuto for Kb.
and Str. in D

1797 or 98

B 22

5174/8

1789–93

B 29

5178

Adagio for Kb. and Str. in B-flat

1796–97

B 30

2850

In addition to his Ludwigslust performances, Sperger was allowed to promote and
perform his concertos in the surrounding area. On January 11, 1792 and again on January
14, 1792, Sperger advertised an upcoming concert in the Lübeckische Anzeigen, which
would be held in the Lübeck Opera House (Figure 2.8).
Mr. Sperger from Vienna, a rare and inimitable virtuoso on the double bass, most
respectfully informs a very worthy audience this devoted message: that on
Saturday, the 14th of this month, he will give a grand musical concert in the opera
house; and he promises in advance to show himself on this large instrument, as
human industry has never done up to now. NB. Everything that will be played in
the concert is of his own composition. Details will appear on the program for the
musical academy. The entry fee is 24 florins. One can also get concert tickets at
[the performer’s] in the city of Hamburg for the named price. Herr Sperger
recommends himself to the very worthy public.
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Figure 2.8. Lübeckische Anzeigen, January 14, 1792, accessed on March 4, 2019,
https://digital-stadtbibliothek.luebeck.de/viewer/image/168714434_1792/1/.
Although there is no performance information, Meier mentioned that Sperger may
have traveled to Berlin to perform in December of 1793. What is known from his catalog
is that the main reason for this visit was to deliver several large commissions intended for
the large double wedding that was to occur on Christmas. This trip and the wedding are
further discussed in Chapter 4.
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In November of 1801, Sperger and his wife embarked on a trip to Vienna. Along
the way, on November 26, Sperger performed two contrabass concertos in Leipzig with
the Gewandhaus Orchestra (Figure 2.9).
Mr. Sperger, chamber musician in the service of the Duke of MecklenburgSchwerin, was heard with two concertos on the contrabass. On this instrument,
admittedly not made for concerto playing, he achieved everything that could be
asked for, and something more. In the case of the Allegro, however, one must
stick more to the pleasure that is afforded by noticing that extraordinary
difficulties have been happily overcome, because otherwise, one can get a similar
effect on a good, not too weakly bowed cello, but generally clearer. In the
excellently performed Andante, Mr. Sperger knew how to draw a distinct and
indeed very pleasant tone from the instrument.

Figure 2.9. Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, January 13, 1802, no. 16, 251, Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, München, accessed September 16, 2021, https://api.digitalesammlungen.de/iiif/image /v2/bsb10528005_00136-/full/full/0/default.jpg.
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Although no more concert tours or outside performances were documented after the
Leipzig concert of 1802, Sperger continued to perform contrabass concertos and chamber
music in Ludwigslust for the next several years. His last known concerto performance
occurred in the duke’s antechamber on January 2, 1812, just four months before his
death.
The few symphonies that Sperger composed during this time were mainly
dedicatory pieces and commissions for the Royal Court in Berlin. Table 2.7c highlights
Sperger’s remaining symphonies and for whom they were composed.
Table 2.7c. Symphonies composed 1789–1812.
Work
Symphony in D
Symphony in D
Symphony in Bflat
Symphony B-flat
Symphony in C
Symphony in F
“The Arrival”
Symphony in Eflat
Symphony in D
Symphony in C
“Erbprinzessen”
Symphony in F

Dedication
To the Duke of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz
Commissioned for
the double Royal
Wedding
Commissioned for
the double Royal
Wedding
Commissioned for
the double Royal
Wedding
For the Royal
Wedding of Princess
Auguste
For the Royal
Wedding of Princess
Auguste
For the Royal
Wedding of Princess
Auguste
Unknown
Dedicated to the
Crown Princess
Helena Pavlovna
Romanova
Unknown

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

1789

A 34

5141

1793

A 35

5150

1793

A 36

5159

revised in
1793

A 37

5160

2/12/1796 A 38

5152

1797

A 39

5155

1796–97
A 40
2/12/1800 A 41

5143
5167

10/7/1800 A 42
1790s
A 43

5144
5142
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In October 1789, shortly after Sperger arrived in Ludwigslust, he shipped Sinfonia
in D (A 34) to Adolf Friedrich IV (1738–1794) the Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz. This
symphony, with its extended form, has five movements including an introductory Marche
with trumpets and timpani. The next three symphonies in Table 2.7c (A 35–37) were
commissioned by the King of Prussia in December of 1793 for the double royal wedding
of Crown Prince [Friedrich Wilhelm III (1770-1840)], and Prince Ludwig (1773–1796).
The two princes married two sisters, the daughters of the future Grand Duke of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz Charles II (1741–1816).
The next three works, Symphonies A 38–40, were commissioned in 1797 for
another royal wedding between the king’s third daughter, Princess Augusta (1780–1841),
and Prince Wilhelm II, the Elector of Hesse-Kassel (1777–1847).57 Of these three pieces,
the Symphony in F (A 39)—otherwise known as the “Arrival Symphony”—stands apart
as a musical gimmick. It is opposite to Haydn’s “Farewell Symphony” in that the
musicians enter the stage two at a time while performing a Theme and Variations. These
first seven symphonies from the Ludwigslust period and their recipients are listed in
Sperger’s catalog and therefore will be further detailed in Chapter 4.58
The only dedication symphony not to appear in Sperger’s catalog from this period
was Sinfonia in C (A 42) “Erbprinzessin-Sinfonie.”59 This work was written to
commemorate the birth of the first-born child of Duke Friedrich Ludwig (1778–1819)

57
Queen Louisa mentioned this wedding in her diary. See Constance Richardson, Memoirs of the
Private Life and Opinions of Louisa, Queen of Prussia (London: Schulze and Co., 1847), 34–35.
58

See Chapter 4, Commissions and Dedications, 1790–1802.

59

As titled in Meier, Thematisches Werkvwezeichnis, 26–30.
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and his new bride Crown Princess Helena Pavlovna (1784–1803).60 Princess Helena was
the daughter of the Russian Tsar Paul I (1754–1801) and Maria Feodorovna (1759–
1828). The newborn son was Paul Friedrich (1800–1842), the future Grand Duke of
Mecklenburg.61
On the title page to the symphony, Sperger writes: “Composed for the gracious
Crown Princess Imperial Highness, in her first church attendance after her confinement.
By Johannes Sperger. Performed for the first time on November 2, 1800” (see Figure
2.10).62

60

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 183.

61

Ibid.

62
“Componirt, für die Durchl: Erb: Prinzeß. Kaysl: Hoheit, zu dem Ersten Kirchgang nach die
Wochen. Von Joh: Sperger aufgeführt am 2ten Novembr: 1800 zum Erstenmal.”
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Figure 2.10. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in C, “Erbprinzessin-Sinfonie,” Mus. 5144,
Schwerin LBMV.
Here Sperger gives specific performance information. The symphony was
premiered on November 2, 1800 in the palace church with the crown princess in
attendance. Sadly, Crown Prince Lüdwig and Princess Helena would only enjoy a few
more years together because shortly after giving birth to their second child, Helena died
from complications of childbirth at the age of eighteen. After her death, a magnificent
mausoleum was built for her, which is said to have cost 30,000 Reichsthaler. Today
tourists who visit Ludwigslust can walk into the mausoleum where HELENEN
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PAULOWNEN is written in gold letters. There are two marble coffins where Princess
Helena’s body rests next to that of her husband Friedrich Ludwig.63
Returning to Sperger’s compositions, it is not surprising, given the strength and
number of the Ludwigslust Hofkapelle chorus, that Sperger would turn his attention to
vocal music. In these final years, Sperger composed three cantatas, three chorales, two
arias for soprano and contrabass obbligato (one of which was later revised for bass and
solo contrabass), and a handful of songs involving a solo voice or chorus and orchestra
(see Table 2.7d).
Table 2.7d. Vocal music composed 1789–1812.
Work

Year

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

“A trionfar mi chiama” for Sop. and Kb.

1791

H III/1

5129a

“Non t’avvilir” for Sop. and Kb.

1793

H III/3

5129c

Cantata “Jesus in Banden”

1793?

J II/1

5122

Chorale ‘Liebe, laß mich dahin schauen”
“Ich schlum’re sanft und träum’, das ich glücklich
bin” for Sop. and Orchestra
“Hebe, sieh, in sanfter Feier ruht die schlummernde
Natur” for Bass and Orchestra

1794

J II/2

34/1

unknown

H III/4

175

1796–97

H III/5

5129d

Cantata “Heil, Heil, der besten Fürstin, Heil”

1796–98

H I/3

5126

“Erhöre, gutter Himmel” for Sop. and Piano

1797

H I/4

5125

Chorale “O, komm, zu uns” for Sop. and Orchestra
Chorale “Nicht um ein flüchtig Gut der Zeit” for
Sop. and Orchestra

1797

J II/3

34/2

1797

J II/4

34/3

Cantata “Fürstin, allen so verehrt und teuer”

1800

H I/5

5123

“A trionfar mi chiama” for Bass and Kb.
“Weltenalter, Ewigkeiten und der Sohnenbahnen
Weiten messen nicht der Höchsten Huld” for Chor.
and Orchestra

1801

H III/2

5129b

1809

H I/6

1523/1

63

Helenen Paulownen Mausoleum, Worth seeing, Discover, Ludwigslust, Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania, accessed March 10, 2021, https://www.ludwigslust.m-vp.de/helenen-paulownen-mausoleum/#.
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The two arias for soprano and contrabass obbligato seen in Table 2.7d are some of
the only known works of this time composed for this scoring. The only other vocal piece
with contrabass obbligato is Mozart’s Per questa bella mano K 612. These works are
further discussed and compared in Chapter 8. Of the three cantatas, two (H 1/3 and H 1/5)
were dedication pieces for the court. Meier says that the first, Heil, Heil, der besten
Fürstin, Heil was written to celebrate the birthday of Duchess Louise of MecklenburgSchwerin (1779–1801). The second, Fürstin, allen so verehrt und teuer was also either
dedicated to the young duchess or her mother Duchess Consort Louise, Princess of SaxeGotha-Altenburg (1756–1808).
In the third cantata, Jesus in Banden, Sperger joined the ranks of German
composers who contributed to the contemporary sacred genre known as the “Passion
cantata” or “Passion oratorio.” According to Sterling E. Murray, in the second half of the
eighteenth century, the passion oratorio was rooted “firmly in the Empfindsamkeit literary
movement … rather than unfolding the events of a biblical drama, the listener’s
familiarity with the story was assumed, allowing the librettos to concentrate instead on
the expression of sentiments evoked by the event.”64 Werner Braun, speaking of the
Protestant Passion cantata and oratorio synonymously, stated that the eighteenth-century
Passion cantata was often performed in part or in its entirety in the liturgical setting.65
Sperger chose the already popular text written by Heinrich Julius Tode (1733–
1797), a Lutheran pastor in Pritzier. Meier speculates that Sperger’s version of Jesus in

64

A Murray, The Career of an Eighteenth-Century Kapellmeister, 284.

65
Kurt von Fischer and Werner Braun, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Passion” (2001): accessed April
13, 2021, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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Banden was composed in 1789 (Sperger’s first year in Ludwigslust); however, this is
most likely a mistake.66 The performance of cantatas and oratorios traditionally occurred
around Easter. From 1803 to 1805—the first three years of Massoneau’s Diarium,
Rosetti’s Jesus in Gethsamane was performed on Palm Sunday, Carl Heinrich’s Graun’s
Der Tode Jesu was performed on Good Friday, and various other sacred dramas were
performed on Easter.67 Since these performances were only recorded from 1803 onward,
it can only be assumed that this tradition was also occurring before 1803. But Sperger’s
cantata could not have been performed in 1789 because in that year, Easter Sunday
occurred on April 12, an entire month before Sperger arrived in Ludwigslust.
It is also highly unlikely that the cantata was written the following year because it
too closely resembles Antonio Rosetti’s version of Jesus in Gethsamane, which was
composed in 1790 and probably performed around Easter that year. More likely was that
Sperger’s Jesus in Banden was composed in either 1792 or 1793, after the death of
Rosetti. The Schwerin published libretto book from 1793 backs up this theory and court
copyist Jäppelt’s presentation score preserved in Schwerin matches the 1793 libretto. It
could, therefore, be suggested that Sperger’s Jesus in Banden was performed that year on
Easter (Figure 2.11.)

66
Meier’s date of origin was based on the soprano “Mad. Heine,” whose name was written on the
solo soprano part. He assumed that since the title Madame was used, that the singer was divorced. The
soprano Maria Felicitas Benda-Heine (1757–1835) was divorced from her first husband Friedrich Ludwig
Benda (1752–1792) in April of 1789 and remarried to court flutist, Samuel Friedrich Heine (1764–1821), a
month later in May of 1789 (See Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 15253).
Meier accidentally mixed up the court singer’s married names Heine and Benda, which was easy to do
since the prima donna had been married possibly more than three times. Meier, Thematisches
Werkverzeichnis, 77.
67

Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 273–77.
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Figure 2.11. Jesus in Banden, Mus. 5122, Schwerin LBMV.
Sperger’s Jesus in Banden and Rosetti’s Jesus in Gethsamane are similar in that
they both draw upon and extend pre-existing parameters of the genre. Both set libretti by
Heinrich Julius Tode, which had already been set to music by the late Mecklenburg
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composer Johann Wilhem Hertel (1727–1789). Hertel’s Jesus in Gethsamane was
composed in 1780 and Hertel’s Jesus in Banden was composed between 1782 and 1785.
Hertel’s Jesus in Banden follows a standard passion oratorio form. It is in fifteen
movements: four recitatives, four solos, two chorales, and five choruses. Both Rosetti’s
and Sperger’s versions follow this multi-movement form in a general way. With nineteen
movements, Rosetti’s Jesus in Gethsamane has four choruses and two chorales. Taking a
more operatic approach to his version, Rosetti adds three extra recitatives, one extra solo
movement, and a quartet. He masterfully employs the recitatives to evoke the emotion of
the text through different tempos, keys, and articulations.68 His solos are also song-like,
labeled as arias, arioso, ariettas, cavatina, and cavate. In this way, he “sets the stage” both
visually and emotionally.
Sperger’s Jesus in Banden, resembles both Hertel’s and Rosetti’s, but he stretches
the formal content in a new way. His piece is divided into eighteen movements (Table
2.8).

68

Murray, The Career of an Eighteenth-Century Kapellmeister, 303.
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Table 2.8. Johann Sperger, Jesus in Banden.
No. Voice

Key

Tempo

Meter

Text Incipit

1.

Chorus

G minor

Andante/Viva
ce

C

2.

Recitative (T)

Andante

C

3.

Solo (T)
Chorus (tutti)
Solo (T)
Chorus (tutti)
Solo (T)
Chorus (tutti)

E-flat
major
C major

Andante

3/4

4.

Recitative (A)

F minor

Largo

C

5.

Aria (A)

F major

2/4

6.

Chorale

F major

Andante
Cantabile
Adagio

Ach, das ich eine Herberger hätt in der
Wüsten /Ein Bruder unterdrükt den
andern
Ha, welch ein dumpfigtes
Getös’erwacht
Solo
1)Das könnt Ihr! So bezaubern,
Schäße;
2) Wohlan, wann ihn mit Ratternzahn
3)Mann, zum Verderben dann gereift
Chorus
O Geld, der Thorheit größter Göße
Schon hat, Gethsemane, der
Unmensch dich;
O langmuth, langmuth! staunen blos

¢

Steh, armer Mensch, befinne dich!

7.

Recitative (T)

C

8.

Chorus

G minor—
D minor
G major

C

Nun ist, der Thaten schrecklichste
vollbracht
Wenn Menschen wider dich wüthen,

9.

Recitative (S)

C

Verwandte jenes Staubes

10.

Aria (S)

A minor—
E minor
C major

C

Ich bins!

11.

Chorus

A major

C

Fallet auf uns

12.

Recitative (B)

D major

Allegro con
Spirito
Allegro
Moderato
Allegro

C

13.

Aria (B)
Chorale

Andante,
Allegretto,
Andante
Poco Adagio

6/8,
2/4,
6/8

14.

F major, C
major, F
major
F minor

Nun glüht in Petrus Blick ein kübner
Zorn herauf
Ach, Menschenherzen und Gedanken

15.

Solo (T) with
oboe obbligato
attacca
Solo and
Recitative (S)

D minor

Poco Adagio,
Andante, and
Recitative
Andante

2/4

Gieb, das nicht lust, noch Furcht, mich
hier
Gedenket meiner Bande.

C

Doch fremd und unbekannte nicht mir

Adagio,
Andantino,
Largo

C, 3/8,

Allegro

3/4

S: Geht, der Fromme steht gebunden
T: Geht, das Opfer ist gebunden,
A:Wie ihn, Wörden gliech gedunden
B: Lösen kann der, so gebunden
Unsere Seel ist entronnen

16.
17.

18.

Quartet with
violoncello
obbligato
Chorus

G minor—
B-flat
major
G minor,
G major
D major

Vivace

¢

2/4
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As with Hertel’s Jesus in Banden and Rosetti’s Jesus in Gethsamane, there are four
choruses and two chorales. And like Rosetti, Sperger employs seven recitatives and one
quartet (Hertel’s version has no quartet), which is used as towards the end of the oratorio.
Yet Sperger sets himself apart from the others by utilizing his strengths as a virtuoso and
his ingenuity in formal content and orchestration.
In the third movement solo “Das könnt Ihr! Sperger alternates between the solo
tenor and chorus. In each of the tenor’s sections, a different verse is introduced. Yet when
all the voices enter after each verse, the same text is repeated in a chorus: “O Geld, der
Thorheit größter Göße.” With its verse-chorus and strophic form, this format resembles
modern popular music.
In two other movements, Sperger scores obbligato instruments. First, in the solo
movement “Gedenket meiner Bande,” the solo tenor is matched with an oboe obbligato.
Then in the climactic quartet, Sperger includes a violoncello solo.
The quartet movement is broken into three sections: Adagio, Andantino, and
Largo. In each section of the quartet, each voice is assigned a different line of text from
the 1793 libretto that overlap. In the first two sections, the juxtaposing verses end with
the same word. In the Adagio each of the phrases end with the word “gebunden.” In the
Andantino, the quartet sings four different phrases ending with the word “Banden.”
Sperger takes advantage of this poetic technique, masterfully staggering the entrances and
bringing them together at key moments. The movement concludes with four voices
singing the same text in chorale texture: “Lobt den Retter, alle lande, kinder Gottes
preiset ihn” (Praise the Savior, all lands, children of God, praise him.).
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In the last decade of his life, Sperger dedicated himself to his faith, composing for
the church and playing the organ.69 In 1802 and 1803, Sperger secured additional income
by playing the organ in the Schloss church. For these services, he composed Preludes for
Organ in various keys (see Table 2.11). Also, in 1802, Sperger requested that a Catholic
church be built, where he, Anna, and other catholic musicians could worship. The duke
agreed, and on November 30, 1809, the Catholic church was erected in the palace park.
Klaus Trumpf reminds us that in 2009, the bicentennial year of the church’s consecration,
Sperger’s 1802 letter, which requested the building of the chapel, was on display for the
public.70
Table 2.9. Organ and various church music composed 1789–1812.
Work
Year
Evangelical Church: Preludes for
Organ in various keys
18021804
Catholic Church: Five Organ
Preludes
1810–12

Meier no.

LBMV Mus. no.

G 1/I

5128/1

G II/1, Teil B

5128

Instrumental music for the Mass

1810

J I/8

5132

Three Offertoriums
Tatum ergo in C for Chor. and
Orchestra

1810

J I/4

5133

1810

J I/2

5131b

69

Meier, “Die Biographie,”185.

70
Klaus Trumpf, “Mozart Requiem for a Double Bassist, Part 3,” trans. Vincent Osborn, Bass
World 41, no. 3 (2019), 20.
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On May 13, 1812 Sperger died from what the court records indicated was
Nervenfieber—a common diagnosis of the time.71 In Sperger’s case, this could have
possibly been a form of typhoid fever. His obituary reflected the respect and admiration
he had earned throughout Germany and Austria (Figure 2.12).72
In Ludwigslust on May 14th, the Ducal Mecklenburg-Schwerin court musician
and first Contrabassist, Johann Sperger, died after 25 years of service. The
orchestra loses in him one of its most distinguished members in that he displayed
a rare mastery and purpose on his instrument, knowing how to provide strong
support to the whole performance. Apart from these distinctions as an outstanding
ripienist, Sperger also performed concertos on the double bass, composed by
himself, and he also composed a number of symphonies, all of which, being in an
attractive style and imposing no burdens for their performance, should be suitable
for amateur concerts.
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Meier, “Die Biographie,” 188.

72
The same article was also published in the Musikalische Zeitung für die Oesterreichischen
Staaten, 7, July 15, 1812, Bd 73 (Linz), 54.
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Figure 2.12. Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, June 24, 1812, no. 26, 432, Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, München, accessed September 16, 2021, https://digitalesammlungen.de/en/view-/bsb10527962?page=247.
In Ludwigslust, Sperger was commemorated through his music. The week
following his death on May 22, a Sperger symphony was performed in the Catholic
church for St. Helen’s Day. It was programed with a mass by Himmel and a Te Deum by
Haydn. Then on May 26, 1812, in the Catholic church, the Hofkapelle performed
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Mozart’s Requiem for “the deceased chamber musician and first contrabassist Johann
Sperger, who served in Mecklenburg-Schwerin for 25 years.”73
Sperger died in a very different financial situation from many of his fellow
Classical period Viennese composers. During his Mecklenburg sojourn, he was frugal
with his money and was able to secure his wife an annual pension from Duke Friedrich
Franz for 80 Reichsthaler. Anna Sperger also received a second pension from the
Tonkünstler-Societät in Vienna for 120 fl. in the first year and 160 fl. thereafter.74

73
“Den 26. May, in der Catol. Capelle, das Requiem v, Mozart aufgefiihrt, für den am 13. May
Sel. Verstorbenen Cammer Musicus, Ersten Contrabassisten Sperger, welcher 25 Jahr in MecklenburgSchwerinschen Diensten gestanden hat.” Reprinted in Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner
Hofkapelle, 289.
74
The pension from the society was paid until Anna Sperger’s death in 1827. See Meier, “Die
Biographie,”191.
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CHAPTER 3
SPERGER’S CATALOG OF DISPERSED MUSIC: PART I, 1777–1786
The Catalog, 1777–1784
Graf Franz Szechényi (1754–1820) is best known as the founder of the Hungarian
National Library; however, in the 1770s, the young count was among the most wealthy
and powerful of the Hungarian nobles. In 1772, he entered Empress Maria Theresia’s
Collegium Theresianum, which was filled with elite from many prominent Hungarian
families such as Batthyány, Esterházy, Festetics, and Erdödy. His closest relationships at
the academy were with Graf Josef Erdödy, Graf György Festetics, and his older brother
Graf Josef Szechényi. In 1774, upon leaving the Theresianum and after the death of his
beloved brother Josef, Franz became the master of all the family’s estates. In 1776 he
became the chairman of the Köszeg district board and settled in the royal city Köszeg.1
Then, on August 17, 1777, with official papal approval, Szechényi married Juliána
Festetics de Tolna (1753–1824), the widow of his deceased brother and the sister of his
friend Graf György Festetics. This marriage reunited the two great Hungarian houses in
what must have been a festive occasion.2
It was also in 1777 that Johann Sperger recorded the first entry in his Catalog:
Über verschükte Musicalien (Appendix B).3 “Graf Szechényi” received a series of six
symphonies, all with the same instrumentation, and a set of six partitas for wind band

1
The board operated on behalf of the Regional Court of Justice, which covered judicial matters
pertaining to the Hungarian aristocracy. See “History of Köszeg,” Köszeg, accessed November 29, 2019,
https://koszeg.hu.
2
Franknòi Vilmos, “Gròf Szèchènyi Ferencz,” in Magyar Törtèneti Életrajzok (Budapest:
Athenaeum Irodalmi ès Nyomdai R.-Tàrsulat, 1903), 86–90.
3

Mus. 3065/3, Schwerin LBMV.
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with oboe or clarinet. Meier believed that the Szechényi symphonies were the first set
composed by Sperger and estimated their date of completion to be just before 1777. His
research confirmed that Sperger’s first eighteen symphonies were grouped into three
different series of six.
Sperger’s symphonic compositions represent the most important part of his
overall work. The Catalog and the dating of the manuscripts show that the [early]
symphonies can be grouped into series of six. It is notable that there was a
particularly intensive cultivation of this genre in the years when Sperger was in
the Archbishop’s Hofkapelle in Pressburg (1777–1783). [From this time] it can be
proven that there are 3 series: 1) the 1777 series with the symphonies A 1 to A 6;
… 2) the 1781 series … A 7 to A 12; and 3) the 1782 series with symphonies A
13 to A 18.4
The Catalog shows that the 1777 series and the 1781 series were grouped into sets
of six and each series was sent to a separate recipient. The 1782 symphonies, however,
are more difficult to classify. As was standard procedure at the time, each recipient in the
years 1777–1782 received a six-symphony set. And although there were six symphonies
composed in 1782, they were sent to three different recipients (see Table 3.1). Therefore,
when discussing the symphonic dispersals in this section, I will refer to each set by its
recipient’s name.

4
“Spergers sinfonisches Schaffen stellt den gewichtigsten Anteil an seinem Gesamtwerk dar. Der
“Catalog” und die Werkdatierungen seiner Manuskripte lassen erkennen, daß sich die Sinfonien zu
Sechserserien zusammenfassen lassen. Eine besonders intensive Pflege dieser Gattung muß für die
Wirkungsjahre Spergers in der Erzbischöflichen Hofkapelle zu Preßburg (1777-1783) bemerkt werden. Es
lassen sich drei Serien nachweisen: 1. die 1777er Serie mit den Sinfonien A 7 bis A 6, … 2. die l78ler Serie
… A 7 bis A 12, und 3. die 1782er Serie mit den Sinfonien A 13 bis A 18.” Meier, Thematisches
Werkverzeichnis, 9.
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Table 3.1. Johann Sperger’s symphonic dispersals 1777–1782.

1777 SERIES

Symphony in D (A 1)
Symphony in C (A 2)

King
Friedrich the
Great
Graf
Bishop of
Date of Completion
Set
Szechényi
Raab
(Given to Cr
Set
Set
Pr. Friedrich
Wilhelm)
X
1777 or before
X
1777 or before

Prince
Esterházy
Sets

Cr Prince
Friedrich
Wilhelm
Set

Symphony in F (A 3)

1777 or before

X

Symphony in G (A 4)

1777 or before

X

X

X

X

Symphony in E-flat (A 5)

1777 or before

X

X

X

X

Symphony in B-flat (A 6)

1777 or before

X

X

X

1781 SERIES
Symphony in G (A 7)

1781 or before

X

X

Symphony in E-flat (A 8)

1781 or before

X

X

Symphony in C (A 9)

1781 or before

X

Symphony in D (A 10)

1781 or before

X

X

Symphony in B-flat (A 11)

1781 or before

X

X

Symphony in E-flat (A 12)

1781 or before

X

X

X

1782 SERIES
Symphony in C (A 13)
Symphony in G (A 14)

X

1782
1782

X

X

Symphony in A (A 15)

March 1782

X

X

Symphony in F (A 16)

April 1782

Symphony in D (A 17)

May 1782

Symphony in C (A 18)

1782

X

X
X
X

X

When Sperger entered the Pressburg Kapelle in 1777, the wind section consisted
of two horns, three oboes, two clarinets, and one bassoon. Meier contended that since the
Szechényi set of symphonies included a wind section of only two oboes and two horns,
they were probably not written for the Pressburg Kapelle, but rather for an earlier musical
ensemble that was available to Sperger at the time he wrote the pieces. Meier’s
speculation dates the first symphonic series in the catalog prior to Sperger’s post with
Batthyány’s Kapelle. These pieces could have been specifically written for Szechényi’s
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Kapelle. It is also plausible that these works were composed well before 1777 in
Sperger’s early Viennese period.5
Some possible scenarios behind the Szechényi dispersal are: 1) that the
symphonies and partitas were commissioned for the wedding of Graf Szechényi and
Juliána Festetics; or 2) that a new orchestra was being assembled by the new household
and Sperger was seeking employment; or 3) that Sperger’s submission was a marriage
gift in hope of gaining employment in the orchestra as a musician. My own inclination is
toward the last of these, given that Graf Szechényi was a music lover and an amateur
composer who employed his own orchestra and, according to Sperger’s catalog, a
military wind band as well.6
Sperger was not the only musician to send music to Graf Szechényi. In 1781,
Ignaz Pleyel received four thalers from Szechényi for two scores, and in 1783 Haydn’s
concertmaster Luigi Tomasini was compensated for some string quartets.7 Tomasini also
had plans of joining Szechényi’s orchestra but was unable to do so before the Kapelle
disbanded.8 Sperger obviously did not acquire a post in Sopron either, but it is possible
that this connection secured his next two positions with Cardinal Batthyány and Graf
Ludwig Erdödy.
5
See Chapter 1. There is an eleven-year gap between Sperger’s last student compositional
exercise (Wegweiser auf die Orgel) and the first series of dispatched works. Despite the lack of source
material from this time, this era is referred to as Sperger’s early Viennese period. See Meier, Thematisches
Werkverzeichnis, 9.
6
If this ensemble existed in Sopron, it existed at the same time as Prince Batthyány’s wind band.
See Roger Hellyer, “‘Harmoniemusik’: Music for Small Windband in the Late Eighteenth and Early
Nineteenth Centuries (Diss., Oxford University, 1973), 111–12.
7

Vilmos, “Gròf Szèchènyi Ferencz,” 117.

8
Günter Thomas, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Tomasini family” (2001): accessed on January 5,
2020, https://www-oxfordmusiconline-com.
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Written while he was employed by Cardinal Batthyány, Sperger’s second set of
symphonies represented the next stage in his compositional development. Not only did
these symphonies reflect the extended wind section in Batthyány’s orchestra, but they
also showcased Sperger’s creativity as an orchestrator. Examples of this creativity are
seen in Sinfonia in C (A 9) and Sinfonia in G (A 14), where Sperger separated the
bassoon parts from the other bassi. Also, Sinfonia in D (A 10) included trumpets and
timpani. But more especially, the slow movements of both Sinfonia in B-flat (A 11) and
Sinfonia in E-flat (A 12), were written with solo wind band featuring clarinets, without
strings.
While Batthyány’s Pressburg Kapelle was the perfect environment for Sperger to
flourish, the social changes taking place in Vienna were causing Sperger to seek outside
employment opportunities.9 Whether or not Sperger heard about these changes at court is
unknown, but the December 12, 1781 shipment of symphonies to the Prussian court
resonated with political overtones. It may have been motivated by the beginning stages of
Joseph II’s religious ideals.10 Prussia’s famous orchestra was probably one of the few
ensembles that could accommodate Sperger’s creative instrumentation and provide the
comfortable salary he had become accustomed to in Pressburg (Figure 3.1).

9

Polster, “Die Ältere Linie der Familie Batthyäny im,” 20–21; Also, David Ian Black, “Mozart
and the Practice of Sacred Music,” 23–24.
10

For the most recent in-depth discussion of Josephism see Beales, Joseph II: II. Against the
World; also, Black, “Mozart and the Practice of Sacred Music,” 1–32.
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Figure 3.1. The King’s Prussian Kapelle in Berlin, Forkel, Musikalischer Almanach für
Deutschland auf das Jahr 1782, 146–47.
Although there are no clarinets listed in the above Almanac, four flutes, three oboes, and
four bassoon players were employed in the Prussian Kapelle. Finding a player who could
double on the clarinet was probably not a problem.
Returning to the catalog, Sperger writes: “In the year 1781. On December \12/,
these 6 symphonies [A 12, A 9, A 7, A 11, A 8, and A 10] were received by the Crown
Prince of Prussia.”11 At first glance, it may appear that Sperger sent these works directly
to Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm; however, further down the page, there is a second

11

Mus. 5163, 5170, 5158, 5160, 5165, and 5173/8, Schwerin LBMV.
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entry for December 12, 1781 that also refers to this shipment.12 Here Sperger writes:
“Verzeichnüß, the music sent to His Majesty, the current reigning King of Prussia, such
as the six new symphonies of December 12, 1781, and so forth.” The “current reigning
King” suggests no other than Friedrich the Great (1712–1786), who was indeed the King
of Prussia during that time. The title “Verzeichnüß” may point to a different catalog or
missing list. And the phrase “and so forth” could mean that this missing source may have
contained other unaccounted music dispersals. Nevertheless, this second entry, formally
signed by Sperger, suggests that the crown prince may have just been the courier who
simply delivered the “new symphonies” to King Friedrich the Great.
The link connecting Sperger and King Friedrich the Great could have been Prince
Wenzel Liechtenstein. Early in his career, Liechtenstein was a court diplomat who
became friends with Friedrich the Great, while representing the monarchy in Berlin. The
prince summered in the Liechtenstein Castle in Feldsburg, which was Sperger’s
hometown.13
Another possible connection to the Prussian crown was through the masonic
lodge or the Rosicrusians. From 1772 until his ascension to the throne in 1786, the crown
prince was a freemason in the lodge of the Three Golden Keys.14 In August of 1781,
Friedrich Wilhelm was also raised to the first degree of the Rosicrucians, a secret society

12

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 169.

13

Meier briefly discusses the connection between young Johann Sperger and Prince Liechtenstein.
See Meier, “Die Biographie,” 159. For more on Liechtenstein see Johannes Kunisch, “Liechtenstein,
Joseph Wenzel Fürst von und zu in Neue Deutsche Biographie 14 (1985), accessed on October 23, 2019,
https://www. deutsche-biographie.de/pnd101097409.html#ndbcontent.
14

George William Speth, Royal Freemasons (Masonic Publishing Company, 1885), 26–27,
accessed on February 29, 2020, https://archive.org/stream/Royal_Freemasons_-_G_W_Speth#mode/2up.
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separate to that of freemasonry.15 While Sperger’s membership is unconfirmed among the
Rosicrucians, he was thought to belong to Zur Sicherheit lodge in Pressburg. And
considering the high-ranking recipients throughout his catalog, a case can be made for
Sperger’s association with other lodges and societies.16 Certainly a relationship had been
cultivated with Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm, and although no employment resulted
from the Prussian shipment, Sperger had developed a rapport with the future king that
would last his lifetime.
Meanwhile, sometime after March of 1782 Sperger recorded the entry, “His
Excellency the Bishop of Raab [Graf Franz von Zichy-Vásonykeö (1702–1783)] has this
music. 1782.”17 Along with six symphonies (A 9, A 14, A 15, A 6, A 5, and A 4),18
Sperger included three violin quartets and a flute quartet (C III/12) in the shipment.19
Three of the symphonies (A 4, A 5, A 6) were recycled from the Szechényi set and one
(A 9) from the 1781 series. The other two works, Sinfonia in G (A 14) and Sinfonia in A
(A 15), were newly composed. Since the latter had a completion date of March 1782, it
may be that the former was also composed around that time. The completion of these two
symphonies coincided with Pope Pius VI’s visit to Vienna in March and April of 1782.

15

Christopher McIntosh, The Rose Cross and the Age of Reason: Eighteenth-Century
Rosicrucianism in Central Europe and its Relationship to the Enlightenment (Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1992), 117.
16

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 173.

17

For more on the bishop, see Constantin Wurzbach, Biographisches Lexikon des Kaiserthums
Österreich, 60 (Vienna, 1891), 189.
18

Mus. 5170, 5173/2, 5173/3, 5161, 5173, and 5164, Schwerin LBMV.

19

Mus. 5191/16, Schwerin LBMV.
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The purpose of this visit, as discussed in Chapter 1, was to negotiate Joseph II’s recent
church reforms. Hungarian Primate, Cardinal Batthyány also traveled to Vienna.
Although Sperger’s relationship with the Bishop of Raab is only documented
through his catalog, he most likely connected with the bishop during this time through
Cardinal Batthyány —the two religious leaders had known each other for decades. In the
late 1750s, Batthyány was Archdeacon of Eisenburg under the Bishop of Raab and they
both held titles in the Order of St. Stephen.20 The Pope’s April 19 public consistory in
Vienna may have been the event where Sperger connected with the bishop. It is unknown
whether Sperger was in attendance, but the Bishop of Raab was there, having arrived in
Vienna around April 11.21 Batthyány and the Bishop of Raab were therefore together just
weeks after Sperger composed the new symphonies.
Considering these observations, it is hard to believe that the symphonies given to
the Bishop of Raab were unrelated to the reform negotiations. And it is unknown whether
the symphonies were intended as a résumé for employment or as an homage on behalf of
Sperger’s employer. In the end, one can only be certain that there was an exchange of six
symphonies that occurred sometime after March of 1782.
The next entry in the catalog contains two symphonic sets submitted separately to
the same recipient. Sperger writes “In Eszterháza. Symphonies. The year 1782.” This
entry appears to fit in the same timeline as the Raab symphonies, with a newly composed

20

Polster, “Die Ältere Linie der Familie Batthyäny,” 12.

21
“Wien, vom 13 April. Seit einigen Tagen sind unter andern auch der Herr Fürst, Bischof von
Breßlau, Graf von Schafgotsch, der Graf Zichy Bischof von Raab … hier angekommen.” Pressburger
Zeitung, April 17, 1782, no. 27, page 3, accessed on November 27, 2019,
https://www.difmoe.eu/d/view/uuid:80374080-e0e9-11de-8897-000d606f5dc6?page=uuid:2e77c4e0-de7311de-bc1b-000d606f5dc6.
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work completed in April of 1782. This cryptic note provides no evidence linking this
entry to the Pope’s visit. The only information that can be ascertained is that Sperger was
either at Eszterháza sometime after April; or, sometime in 1782, Prince Nikolaus
Esterházy (1714–1790) received this music. Although both statements are probably true,
the former suggestion is probably what Sperger intended, as it is consistent with many
other entries in the catalog in which Sperger begins an entry with the word “In” to
indicate that he was at that location during that time.22
Meanwhile in 1782, Eszterháza had a new opera house. Completed in 1781, it
opened in February with a premiere of Haydn’s new opera La fedeltà premiata.23 The
year 1782 was a vibrant and lively time in Eszterháza. It was reported that “every day
there is theatre, three times a week Italian opera and the same for Italian plays.” 24
Between the marionette theater, staged plays, new operas brought in from Vienna, and
concerts directed by Haydn, Eszterháza was a music mecca.25 By April, four operas had
already been staged in the new theater. Grétry’s Zémire et Azor and Salieri’s La fiera di
Venezia ran in February, March, and April. Traetta’s Il cavaliere errante was performed
in March and April, and Paisiello’s L’innocente fortunate had one single performance in

22

For example, in the entries of 1787 when Sperger was on his concert tour, he would write “In.”

23

David Wyn Jones, ed., Oxford Composer Companion: Haydn, s.v. “La fedeltà premiata” (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 200–201. Also see Georg Feder and James Webster, Grove Music
Online, s.v. “Haydn (Franz) Joseph” (2001): accessed December 24, 2019, https://wwwoxfordmusiconline-com.
24

As quoted from the Pressburger Zeitung in H. C. Robbins Landon, Haydn: Chronicle and
Works 2: Haydn at Eszterháza 1766–1790 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), 462.
25

One such “extraordinary concert” occurred on May 30, 1781 during the visit of Duke Albert von
Sachsen-Teschen and Archduchess Marie Christine. See Landon, Haydn: Chronicle and Works 2, 442.
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April. And, later in the 1782 season, Haydn’s La fedeltà premiata was recast and
performed again.26
Hardly any instrumental music was written by Haydn for the court during this
time, as he was focusing his efforts on composing for private subscribers and the Artaria
publishing firm. In 1781 he composed the (Russian) String Quartets Op. 33, one of which
was most likely performed in Maria Feodorovna’s Vienna apartment on either December
25 or 26, 1781. In 1782, Haydn composed Symphonies 76–78, which were intended to be
performed in London but later published by Boyer in Paris. 27
Therefore, it is unknown whether Prince Nikolaus purchased Sperger’s
symphonies to compensate for the void left by Haydn, or if Sperger was applying for a
position. Although the Esterházy orchestra had a worthy bassist in Johann Dietzl (1754–
1806), it is possible that the prince was looking to expand the orchestra. If Sperger were
trying to secure a position as double bassist in the Kapelle, a symphonic set might have
been required as part of the interview process.
For compensation, the conditions at Eszterháza would have been comparable to
those to which Sperger was accustomed. By 1782, Dietzl’s annual salary was 310 gulden
in addition to free lodging, twenty-four pounds of candles, and three cords of wood. In

26

Ibid., 457–58. Also see Mátyás Horányi, The Magnificence of Eszterháza, trans. by András
Deák (Philadelphia: Dufour Editions, 1962), 140. For more details on these operas see Dénes Bartha and
László Somfai, Haydn als Opernkapellmeister: Die Haydn-Dokumente der Esterházy-Opernsammlung
(Budapest: Verlag der Ungarischen Akademie der Wissenschaft, 1960), 260–65.
27

There is a discrepancy surrounding the date of this performance; also, the Pressburger Zeitung
does not specify whether the quartet was Op. 33. See Landon, Haydn: Chronicles and Works 2, 456, note 1.
For more on Op. 33 and the 1782 symphonies, see Daniel Heartz, Mozart, Haydn, and Early Beethoven
1781–1802 (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 2009), 308–52.
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July of 1782, Dietzel received a twenty-five gulden increase in wage.28 Sperger was
already earning an annual salary of 500 fl. in Pressburg; therefore, the extra goods
provided to Esterházy’s musicians would have made this job a viable option.29 One
problem, however, was that because of the size of living spaces, Sperger would have had
to live in Eszterháza alone because the musicians (except for Haydn and Tomasini) were
not permitted to have their wives with them.30 It seems unlikely that he would have
agreed to play in the prince’s orchestra without the possibility of bringing his family.
Returning to the submissions, interesting observations can be made by analyzing
both the dates and instrumentation of Sperger’s two Eszterháza sets. These observations
could narrow down the dispersal timeline and point to the use of clarinets in the
Esterházy Kapelle.
For the first set of symphonies (A 10, A 16, A 15, A 18, A 5, and A 4),31 Sperger
provided his best and most up-to-date compositions, with four of out of the six works
having been composed within the previous year. Sinfonia in F (A 16) had a completion
date of April 1782.32 The newly composed three-movement Sinfonia in C (A 18) was
presumably completed around the same time, as it was not in the previous Bishop of

28
János Harich, “Das Haydn-Orchester im Jahr 1780,” The Haydn Yearbook VIII (Vienna:
Universal Editions, 1971), 62.
29

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 165.

30

Harich, “Das Haydn-Orchester im Jahr 1780,” 63.

31

Mus. 5173/8, 5173/5, 5173/13, 5173/6, 5173/4, and 5164, Schwerin LBMV.

32

Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 16.
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Raab set.33 Sinfonia in A (A 15) was composed the previous month for the Bishop of
Raab and Sinfonia in D (A 10) was chosen from the Friedrich the Great set. Finally,
symphonies A 4 and A 5 were recycled from the Szechényi set (see Table 3.1).
In the catalog before the second set of Eszterháza symphonies, Sperger writes
“zweyten” to indicate a separate submission. These works (A 9, A 8, A 14, A 11, A 7,
and A 6) were also recently composed.34 While symphony A 14 was recycled from the
Bishop of Raab set, symphonies A 7–A 11 all derived from the Friedrich the Great set.
To narrow down the timeline of the Esterházy submissions, Sperger’s total
symphonic output should be considered. According to Meier’s Thematisches
Werkverzeichnis, Sperger had composed eighteen symphonies by the end of 1782.35 The
two Eszterháza sets together equal twelve works, leaving six symphonies from Sperger’s
oeuvre not sent to the prince. Of these six works, symphonies A 1–A 3 were from the
Szechényi set and Symphony A 12 was from the Friedrich the Great set. Sinfonia in D (A
17) dated May 1782 was shipped the following November to Crown Prince Friedrich
Wilhelm. Sinfonia in C (A 13) was also shipped in November to the crown prince. It was,
therefore, most likely completed sometime between May and November of 1782.
Assuming that Sperger was submitting his best and newest works, it can be surmised that
symphonies A 13 and A 17 had not yet been composed by the time of the Eszterháza

33
A18 contains a water mark of the same type as A16: the AZ/C bow and arrow and three
crescents. This symphony was later listed in the Breitkopf catalogue, See Meier, Thematisches
Werkverzeichnis.
34

Mus. 5170, 5165, 5173/2, 5160, 5158, and 516, Schwerin LBMV.

35

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 170; and Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis.
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submissions.36 And since Sinfonia in F (A 16) from the first Esterházy set had a
completion date of April 1782, the Esterházy submissions most likely occurred between
April and May of 1782.
One of the symphonies not used in either Ezsterháza set was Sinfonia in E-flat (A
12). This work included a solo wind band sextet led by clarinets in the second movement.
Initially it would appear Sperger chose not to use this work because of the lack of
clarinets in the Esterházy Kapelle. Additionally, the 1780 orchestra list confirms that the
Kapelle was made up of violins, violas, violoncellos, contrabasses, flute, oboes, bassoons,
horns, trumpets, and timpani—no clarinets.37 This reasoning could be supported by the
fact that, while employed by Prince Nikolaus, Haydn never included clarinets in his
symphonies.38
When looking at the instrumentation of the Ezsterháza sets, it becomes clear why
there were two separate submissions. The first set of symphonies call for the full
Esterházy Kapelle. They share the basic instrumentation of 2 oboes, 2 horns, 2 bassoons,
and strings with some special additions. Sinfonia in A (A 15) has the addition of a flute;
Sinfonia in F (A 16) features a bassoon solo in the third movement; and symphonies A 10
and A 18 make use of trumpets and timpani. None of these works are scored for clarinets.
Considering that in April 1782, Sperger was still employed in Pressburg and composing
for clarinets regularly, it is astonishing that he was able to strategically submit a set of his

36
This brings up an inquiry as to why Meier chose to number this symphony as A13 and not A17
or A18 in the Thematisches Werkverzeichnis— perhaps a question for a different study.
37

The bassoonist Karl Schiringer also played contrabass. Harich, “Das Haydn-Orchester im Jahr

1780,” 5.
38

The London symphonies, beginning in 1793, were the first to include clarinet. See Feder and
Webster, s.v. “Haydn.”
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best and most up-to-date works to Prince Esterházy without clarinets. This shows that
Sperger clearly had Haydn’s orchestra in mind when compiling the first set.
Sperger also creatively selected symphonies for the second set. Symphonies A 6,
A 7, A 9, and A 14 mostly shared the standard instrumentation of the first set. There was
a bassoon solo in symphony A 7 and additional trumpets and timpani in symphony A 14.
39

The other two works (A 8 and A 11), however, were symphonies that required

clarinets. Sinfonia in E-flat (A 8) was scored with two clarinets and no oboes and
Sinfonia in B-flat (A 11) included a solo military wind octet with clarinets in the second
movement. If Sperger was indeed trying to avoid the use of clarinets, he would have had
to either re-orchestrate the parts or arrange the clarinet parts for different instruments.
Whatever decisions were made regarding these symphonies, the results are unknown as
these versions are no longer preserved in the prince’s collection. The other alternative
was that Prince Esterházy was becoming open to the idea of using clarinets and the
symphonies remained unchanged. The activities occurring in Vienna at this time may
suggest this to be the case. Although courts such as those belonging to Graf Szechényi
and Cardinal Batthyány had long been employing wind bands, Emperor Joseph II was
credited with making the genre popular.
On April 1, 1782, Emperor Joseph II formed a full military wind band with the
two Stadler brothers on clarinets. Derek Beales has suggested that the purpose of
Joseph’s wind band “may have been to play arrangements of opera hits to him during his
meals and leisure hours. His patronage certainly helped to make such bands fashionable
and encouraged the writing of music for them.” It wasn’t long thereafter that many other
39

The instrumentation of the two sets can be found in Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 9–

17.
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nobles in the surrounding area—including Prince Esterházy —began to do the same.40 In
Fertöd, evidence can be seen in Haydn’s 1783 opera Armida, which premiered on
February 26, 1784. In Scene 4 of Act 1, there is a military wind band with clarinets. What
Sperger’s two symphonic sets show is that he avoided sending Prince Esterházy clarinets
in the first set and included two symphonies with clarinets in the second. It is therefore
possible that the prince was adapting his wind band around this time to include clarinets
and was able to accommodate these two symphonies.
Whether or not Prince Nikolaus purchased Sperger’s repertoire for future
performances, or if Sperger was seeking employment in the orchestra, the details
surrounding a visit to Eszterháza are unconfirmed. It has also been determined that the
symphonic sets were organized specifically with Haydn’s orchestra in mind. It can be
suggested that Sperger’s symphonies were received in Eszterháza in April or May of
1782. Coincidentally, this dispersal— as with the Bishop of Raab dispersal—corresponds
with the timing of the Pope’s visit in Vienna. The reasons for these submissions could be
shaped by church reforms of Joesph II and the eminent threat of the disbandment of
Batthyány’s Kapelle due to Josephinism.
The final symphonic dispersal of 1782 was to Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm.
Sperger writes: “on the 20th of November 1782, these 6 symphonies [A 17, A 4, A 5, A
14, A 13, and A 16] [were shipped] to the Crown Prince of Prussia.” 41 As previously
mentioned, Sinfonia in D (A 17) was completed in May, and Sinfonia in C (A 13) was
presumably also completed between May and November after the Eszterháza dispersals.
40

Beale, Joseph II:2, 472; and Hellyer, “Harmoniemusik,” 113–145.
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Mus. 5173/7, 5164, 5173/4, 5173/2, 5173/9, and 5173/5, Schwerin LBMV.
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Symphonies A 14 and A 16 derived from the Eszterháza sets and final two works, A 4
and A 5, were from the Szechényi set.
At the end of 1782, the Pressburg Kapelle was dwindling and Sperger was most
definitely contemplating his employment options. Although the crown prince did not yet
have a large orchestra (like his uncle Friedrich the Great), he kept an ensemble, which
was considered one of the best Kapellen in Germany (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2. The Crown Prince’s Prussian Kapelle in Berlin, Forkel, Musikalischer
Almanach für Deutschland auf das Jahr 1782, 148–49.
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Figure 3.2. (cont.)
An association with the future king was an advantage that would later pay off for
Sperger. After all, the crown prince was amateur cellist that would soon merge his
Kapelle with that of the king’s Kapelle, creating the greatest and largest Hof-Kapelle in
Germany.
The next three years of the catalog—in which there were only two entries—
coincide with Sperger’s time in the Erdödy Kapelle. In one such entry, “on February 17,
1784,” Sperger writes, I sent the Symphony in C [A 9] to … C … von … for his name
day.” The name of the entry is extremely faint and possibly erased. In would be
convenient to identify this recipient as the Crown Prince of Prussia. Especially when
comparing the letter “C” from this entry to another crown prince entry, it becomes
evident that is first word is Cron, or Crown. This appears to be the only connection, as the
rest of the entry is mysterious. The word Prussia or “Preusen” should obviously fit into
the space after the word “von,” but here there were two words erased. Also, Friedrich
Wilhelm’s name day doesn’t match the timeline of this catalog entry as St. William’s day
falls on May 28. This would mean that this shipment, if sent to Prussia, would have
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arrived two months early. And lastly, Sperger had already sent the Sinfonia in C (A 9) to
Prussia in 1781. Considering these facts, the identification of this recipient is problematic
at best.
In the next chronological entry of 1784, Sperger writes: “On September 14, 1784,
I sent this symphony [Sinfonia in D, A 20]42 to the Crown Prince of Prussia for his
birthday.” Friedrich Wilhelm’s birthday was September 25.43 This newly composed
symphony was sent by itself as a gift for the future king. Autographs are preserved in
both Schwerin and Berlin. The autograph score in Berlin is signed “[K]ofidisch 14 …
1784 … J.Sp.” Meier writes that the month is not identifiable.44 Yet when one compares
the catalog entry with the Berlin score, they both list … 14, 1784, which could indicate
this work was completed and shipped on the same date in September.
The first eight years of the catalog not only represent Sperger’s compositional
development through his first twenty symphonies, but also a firsthand glimpse into the
social and political changes that were secularizing music. As a result, Sperger was twice
the victim of unemployment, with Cardinal Batthyány’s Kapelle disbanding in 1783, and
the death of Graf Josef Erdödy in 1786. Sperger’s search for employment viewed through
his catalog not only parallels the cultural paradigm shift brought on by the church reforms
but also provides a narrative for the decline of the Hungarian aristocratic patronage
system. Sperger’s quest for economic security motivated him to sharpen his marketing
and networking skills. He proved to be a versatile composer by meeting the instrumental
42

Mus. 5169, Schwerin LBMV.
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See Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th ed. (1911) s.v. “Friedrich Wilhelm II. of Prussia.”

44
Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 18; and KHM 5207, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin –
Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn-Archiv.
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demands of each recipient. And while he may not have obtained positions with any of the
nobility listed in the catalog during this time, the relationships he maintained kept him at
the forefront of the musical job market.
Early Entrepreneurial Developments, 1786
A pivotal turning point in the catalog occurred in the year 1786. Prior to that year,
Sperger primarily recorded symphonic dispersals. With all these symphonies grouped
into sets of six, one views a snapshot into the application process Sperger experienced in
the aristocratic job market. His catalog helped him track which symphonies were sent to
whom, so he didn’t send the same symphony twice to a prospective patron. The 1786 list
represents a transition from this six-symphony shipping process to a new approach in
music marketing. Hardly any symphonies are found on this page (see Appendix B).
These entries suggest a wide variety of music being distributed and sold to several
patrons (Table 3.2).45
Table 3.2. List of 1786 patrons and the music they received.
Patrons
Herr von Hauer
Herr von Gabriel
Countess Szechényi
Graf Szluha
Domherr Nagy
Graf Haller
Graf Sigray
Graf Philip Batthyány
Graf Anton Batthyány
Cardinal Joseph
Batthyány
Princess Grassalkovich

Music
flute concerto; cassation
6 violin quartets
3 clavier quartets; 3 clavier duets; 6 minuets;
1 sonata
3 clavier quartets; 3 clavier duets; 6 minuets;
1 sonata
6 flute quartets; 6 trios
cassation; 4 violin trios; 1 oboe trio
6 violin quartets
1 symphony; 1 clarinet quartet; 1 oboe
quartet; 12 minuets; 1 partita
6 clavier duets
6 trumpet partitas

Date
no date
no date
no date

1 symphony

“from July 23 on”

45

no date
no date
no date
no date
no date
“from June 18 on”
“from July 9 on”

Table 3.2 is not an actual depiction of the catalog, but rather a more simplified list of the
nobility and the music.
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To gain a clearer understanding of these entries, it is first necessary to restate
some historical background. Sperger had been employed with the Erdödy family Kapelle
from May 1783 to August 1786, which explains why there were so few entries in the
catalog during those years. A 1785 masonic list from Eberau identified Graf Ludwig
Erdödy as Sperger’s primary employer, yet when Ludwig’s brother Graf Ladislaus
Erdödy of Varaždin died on July 13, 1786, Sperger’s post in Kohfidisch ended. Shortly
thereafter, he moved back to Vienna in late August or early September of 1786.
Therefore, the few dates provided in Table 3.2 could suggest that these musical
transactions occurred while Sperger was still employed with the Erdödy Kapelle.
While some names represented on the 1786 list such as Szechényi and Batthyány
have been discussed in this chapter, other names are lesser known. The first two
recipients are not titled, which made them more difficult to identify. In the first entry,
Sperger writes “H[err] von Hauer has [this] Concert[o] and [this] Cassat:[ion]. Herr
Hauer would appear to be an amateur flute player, as he acquired Sperger’s Flute
Concerto in G (B21)46 and the Septet in D (C IV/6) for woodwinds (including flute).47
This recipient was possibly Hofrath Karl Joseph Ritter von Hauer or one of his teenage
sons or family members.48

46

Mus. 5174/5, Schwerin LBMV.

47

Mus. 5188/4, Schwerin LBMV. Also, the bass part was scored for either contrabass or bassoon.

48
See Wurzbach, 8 (1862), 58. According to Wurzbach he died in 1780; however it is possible
that the date of death was incorrect as a H: Joseph Hauer was also listed in Hof und Staats Schematismus,
Vienna, 1785 and 1787, ALEX Historische Rechts- und Gesetzestexte Online, Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, accessed on September 21, 2019, http://alex.onb.ac.at/cgicontent/alex?aid=shb&size=45.
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In the next note, Sperger writes that “H[err] Gabriel [has] my six violin quartets
[C III/1–6].”49 This was possibly the General Council to Dalmatia, Alois Gabrieli. As a
diplomat, Alois would have passed through Kohfidisch in his travels from Vienna to
Croatia.50
The next recipient was the wife of Graf Franz Szechényi, Juliána née Festetics de
Tolna (1753–1824).51 The record reads “The Countess Past [Pest] Szechényi has three
clavier quartets in A, in F, and in B-flat [C V/8, C V/10, and C V/12]; and three clavier
duets in C, in F, and in B-flat [C V/1, C V/3, and C V/4]; also six menuets and an old
sonata in A.”52 The word “Past” or “Pest” next to the Countess’s name could be a
reminder to Sperger that Juliána was staying in Budapest during this time. The same
music was also given to Aloisius Graf von Szluha in the next entry. Sperger writes
“Szluga [Szluha] has the same pieces as Countess Szechényi.” Graf Szluha and Sperger
along with the countess’ husband Graf Franz Szechényi were all fellow masons in the
lodge Zum goldenen Rad in Eberau.53
In the next entry, Sperger writes “Thomherr Nogy [Nagy] has my six flute
quartets and six trios.” While the flute quartets were identified in the Thematisches

49

Mus. 5191/1, 5191/2, 5191/3, 5191/4a, 5191/4b, and 5191/4c, Schwerin LBMV.

50

Hof und Staats Schematismus, 1785 and 1787.

51

See Wurzbach 41 (1880), 233.

52
The clavier quartets are Mus. 5192/2, 4 and 6, Schwerin LBMV. The clavier duets are Mus.
5190/25, 27, and 28, Schwerin LBMV. The minuets were probably selected from the 12 menuets for
orchestra (E 1). Meier mentions that Sperger arranged them for clavier. According to the title page, the
arrangement contains 14 minuets. The old sonata is possibly the piano sonata, D-DI, Sig. 3805 T2 [Meier,
F I/2]. See Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 67.
53
“Mitgliedsverzeichnis der Loge „Zum goldenen Rad“in Eberau samt Begleitschreiben, Druck,
07/29/1785, Konvolut „Ungarn,” 1782-1803, Vertrauliche Akten, Kabinettsarchiv 1523-1918, 72-6-6,
pages 40–41, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Österreichisches Staatsarchiv.
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Werkverzeichnis as C III/16–21, not enough information was provided to identify the
trios.54 The recipient on the list was probably Canon Joseph Nagy of Szombathely (1758–
1810).55 At a later date, Sperger added the word “die Schomschüzischen” probably to
remind him which member of the Nagy family received the music.56
“Graf Haller” was the next nobleman on the list. In 1787, the Graf was reported as
being k. k. Secret Councilor and Royal Commissarius of Großwardein.57 Sperger’s entry
shows that he received the “Cassatio[n] und 4 Violin a 3tre and 1 oboe a 3. Ex G [or C].”
The cassation was the Sextet in D for flute, 2 horns, violin, viola., and contrabass or
bassoon (C IV/4).58 And although the key signature of the oboe trio is impossible to
decipher, it (along with the violin trios) was probably one of the trios for violin or oboe
(C II/5–11).59
In the next note, Sperger writes “Graf Schigray has my six violin quartets [C
III/1–6].” Graf Jacob Sigray (ca. 1760–1795), was the Hungarian nobleman who, along
with Ignác Martinovics (1755–1795), was charged as one of the chief conspirators of the

54

Possibly 5190/9–14, Schwerin LBMV [C II/12].
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Wurzbach 20 (1869), 59.
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The Nagys were a large Hungarian family. There was the writer Johann Nagy (1732–1803) and
the Suffragan Bishop Ignaz Nagy (1733–1789), but neither of these two Nagy’s quite fit the title Domherr.
Ibid., 53 and 56.
57
Pressburger Zeitung, no. 11, February 7, 1787, and February 24, 1787, accessed on September
27, 2019, https://www.difmoe.eu/d/periodical/uuid:1ec30e40-d452-11de-8dc5000d606f5dc6?fulltext=Haller
58

Mus. 5188/1, Schwerin LBMV.

59
Mus. 5190/15–20, Schwerin LBMV. These trios represent an example of Sperger’s versatility in
orchestration. They were violin trios if he was selling to a violinist, or they were oboe trios for an oboist.
The same principle applies to the sextet as the contrabass part is interchangeable with a bassoon.
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Hungarian Jacobin movement. In 1795, Sigray, Martinovics, and others were found
guilty of high treason and beheaded.60
The next three shipments went to important members of the Batthyány family.
The first was “His “Excellency Graf Philip Batthyán[y] (1734–1793),” the youngest
brother of Cardinal Joseph Batthyány. In 1786 Graf Philip was retired from the military.
He and his wife, Baroness Barbara Perenyi, lived in the Hainburg Castle in Pressburg.61
For this recipient, Sperger put together a diverse selection including five different genres
of music. The first piece was Sinfonia in G (A 14), written in 1782 and sent to both the
Bishop of Raab and Prince Esterházy. The second piece was a clarinet quartet that was
adapted from the flute quartet (C III/17). 62 The third was an oboe quartet (C III/18), also
from the same series. The fourth work, “menuetti,” was the twelve minuets for orchestra
(E1). And lastly, Sperger sent the wind band piece, “Parthia Ex F. oder E ♭ [D IV/9].”
This set of music not only spoke to Sperger’s versatility as a composer, but also to the
type of performances happening at Graf Philip’s Pressburg palace.
The next recipient on the list was Graf Anton Batthyány, the nephew of both Graf
Philip and Cardinal Joseph. Graf Anton was a patron of the arts as well as an amateur
musician. On November 29, 1788, the Rapport von Wien listed him as a member of “The
Society of Nobleman for the cultivation of classical music.” W. A. Mozart also listed

60
See Wurzbach, 34 (1877), 277. The violin quartets are Mus. 5191/1, 5191/2, 5191/3, 5191/4a,
5191/4b, and 5191/4c, Schwerin LBMV.
61

“Die Ältere Linie der Familie Batthyäny,” 65.
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Meier labels both versions as being a flute quartet in two different keys—B-flat and C—rather
than two different instruments. It is important to clarify that Batthyány’s version is, in fact, in the key of Bflat. The clarinet part is transposed to the key of C.
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Graf Anton as a subscriber to his 1784 concert series.63 In the catalog, Sperger notes that
“Graf Anton Batthyány has my 6 clavier duets [C V/1–6], from June 18th on.” This
wording of the entry was new. It suggested that the duets were available to Graf only
after June 18. This date does not reflect when an actual agreement took place but rather
when the work was made available to Graf Anton—much like a lease.
In the next entry, Sperger uses the same wording for his old employer: “I have
sent 6 partitas with trumpets to His Eminence Batthyány, from July 9 on.” Even though
Batthyány’s Kapelle disbanded in 1783, this shipment suggests that the Cardinal retained
his military wind band. In the Schwerin collection, the only surviving partitas with
trumpets are the three partitas for two oboes, bassoon, and two trumpets (D III/1–3).64
Finally, for his last submission, Sperger composed a new symphony for the
Grassalkovich court in Pressburg. “For Princess Grasalkoviz [Maria Anna, née Esterházy
(1739–1820)] I sent this sinfonia to Pressburg, from July 23 on.” Sperger didn’t send the
typical six-symphonic set to the princess—just one new work: Sinfonia in C (A 22). This
entry is identical in its wording with last two submissions. There were also
commonalities among the recipients. Three had courts in Pressburg, and nearly all were
Hungarian.
Do these commonalities support the notion of a musical subscriber list? Or, do
they suggest that Sperger was in search of new employment? Meier was hesitant to
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Otto Erich Deutsch, Mozart: A Documentary Biography, trans. Eric Blom, Peter Branscombe,
and Jeremy Noble (London: Simon & Schuster, 1990), 330 and 573.
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Mus. 5189/16, 36, and 29, Schwerin LBMV.
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speculate about the chamber music transactions but suggested a connection between the
death of Graf Ladislaus and the Grassalkovich entry.
Sperger chose his compositions according to the musical possibilities available to
the recipients. But this omits those dedicatees from the circle of possible
employers, to which Sperger sent chamber music works … Sperger had to
consider a job in an orchestra as promising ... the dedication of a symphony on
July 23, 1786, to the Princess of Grassalcovicz is a notable exception … It is
probably not a coincidence that this symphony—after a long break, the first
composition, which was based an application— was sent exactly ten days after
the death of Graf Ladislaus von Erdödy.65
Meier may have fallen into the trap of wanting to connect the Princess Grassalkovich
entry with the end of Sperger’s employment in Kohfidisch. He uses three points to
suggest that Sperger may have been trying to gain employment with the Grassalkovich
court. The first point was that Princess Grassalkovich had an Kapelle and Sperger desired
an orchestral position.66 Next, because Sperger included a symphony in the submission, it
could be assumed that this was an “application.” And lastly, according to Meier, it was
probably not a coincidence that the time of the submission occurred after the death of
Graf Ladislaus von Erdödy.
This premise would make perfect sense if the Grassalkovich entry were anywhere
else in the catalog; but based on the context of this list, it is unlikely. The 1786 page is
65

“Gewiß hat Sperger seine Kompositionen denjenigen musikalischen Möglichkeiten gemäß
ausgewählt, über die die Empfänger der Geschenke verfügten. Damit entfallen aber diejenigen
Widmungsträger aus dem Kreis der möglichen Brotgeber, an die Sperger kammermusikalische Werke
sandte ... so mußte Sperger eine Anstellung in einem Orchester doch als aussichtsreicher bewerten ... In
diesem Zusammenhang stellt gerade die Dedikation einer Sinfonie vom 23, Juli 1786 an die Fürstin von
Grassalcovicz eine beachtenswerte Ausnahme dar … Es ist wohl kein Zufall, daß diese Sinfonie - nach
längerer Unterbrechung die erste Komposition, die auf eine Bewerbung schließen läßt.—genau zehn Tage
nach dem Tod des Grafen Ladislaus von Erdödy abgeschickt wurde.” Meier, “Die Biographie,” 174–75.
66
The Grassalkovich court had a worthy Kapelle and Sperger’s colleague Joseph Zistler was
employed there. For more on the Grassalkovich Kapelle, see Christian Fastl, Oesterreichisches
Musiklexicon Online, s.v. “Grassalkovich of Gyarak family,” accessed on September 27, 2019,
https://www.musiklexikon.ac.at/ml/musik _G/ Grassalkovic_Familie.xml and J. F. Schönfeld, Jahrbuch der
Tonkunst von Wien und Prag (1796), 35, 77.
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filled with several members of the Hungarian nobility receiving mostly chamber works.
The Grassalkovichs were also not the only recipients on the list to employ an orchestra.
Graf Philip Batthyány and his wife frequently entertained at Hainburg Castle with music
and staged theater productions.67 The princess was also not the only one to receive a
symphony. Graf Phillip also received one. And although the music sent to Graf Philip
was not a traditional symphonic set of symphonies, his set better resembling a musical
application. Graf Philip, however, probably wouldn’t have required a musical application.
He was already familiar with Sperger’s musicianship from the Cardinal’s Kapelle.
Returning to the employment theory: while the shipment date of the
Grassalkovich submission may coincide with the death of Graf Ladislaus, as with Graf
Anton’s and Cardinal Batthyány’s entries, Sperger only mentiones a specific date of
availability: “I sent this sinfonia to Pressburg, from July 23 on.” It is possible he needed
until July 23 to complete the submission, but he probably brokered this deal with the
princess before he was aware of Graf Ladislaus’ death. And while the Grassalkovich
shipment occured ten days after the death of Graf Ladislaus, the other two dated
shipments did not. Graf Anton’s duets were available a month beforehand and Cardinal
Batthyány’s partitas were sent out four days before the Graf’s death. Therefore, it is just
as likely that Sperger viewed all the recipients from 1786 as music purchasers rather than
future employers.
To agree with Meier, what is evident is that Sperger masterfully matched the
music he submitted to each recipient’s musical availabilities. This is probably the reason
Princess Grassalkovich and Graf Phillip Batthyány both received symphonies. From this
67
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perspective, all the encounters—date or no date—could have just as easily occurred while
Sperger was still employed with the Erdödy brothers. Since most of the list is made up of
the Hungarian nobility, it can also be suggested that there was a performance or some
other event in which all the patrons were at the same place at the same time, like a
concert. Perhaps one of the Erdödy castles such as Schloss Eberau or Schloss Fidisch was
the location where—like some of his Viennese contemporaries—Sperger began to evolve
as a musical entrepreneur. And although this idea is unconfirmed, the dating methods
may suggest that Sperger was leasing his music to the nobility. What is certain is that one
can see a transition occurring in Sperger’s dispersal of music. Through this transitional
lens, one can also view a composer adapting to current trends and becoming the promoter
and publisher of his brand.
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CHAPTER 4
SPERGER’S CATALOG OF DISPERSED MUSIC: PART II, 1787–1802
The Catalog, 1787–1789
In August 1786, around the time Sperger moved back to Vienna, Friedrich
Wilhelm II became King of Prussia. Sperger responded by congratulating the new King
with two new symphonies. “To His Majesty the King of Prussia, on December 29, 1786,
these two symphonies [A 23 and A 21] were shipped from Vienna.”1 The first, Sinfonia
in C (A 23), included extra instruments such as flutes, trumpets, and timpani. It also
featured a bassoon obbligato with solos in the second and fourth movements. The second
piece, Sinfonia in G minor (A 21), was Sperger’s first minor-key symphony written while
he was employed with the Erdödy family in Kohfidisch (See Chapter 2).
King Friedrich Wilhelm II must have been impressed by Sperger’s symphonic
shipment. It is not known when the king invited Sperger to Berlin, but almost one year
later, in December of 1787, Sperger would set out for Berlin. With his double bass, a
large collection of manuscripts, and other necessary luggage, Sperger would secure his
place in history as one of the first freelancing double bass virtuosos. Along the way, he
would connect with and perform for many prominent members of the nobility. A tour of
this magnitude must have taken months of preparation—i.e., instrument storage, travel
accommodations, performance venues, and time to write new compositions.
On September 3, 1787, while in preparation for the Berlin trip, Sperger sent a
shipment of symphonies to Russia, a dispersal that would prove to be bad timing. In May
and June of 1787, allies Catherine the Great of Russia (1729–1796) and Joseph II
1

Mus. 5153 and 5140, Schwerin LBMV.
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traveled in a massive procession through Crimea. While Joseph tried to travel discreetly
under the identity Graf Faulkenstein, Catherine was accompanied by 560 horses and three
thousand troops. The recent annexation of Crimea to Russia had enraged the Turks, and
this victory tour was interpreted as “taunting.” Derek Beales noted that “Catherine’s
hubristic tour of her new territories with Joseph helped to goad the Turks into action.”
The Turks invaded Russia in August of 1787,2 and the Russo-Turkish war occupied both
leaders for the rest of the 1780s.
This new political climate could be the reason the recipient’s name was blotted
out and completely erased in Sperger’s catalog. What is legible is “These 3 symphonies
[A 11, A 9, and A 8] were shipped to … Majesty, to Russia on September 3, 1787.”3
Since the title “Majesty” is reserved for kings and queens, this recipient was most likely
Catherine the Great. Her heir, Paul I (1754–1801) was an unlikely candidate at this
time—he and Catherine were estranged. From 1783 until his ascension, Paul was training
his troops and biding his time at his wilderness castle in Gatchina.4
Meanwhile, with his focus on Berlin and the Prussian court, Sperger set out in
utumn of 1787 (Figure 4.1). His first stop was Brünn, where he connected with Baron
von Gallahan.5 Seemingly, Gallahan was a flutist because he apparently ordered every
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Beales, Joseph II: II. Against the World, 509 and 555.
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“An Se … Majestat nach Rusland diese 3 Sinfonien abgeschükt. den 3ten Septemb.” See Appendix

4

Roderick E. McGrew, Paul I of Russia: 1754–1801 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992),

B.
152–64.
5
Possibly Franz von Gallahan or Wilhelm von Gallahan. Both are listed in Johann Svoboda, Die
Theresianische Militär-Akademie zu Wiener-Neustadt, und ihre Zöglinge von der Gründung der Anstalt bis
auf unsere Tage (Vienna, 1894), 629.
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flute piece that Sperger had written. Sperger records: “In Brünn on December 8, these
flute compositions were given to Baron Gallahan: All six flute trios [C II/22–C II/27], all
six flute trios with viola [C II/12–C II/17], and three [flute] quartets [C III/15, C III/12,
and C III/14].”6 Sperger then promised that “nine [more] flute quartets are to be shipped
to Baron Gallahan;”—a promise that was fulfilled in July of 1788.

Figure 4.1. Sperger’s 1787–88 Trip to Berlin and Mecklenburg.
Sperger’s next stop was Prague, where on December 17 he presented Graf Johann
Joseph Anton von Thun (1711–1788) with the Sinfonia in G minor (A 21) and the newly
composed Sinfonia in C (A 24).7 Sinfonia in C (A 24) had a similar scoring to that of

6

In order of appearance: Mus. 5190/1–6; 5190/9–14; 5191/15–16; and 5191/10, Schwerin LBMV.

7

Mus. 5147 and 5140, Schwerin LBMV.
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Sinfonia in C (A 23) composed a year earlier. It included the bassoon obbligato but
excluded the flute part.
Sperger probably stayed at Thun’s palace in Mala Strana—the same location the
Mozarts stayed nearly every time they came to Prague.8 Sperger records: “In 1787 in
Prague, I gave His Excellency Graf Thun some music.” At the end of the entry, Sperger
confirmed the date as “the 17th of December.”
It is unknown whether or not Sperger spent Christmas in Prague, but he must have
spent the beginning of January in Dresden with Duke Carl of Saxony (1733–1796).9 The
catalog entry for this visit reads: “1788. In Dresden. His Royal Highness Duke Carl von
Courland has [these pieces].” Although an exact date for this visit was not provided,
Dresden was on the way to Berlin, where Sperger performed later before the king.
Dresden would have been a very important stop for Sperger, because at the time, the
Electoral Saxon Kapelle in Dresden was one of the best orchestras in Germany.10
The pieces given to Duke Carl were yet another new Sinfonia in C (A 27), this
time with flute obbligato, Sinfonia in D, der Geburths=Tag (A 19), three flute quartets (C
III/10, C III/15 and C III/16), and the flute septet (C IV/6).11
Carl of Saxony was an amateur flutist who enjoyed making music with other
nobles. A 1761 painting by Peter Jacob Horemans depicts “the electoral Bavarian and
Saxon family in 1761 making music and playing cards.” The clavier player is Duchess
8

Deutsch, Mozart: A Documentary Biography, 284 and 506.

9

See Meier, “Die Biographie,” 175.

10

See Forkel, Musikalischer Almanach für Deutschland auf das Jahr 1782 (Leipzig: im
Schwickertschen Verlag, 1781), 144-46.
11

Mus. 5148; 5168; 5191/10, 15, and 16; and 5188/4, Schwerin LBMV.
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Maria Anna Josepha of Bavaria (1734–1776); the cellist is Clemens August of Bavaria
(1700–1761); and the flutist is Carl of Saxony, the Duke of Courland (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Peter Jacob Horemans, The electoral Bavarian and Saxon family in 1761
making music and playing cards, 1761, oil on canvas, Nymphenburg Collection, Image
file no. fm1554119, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/ wiki/File:Horemans
Sperger’s time in Berlin is one of the most thoroughly documented periods in his
catalog. My research in this area allows me to update the most recent information in
Klaus Trumpf’s 2019 article in Bass World magazine.12 Sperger performed before the
king at least six times and before the queen at least once. He made advantageous
connections with many prominent members of the court, including Kapellmeister Johann
Friedrich Reichardt. Reichardt was one of three prominent men to write letters of
12

Klaus Trumpf, “Mozart Requiem for a Double Bassist, Part 3, 17.
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recommendation that helped Sperger secure a position in the Duke of Mecklenburg’s
Kapelle. In his catalog, Sperger records his first performance before King Friedrich
Wilhelm II as well as a gift of seven symphonies. “On January 26, 1788, the first time I
performed for His Royal Majesty of Prussia, I gave His Majesty these symphonies.” It is
unknown exactly which piece Sperger performed on this occasion, but the incipits in the
catalog identify the symphonic set as Sinfonia in C (A 24), Sinfonia in F (A 25), Sinfonia
in D, der Geburths=Tag (A 19), Sinfonia in D (A 28), Sinfonia in C minor (A 26),
Sinfonia in C (A 22), and Sinfonia per il Violoncello Concert in G (A 29).13
Out of these seven symphonies, only three were recycled from previous
transactions. Sinfonia in D, der Geburths=Tag (A 19) was composed for Graf Erdödy in
1784; Sinfonia in C (A 22) was given to Princess Grassalkovich in July of 1786; and
Sinfonia in C (A 24) had just recently been given to Graf Thun in Prague. The remaining
works—Sinfonia in F (A 25), Sinfonia in D (A 28), Sinfonia in C minor (A 26), and
Sinfonia in G (A 29)—were composed especially for the king. Sinfonia in C minor was
Sperger’s second attempt at a minor-key symphony and written the year before Mozart’s
Symphony no. 40 in C minor, K. 550. The most significant of these works, however, was
the work Sperger named the Violoncello Sinfonia (A 29) with cello concerto solo material
in all four movements (Figure 4.3).

13

Mus. 5147, 5139, 5168, 5151, 5145, 5165, and 5157, Schwerin LBMV.
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Figure 4.3. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia per il Violoncello Concert: (A 29), KHM 5240,
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit MendelssohnArchiv.
It can be assumed that the Prussian Royal Kapelle premiered this work with either
the king or the famous virtuoso Jean-Pierre Duport (1741–1818) playing the solo cello
part. Duport was the king’s life long cello teacher, and he also supervised the court
concerts.14 The massive Royal Kapelle was made up of Friedrich the Great’s previous
Kapelle and Friedrich Wilhelm II’s own Kapelle. The orchestra included twenty violins,
seven violas, eight violoncellos, four double basses, four flutes, five oboes, two clarinets,
four bassoons, five horns, two harpsichords, one harp, and two concertmasters.

14
Mary Cyr and Valerie Walden, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Duport family” (May 28, 2015):
accessed October 10, 2019, https://www.oxford musiconline.com/grovemusic.
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Moreover, two trumpets and timpani could be brought in from the regiment as needed.15
A 1791 orchestra list shows the orchestra growing even larger over a short four-year time
span to include twenty-seven violins, nine cellos, five double basses, three clarinets, five
bassoons, four trombones, one serpent with the remaining sections retaining the same
numbers. The only orchestra in Europe able to match these forces was Vienna’s
Tonkünstler Societät Akademie when in concert.16
Sperger’s January 26, 1788 symphonic set along with the majority of works given
to the Prussian court are still preserved in the Royal House Library in the Staatsbibliothek
zu Berlin. One commonality many of these symphonies share is three separate bass parts.
There is a contrabass part, a basso part, and a violoncello part (Figure 4.4a–c).17 Most
likely, the reason for three different parts was so that the cello-playing king had his own
part. Duport, the other cellos, as well as the bassoons probably read from the basso part.
Evidence for this can be seen in the Berlin parts for Sinfonia in G (A 4), an earlier
dispersal from Autumn 1782. In the beginning of the king’s cello part, there is a helpful
orchestra incipit (Figure 4.4a).

15
Wilhelm Altmann, “Zur Geschichte der Königlichen Preussischen Hofkapelle,” Die Musik 12
(Berlin: Schuster & Loeffler, 1904): 9.
16
John Spitzer and Neal Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra: History of an Institution, 1650–1814
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), Appendix C.
17
These symphonies and the Berlin parts can be confirmed in Meier, Thematisches
Werkverzeichnis.
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Figure 4.4a. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in G (A 4), Allegro Moderato, Violoncello part,
94, KHM 5203, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung
mit Mendelssohn-Archiv.

Figure 4.4b. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in G (A 4), Allegro Moderato, Basso part, 122,
KHM 5203, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit
Mendelssohn-Archiv.
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Figure 4.4c. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in G (A 4), Allegro Moderato, Contrabass part,
136, KHM 5203, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung
mit Mendelssohn-Archiv.
Between January 26 and February 18, 1788, Sperger performed before the court
four more times. In the catalog, he writes that “on February 18, when I performed [for]
the sixth time, mit einem concert:, I gave His Majesty my six violin quartets [C III/1–
6].”18 The words mit einem concert: could be interpreted two different ways. Sperger
could have performed a concertante, in which case there is only one, the Symphony
Concertante for flute, viola, and contrabass (B 27). The other option is that mit einem
concert: could be interpreted as “with a concerto.” This is more logical because by 1788,
Sperger had composed at least eleven contrabass concerti. In fact, sketches found
attached to the parts folder of Contrabass Concerto no.10 in E-flat, may suggest that the

18

Mus. 5191/1, 5191/2, 5191/3, 5191/4a, 5191/4b, and 5191/4c, Schwerin LBMV.
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concerto was performed in Berlin. In the sketches, Sperger notes: “Daß Neue Kleyder
zeug in Berlin, heißt Seson” (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Johann Sperger, Contrabass Concerto in E-flat (B 12), 17, Mus. 5177/1,
Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker.
Neue Kleyder zeug may refer to a new clothing apparel Sperger saw while he was in
Berlin.
Although the sketches from Figure 4.5 are included in Contrabass Concerto no.10
parts folder, it is difficult to say that they belong to Contrabass Concerto no.10 in E-flat.
First, the sketches are in a different key. The theme is in A major, and the tutti section is
in B-flat major. Sperger would tune his bass up a half-step to match the tutti key. Next,
the sketches are on a different type of manuscript paper than the solo contrabass part.
And while Sperger probably wrote the memo, all the parts in the folder including the solo
contrabass, are in the copyist’s hand. Therefore, the musical sketches are completely
unrelated to Concerto no. 10. This sketch appears to be an idea for the main theme of a
rondo in B-flat, possibly for the third movement of the Contrabass Concerto no. 11 in Bflat (B 13).
In the same week, Sperger began dispersing music to other Berliners. In his
catalog he records that “in Berlin on February 22, 1788, Herr Schükler the banker, got
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these three symphonies.”19 Schükler received the newly composed Sinfonia in G (A 30);
the Sinfonia in D (A28), which was recently given to the king; and the G minor
Symphony (A 21). On February 24, just two days before Baron von Massow’s letter to
the Duke of Mecklenburg, Sperger notes in the catalog that “in Berlin, the Lieutenant
[General] Baron von Massow was given my six flute trios, those with two flutes [C II/22–
27], and a [flute] quartet [C III/15].20
Still, the Prussian court provided a few challenging scenarios for Sperger to
maneuver around. The king’s marital situation must have added distractions to daily court
life. There was the king’s second wife, the Queen Consort Frederica Louisa of HesseDarmstadt (1751–1805), who from 1786 until her death in 1805 lived separately with her
seven children in the Monbijou castle. There was the morganatic spouse, Gräfin
Ingenheim (Julie Amalie Elisabeth von Voss [1766–1789]), who married the king in 1787
and mysteriously died two years later. Finally, there was the king’s former mistress
Wilhelmine Encke-Rietz (1753–1820), who bore the king five children and later became
Countess Lichtenau.21 While Sperger does not record any interactions with Madame
Rietz, Dittersdorf, in his autobiography, gives an account of his own experience. He and
Madame Rietz attended a performance of the opera Protesilao, for which the music was a
collaborative effort. The first act was composed by Kapellmeister Reichardt and the
19

Mus. 5140, 5162, and 5151, Schwerin LBMV.

20
The flute trios are Mus. 5190/1–6, Schwerin LBMV, and the flute quartet is Mus. 5191/15,
Schwerin LBMV.
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Waltraud Maierhofer, “Wilhelmine Encke-Ritz-Lichtenau: Writing and Reading the Life of a
Prussian Royal Mistress,” in “Life Writing by and about German-Speaking Women in the Long 18th
Century: A Special Essay Collection,” Biography 27, no. 3, (Summer 2004): 575–596, accessed February
27, 2020, https://www.jstor.org/stable/23540493. For more on Queen Frederica and Julie Amalie Elisabeth
von Voss, see Emma Willsher Atkinson, Memoirs of the Queens of Prussia (London: W. Kent and Co),
1858.
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second act was composed by Dresden Oberkapellmeister Johann Gottlieb Naumann
(1741–1801). Dittersdorf soon realized that there was a specific reason he was invited to
this performance. Madame Rietz began pressing Dittersdorf to choose the better of the
two composers. Suspecting ulterior motives, Dittersdorf dodged the inquiries saying,
“each composer has done his duty, each has written true music, and consequently it suits
the text.” Madame Rietz, after finally realizing the composer could not be compromised,
replied, “you take very good care of yourself; you touch the prickles most daintily.”22
While Sperger may not have encountered Madame Rietz, he had dealings with
both king’s wives. In the catalog, Sperger records “on March 2, when I was performing in
Monbijou before the ruling queen of Prussia, I gave Her Majesty these pieces.” The
Queen received Sinfonia in C (A 9), Sinfonia in E-flat (A 8), and the C minor Symphony
(A 26). She also received “three Clavier Quartets in C, in B-flat, and in A [C V/7, C
V/10, and C V/8],” which was exactly half of the set.23 Sperger later added “and the other
three too,” referring to the clavier quartets in G, in D, and in F, (C V/11, C V/9, and C
V/12).24 Seemingly, the queen did not initially receive the full set of quartets because half
of them were already promised to the king’s other wife, Gräfin Ingenheim. This must
have been an interesting predicament for Sperger. He writes “in Berlin in the month of
March 1788, I also gave the Gräfin Ingenheim these three pieces: 3 clavier quartets in G,
in D, and in F [C V/11, C V/9, and C V/12]”. While Sperger had initially split the set of

22
Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf, The Autobiography of Karl von Dittersdorf, trans. A. D. Coleridge
(London: Richard Bentley and Sons, 1896), 280–81.
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The symphonies are Mus. 5170, 5165 and 5145, Schwerin LBMV, and the clavier pieces are
Mus. 5192/1, 5192/4, and 5192/2, Schwerin LBMV.
24

Mus. 5193/3, 5193/5, and 5193/6, Schwerin LBMV.
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clavier quartets between Queen Frederica and Gräfin Ingenheim, he later separately
dispatched the remaining pieces to both king’s spouses so they would each have a
complete set. Although no actual date was provided for the queen’s dispersal, Sperger
arranged to have Gräfin Ingenheim’s other three quartets shipped to her when he returned
to Vienna. Sperger notes in the catalog on November 3, 1788: “I had the three [clavier
pieces] in C, in B-flat, and in A [C V/7, C V/10, and C V/8] sent to Gräfin Ingenheim
through Mr. Anton Laforet, the k. k. currier.”
Sperger was one of many musicians/composers who enjoyed patronage from King
Friedrich Wilhelm II. Two years prior to Sperger’s visit, on January 21, 1786, the Italian
cellist and composer Luigi Boccherini (1743–1805) was appointed chamber music
composer (compositeur de notre chambre) by the king and given an annual salary of
1000 talers. Although he probably never visited Berlin, Boccherini shipped the king at
least twelve new works every year until 1797.25
Then, in 1787, Haydn sent Friedrich Wilhelm II the six Paris Symphonies (no.
82–87). The king was so satisfied with the music that on April 21, 1787 he sent Haydn a
letter with a golden ring. Haydn, in turn, coordinated a dedication with Artaria for the
king. The dedication on Haydn’s new string quartets (Op. 50) read: “Sa Majesté Frederic
Guillaume II, Roi de Prusse.” Artaria also ornamented the edition with the Hohenzollern
coat of arms.26 Next, in May of 1789, Mozart traveled to Berlin and received a royal

25

Christian Speck and Stanley Sadie, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Boccherini, (Ridolfo) Luigi”
(2001): accessed February 26, 2020, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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The letter from King Friedrich Wilhelm II is quoted in Landon, Haydn: Chronicles and Works
2, 692. Also see Heartz, Mozart, Haydn, and Early Beethoven 1781–1802, 376.
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commission of 700 fl. to write a set of three string quartets.27 These quartets came to be
known as the Prussian quartets, K. 575, 589, and 590. Meanwhile, Dittersdorf sent the
king at least ten symphonies between 1788–89 before traveling to Berlin in July of 1789.
Finally, in the spring of 1796, Beethoven dedicated two cello sonatas (nos. 1 and 2, Op.
5) to the king. According to Beethoven’s personal secretary and pupil, Ferdinand Ries
(1784–1838), Beethoven recalled performing the sonatas before the king with Duport on
the solo cello part.28
Meanwhile in April of 1788, on the recommendation of the Prussian court (see
Chapter 2 regarding the three letters of recommendation), Sperger traveled to
Ludwigslust to perform before Duke Friedrich Franz I. Upon arrival, Sperger gifted the
duke with several pieces of music. In the catalog Sperger writes that on “April 12, 1788, I
gave these pieces [A 19, A 24, A 20, A 26, A 28, A 30, and C V/7–C V/12] to His
Highness, the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin.”29 As previously mentioned,
Sperger’s visit and performance at the Mecklenburg-Schwerin court in Ludwigslust did
not yield immediate results; the impression he left, however, set the stage for the rest of
his career.
It is unknown if it was perhaps either on this trip to Ludwigslust, or the following
year when Sperger accepted the post in the duke’s Kapelle, that he gave the double
bassist Sedlazeck a set of six symphonies to take to Copenhagen. In the catalog, an
27
Christoph Wolf, Mozart at the Gateway to his Fortune: Serving the Emperor 1788–1791 (New
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2012), 56–57.
28

Elliot Forbes, ed., Thayer’s Life of Beethoven (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1973),

184.
29
Symphonies Mus. 5168, 5147, 5169, 5145, 5151, and 5162, Schwerin LBMV; and the clavier
quartets Mus. 5192/1–6, Schwerin LBMV.
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undated insertion recorded on a separate piece of paper reads: “The symphonies which
Sedlaczeck has in Copenhagen from me” (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6. Johann Sperger, Catalog Über verschükte Musicalien, Sedlazeck insertion,
5v, Mus. 3065/3, Schwerin LBMV.
A notation at the bottom of insertion reads “zu 3065/3”—an indication that the
entry was attached much later by an archivist. Sperger had obviously recorded this
transaction at a much later date because he could not remember the first symphony in the
set. In place of the first incipit, Sperger writes “weyß ich nicht.” The rest of the
symphonies were: 2) the minor key Symphony in C minor (A 26); 3) the five-movement
Sinfonia in D (A 34); 4) the Sinfonia in B-flat (A 11); 5) the Sinfonia in E-flat (A 12); and
6) the Sinfonia in C (A 24).30 The latest date associated with any of these works is from
the Sinfonia in D (A34), which was shipped to the Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz in
October of 1789 from Ludwigslust. If this shipping date followed closely after the
completion of the work, it could mean that Sperger gave the set to Sedlazeck sometime

30

Mus. 5145, 5141, 5160, 5163, 5147, Schwerin LBMV.
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after October of 1789, while he was a newly appointed double bassist in Ludwigslust. But
a more likely scenario was that Sperger, while still unemployed, intended the set of six
symphonies as an application, possibly for the Royal Danish family.
It is unknown which route Sperger took from Ludwigslust, but he eventually
made his way to Triesdorf, probably by postal coach, where he connected with the
Margrave of Ansbach (Christian Friedrich Carl) Alexander (1736–1796) and his mistress
Lady Elizabeth Craven of Hamstead Marshall (1750–1828)—a visit no doubt previously
arranged in Berlin. The Margrave of Ansbach was, after all, a prince of the House of
Hohenzollern and first cousin to two kings, King Friedrich Wilhelm II and King George
III of England.
Sperger writes: “In Triesdorf, on May 8, 1788 [these symphonies] were given to
His Highness the Margrave of Ansbach.” The symphonic set contained Sinfonia in C (A
22), Sinfonia in C minor (A 23), Sinfonia in D (A 20), Sinfonia in G (A 30), Sinfonia in G
minor (A 21), and Sinfonia in D (A 10). Although Margrave Alexander oversaw the two
principalities of Ansbach and Bayreuth, he preferred to live in his country residence, the
Red Castle. It was here, in Triesdorf, that Margrave Alexander set up an agricultural
school and surrounded himself with his favorite pastimes. He kept a hunting lodge and a
horse stable, and even built separate castles for his mistresses. The margrave was
especially enamored by Lady Craven: she was a talented writer, actress, and musician,
who would hunt by his side during the day and entertain him nightly by playing the piano
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or harp. For Lady Craven, the margrave built the beautiful Villa Rotunda castle and gave
her free rein to decorate the interior and landscape the gardens in an English style.31
Sperger would have wanted to impress the margrave, as he employed a good
orchestra;32 however, he would have been equally motivated to make a good impression
on Lady Craven. As a writer, she had just written her travelogue about her journey
through Crimea, which was being printed in England and would later become very
popular.33 She also arranged theatrical productions for the margrave’s court theater,
which were held in the Red Castle. Sperger notes that “Three clavier quartets in A [C
V/8], in G [C V/11], and in C [C V/7] were given to Miledi.”34
Sperger’s next stop was Schloss Trugenhofen in Dischingen, the summer palace
of Prince Carl Anselm of Thurn and Taxis (1733–1805). Although the prince had
disbanded his famous Hoftheatre in 1786, he continued to fund a thriving Hofkapelle that
provided a wide variety of music for the Regensburg court such as Singspiele, symphonic
music, Harmoniemusik, Turkish music, and choral music. In the summer of 1789, all
these genres were heard at Schloss Trugenhofen for the wedding of the Hereditary Prince

31
The symphonies were Mus. 5149, 5139, 5169, 5162, 5140, and 5173/8, Schwerin LBMV. For
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Carl Alexander (1770–1827) to the Duchess Therese Mathilde Amalie of MecklenburgStrelitz (1773–1839).35
During his visit to Schloss Trugenhofen, Sperger probably performed for the
Prince of Thurn and Taxis before personally handing him six symphonies. He writes: “In
Dischingen on May 15, 1788 I gave these six symphonies to His Highness the Prince of
Thurn and Taxis.” The pieces were Sinfonia in C (A 24), Sinfonia in B-flat (A 11),
Sinfonia in F (A 25), Sinfonia in D, der Geburths=Tag (A 19), Sinfonia in C minor (A
26), and Sinfonia in E-flat (A 8), of which the newer works (Symphonies A 24, A 26, and
A 25) are preserved in Regensburg (see bottom entry of Figure 4.7). 36

35

See Austin Glatthorn, “In the Name of the Emperor: Representational Theater and the Princes of
Thurn und Taxis,” in Journal of Musicology 35, no. 1 (Winter 2018):1–42.
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Figure 4.7. Johann Sperger, Catalog Über verschükte Musicalien, 5r, Mus. 3065/3,
Schwerin LBMV.
Sperger’s final entry for the Berlin trip may have occurred on May 20, 1788. This
is the scribbled-out entry at the top of the page, which reads “In Passau on March 20, the
three violin quartets and the ten flute pieces are to be shipped to Graf Thun; I will get 6 fl.
Reich currency (see Figure 4.7).” Meier speculated that Sperger must have mistakenly
written March rather than May, thereby linking this entry to the others from the Berlin
trip. This assumption is based on two plausible reasons. First, the entry is on the same
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page as Triesdorf and Dischingen. Next, Passau was on the way to Vienna. Sperger
surely would have traveled through Passau after leaving Schloss Trugenhofen in May.
From Passau, Sperger could easily follow the Danube all the way home.37
Other clues may indicate, however, that the Passau entry was from a different
year. First, the entry is scribbled out, as if it were not important. Next, although the
Passau entry was written at the top of the page, it does not indicate a year; yet the other
twelve transactions from the Berlin trip do. Instead, the entry that follows it begins with
the title “Anno 1788,” as if Sperger were starting a new heading. This could mean that he
was simply conserving his paper. He scratched out the earlier transaction on the top to
start a fresh.
Table 4.1 shows the dates, locations, and musical transactions that occurred
during the Berlin trip. In the catalog, these entries were recorded unsystematically out of
order, not chronologically. In Table 4.1 they have been chronologically ordered for the
clarity of this discussion. The Sedlazek entry has been included in its suggested place in
the timeline. This table shows that Sperger included the year for all the dated entries—
except Passau.
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Meier, “Die Biographie,”178.
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Table 4.1. Chronological list of musical transactions with the nobility during the Berlin
trip.
Date

Location

Recipient

Works Received

Dec. 8, 1787

Brünn

Baron von Gallahan

C II/22–27; C II/12–17;
C III/15, 12, and 14.

Dec. 17, 1787
Jan. 1788

Prague
Dresden

Graf Thun
Duke von Courland

A 21 and 24.
A 27 and 19; C III/10,
15 and 16; and C IV/6.

Jan. 26, 1788

Berlin

King of Prussia

Feb. 22, 1788
Feb. 24, 1788
March 2, 1788

Berlin
Berlin
Berlin

Herr. Schückler
Baron von Massow
Queen of Prussia

A 24, 25, 19, 28, 26, 22,
and 29.
A 30, 28, and 21.
C II/22–27 and C III/15.
A 9, 8, and 26; C V/7,
10, and 8; and later C
V/9, 11, and 12.

March, 1788

Berlin

Gräfin Ingeheim

C V/11, 9, and 12; and
later C V/7, 10, and 8.

April 12, 1788

Ludwigslust

Duke of MecklenburgSchwerin

A 19, 24, 20, 26, 28,
and 30; and C V/7–12.

Insertion, not dated

Ludwigslust

Sedlazeck

May 8, 1788

Triesdorf

Margrave of Ansbach

May 8, 1788

Triesdorf

Lady Craven

A 26, 34, 11, 12, and
24.
A 22, 23, 20, 30, 21,
and 10.
C V/8, 11, and 7.

May 15, 1788

Dischingen

March [May?] 20
no year indicated

Passau

Prince of Thurn and
Taxis
Graf Thun

A 24, 11, 25, 19, 26,
and 8.
3 violin quartets and
10 flute quartets.

It is possible that the month of March was not a mistake in the Passau entry;
therefore, what year did this transaction occur if not in 1788? While the entry directly
follows the 1786 subscription page, it was probably not from that year because on March
20, 1786, Sperger was still employed in Kohfidisch. This entry could be from a separate
trip to Passau in 1787. Whether it be 1787 or 1788, this entry is important because it not
only represents a second dealing with Graf Thun, but it is also the only entry in the
catalog in which Sperger sets a price for his music.
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Sperger writes “I will get 6 fl. Reich currency.” It is difficult to compare
Sperger’s price with other music prices from the time because the years 1787–88 were a
time when it was more profitable for composers to sell their works to publishers than to
distribute them personally. As previously discussed, the letters from Haydn to Artaria
during this time document his arrangement with the publisher, not just with his string
quartets, but also with the Paris Symphonies and the Seven Words. Dittersdorf also had
quartets published by Artaria,38 and Mozart may have entered into agreements with the
publishing house in 1787. And while a ledger proves that Artaria acquired some of
Mozart’s chamber music, there is no direct evidence that this music was purchased
directly from the composer.39
For reasons unknown, Sperger didn’t jump into the printing pool with both feet;
he had to test the waters first. As previously mentioned, although the symphony was not
printed, in 1787 Sperger’s Sinfonia in C (A 18) was listed and distributed through
Breitkopf.40 Later, Sperger published some chamber music. In May of 1790, while in
Strelitz, he mentions that three violin quartets had been engraved. The 1799 Traeg
Catalogue confirms this statement, pricing three violin quartets at 4 fl. If Traeg’s price for
three violin quartets is compared to the “6 fl. Reichs geld” (the equivalent of 10 Habsburg
fl.) that Sperger was to receive for three violin quartets and ten flute quartets, it could be
suggested that Sperger sold the music at a discounted price. Moreover, the Passau entry
38
Landon, Haydn: Chronicles and Works 2, 693–707. In an August 1788 letter to Artaria,
Dittersdorf mentions that his quartets (K 191–6), are new to the market and unlike Haydn’s have not already
been sold to everyone” Ibid., 699, note 6.
39

See Rupert Ridgewell, “Mozart's Publishing Plans with Artaria in 1787: New Archival
Evidence,” Music & Letters 83, no. 1 (Feb. 2002), 30–74, https://www.jstor.org/stable/3525950.
40

See The Breitkopf Thematic Catalogue.
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as well as the 1786 list may suggest that Sperger preferred personally distributing
handwritten music, maybe even discounting his prices to the nobility as a means of
networking.41 If this was the case, Sperger was not alone in this thinking. One of his
contemporaries, composer, and violin virtuoso Anton Wranitsky (1761–1820), claimed
that his patrons preferred to have his hand-notated manuscript rather than to wait a long
time for the engraving.42
The exact date that Sperger returned to Vienna is unknown; but his first order of
business was to fulfill some outstanding orders from the trip. As previously mentioned,
Baron von Gallahan in Brünn was to receive nine more flute quartets. Sperger writes:
“On the 5th of July 1788, I sent Baron von Gallahan 8 quartets, so that now the Baron has
everything up to the last one in G, namely this one [Flute Quartet C III/22].”43
Then in September, Sperger sent the King of Prussia some new music, perhaps
fulfilling a commission or request he received while in Berlin. Sperger writes: “On
September 12, 1788, I shipped these six pieces [A 33, A 01, B 27, A 27, A 32, and A 31]
to His Majesty the King of Prussia from Vienna to Berlin.”44 This music highlights
Sperger’s new knowledge of the Royal Kapelle. Four out of six works were new. The
first work in the series, the newly composed Sinfonia in E-flat (A 33), was a piece
41

Alexander Weinmann, ed., Johann Traeg: die Musikalienverzeichnisse von 1799 und 1804
(Vienna: Universal Edition, 1973), 67.
42

“Da einige Liebhaber der Musik das Verlangen geäußert haben, meine Quinteten vielmehr in
Abschrift zu erhalten, als durch die Stecharbeit zu lange hinausgeschoben zu werden so habe ich die Ehre,
Musikfreunde hiemit auf eine Subscription einzuladen.” This passage is from Wiener Zeitung, no. 1,
January 4, 1792, 18, accessed on March 28, 2020, http://anno.onb.ac.at/cgicontent/anno?aid=wrz&datum=17920104&seite=18&zoom=33.
43

Mus. 5191/8, Schwerin LBMV.

44

Mus. 5156, 5174/4, 5148, 5154, and 5146, Schwerin LBMV. A01 is missing.
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Sperger referred to as the “Harmonie Sinfonie.” The symphony has a solo wind band
obbligato throughout. In the slow movement, as in a few of the earlier symphonies, the
strings are omitted altogether (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in E-flat (A 33), Mus. 5156, Schwerin LBMV.
The second work in the series, Sinfonia in F (A 01), is the only symphony listed
in the catalog that is considered missing and is not in any archive. Meier suggests that
this symphony was probably composed in 1787 or 1788.45
The Symphony Concertante in D for flute, viola, contrabass (or in this case cello),
and orchestra (B 27) was originally written in July of 1778 when Sperger was employed
in Cardinal Batthyány’s Kapelle. Although the date is unconfirmed, it has been assu

45

Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 31.
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med that this was one of the works that Sperger performed in Berlin. In this
version of the symphony concertante, Sperger transcribed the contrabass part for the
cello—a part undoubtedly intended for the king or the virtuoso Duport. (Figures 4.9a and
4.9b).

Figure 4.9a. Johann Sperger, Symphony Concertante in D (B 27), original contrabass
part, 20, Mus.5174/4, Schwerin LBMV.
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Figure 4.9b. Johann Sperger, Symphony Concertante in D, 112, transcribed violoncello
part, Mus.5174/4, Schwerin LBMV.
The fourth symphony was the Sinfonia in C (A 27) with flute obbligato, which
was composed in 1787 and given to Duke Carl of Saxony in January when Sperger was
passing through Dresden. Finally, Sinfonia in G (A 32) and Sinfonia in B-flat (A 31) were
both new symphonies composed especially for the king. Although no record exists
detailing how much money Sperger was paid for the entire dispersal, he did record the
total production and shipping cost for reimbursement. Sperger writes: “NB: Copying and
transport with paper: 9 fl. 12 [kr].”
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Sperger’s next dispersal was to Adolf Friedrich IV the Duke of MecklenburgStrelitz.46 Perhaps Sperger was introduced to the duke while he was in Ludwigslust. In
the catalog, Sperger records that six symphonies were “shipped to the Serene Duke of
Neustrelitz in Mecklenburg on October 10, 1788.” The symphonies were Sinfonia in C
minor (A 26), Sinfonia in B-flat (A 31), Sinfonia in B-flat (A 11), Sinfonia in G (A 32),
Sinfonia in C (A 22), and Sinfonia in G (A 30).
Next, on November 25, 1788, just three weeks after sending Gräfin Ingenheim her
remaining clavier pieces, Sperger put together his final dispersal to the Duke of
Mecklenburg-Schwerin in celebration of his upcoming birthday on December 10. Sperger
writes: “These three symphonies [A 22, A 32, and A 21] were shipped to the Duke of
Mecklenburg Schwerin for his birthday.”47 Perhaps the most important source material
surrounding this dispersal is the corresponding letter. On November 25, 1788. Sperger
writes:

46

See Frederic Guillaume Birnstiel, Genealogie ascendante jusqu’au quatrieme degre
inclusivement de tous les Rois et Princes de maisons souveraines de l’Europe actuellement vivans
(Bourdeaux, 1768), 8.
47

Mus. 5149, 5154, and 5140, Schwerin LBMV.
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Most Serene Duke!
The serene approbation and the condescending grace that Your Highness yourself
granted me and my small talents during my presence in Ludwigslust makes me so
bold as to lay with deepest devotion at Your Highness’s feet, a collection of three
new symphonies of my composition, as well as my most humble good wishes for
your highness’s birthday.
Any artist of Germany who has enjoyed the happiness that I do must certainly
most dearly wish to belong to a prince who treasures the art and science of the
fatherland and knows how to reward it, and must certainly wish to be allowed to
devote all the strength of his life exclusively to this prince, who is universally
adored. What a wonder it would be if I could also entertain these dearest wishes,
and trusting to the grace and the approbation of which Your Highness in your
most gracious person has assured me, make the humblest request, to be taken into
your Hofkapelle as a chamber musician. It would be, then as now, the job to be, if
possible, worthy of the grace and approbation of my gracious prince; it would be
the pride of my life, and how happy I would be if this best and first of my wishes
would be fulfilled!
I die in this hope, in the deepest devotion, as Your Highness’s most humble
Johann Sperger
Vienna, 25 November 17848
This is letter clearly shows that the three pieces, Sinfonia in C (A 22), Sinfonia in G (A
32), and Sinfonia in G minor (A 21) were not ordered by Duke Friedrich Franz I, but
rather they were gifts from Sperger to entice the duke into hiring him as a chamber
48
“Durchlauchtigster Herzog! Der allerhöchste Beyfall und die herablassende Gnade, deren
Allerhöchst Dieselben meine geringen Talente und mich Während meiner Anwesenheit in Ludwigslust
Würdigten, macht mich so kühn, Euer Durchlaucht beyliegende drey Neue Simphonien Von meiner
Komposition nebst meinem allerunther thänigsten Glück-Wünsche zu allerhöchst dero Geburths Feeste in
Tiefer Ehrfurcht zu füssen zu legen. Jeder Künstler Teutschlands, der das Glück wie ich genoß, muß gewiß
sehnlichst Wünschen, einem Fürsten anzugehören, der Vaterlandische Kunst und Wissenschaft zu schäzzen
und zu belohnen Weiß. muß gewiß Wünschen, dem Dienste dieses allgemein angebetheten Fürsten alle
Krafte seines Lebens ausschließungsweiße widmen zu dürfen: Was Wunder also wann auch ich diesen
sehnlichsten Wunsch hege, und im Vertrauen auf die Gnade und den Beyfall dessen mich Euer Durchlaucht
in allerhöchst eigener Person zu versichern geruhten, die alleruntherthäntgste Bitte wage, als Kammer
Musikus in allerhöchst dero Hofkapelle aufgenommen zu werden: Es würde alsdann so wie jezt das
Geschäft, es würde der Stolz meines Lebens seyn, mich der Gnade und des Beyfalls meines Huldreichen
Fürsten wo möglich würdig zu machen, und wie glücklich würde ich seyn wenn mir dieser beste und erste
meiner Wünsche erfüllt würde! Ich ersterbe in dieser Hoffnung in Tiefster Ehrfurcht, als Euer Durchlaucht
allerunterthänigster, Johann Sperger Wien, den 25t Novembr: 1788.” As quoted in its entirety in Meier,
“Die Biographie,” 178.
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musician in the Hofkapelle. The letter also shows Sperger’s talent for the customary
blandishment. Through all the professional groveling, it is evident that the duke was
extremely satisfied with Sperger’s previous performance and awarded him the highest
applause. More importantly, that the letter survives indicates the duke’s receptiveness to
Sperger’s flattery and his respective appreciation for Sperger’s musicality on the double
bass. And as a result, in May of 1789, on Sperger’s return from Parma, he was hired as a
chamber musician in the duke’s Hofkapelle in Ludwigslust.
Sperger’s Italian trip is not as clearly defined as his Berlin trip. There are only two
pieces of evidence that prove Sperger’s whereabouts on this journey. Sperger most likely
set out in February or March of 1789 and made his way to Trieste, where he composed
the Sonata for Contrabass and Viola in D (C I/9). He most likely passed through Venice
before arriving at his destination in Parma. In the catalog Sperger writes: “I arrived in
Parma on April 1.” Sperger stayed in Parma for at least two weeks. He notes: “and on the
15th of the same month 1789, I gave these pieces to His Royal Highness.” Meier suggests
that the recipient was Infante Philip, the son of King Philip V; however, Infante Philip
had already died in 1765 and was succeeded by his son, Ferdinand I (1751–1802), who
then became the Duke of Parma. He is more likely to be the recipient of this entry.
When Duke Ferdinand I married the Austrian Archduchess Maria Amalia in July
of 1769 (Figure 4.10), Gluck’s opera Le feste d’Apollo was commissioned for the event.
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Emperor Joseph II was in attendance for this wedding and wrote his impression of the
duke in a letter.49

Figure 4.10. Duke Ferdinand I of Bourbon-Parma and his wife Archduchess Maria
Amalia of Austria, Duchess of Bourbon Parma, Stich, 1769. Transferred from
de.wikipedia (https://de.wikipedia.org) to Commons.
While the Emelia–Romagna region was primarily known for its opera, the Parma
court capella was similar to the Esterházy Kapelle in instrumentation.50 And judging by
the music that Sperger brought with him, it is evident that the duke’s court had a vibrant
wind band.
In addition to the Sinfonia in G (A 30) and the Sinfonia in C (A 9), Sperger gave
the duke three Flute Quartets in D, F, and G (C III/15, III/11, and III/14), and seven wind
band partitas. The first of these was an “Eight voice Partita,” for 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2
49

See Derek Beales, Joseph II: 1 In the shadow of Maria Theresa 1741–1780 (Cambridge
University Press, 1987), 262. For more on Gluck’s time in Parma, see Bruce Alan Brown and Julian
Rushton, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Gluck, Christoph Willibald, Ritter von” (2001): accessed October 10,
2019, https://www.oxford musiconline .com.
50

Spitzer and Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra, 414.
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horns, and 2 bassoons (D VI/1). The remaining six pieces were a set of wind band
sextets, originally written for 2 oboes, 2 horns and 2 bassoons (D V/1a, D IV/11, D V/2a,
D IV/4, D IV/15, and D IV/14). From this set, there are three works, the Partita in E-flat
(D V/1), the Partita in E-flat (D IV/11), and the Partita in B-flat (D V/2), in which
Sperger replaced oboes for clarinets. Therefore, from this list of music, it can be
determined that the Parma court employed a full orchestra of strings, flutes, oboes,
clarinets, horns, and bassoons. And out of the twelve works given to the Parma court, the
Sinfonia in C (A 9) is the only work of the set that remains stored in Bologna.51
As previously mentioned, on the return trip from Parma in May of 1789, Sperger
received word of the Mecklenburg Hofkapelle position. Finally, his job search had come
to an end. He once again headed for Ludwigslust. Along the way Sperger and his wife
stopped at Schloss Moritzburg in Elsterwerda, the hunting castle of Carl of Saxony, the
Duke of Courland, where Sperger gave the duke six flute quartets, the Sinfonia in B-flat
(A 31), and the Sinfonia in D (A 29). Sperger writes “In Elsterwerde on July 20, 1789 I
gave these pieces to His Highness Herzog Carl von Curland [Courland] … he now has all
of my flute quartets.” None of these works nor the music that Sperger gave to the duke in
1788 are preserved in Dresden, but there is an entirely different collection of music not
recorded in Sperger’s catalog that survives in the Saxon State Library. This collection
includes a set of six quartets for clavier, violin, viola, and violoncello (C V/7–V/12,
twelve minuets for clavier (E I), Clavier Sonata in A (F I/2), and two symphonies (A 30
51

I-Bc Sig. 157/2902. Although unconfirmed, this manuscript has led to the assumption that
Sperger must have also visited Bologna. Nevertheless, all the other twelve manuscripts are in Schwerin
LBMV. The two symphonies are Mus. 5162 and 5170. The flute quartets are Mus. 5191/ 15, 12, and 10.
The octet is Mus. 5189/1 and the six sextets are Mus. 5189/3a, 5189/2, 5189/4a, 5189/49, 5189/21, and
5189/46. As mentioned above, Mus. 5189/3 and 4(a and b) have both oboe and clarinet parts; however, the
clarinet part for Mus. 5189/2 is missing.
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and A 17). Since the duke was a flute player, these pieces were probably intended for
either the duke’s wife, the Duchess Consort of Courland and Semigallia, Franciszka
Krasińska (1742–1796), or their daughter Maria Christina of Saxony (1770–1751) or
both.
Commissions and Dedications, 1790–1802
It has already been mentioned that during Sperger’s time in Ludwigslust, the
House of Mecklenburg was divided into two states—the duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin
and the duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz. Although Sperger had previously sent music to
the Duke Adolf Friedrich IV of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, his new appointment in
Ludwigslust with Duke Friedrich Franz I allowed him the opportunity to maintain a
musical relationship with both dukes. Sperger writes: “In the month of October 1789, I
shipped these pieces from Ludwigslust to the Duke of Strelitz.” Out of the three pieces
shipped, two were newly composed. The five-movement Sinfonia in D (A 34) included
an introductory Marche movement with trumpets and timpani. Sperger also composed the
Octet in E-flat for 2 flutes, 2 horns, 2 violins, viola., and bass (C IV/7). The third piece
sent to the duke was the Sinfonia in C (A 9).52
In the following spring, Sperger was visiting Strelitz and dispersed some music to
an unknown recipient (presumably the duke?). The entry reads “In Strelitz, the 12th of
May on … these pieces also.” The wording of this entry is reminiscent of the 1786 page
where Sperger gave his subscribers a time that the music was available—from May 12
on. The pieces from this entry are the Sinfonia in C (A 24), the Nonet in D (C IV/9), the

52

Mus. 5170, 5141, and 5190/9, Schwerin LBMV.
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“Three clavier quartets in A, B-flat, and D [C V/8, V/10, and V/9],” and the “Three
engraved violin quartets.”53
It was also around this time that Sperger was getting uneasy with his arrangement
in Ludwiglust. This may have been due to his difficult living arrangements.54 Two entries
in the catalog suggest that Sperger was shopping around. “On August 6, 1790, I gave
these three symphonies to …” The three pieces were Sinfonia in C (A 27), Sinfonia in C
(A 9), and Sinfonia in B-flat (A 31). Due to the placement of this note between two other
Strelitz entries, I assume that Sperger was in Strelitz in August as well. The name of this
recipient, however, has been completely blotted out. These works were probably not
intended for the Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz because he already received two of the
three symphonies (A 31 and A 9).
The next entry is a six-symphony dispersal where the name and date been entirely
blotted out. Remarkably, Meier has been able to decipher a date of August 29, 1791. The
works in this set are Sinfonia in C (A 24), Sinfonia in F (A 01), Sinfonia in D (A 34),
Sinfonia in E-flat (A 8), Sinfonia in C minor (A 26), and Sinfonia in C (A 22). 55 If Meier
is correct, the date of this entry would coincide with the letter that Sperger wrote to
Elector Clemens Wenzeslaus von Kurtier on August 23, 1791, requesting employment in
his Kapelle. And these entries appear to be the last of his applications. After 1791,

53
The Schwerin signature for the nonet is Mus. 5190/24, Schwerin LBMV. The nonet along with
the engraved violin quartets were published by Traeg, “Die Musikalienverzeichnisse,” 67 and 37.
54
See Chapter 2. There had no permanent living quarters until May of 1790. Until then, Sperger
and his wife were forced to rent a room in the Gasthaus Ecke. Also see Meier, “Die Biographie,” 180.
55
While Meier lists this date under each symphony, he was unable to identify the recipient. Meier,
Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 13, 19, 21 26, and 31.
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Sperger got over his need for better opportunities and settled into his role as chamber
musician at the court of Mecklenburg-Schwerin.
In December of 1793, a commission arrived from the Prussian court to compose
some new works for the most important wedding of the year. Sperger writes “At the royal
command of His Majesty the King of Prussia, these two symphonies [were
commissioned] for the marriages of the Crown Prince [Friedrich Wilhelm III], and Prince
Friedrich Ludwig.” In this double marriage the two princes married two sisters, the
daughters of the future Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz Charles II. The first wedding
between Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm III and Duchess Louise of MecklenburgStrelitz, occurred on Christmas Eve 1793; the second marriage between Prince Ludwig
and Frederica of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, happened two days later on December 26.56
Sperger notes that two grand symphonies—the Sinfonia in D (A 35) and the Sinfonia in
B-flat (A 36) were “given to Herr [Jean-Pierre] Duport in Berlin on December 14, 1793.”
Although both Berlin sources are labeled “Grande Sinfonie,” both are three movement
works without minuets. The dedications, written in French read: “Dedicè tres
respectueusement à Sa Majeste la Roy de Prusse. Composeé par Jean Sperger.”57
Six days later, on December 20, 1793, Sperger fulfilled the second part of the
commission by “giving Her Majesty the reigning Queen” five more symphonies and the
nonet divertimento (C IV/9). The five symphonies were the Sinfonia in B-flat (A 37), the
Sinfonia in D (A 34), the Sinfonia in B-flat (A 31), the Sinfonia in G (A 4), and the
56
See Richardson, Memoirs, 18–28., Mary Maxwell Moffat, Queen Louise of Prussia (New York:
E. P. Dutton & Co., 1907), 57–8; and, Ruth Putnam, Louise of Prussia 1776–1810, trans. Gertrude Aretz
(New York: The Knickerbocker Press, 1924), 30–6.
57

It has already been mentioned that the cello virtuoso Duport supervised the court concerts. In
SBB, the signatures are KHM 5248 and KHM 5246, in Schwerin LBMV, they are Mus. 5150 and 5159.
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Sinfonia in C (A 22). 58 For the entire wedding commission, Sperger was apparently paid
300 Reichsthaler—the equivalent of nine months’ salary.59
Another supposed commission came shortly before the king’s death in 1797. On
February 13, 1797, Princess Augusta, the king’s third daughter, was to marry Prince
Wilhelm II, the Elector of Hesse-Kassel.60 “At the royal command of His Majesty King
of Prussia, these three symphonies were sent on February 7, 1797 for the marriage of
Princess Auguste.” Though Sperger writes that the three works were intended for the
royal wedding, it is unknown how long Sperger knew about the royal engagement,
considering that the symphonies were sent to Berlin so late. All three works were
composed in the previous year. The Sinfonia in C (A 38) was completed a full year in
advance, on February 12, 1796; the Sinfonia in E-flat (A 40) was dated “Ludewigslust
Maense 6ten Januar. 1797;” and the Sinfonia in F (A 39) was completed sometime in
1796.61 In the catalog, Sperger referred to the latter work as “Variations.” This work, with
its musical gimmick, was opposite to Haydn’s “Farwell” Symphony no. 45 in F-sharp
minor (Figure 4.11). 62

58
Mus. 5160, 5141, 5146, 5164, and 5149, Schwerin LBMV. The nonet divertimento is Mus.
5190/24, Schwerin LBMV.
59
Trumpf apprently located the receipt from the king’s court cashier. See “Mozart Requiem for a
Double Bassist, Part 3,” 18.
60

See Chapter 2.

61

Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 27–29.

62

Now commonly referred to as the “Arrival” Symphony.
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Figure 4.11. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in F (A 39) Composer’s Preface, as printed in
Sinfonia in F, edited by Horst Förster, Diletto Musicale 1174 (Vienna: Doblinger, 1995).
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Inside the cover of the Schwerin version of Sinfonia in F (A 39), Sperger writes:
There is a well-known symphony by Kapellmeister Haydn, in which the orchestra
gets smaller and smaller in the Finale, by the musicians walking off. Here, it is
opposite, only two violin players can be seen, as if they were alone. They start
playing the Andante, and what follows is described below.
NB. Someone holds this paper in hand and properly instructs the musician whose
turn it is to go on, so that he may get there on time. To make this easy to
implement, I have chosen a variation form [see Figure 4.11].63
Although the three symphonies arrived in Berlin on February 11, 1797, not all the works
were performed during the wedding ceremonies. Sinfonia in F (the “Arrival” Symphony)
was apparently not performed until March 30, 1797. Moreover, only the king’s cello part
and two other basso parts survive in Berlin. The cover to the parts reads “ankomen den
11ten Febr. 1797, gespielt den 30ten Märtz 1797.” The dedication reads “Dedicè très
Respectueusment à Sa Majeste le Roy de Prusse. Composeè par Jean Sperger. Musicien
de Chambre et de la Chapelle à la Cour de Meklenbourg Suerin.”64 As yet, it hasn’t been
determined how and if Sperger was paid for this commission.
Another February entry, perhaps unrelated to the Prussian wedding, occurred
immediately after Sperger’s commissions were fulfilled. He notes that “eine Harmonie
Sinfonie” was shipped “to Russia, on the 10th of February 1797.” This work was the
Sinfonia in E-flat (A 33) for wind band obbligato and orchestra. Sperger’s shipment to
Russia was either a congratulatory goodwill gift on behalf of himself and his employers

63
“Eine bekannte Sinfonie Von Capellmeister Haydn, in welcher das orchester, durch abgehen der
Musici im Finale, immer kleiner wird. Allhier ist das Gegentheil, zwey Violin-Spieler, lassen sich nur
sehen, als wenn Sie nur allein hier wären: Sie fangen das Andante an zuspielen, daß zugehen geschiehet
wie unten nachstehend zu sehen. NB: Jemand nehme dieses Papier in die Hand und saget es ordentlich
denen Herren Musici, an welchem die Reihe, und wann er gehen solIe, um, bey rechter Zeit einzutreffen;
damit es leicht in Ausführung gebracht werden kann, habe ich Variazionen darzu gewählet.”
64

KHM 5253, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit
Mendelssohn-Archiv.
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or it was a strategic business-savvy decision intended to maintain a connection with the
new Russian court. If the latter is true, this ploy confirms Sperger’s gift for political
maneuvering and his talent for self-marketing. In November 1796, Catherine II of Russia
suffered a stroke and died shortly thereafter. As a result, Paul became Tsar. The timing of
the shipment was perfect because in January 1797, Tsar Paul I moved the court from St.
Petersburg to Moscow, where his coronation was scheduled for April 14, Easter Sunday.
Sperger’s symphony would have arrived just around the time of the Tsar’s processions
through the street of Moscow.65 (Figure 4.12a and 4.12b).

Figure 4.12a. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in E-flat, “Harmonie Sinfonie,” 7, Mus. 5156,
Schwerin LBMV.
65

McGrew, Paul I, 187 and 233–38.
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Figure 4.12b. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in E-flat, “Harmonie Sinfonie,” 8, Mus. 5156,
Schwerin LBMV.
In the opening of Sinfonia in E-flat (A 33), the winds are set apart from the strings in a
call-and-response type of relationship. After the four-measure opening unison fanfare in
the strings, a twelve-bar melody is introduced in the first violins. The cadence to this
melody is extended and answered by the solo wind band like a call across the battlefield.
A design such as this would have surely resembled the stately and militant persona the
new tsar would have wanted to portray.
Unfortunately for Tsar Paul I, his reign was short-lived. In a failed coup attempt
in March of 1801, the Tsar was assassinated in his sleeping quarters. As a result, Crown
Prince Alexander I (1777–1825) was elevated to the throne. Either Sperger’s dispersal to
Russia for this event was not timed as well as the last, or Sperger accidentally recorded
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the wrong year because Alexander took the throne in 1801 rather than in 1802.66 He
writes: “On the 31st of July 1802, this symphony was sent to His Imperial Majesty of
Russia, Alexander the First for his ascension to the Highest Throne.” The work that
Sperger sent was Sinfonia in D (A 35).
In the final entry of the catalog, Sperger writes: “On October 5, 1802, I sent this
symphony [A 38] to Her Royal Majesty, the Dowager Empress of Russia, for her
Supreme birthday.” The Dowager Empress was Maria Feodorovna née Sophia Dorothea
of Württemburg, and her birthday was on October 25. The imperial widow and the late
Tsar Paul I were known music lovers. On their trip to Vienna in December 1782, one of
Haydn’s “Russian Quartets,” op. 33 was premiered for the couple in Maria Feodorovna’s
apartment in Vienna.67
Catalog Results and Conclusions
After the title page, Sperger’s Catalog: Über verschükte Musicalien contains
fifteen pages with fifty-four dispersals to at least thirty-three different recipients
(Appendix B). Out of all the recipients in the entire catalog, King Friedrich Wilhelm II
filled up the most space with at least nine separate entries. He also received the most

66
McGrew, Paul I, 350–54. Also Encyclopedia Brittanica, s.v. “Alexander I: Emperor of Russia,”
accessed October 11, 2019, https://www.britannica.com/ biography/Alexander-I-emperor-ofRussia#ref224.
67

Landon, Haydn: Chronicles and Works 2, 455–56. Also see Bernhard A. Macek, Haydn, Mozart
und die Großfürstin: Eine Studie zur Uraufführung der “Russischen Quartette” op. 33 in den
Kaiserappartements der Wiener Hofburg, Schloß Schönbrunn-Edition (Vienna: Schloß Schönbrun, Kulturund Betriebsges. m. b. H., 2012). For more on Maria Feodorovna see Encyclopedia.com, s.v. “Sophia
Dorotea of Württemberg,” accessed on October 11, 2019,
https://www.encyclopedia.com/women/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/sophia-dorotheawurttemberg-1759–1828.
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music, of which at least twenty-eight symphonies are still preserved in the Royal House
Library in Berlin.68
Other than the first and the last page, none of the catalog’s entries are in
chronological order. Also, most of the entries were written in a cryptic and fragmented
style, as if the composer were writing bullet points that only he would read. This, along
with the unorganized order of entries, suggest that the composer was recording these
dispersals later and from his recollection. These entries could be viewed as an inventory
of music: a systematic way to ensure the same piece would not be sent to the same
recipient twice.
There are also clues that Sperger probably either left dispersals out of the catalog
or had an additional catalog that is now lost. This is hinted by the word “Verzeichnüß,”
which is the heading for the Friedrich the Great entry on page 3r of the catalog and
previously discussed in Chapter 3. Moreover, various musical archives hold complete
sets of works not listed in this catalog (e.g., Basel, Dresden, Kremsmünster, Prague, and
Regensburg).
Sperger dispatched and redistributed roughly 125 symphonies, 100 chamber
pieces for various instruments, 19 wind band partitas, 12 symphonic minuets, 1 flute
concerto, and 1 symphony concertante for flute, viola, and double bass or cello. The
graph in Table 4.2 shows the eight most dispersed symphonies in the catalog. These
pieces were obviously regarded by Sperger as his best works. They also contained
characteristics that would complement the musical activities and ensembles of each court.

68
Georg Thouret, Katalog der Musiksammlung auf der Königlichen Hausbibliothek im Schloss zu
Berlin (Leipzig: Breitkoff & Härtel, 1895), 220–22.
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Table 4.2 The eight most dispersed symphonies in the catalog.

Eight Most Dispersed Symphonies
Symphony in C (A 24)
Symphony in G minor (A 21)
Symphony in B-flat (A 11)
Symphony in G (A 4)
Symphony in C minor (A 26)
Symphony in E-flat (A 8)
Symphony in C (A 22)
Symphony in C (A 9)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

First, Symphonies A 24, A 21, A 11, and A 4 were all dispersed to five different
recipients. Sinfonia in C (A24) was first given to Graf Thun in Prague. It is scored with
two trumpets, timpani, and a bassoon obbligato. Symphony no. 4 in G major (A 4) was
probably a theater symphony (see Chapters 5 and 6). Sinfonia in G minor (A 21) was
Sperger’s first minor key symphony; and Sinfonia in B-flat (A 11) was one of the first
pieces in which Sperger omitted the strings in the second movement. It is scored for solo
wind band—2 clarinets, 2 oboes, 2 trumpets, and 2 military horns.
Next, Symphonies A 26 and A 8 were sent to six different recipients. Sinfonia in
E-flat (A 8) was an experimental work where Sperger replaced the oboes with clarinets. It
was also his first symphony scored with clarinets. Sinfonia in C minor (A 26) was
probably frequently dispersed because it was Sperger’s latest minor-key symphony.
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The two most dispersed symphonies were in C major and included 2 trumpets and
timpani. While Symphony A 22 was sent out seven times, Symphony A 9 was sent out to
nine different people. This work stands out as the first to include trumpets and timpani.
(Figure 4.13a). Also, the trio section of the third movement is scored for solo wind
quintet with 2 horns, 2 oboes, and a bassoon (Figure 4.13b). As typical of the time, since
this section is in the key of F major, Sperger calls for two horns in F, rather than the C
Basso horns that were scored in the beginning.

Figure 4.13a. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in C (A 9), Allegro con Spirito, Mus. 5170,
Schwerin LBMV.
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Figure 4.13b. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in C (A 9), Trio, 22, Mus. 5170, Schwerin
LBMV.
Throughout the catalog there are at least four recipients that cannot be identified
because of Sperger’s scribble markings and complete blotting out of names. In general,
there are three different types of these markings. The first, as seen in the Baron von
Gallahan entry of Figure 4.14a, is a series of single lines through the entry or a single “X”
through the entry. This probably indicates that the dispersal is complete; that Sperger is
marking this task off, much like a shopping list.
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Figure 4.14a. Johann Sperger, Catalog Über verschükte Musicalien, 3v, July 5, 1788,
Mus. 3065/3, Schwerin LBMV.
The next is a more rounded scribble, where Sperger is conserving his paper. He
scratches out an earlier transaction on the top to start a fresh section of dispersals. In
Figure 4.14b, the top entry to Russia is scribbled out so that Sperger could start recording
his Berlin trip. The new heading “Anno 1787” appears in the second entry on the left.

Figure 4.14b. Johann Sperger, Catalog Über verschükte Musicalien, 4v, September 3,
1787, Mus. 3065/3, Schwerin LBMV.
The final marking is the complete blotting out of a recipient. For whatever reason,
this occurs when Sperger was either angry or he wanted to be certain the recipient was
permanently unidentifiable. Perhaps there was a falling out; or Sperger was concerned
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about the privacy of his catalog. For whatever reason, in Figure 4.14c, he went to great
lengths to be sure the recipient could not be identified.

Figure 4.14c. Johann Sperger, Catalog Über verschükte Musicalien, 6v, unknown
recipient, Mus. 3065/3, Schwerin LBMV.
Sperger’s Catalog: Über verschükte Musicalien is an excellent resource that
provides a narrative to one of the most transitionary eras of the Classical period. It
showcases the response by a composer to the historical and political changes occurring
with three different Monarchies in Europe from 1777 to 1802. When Joseph II became
emperor in Vienna and the Holy Roman Empire, his reforms eventually led to the demise
of the aristocratic patronage system in Vienna and the surrounding area. As a result, these
reforms forced Sperger to look over long distances for employment. Sperger solicited
courts in Parma, Berlin, Mecklenburg, and Russdrreia. Through his endeavors, Sperger
witnessed two different crown changes in Prussia with Friedrich Wilhelm II and his son
Friedrich Wilhelm III. He also saw the Russian crown move through Catherine the Great,
to Paul I, and finally to Alexander I.
The catalog also provides a wealth of information on Sperger from 1787 to 1790
through his two concert tours. Sperger notes that he played before King Friedrich
Wilhelm II at least seven times. While many details surrounding these performances are
not documented, in some cases, as with the Prussian court and the Duke of Mecklenburg,
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there are personal letters that correspond to the music dispersals and praise Sperger’s
musical performances.
In the 1790s Sperger enjoyed two substantial commissions from the Prussian
court, where he dedicated at least five symphonies. Of all the symphonies that Sperger
shipped to the Berlin, there are three that stand out as one of a kind— Sinfonia per il
Violoncello Concert: (A 29), a four-movement cello concerto; Sinfonia in E-flat,
“Harmonie Sinfonie” (A 33), with solo wind band obbligato; and Sinfonia in F, “Arrival
Symphony” (A 39), a gimmick symphony opposite to Haydn’s “Farwell” Symphony no.
45 in F-sharp minor.
Finally, every story deserves a happy ending. After 1802, there are no more
entries in the catalog. As previously mentioned, Sperger spent the remainder of his life
gainfully employed in Ludwigslust. Sperger had fulfilled reasonable—by an eighteenthcentury musician’s standards—financial stability.
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CHAPTER 5
THE EXTRAMUSICAL SIDE OF JOHANN SPERGER: PART I,
A DISTRATTO SYMPHONY?
Symphony no. 4 in G
Symphony no. 4 in G major stands alone on many levels. Not only was it one of
Sperger’s most frequently dispatched works, but the autograph in Schwerin (hereafter
referred to as the LBMV version) contains no menuet movement, which in the two other
sources, features obbligato instruments in the trio.
In measure 6 of the Schwerin LBMV version, there is one measure enclosed in
repeat brackets (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1. Johann Sperger, Sinfonia in G, 1, mm. 1–12, Mus. 5164, Landesbibliothek
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker.
Underneath this measure the composer wrote: “The second time [through] there is a
whole rest in the string instruments.”1 In other words, the strings were not to repeat the
downbeat quarter note, creating a pause in the entire orchestra. This repeated section is
not found in the other sources, nor is it written out in the music, nor are there winds
present at the cadence. The other two sources, H32 no. 288 from Stift Kremsmünster
1

“Daß 2te mal eine ganze Pause in die geig instruments.” See Introduction, note 6.
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(hereafter referred to as the KR version) and KHM 5203 from the Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn-Archiv (hereafter
referred to as the SBB version), exist only as instrumental parts so it was probably
initially assumed by early scholars that they were identical to the Schwerin source with
the third movement intact. Together, these three sources show how Sperger altered the
symphony to adapt to the instrumental strengths and availabilities of each intended court.
The most interesting aspect of this symphony is its theatrical qualities,
programmatic topics, and unconventional techniques. In many ways this work resembles
Haydn’s Symphony no. 60, Il Distratto, written for Karl Wahr’s production of Le Distrait
(translated to German as Der Zerstreute).2 The next two chapters will highlight the
topical subjects and alterations of Symphony no.4 and showcase its relationship to
Haydn’s work. The aim is study is to clear up the ambiguities that surround Sperger’s
symphony. What was the intended purpose of this piece? Did Sperger have a connection
to Karl Wahr? How does this piece relate to Der Zerstreute? Answering these questions
may help fill in the missing research of Sperger’s early Viennese years and draw
connections between Symphony no. 4 and the scarce genre of eighteenth-century
instrumental theater music.

2

Joseph Haydn, Sinfonia no. 60 Per la commedia intitolata il Distrato, Kritische Ausgabe
sämtlicher Symphonien 6, edited by H. C. Robbins Landon (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1971): 43-71.
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Allegro con fuoco or Allegro Moderato?
When considering a modern-day analysis of Symphony no. 4, one alternative I
contemplated was employing a set of galant style parameters like Robert Gjerdingen’s
repertory of schemata.3 Surely many of Sperger’s compositions could be analyzed
through various short compositional techniques. Although I did not altogether abandon
this possibility, it became quickly evident that the musical characteristics in Symphony
no. 4 were more subjective than analytical, more programmatic than absolute, and more
picturesque than schematic. In Classical Music: Expression, Form, and Style, Leonard
Ratner’s main premise was that:
Music in the early 18th century developed a thesaurus of characteristic figures …
some of these figures were associated with various feelings and affections; others
had a picturesque flavor. They are designated here as topics—subjects for musical
discourse.
Ratner went on to break the topics into two categories: types and styles. Types were topics
that appeared as “fully worked out pieces” such as Minuets and other dances deriving
from the Baroque period. Styles were defined as “figures and progressions within a piece”
such as military fanfares, pastorals, even emotional sections labeled Empfindsamkeit or
sensibility.4 It is in this fashion of “characteristic figures” and thematic types that
Sperger’s Symphony no. 4 can best be analyzed.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 highlight the styles of the first movement in the three different
sources. The major differences have been placed in bold print. The KR and SBB versions
are, for the most part, identical, so they are combined in Table 5.2.
3

Robert O Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 4-6.

4
Leonard G Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc. 1980), 9.
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Table 5.1. LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, Galant style type.
Part I Reprise ! "

Topics and Themes

G Major—D Major
Intro: mm 1–11
mm 1–3
mm 4–6
mm 7
mm 8–10

Part II Reprise ! "

Topics and Themes

D Major—G Major
No Intro Material
Fanfare
Brilliant style figure
Repeated bar with
pause
Fanfare

B development: mm 50–
63
mm 50–57
mm 58–63

B motives developed
alla zoppa style
extension

A material: mm 11–27
mm 11–18
mm 19–27

A theme
Transition

A material: mm 64–79
mm 64–74
mm 75–79

A theme
Short Transition

B material: mm 28–49
mm 28–31
mm 32–35
mm 36–39
mm 40–42
mm 43–49

Fugato motive #1
Sequential motive #2
Transition motive #3
Fanfare
Brilliant style PAC

B material: mm 80–94
mm 80–83
mm 84–87
mm 87–92
mm 92–94
mm 95–end

Fugato motive #1
Sequential motive #2
Transition motive
Fanfare
PAC in G Major
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Table 5.2. SBB and KR Symphony no. 4, Allegro Moderato, Galant style type.
Part I Reprise ! "
G Major—D Major
Intro: mm 1–11
mm 1–3
mm 4–6
mm 7
mm 8–10
A material: mm 11–27
mm 11–18
mm 19–27
mm 27–28

B material: mm 29–50
mm 29–32
mm 33–36
mm 37–42
mm 42–48

Coda: mm 49–67
mm 49–52
mm 53–58
mm 59–67

Topics and Themes

Fanfare
Brilliant style figure
No pause
Fanfare

A theme
Transition
Full unison half
cadence

Fugato motive #1
Sequential motive #2
Transition motive #3
No fanfare devise/
alla zoppa style
extension

“Tip-toe” theme
Transition motive #3
Brilliant style PAC

Part II Reprise ! "
D Major—G Major
Intro: mm 68–77
mm 68–70
mm 71–74
mm 75–77
Longer B
development:
mm 78–93
mm 94–99
A material: mm 100–
118
mm 100–110
mm 111–117
mm 117–118
B material: mm 119–
138
mm 119–122
mm 123–126
mm 127–132
mm 133–138
Coda: mm 139–end
mm 139–142
mm 143–148
mm mm 149–end

Topics and Themes

Fanfare
Brilliant style figure
Fanfare

B motives developed
Alla zoppa style
extension

A theme
Transition
Full unison half
cadence

Fugato motive #1
Sequential motive #2
Transition motive #3
Alla zoppa style
extension
“Tip-toe” theme
Transition motive #3
Brilliant style PAC

The opening movement, in all versions, can be viewed as the galant style type.
While the first movement in the LBMV version is to be played fast or “with fire,” and in
the other two versions just “moderately fast,” the melodic material in all sources can be
viewed in the brilliant style. The introductory material in the opening gambit and most
cadences—where all the instruments are playing block chords or in unison—can be
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characterized as fanfare-like.5 In Symphony no. 4, these two topics are used in
juxtaposition to the various melodic ideas and rhythmic motives. After the fanfare-like
opening, The A section in all sources begins with the first theme. The B section is marked
by the fugato.6 In the SBB and KR sources, there is a recurring alla zoppa style cadence
with additional topics that I have labeled Coda. Here there are two different melodic
presentations not available in the LBMV version.
In the introduction of the LBMV version, the opening topics are sequentially
presented. There is an opening three-measure fanfare, followed by a contrasting melodic
gesture, the ganze pause, then a repeat of the fanfare (Example 5.1a). The first theme,
which I call the “A theme,” begins softly at measure 11. The violins and oboes present a
four-measure melody that continually builds in texture and dynamics to a “do-re-mi”
schema at measure 20. 7 The section concludes with a half cadence in the key of the
dominant (Example 5.1b).
Example 5.1a Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, mm. 11–14.

5

Ibid., 18–20.

6

Ibid., 261.

7

For the “do-re-mi” schema see Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 77.
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Example 5.1b. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, mm. 19–22.

In the B section, Sperger consecutively introduces three rhythmic motives that
build to a fanfare climax. The first rhythmic motive appears in a brilliant style fugato at
measure 28 and is first presented by the second violins. Here the texture has been thinned
to violin, viola and cello playing at the piano dynamic level (Example 5.2).
Example 5.2. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, mm. 28–31.

Then suddenly in measure 32, all of the strings shift to a loud forte, while the first
violins introduce the second rhythmic motive I call the “sequential motive.” The sudden
loudness and thick texture coinciding with the large melodic leaps are all indicative of
what is referred to today as Sturm and Drang (Example 5.3).
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Example 5.3. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, mm. 32-35.

The third rhythmic motive I have named “the transitional motive.” This is a twomeasure rhythmic figure that creates a special tension in the texture between the violins
and the rest of the orchestra. In Example 5.4, the first and second violins simultaneously
alternate the two figures as the music swells to the highest peak of the movement.
Example 5.4. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, mm. 36–39.

This climactic point is marked by the return of the fanfare-like material. All
instruments come together on two chords that mirror the opening gambit. Sperger’s
reintroduction of this fanfare serves two purposes. First, in measure 41, it functions as the
highest build-up of intensity and dynamic. Then in the next bar, it acts as a modulation
machine, moving the harmony quickly through the keys of E major and D major just
before coming to the strong cadence that marks the end of the section (Example 5.5).
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Example 5.5. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, mm. 40-42.

For the most part, staying true to form, all this material is appropriately
refabricated in the second reprise. The big difference is that instead of repeating the A
material in the dominant, Sperger cleverly begins with a development of the three
previously mentioned rhythmic motives from the B section. Here the fugato, sequential,
and transitional rhythmic motives from the first reprise are all compressed into a single
theme I call “the development motive” (Example 5.6).
Example 5.6. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Allegro con fuoco, mm. 50–53.

This section functions not only as the development of the previous motivic ideas
but also as a means of modulating back to the home key of G major. This time when the
A section returns, however, the melody is much longer. Another difference in this
presentation of the main theme is that the winds are omitted, which imparts a calm and
reflective sensation. If the tempo were a bit slower, this theme could be characterized as
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stile legato.8 In measure 80 the fugato material is reintroduced, this time by the violas,
and in measure 92 the fanfare gambit serves as the transition that culminates in the final
cadence.
Allegro Moderato, the first movement of the SBB and KR versions, begins in the
exact manner as the Allegro con fuoco but with an exception. After the opening fanfare,
the winds are not present, and the measure does not repeat. As previously mentioned, the
ganze pause is exclusive to LBMV.
Another difference in the two openings is how Sperger chose entirely different
transitions leading into the B section. As a result, there is no “do-re-mi” schema in SBB.
While the harmony leading up to the cadence is the same as LBMV, the rhythmic
flourishes are more elaborate. As the texture builds in measure 28, all of the instruments
cadence in unison on D, which gives a feeling of closure. Conversely, in LBMV the
entire orchestra cadences on the dominant and the soli basso descend to the tonic D,
which becomes the downbeat of the fugato. This is not only a textural effect but also an
eighteenth-century technique known as Tacterstickung, where the final measure of one
phrase becomes the first measure of the next.
The B section opens in the same manner with the fugato and the three rhythmic
motives. One difference between the sources is in the scoring for the oboes. In LBMV,
the oboes play mostly whole-note harmony, while in the KR and SBB sources, the oboes
double the violins in the sequential motive, creating a more florid texture. It is possible
there were more skillful oboists in these locations and the score was adjusted to highlight
these players.
8

For a description of this style see Ratner, Classical Music, 23.
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The transition into the end of the section is where the two versions differ
completely. Rather than utilizing the fanfare, Sperger extends the harmony with loud
syncopations in the alla zoppa style. Here the bassi outline the secondary dominant—A7
in this case—while the upper strings create the alla zoppa extension. The B-flat hints at
the suggestion of D minor harmony, but after the half cadence the harmony shifts to D
major (Example 5.7).
Example 5.7. Johannes Sperger, SBB Symphony no. 4, Allegro Moderato, mm. 43–47.

The effect of this cadence is strengthened by the following measure: the first and
second violins enter softly, playing a “tiptoe” sounding staccato theme. I have labeled
this section beginning with this scalar passage “Coda” (Example 5.8).
Example 5.8. Johannes Sperger, SBB Symphony no. 4, Allegro Moderato, mm. 48–52.

After the four-measure “tip-toe theme,” the entire orchestra enters forte with the
transitional motive. At measure 59, there is another sudden shift in dynamics as the
strings repeat a two-measure melodic figure in the brilliant style. In measure 63, the
winds enter with the same motive and in full texture, the orchestra ends with fanfare-like
chords.
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Unlike in the Schwerin LBMV autograph, the second reprise in both the KR and SBB
sources mirror all the material from the first section in a typical fashion. The introductory
fanfare is presented in the dominant. As in LBMV, the development of the three rhythmic
motives from the B section occur; but in these versions, it is more than twice the length,
lasting for fifteen measures. The development motive concludes in measure 94 followed
by a series of decorated suspensions between the violins and oboes (Example 5.9).
Example 5.9. Johannes Sperger, SBB Symphony no. 4, Allegro Moderato, mm. 93–97.

This figure cleverly leads directly to the syncopated alla zoppa style cadence that is
the foundation of this texture. The rest of the reprise continues, mirroring the material
from the first section. In all, because of the full second reprise and the extended
development section, Allegro Moderato is 157 measures in length compared to the
Allegro con fuoco of LBMV, which is 101 measures long.
A Grazioso Andante
The second movement of Symphony no. 4 is largely identical in form among all the
sources. The big difference is that the SBB source—as in the first movement—assumes a
different title from the other two sources. Rather than just Andante, it bears the name
Andante Grazioso, which refers to a graceful tempo. Triple meter dotted rhythmic
figures—with the emphasis on the second beat—fit the eloquent style of a ceremonial
French dance. Additionally, the key of C gives this movement the impression of
distinguished nobility. Rather than employing the horns in G from the first movement,
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Sperger calls for basso horns in C, which bring a stately and majestic quality to the
timbre. I have categorized this movement in the ceremonial style type.
Table 5.3. Symphony no. 4, II: Andante (Grazioso), Ceremonial style type.
Topics and Themes
Part I ! "
C Major
A material: mm 1–16 Double periodceremonial
mm 5–6
Stretching time
mm 8
Suspended time
mm 13–14
Stretching time Violin I
mm 14–16
Suspended time

Part II ! "
C—G —C
B material: mm 17–
28
A prime: mm 29–end
mm 31–32
mm 33–43
mm 44–46
mm 47–54
mm 55–end
mm 55–59
mm 60–63

Topics and Themes
Ceremonial

Empfindsamkeit
Wandering extension
Empfindsamkeit
Stile Legato/fugato
Double cadence
Ponte
Stretching and
Suspending

The most fascinating concept in this movement is the two dualities of character.
First, there is this notion of strict time vs. free time. The free time topic is achieved by
two different means: through stretching the melody and through the perception of
suspended time. For example, in the opening there is a repeated sixteen-bar double
period. In the first four measures, Sperger uses the texture of horns and strings to
introduce the first theme in the ceremonial style. In measure 5, the texture is reduced to
only first violins. Here they play an ascending line of resolving leading tones that
descend into a half cadence. This topic is repeated, and this time, when the first violins
play the ascending line, the melody stops at the peak leaving the music hanging, as if all
time has been suspended. There are three beats of silence before the first violins finish the
line and the first period is concluded in the home key of C major.
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Example 5.10. Johann Sperger, SBB Symphony no. 4, II. Andante Grazioso, mm. 9–16.

This duality, although very clever, was one of many ideas that Sperger may have
borrowed from Joseph Haydn. In the second movement of Symphony no. 64 Tempora
mutantur (ca. 1773–75), Haydn experimented with the concept of changing time.9 Elaine
R. Sisman commented that the second movement “is an extended essay on time out of
joint: that is precisely the joins, or cadences, that are delayed and subsumed in the next
phrases, until the resolutions fall further and further behind the periods structure.”10
Although Sperger does not apply Haydn’s concept to these extremes (Figure 5.11), when
one views the opening measures of Tempora mutantur’s Largo, it seems like he could
have been inspired by this idea (Example 5.11).
Example. 5.11 Joseph Haydn, Sinfonia no. 64 Tempora mutantur, II. Adagio, mm. 1–7.

9

Joseph Haydn, Sinfonia no. 64 Tempora mutantur, Kritische Ausgabe sämtlicher Symphonien 6,
edited by H. C. Robbins Landon (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1971): 244–247.
10
Elaine R. Sisman, “Haydn’s Theater Symphonies,” Journal of the American Musicological
Society 43, no. 2 (Summer 1990), 292–352, accessed February 6, 2018, http://www.jstor.org/
stable/831616.
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The second duality is the idea of gracefulness vs. absentmindedness. This idea can
best be seen after the first repeat. Here there is a twelve-bar period in the ceremonial
style. The dotted melody is doubled in the oboes and violins over a quarter note
accompaniment. When the next phrase begins, for two measures it is a replica of the
opening section. In measure 31, the mood changes when the first violins blurt out a
displaced high B-flat followed by an A-flat in measure 32 (Example 5.12). The
supporting bass line drops out of the texture and for the next nine measures, the violins
and violas oscillate an assumed double dotted rhythm that is uncharacteristic of the music
hitherto. It is this prolonged winding down to a halt, in the stretched-out ceremonial style,
that gives the listener the impression that the composer has forgotten where he was in the
music. Then suddenly in measure 44, there is an abrupt unison tritone descent to F-sharp.
This entire section from measure 31 to 45 can be received as the Empfindsamkeit style.
The final cadence of the movement is an exact replica of the first cadence in the A
section (Example 5.12).
Example 5.12. Johann Sperger, SBB Symphony no. 4, II. Andante Grazioso, mm. 31–45.
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The Missing Menuet
In the eighteenth century, minuet forms were compositional exercises that honed a
young composer’s skill. They always opened with a repeated eight bar phrase in triple
meter. This was so standard that teachers made dice games with random melodic and
harmonic material that could be inserted as exercises.11 In his book Music in the Galant
Style, Robert O. Gjerdingen notes that, “after students have successfully dealt with the
minuet, they can be expected to work on their own to emulate the larger compositions of
a master musician.” And later in the book, knowing that the minuet was the training
ground for young musicians, Gjerdingen further explored W. A. Mozart’s compositional
development through his early childhood minuet exercises.12
Other seasoned composers used the minuet as a means of experimentation. In his own
minuets, Joseph Haydn was known to experiment with phrase lengths and key
relationships between the minuet and the trio. He even often used solos in the trio
sections.13 Sperger was influenced by Haydn’s innovations in the minuet. Not only did he
experiment with the length of phrases in the Menuetto of Symphony no. 4, but he also
included solos in the trio section.14

11

Meredith Ellis Little, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Minuet” (2001): accessed May 17, 2018,
http://www. oxfordmusiclonline.com.
12

Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 73 and 337–43.

13

Little, s.v. “Minuet.”

14
Joseph Haydn’s Symphonies no. 6, 7, and 8 from the 1760s all have double bass solos in the trio
sections. Surely Sperger was familiar with them.
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Table 5.4. SBB Symphony no. 4, III: Menuetto, Ceremonial style type.
Part I ! "
G Major
A: 10 measure period
mm 1–10
mm 7–8

Topics and Themes

Ceremonial style
Dotted extension
figure

Part II ! "
G—D—G
B: 17 measure period
mm 11–14
mm 15–19
mm 20–21
mm 27–28
A: 10 measure period
mm 29–end "

Topics and Themes

Ceremonial, prinner
Ascending extension
Dotted extension
figure
“The High 2 Drop”
Restated A material

The Schwerin LBMV autograph exists without a third movement. Yet the other
two versions contain a Menuetto that is identical in form, but with different obbligato
instruments. For example, the title page to KR lists a violoncello and bassoon obbligato.
In the Trio, these instruments alternate the solo with the oboe, breaking off into separate
lines toward the end of the passage. The word “solo” is written in the violoncello and
bassoon parts. Obviously, it could be assumed that, at that time, the Kremsmünster
kapelle had a good bassoon player and a fine cellist. The same could hold true for the
oboe position.15
Conversely, SBB does not label the violoncello as an obbligato instrument, and
there were no bassoon parts present. Although the solo melody in the Trio is the same as
KR, it is only played by the cello. Moreover, the word “solo” is not found anywhere in
the cello part. Another major difference in instrumentation lies in the scoring for bass
instruments. In KR, other than the obbligato instruments, the only bass instrument listed
on the title page is the violone. In SBB, there are three separate bass parts: a violoncello

15

In the first movement of the KR version the oboe had a more active role.
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part, a basso part, and a contrabass part. As previously mentioned in Chapter 4. the
violoncello part in this source was most likely intended for King Friedrich Wilhelm II.
There is a helpful incipit that is not included on the rest of the parts (see Figure 4.4a).16
Table 5.5. KR Symphony no. 4, III: Trio.
Part I ! "
C Major
A: 8 measure period
mm 1–8

Topics and Themes

Part II ! "
C—G—C
B: mm 9–27
mm 9–17, 8 mm.
period
mm 18–27, 10 mm.
period
mm 24–26

Violoncello and
Bassoon: Triplet solo

Coda: mm 28–31

Topics and Themes

Oboe triplet solo
Violoncello and
Bassoon: Triplet solo:
Bassoon and cello in
thirds
Stile Legato

Table 5.6. SBB Symphony no. 4, III: Trio.
Part I ! "
C Major
A: 8 measure period
mm 1–8

Topics and Themes
Violoncello Triplet
solo, no Bassoon

Part II ! "
C—G—C
B: mm 9–27
mm 9–17, 8 mm. period
mm 18–27, 10 mm. period
Coda: mm 28–31

Topics and Themes

Oboe triplet solo
Violoncello triplet solo,
no Bassoon
Stile Legato

The opening phrase of the Menuetto begins in the ceremonial style. Instead of the
typical eight-bar period, Sperger extends the line with a two-bar ascending dotted rhythm.
This little device recurs three times in the minuet, much like a memorable hook in
popular music. The real experimentation, however, comes after the first repeat. In the B
phrase, Sperger creates an eighteen-bar period that is deceiving. At first, the phrase
appears to be in the key of G major, but in the third bar it is evident that the key is D
16
Sperger, KHM 5203, 94, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung
mit Mendelssohn-Archiv.
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major. This is accomplished with a schematic device that Gjerdingen calls the “Prinner.”
The main concept is that the melody descends from the sixth scale degree to the fourth
scale degree, while the bass simultaneously descends from the fourth scale degree to the
root.17 This schema is followed by an ascending melodic extension that slowly moves
from a' in measure 15 to g'' in measure 20.18 The pinnacle of this rising extension is
masked by two measures of syncopation between the melody and the bass. After reaching
this syncopated peak there is a strong cadence in the dominant, which is a trick because
although the key here is D major, the cadence turns into a half cadence in the key of G
major (see Figure 5.14).
In measure 23 there is a subito piano and the bass line descends from dominant
harmony to tonic harmony with a seventh passing tone, which sets up a cadential
extension in the tonic key. The final cadence is outlined by what Gjerdingen refers to as
“one of the most prevalent clichés in the galant style … ‘The High 2 Drop.’”19 In this
schema, the melodic line leaps down a sixth from the second scale degree to the fourth
scale degree before moving to the third scale degree of the dominant. All of this is
occurring within the final cadence of the period. The ensuing phrase rounds out the
Menuetto, repeating the opening ten-bar period in a ceremonial and stately character
(Example 5.13).

17

Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 46.

18

See Abbreviations, xvi.

19

Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 74.
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Example 5.13. Johann Sperger, SBB Symphony no. 4. III. Menuetto, mm. 11-29.

In the Trio section, the second violins, violas, second oboe, and horns are all
tacet. The only instruments in the accompaniment are the first violins and the basso. In
the KR version, this has a charming affect, but in the SBB version, the accompaniment is
heavy with the additional bass instruments. Here, the violoncello sings its sparkling eightbar staccato triplet melody over the first violins, basso, and violone. This creates a
comedic effect, like a football player dancing ballet. Nevertheless, the solo line remains
unchanged. After the eight-bar phrase is repeated, a variation of the solo is played by the
first oboe. The triplet figure is then passed back to the cello to finish out the trio. In the
KR version, the bassoon and cello finish their charming solo passage by splitting into
thirds at the end of the melody (Example 5.14).
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Example 5.14. Johann Sperger, KR Symphony no. 4, III. Trio, mm. 20-27.

A coda-like section in the stile legato marks the end of the Trio section, simultaneously
functioning as the bridge back to the Menuetto. The performance of this movement with
its extended phrases and changing of character must have been thoroughly entertaining
for the skilled eighteenth-century listener.
A Capriccio Finale?
Through this beginning analysis and the discourse thereof, it is evident that
Symphony no. 4 contains programmatic elements. And any thoughts that this work was
composed in the typical eighteenth-century absolute style can be discarded after the
second phrase begins in the second movement. This thesis also holds true in the Finale.
The cacophonies of programmatic elements and absurdities speak to the possibility of
extramusical associations. Several characters or topics point to this notion. While the
wandering and oscillating phrases occurring throughout this symphony have hinted at this
scenario, in the Finale these absentminded extensions are so obvious they bring questions
of the intended key. Unison passages of displaced pitches further roil the waters of
tonality and peaceful melodies are disrupted by extended sections of Sturm und Drang.
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From these characteristics, I have concluded that this movement should be classified as
the Capriccio style type.20
Table 5.7. LBMV Symphony no. 4, Finale: Allegro Assai, Capriccio style type.
Part I Reprise ! "

Topics and Themes

Part II Reprise ! "

Topics and Themes

G Major—D Major

G Major—D Major

D-Em-Am-G-C-G

A material: mm 1–29

A' material: 42–88

mm 1–2

Fanfare arpeggio

mm 42–43

Fanfare arpeggio/dominant

mm 3–8

Oscillating figure

mm 44–49

Oscillating figure

mm 9–10

Main fanfare-like theme

mm 50–69

Fanfare development

mm 11–18

Displaced unison

mm 52–54

Unison-Sturm and Drang

character: Triplets
mm 18–21

Fonte

mm 22–25

Fanfare/do-re-mi

mm 26–29

Oscillating cadence

B material: mm 30–41

Triplets
mm 70–76

Displaced unison character
Triplets

mm 77–80

Fonte

mm 81–83

Fanfare/do-re-mi

mm 30–39

Pastorale

mm 84–88

Oscillating cadence

mm 40–41

Oscillating cadence

B material: mm 89–97

Pastorale

Coda: mm 98–end

Forte/ brilliant style

mm 102–103

Oscillating cadence/forte

20
Koch referred to the Capriccio as “a composition in which the composer allows himself to be
carried by the prevailing humor of his fancy, rather than by a governing plan.” As translated in Ratner,
Classic Music, 310.
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Table 5.8. SBB (and KR) Symphony no. 4, Finale: Allegro (Allegro assai), Capriccio
style type.
Part I Reprise ! "
G Major—D Major
A material: Mm 1-29

Topics and Themes

Part II Reprise ! "
G Major—D Major
A material: 63–109

Topics and Themes
D-Em-Am-G-C-G

mm 1–2

Fanfare arpeggio

mm 63–64

Fanfare

mm 3–8

Oscillating figure

mm 65–70

arpeggio/dominant

mm 9–10

Fanfare arpeggio

mm 71–90

Oscillating figure

mm 11–18

mm 72–75

Fanfare development

mm 91–98

mm 18–21

Displaced unison
character: Sixteenth
notes
Fonte

mm 22–25

Fanfare arpeggio

Unison-Sturm and
Drang Displaced unison
character: Sixteenthnotes

mm 26–29

Oscillating cadence

mm 98101

Fonte

New Characters

mm 102105

Fanfare/do-re-mi

B material: mm 29–62

“Clumsy dance”/ piano

mm 106109

Oscillating cadence

mm 29-40

Brilliant transition/
forte

B material: mm 109–

New Characters

mm 41–50

end
mm 109–120

“Clumsy dance”/ piano

mm 51–60

Pastoral

mm 121–130

mm 61–62

Oscillating cadence

mm 131–140

Brilliant transition/
forte
Pastoral

mm 141–end

Oscillating cadence

As with the first movement, the LBMV Finale differs in length from the other two
sources. It is approximately forty measures shorter, with some alterations in the scoring.
First, the passages labeled “displaced unison character,” are different among the versions.
In the LBMV version, Sperger chose to use triplet figures with a staccato quarter note
every eight beats. In the other two sources, he uses sixteenth notes (Examples 5.15a and
5.15b). The use of the oboes in this texture is also worth mentioning. In LBMV, they play
in octaves before landing on the staccato quarter note in unison with the strings.
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Example 5.15a. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, IV. Finale, mm. 68–73.

Example 5.15b. Johann Sperger, SBB and KR Symphony no. 4, Finale, mm. 89–93.

There is a further variance in the number of topics between the three sources. LBMV
presents five topics or characters: the fanfare arpeggio, the oscillating figure, the
“displaced unison character,” the fonte figure, and the pastorale. The other two sources
have two more “characteristic figures” in the B section: a soft melody, which resembles a
light yet clumsy dance and a florid and brilliant style melody at the forte dynamic. Other
than these modifications, the form in all three sources is a symmetrical two-part reprise.
The first two topics presented are the most important to the development of this
movement. The opening fanfare arpeggio occurs three times in all versions and is the
main source of development in the second reprise. The oscillating figure presented in
measure 3 (see Example 5.16) is not only present in the second part, but it is used in the
cadence of both KR and SBB.
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Example 5.16. Johann Sperger, LBMV Symphony no. 4, Finale, mm. 1–7.

The topic that follows in measure 11 is the first presentation of the obnoxious displaced
unison passage seen in Example 5.15a. Every two measures the line leaps up an octave
and a third and then back a sixth. Although this section acts as a transition to the
dominant, Sperger was obviously ignoring many rules of voice leading here. This passage
could represent a plot or a character development in a play.
A sense of normalcy is reached in measures 18–21. Here Sperger writes a fourmeasure fonte. The fonte or fountain was a well-known compositional device where the
melodic figure was presented twice; the second time down a whole step from the first.
Ratner points out that the fonte, the ponte, and the monte were the three main options that
composers used when developing harmony.21 According to Gjerdingen, this stock schema
functioned in a more specific way. He contended that according to the eighteenth-century
music critic Joseph Riepel (1709–1782), the melodic line descended from the fourth scale
degree to the third, while the bass line ascended from the seventh scale degree to the root
(Example 5.17).22

21

Ratner, Classical Music, 213–214.

22

Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 61–63.
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Example 5.17. Johann Sperger, SBB Symphony no. 4, IV. Finale, mm. 18–21.

What happens next is the major difference in all the sources. In both the KR and
SBB sources, there is an extended section of music that presents the two contrasting
topics mentioned above: the light clumsy dance followed by a brilliant style, embellished
transition with the full texture of instruments.
Example 5.18. Johann Sperger, SBB and KR Symphony no. 4, IV. Finale, mm. 33–46.

This section is completely omitted in the LBMV manuscript. Perhaps Sperger deemed the
passage unsatisfactory, or he scaled down the section to fit a specific time frame.
The final section of all three versions contains a beautiful pastorale-like melody
followed by a cadential rhyme of the previous oscillating pattern. The second reprise
begins in the typical way by presenting the material from the first reprise in the dominant.
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After the wandering oscillations, there is a shocking disruption. Sperger begins a
descending unison passage at fortissimo, but this time the figure outlines a fully
diminished triad in the Sturm und Drang fashion. This marks the beginning of an
extended development of the opening fanfare arpeggio. In all sources, order and tonality
are restored after the development section. It should be noted, however, that in the end of
the Finale in LBMV, Sperger abandoned the quiet oscillating cadence in favor of a coda
in the brilliant style ending with loud fanfare quarter notes.
After examining all these sources in depth, several questions come to mind. Why
did Sperger alter this work? The differences in orchestration and scoring can surely be
answered by the availability of musicians at the various courts, yet there were alterations
in the formal structure as well. What is the story behind the pause in the opening of
LBMV version? The question surrounding the third movement is equally enigmatic. Why
was there no Menuetto in LBMV? Although some watermark research was conducted by
Meier, he did not indicate whether the third movement ever existed in the autograph. He
noted it as “missing.”23 A more in depth look at the paper; however, shows that LBMV
was written on five different gatherings (Table 5.9).

23

Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 11.
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Table 5.9. Symphony no. 4 Manuscript Bogen, Mus. 5164, Schwerin LBMV.
Bogen X

1

(Allegro)

2
3
4

Bogen 2

5

(Andante)

6

Bogen 3

7
8
9
10

Bogen 4

11

(Finale)

12
13
14

Bogen 5

15

The first, third, and fourth bogen are four-side gatherings and the second and fifth
bogen are two-sided leaves. Each bogen—except for the title page—is numbered in quill,
two through five, in the top right-hand corner. While the first two bogen have sixteen
staves, the rest of the gatherings are on different paper with twelve staves. Most of the
Allegro con fuoco was written on the first gathering and finished on the front side of the
second bogen. Sperger began the Andante on the backside of the second bogen but chose
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to continue with different paper. Therefore, the second bogen is one leaf with a front and
back. The remainder of the Andante continues and ends on the third gathering.
Considering that there was a quilled numbering system on all the gatherings, with the
Andante ending in the third gathering, a minuet should have followed on the fourth
gathering with a 4 written in the upper right corner. Instead, the Finale begins on the
fourth gathering with a 4 written in the upper right corner. Therefore, logic would have it
that Sperger intentionally left out the minuet.
Finally, which version of Symphony no. 4 was the original version? The only
time stamps available are the dates in Sperger’s catalog from when and where his works
were dispersed (see Appendix B). Sperger sent this piece to Graf Szechényi in 1777;
however, the work could have been composed well before that. It was also recorded that
in 1782, Sperger sent the symphony along with a set of six works to the Bishop of Raab,
Prince Esterházy, and the Crown Prince of Prussia.24 Therefore, the SBB parts probably
originated from 1782, yet they are nearly identical to the KR parts. It is also unknown
when Kremsmünster received this symphony—this was not listed in the catalog. It was
known that Sperger’s wife Anna Tarony was born in Linz, so Sperger could have been
there at any time. And although there is no proof, it was hypothesized by Meier, that the
Linz area could have been one of Sperger’s first areas of employment.25 In the end, the
symphony’s origins remain a mystery. Yet it is through a Ratnerian perspective of styles
and topics that the murkiness surrounding this symphony begins to dissipate. The
programmatic topics, the sudden shifts in dynamics and sensibility, and the rhythmic
24

Sperger, Catalog, Mus. 3065/3. Schwerin LBMV.

25

Meier, “Die Biographie”, 169.
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absurdities all point to an extramusical association, which can only be tied to the theater.
The dotted French rhythms and wandering extensions may point to a specific play: Le
Distrait. Moreover, Johann Sperger’s Symphony no. 4 bears a striking resemblance to
Haydn’s Symphony no. 60 il Distratto. Could Symphony no. 4 also be music for this
comedy?
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CHAPTER 6
THE EXTRAMUSICAL SIDE OF JOHANN SPERGER: PART II,
A DISTRATTO SYMPHONY?
Setting the Stage, Karl Wahr and Le Distrait
The Viennese cultural environment that Sperger was immersed in as a young man
was one with a rich theatrical history. Although the city was largely known as an opera
mecca, one could still see a performance from a French company, a traveling Italian
troupe, or in some areas, an old, improvised Viennese Hanswurstiade. Aristocratic
houses and noble courts such as that of Prince Hildburghausen and Prince Esterházy
employed theater companies and held weekly and sometimes daily performances at their
palaces. In his autobiography, Dittersdorf recalled his first encounter with a traveling
theater troupe. In the summer of 1751, an Italian troupe led by the gentleman Piloti, had
just finished their season in Pressburg. They stopped by the prince’s summer palace
Sclosshof, which was in the countryside between Vienna and Pressburg (this palace still
stands in this location). After a brief conversation with the prince, they offered to provide
a sample performance in return for a future engagement. Here is the account of that
performance.
The Intermezzo was tried with a few violins, for the sake of the tempi, and the
play began. The Prince, Mme. Tessie, Bonno, and the whole orchestra confessed
that the actors deserved great applause. When the music was over, Prince and
Piloti went into the garden together, and there they agreed for daily performances
at a certain price from the first of July to the last day of October.
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Dittersdorf went on to explain that he counted the days in excitement waiting for the
opening performance and when it arrived, the prince granted free admission to all.1 This
story provides but one glimpse into the relationship between theater and music.
This type of Italian theater that Dittersdorf fell in love with was perhaps a bit
more tasteful than the popular older Viennese improvised theater that was plaguing the
public stages during this time. This grotesque but comedic genre was based on the stock
character Hanswurst—also known as the Commedia dell’arte character Harlequin.
Although these farce improvisations had been entertaining the Viennese for years, in
1753 Empress Maria Theresia seized control of the Kärntnerthortheater and “issued a
ban on improvisation and coarse knockabout pieces … A first offense would attract a
warning; a second offense two weeks’ prison; and the third a life sentence.” These
productions, however, still thrived in the suburban theaters.2
In his 1772 visit to Vienna, while taking in a German comedy—or in his words,
“a farce of five acts”—at the Burgtheater, Charles Burney offered critical insight into the
cultural popularity of staged buffoonery.
Premiums are no longer given, as heretofore, in this theatre, to actors who
voluntarily submit to be kicked and cuffed, for the diversion of the spectators. It is
been a few years since, that bills were regularly brought in, at the end of each
week… but, in process of time, the effect of these wearing out, it became
necessary to augment their number, and force, in order to render the pleasure of
the spectators more exquisite; till the managers, unable any longer to support so
intolerable an expense, totally abolished the rewards for these heroic sufferings. 3

1

Dittersdorf, The Autobiography, 37–39.

2
Peter Holland and Michael Patterson, “Eighteenth-Century Theater,” in The Oxford Illustrated
History of Theater, ed. John Russell Brown (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 288–89.
3
Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and United Provinces:
In Two Volumes. Vol. I (London: T. Becket and Company, 1775), 218–19.
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Burney explained that the ticket sales were down in the theater since the banishment of
the Hanswurstiades and the crowds that were showing up were more difficult to please.
Although Burney thought the abovementioned play was only one step above the
burlesque, he thoroughly enjoyed the music stating, “that it was so full of invention, that
it seemed to be music of some other world, insomuch, that hardly a passage in this was to
be traced.” Burney went on to admit, although he couldn’t identify the composer of the
music, that “the composition and performance, gave [him] exquisite pleasure.”4
Burney was not the only literary figure who was turned off by this type of drama.
In fact, in the latter half of the eighteenth century, the German-speaking countries were
experiencing a theatrical change. German philosopher and writer Johann Christoph
Gottsched (1700–1766) had long been advocating for a reform on German theater and a
return to French classicism. Philosopher, dramatist, writer, and critic Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing (1729–1781) disagreed with Gottsched’s principles of reform, instead leading the
way to a German revival in Shakespeare that ultimately inspired other Sturm and Drang
writers.5 Along with staged tragedies, the staged comedy was also influenced by these
changes. One theater troupe in particular lead by Karl Wahr (ca. 1745–?) refused to
perform burlesque, rather focusing on rehearsed spoken comedy, which ultimately earned
them a deep level of respect with the critics and nobility.6
Leonard Ratner cited a 1746 treatise from Meinrad Spieß (1683–1761), in which
he made distinctions between the three types of music that correlated to eighteenth4

Ibid., 219–20.

5

Holland and Patterson, “Eighteenth-Century Theater,” 290–91.

6
Alena Jakubcová and Matthias J. Pernerstorfer eds., Theater in Böhmen, Mähren und Schlesien:
Von den Anfängen bis zum Ausgang des 18. Jahrhunderts. Ein Lexikon, s.v. “Karl Wahr,”
Theatergeschichte Österreichs 10/6 (Vienna: Austrian Academy of Sciences Press, 2013), 731.
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century life. Church music was to be “worked out with skill and diligence” in the learned
style as its main purpose was to praise and worship God. Chamber music, also referred to
as galant style music, was performed in “the salons and rooms of the nobility” and
designed to “delight” its audience with brilliance and taste. The third type of music was
theater music, which according to Spieß was the “closely-related blood kinsman” to
chamber music. He went on to say that its characteristics depended on its intended
purpose of the play.7 Johanne Adolphe Schiebe (1708–1776), who was a student of
Gottsched’s in Leipzig, contended that theater music was more closely related to church
music and that “the goal of theater music is primarily to move the listeners and to excite
in them the very same emotions and passions with which the work itself is filled.” He
went on to explain that these musical characteristics could only be achieved through “the
imitation of nature.”8
Elaine R. Sisman conducted a thorough investigation into this matter in her article
on “Haydn’s Theater Symphonies.” She cited Adolf Aber as breaking the theater music
genre into three sub-categories. The first was Bühnenmusik. This was “incidental music
specified by the playwright.” The second was Schauspielmusik. This was the type of
theater music mentioned above by Schiebe, where “the composer took on the task of
enhancing the mood of each act” by creating specific music that served as the “transition
between the acts.” The third type was Musik im Schauspiele, in which music was chosen

7

As quoted in Ratner, Classical Music, 7.

8
J.A. Schiebe, Der critische Musikus (Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1745), 266; trans. in Bellamy Hosler,
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Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981), 55-56.
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for the introduction, entr’acte, and finale. These were usually symphonic movements that
did not have any “inner connection to the play.”9
Charles Burney’s 1772 trip to Vienna offers a prime example of the third type of
theater music. On August 30, he attended Lessing’s tragedy Emilia Galotti at the
Kärntnerthortheater. Although he was a little disappointed that there was no singing, he
wrote a full synopsis of the action. He thoroughly enjoyed the music, noting that “the
orchestra has a numerous band, and the pieces that were played for the overture and acttunes, were very well performed, and had an admirable effect; they were composed by
Haydn, Hoffman, and Vanhal.10 Apparently, it was common to use existing symphonic
material in theater. Sisman further mentioned that composers such as Haydn “developed
musical styles appropriate to the theater” and incorporated them into symphonies so that
they might later group certain movements together for spoken plays. She suggested that
this could be another category called “music in the playhouse idiom.”11
Schauspielmusik was considered extremely rare. In fact, very few pieces exist
today that were assigned to specific plays. W. A. Mozart wrote music for Gebler’s play
Thamos, König von Egypten. Early sources claim this music was played at Karl Wahr’s
performance in Pressburg on December 11, 1773, yet recent scholarship may suggest this
was a mistake.12 Additionally, in a letter on October 6, 1777, Leopold Mozart wrote
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about Michael Haydn’s theater music to Voltaire’s Zaire, saying that “Haydn’s
intermezzi are really beautiful. There was an arioso with variations for violoncello, flute,
oboe and so forth; and…Turkish music, which was so sudden and unexpected that all the
women looked terrified, and the audience burst out laughing.” He went on to describe
how the return of the arioso had a profound effect on him.13 Other than the fact that
abovementioned pieces fall under the “music for the play” category, what they have in
common was that they were both written for Wahr’s popular acting troupe.
The most famous piece of music composed for Karl Wahr, however, was
probably Haydn’s Symphony no. 60 Per la Commedia intitolata il Distratto (Der
Zerstreute). Written for the 1774 production of Jean-François Regnard’s (1655–1709) Le
Distrait, Haydn’s music is set in six movements, which suggest that each section was
performed between acts, firmly placing the work in the category of Schauspielmusik.
Karl Wahr was born between the years 1743 and 1745 in Petersburg near
Rakovník in the Central Bohemian Region of what is now the Czech Republic.14 The
details about the beginning of Wahr’s acting career are obscure. By one account he first
turned up as a guest in Prague around the year 1764. Alena Jakubcová, however,
speculated that he may have made his debut in Voltaire’s Zaire in Hamburg, also in 1764.
15
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would later become his main acting partner. In 1770 Wahr and Körner made several title
role appearances at the Kärntnerthortheater in Vienna. Wahr’s stint in Vienna was short
lived because at the end of 1770 he started his own theater company and left Vienna.
In 1771, Wahr and his new troupe began performing in Wiener Neustadt and
Sopron just south of Vienna. It was during this period that Wahr began honing his skills
in a new reform style of acting that placed importance on “textuality in role study.” From
this enlightened viewpoint, a greater emphasis was placed on the script and a lesser
importance on improvisation. This style of theater not only brought him respect, but also
helped him set high standards within his company.16 It was suggested (but not
substantiated) by H. C. R. Landon that in 1770/1771 Prince Nicolaus Esterházy and/or
Joseph Haydn could have first seen Karl Wahr in Sopron.17
In 1772, the Wahr Company signed on with Prince Esterházy and became the
exclusive acting troupe of the court for the next five summers. By all accounts, Karl
Wahr and Joseph Haydn became good friends, and other than Il Distratto, Haydn had
supposedly composed music for Wahr’s productions of Hamlet and Großmann’s Die
Feuerbrunst. While the music for Die Feuerbrunst is thought by Landon to be Haydn’s
Symphony no. 59, the music written for Hamlet is missing.18 In the winter seasons from
1773 to 1778, Wahr’s company performed a variety of comedies and tragedies on the
Pressburg stage. These winter seasons were considered the “golden age” of theater in
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Pressburg.19 At the height of this period, on December 10, 1777, the Pressburger Zeitung
dedicated an entire article promoting Wahr’s presentation of The Savages by Baron von
Schilson. Much like a movie trailer for a summer blockbuster, this article functioned as a
theatrical preview.
On Saturday, the 13th of December, here in the great playhouse, the Wahr actors
will perform: The Savages, a drama with dances and choruses in five acts by
Baron von Schilson, Imperial and Royal Chamberlain … in this piece five
complete Ballets will be danced. In the first Ballet the dancers appear as savages
… The King of Cairo appears with an entourage of 24 Moors all dressed
identically … the Feast of the Sun is celebrated with a chorus. For this, as well as
the Ballets, the well-known Kapellmeister Zimmermann composed the music …
the orchestra on this day alone is 50 people strong.20
The rest of the article highlighted the action that the audience would see, such as
an earthquake and a fight scene. It aimed to lure the public with mention of lavish
costumes worn by large numbers of actors and dancers. It further mentioned that the King
of Cairo’s entourage would be “dressed identically.” Obviously, there was a lot of money
spent on this play.
The size of the orchestra was also notable. The Pressburger Zeitung reported that
there would be an orchestra of fifty musicians. The director, Anton Zimmermann, was the
Kapellmeister of Battyányi’s orchestra, which by the end of 1777 had about twenty
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members, including Johann Sperger.21 Logic would have it that to make an orchestra “50
people strong,” Zimmerman’s ensemble needed to be included to the theater orchestra.
This being the case, Sperger and Karl Wahr probably collaborated in this production,
putting both actor and musician in the same location at the same time.
Following the December 13 premier of the Savages, the Pressburger Zeitung
reviewed the play on December 17:
an extraordinary crowd of spectators visited the playhouse that day…everything
at the performance was noteworthy, and Mr. Wahr, together with his company
omitted nothing in art or nature that could make the performances wonderful and
worth seeing. This gave the eye a great deal of opportunity to indulge in the
variety of scene changes and the splendor of the costumes and the ear delight in
the full-voiced and exceedingly melodious music.
The performance was so popular that it was repeated on December 14 and 16 of 1777. 22
There was no more mention of the music, and Zimmerman’s music for this play is lost.23
Certainly, this performance illustrates the popularity of Karl Wahr at the height of his
career in Pressburg. It also indirectly places Wahr and Sperger working together on the
same project.
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The first Wahr performance of Regnard’s Le Distrait took place in the winter
season of 1773—around the same time of Thamos, König von Egypten.24 The composer
of this production is unknown. Perhaps this was an example of “music in the playhouse
idiom,” where different symphonic movements were pieced together from different
composers. Zimmermann was certainly a likely candidate, as he was active in Pressburg
during this time. But what about Johann Sperger? After all, Symphony no. 4 was
composed before 1777. The problem is the lack of documentary evidence for Sperger
during this time. Prior to 1770, he was in Vienna studying with Albrechtsberger and his
activities with the Pressburg Kapelle are undocumented until 1777. While it is possible
that Sperger was in Pressburg in 1773, his whereabouts from 1766 to 1777 remain
unconfirmed.
The next performance of Le Distrait was likely given in the latter part of June at
Eszterháza. This production had “recently composed” music by Joseph Haydn. On July 6,
1774, the Pressurger Zeitung reports
The music is by Herr Kapellmeister Joseph Hayden. This outstanding musician
recently composed, for Herr Wahr’s company, original music to the comedy Der
Zerstreute; connoisseurs consider it a masterpiece. One notices, this time in the
music intended for a comedy, the same spirit that elevates all Heyden’s work. His
masterful variety excites the admiration of experts and is nothing short of
delightful for the listener; he falls from the most affected pomposity directly into
vulgarity, and H[aydn] and Regnard contend with one another capricious
absentmindedness.
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The article also states that the audience loved Haydn’s music so much that the orchestra
had to repeat the final movement as an encore. 25 Haydn’s music for Le Distrait was an
overnight sensation. And after completing their summer contract at Eszterháza, the Wahr
troupe began their winter season in Pressburg where they repeated Le Distrait on
November 22, 1774.
The Wahr troupe alternated back and forth between Eszterháza and Pressburg for
the next four years. By the end of Pressburg’s “golden era” in theater, the Wahr acting
troupe had accumulated an extensive repertoire of 200 to 300 plays. In 1777/78 they
finished their final season and relocated to Prague. While in Prague, Karl Wahr noticed a
high demand for Singspiele so, once again, he reorganized his entire company to meet
these demands.26 With his genius for adaptation, Wahr could be seen as one of the top
artists of the enlightenment and a true entrepreneur in his craft.
A Topical Comparison of Absentmindedness, Der Zerstreute and Symphony no. 4
Aside from its comedic elements, Le Distrait resembles a modern-day soap opera
with twisted love themes. The story revolves around two love affairs. The first
relationship is that between Chevalier and Isabella. Though they are in love, Isabella’s
mother, Mme Grognac does not approve of Chevalier and is searching for a richer man
with a much higher position in society to marry her daughter. The second love connection
is between Chevalier’s sister Clarice and Léandre, the absentminded character. Léandre
provides the main comedic element by displaying all sorts of senseless antics such as
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forgetting to fully clothe and later accidentally sitting in the chair he pulled out for
Clarice.
The drama really unfolds in Act III when Chevalier and Isabella are caught
together by Mme Grognac. Isabella flees the scene and hides in Léandre’s room. Mme
Grognac comes looking for her and requests that Léandre betroth himself to Isabelle.
Meanwhile, Clarice shows up and finds Isabelle hiding at Léandre’s place. This creates
the climactic tension and the women become angry with Léandre. In the fifth and final
act, everything gets sorted out. Chevalier inherits his uncle’s fortune, which in the eyes of
Mme Grognac make him a viable candidate to marry Isabelle. Léandre resolves the
conflict with Clarice and they too are set to marry; however, he must tie a knot in his
handkerchief as a reminder.27
One can surmise from the characters and plot that there are several themes at
work in this story. The first is the comedic and absentminded element, portrayed through
the main character. Next, there are implied ceremonial and martial aspects as the comedy
is centered on the idea of a class system. Other than the two servants Lisette and Carlin—
not mentioned above—most of the cast including Léandre held middle-class positions in
society. And when Chevalier’s social position improved through his inheritance, the story
culminated with two noble marriages. Finally, as in all good dramas, there are the two
juxtaposed subjects: love and the tension caused by forbidden love.
In his music, Haydn masterfully matched the form, characters, and themes
portrayed in Le Distrait. As for the extramusical associations, style and meaning were
concepts already being assigned to the music in the eighteenth century. The first
27
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interpretations of il Distratto began with the Pressburger Zeitung on November 24, 1774.
In the Finale the allusion to the absentminded man, who on his wedding day, must
tie a knot in his handkerchief to remind himself that he is the bridegroom, is
extremely well done. The musicians begin the piece most pompously,
remembering only after a while that their instruments have not been tuned.28
In this article, the author assigned a programmatic element to the music by
claiming that the violins portrayed the main character’s actions, maybe even a specific
scene. In other words, a musical idea portrayed the specific actions of Léandre. This
musical idea was in direct contradiction with the ceremonial aspect of the music. Landon
referred to this duality as the “zerstreute principle.” In Landon’s rhetoric, this forgetful or
absentminded musical idea was often contradicted by fanfare and/or exotic folk melodies.
This represented the overall theme of the play.
Other than this principle, Landon ignored the rest of the programmatic themes
stating that Haydn’s “idea of a ‘distraught’ symphony was to pile folk-tunes on top of
each other without any connection.” 29 Conversely, in his re-examination of Il Distratto,
Robert Green disagreed with Landon stating that Haydn “had three purposes in mind:
first to set the mood for each act; second to portray various characters; and third to
suggest various amusing incidents which take place.” Whether he realized it or not,
Green drew conclusions like Ratner’s “characteristic figures” of topics and styles for
theater music.30 Landon did the same with his “zerstreute principle” of absentminded
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themes interwoven with fanfare topics and folk melodies.31 Elaine Sisman, on the other
hand, compiled a list of techniques that Haydn used as his “specific theatrical intentions.”
She immediately pointed out all the “inappropriate treatments,” defining them as
“excessive extension[s] of the wrong chord; juxtapositions of lyrical and martial/fanfare
material; overly extended phrase[s]; [and] juxtaposition of disparate, often ‘exotic’ or
folk-related materials.” Sisman was referring to the techniques behind the topics or
“characteristic figures.”
In fact, when one views Symphony no. 60 in its entirety through Ratnerian eyes,
the figures, topics, and styles nearly jump off the page. Haydn integrated ceremonial
topics and French dance figures with stile legato melodies. He juxtaposed the
Empfindsamkeit style with pastorale love songs and introduced meandering extensions
(zerstreute idea) and displaced unison lines during Sturm und Drang sections. And as
noted by all three scholars, these topics correlate to specific themes in the play.
When one compares programmatic topics, Sperger’s Symphony no. 4 has many
similarities to Haydn’s il Distratto. In the first movement, Haydn sets the stage by
opening the symphony with a slow French overture in duple meter. Within this overture
he alternates between a fanfare topic and a lyrical melody in stile legato. Measure 25
marks a tempo and meter change. Here Haydn changes from duple to triple meter and
introduces a heroic character topic in a fast brilliant style. In measure 71, Haydn uses his
first meandering cadential extension. The repeated notes suggest that Haydn has either
lost his way or has become distracted (Example 6.1).
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Example 6.1. Joseph Haydn, Sinfonia no. 60 Per la Commedia intitolata il Distratto, I.
Adagio/Allegro di Molto, mm. 71–83.

This section bears similarities to the wandering oscillations in the Finale
movement of Sperger’s Symphony no. 4. Although they are not quite the same in
appearances, Sperger’s wandering oscillations portray the same wandering musical idea
(see Example 5.12). Additionally, in both instances there are two juxtaposing topics: a
softly playing zerstreute-like idea abruptly interrupted by a fortissimo fanfare. What
makes these interruptions so effective is that in both cases, there is a drastic change in
dynamics along with instrumental texture.
In his initial observations, Landon concluded that the first movement was nothing
more than an overture to the play, refuting the idea that there were absentminded topics.
He insisted that the “dualistic zerstreute principle” was exclusive to the second
movement. He even pointed out that in measure 65 of the Andante, the horns lost their
place in the music and re-entered with a fanfare during a lyrical French melody. Green,
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on the other hand, believed these topics represented specific characters. The fanfare topic
stood for Chevalier’s character and the lyrical melody represented Isabelle. He further
concluded that Landon “overemphasized the importance of the Léandre character”
stating: “I do not believe that a musical reference to him is found in this movement.” The
two scholars present valid yet opposite interpretations.
Viewing the opening of the Andante from a topical perspective, however, will
help clear up the different interpretations in material. The music begins with two topics
presented in succession. The first is a lyrical melody by the strings in stile legato, which
is followed in measure 4 by a fanfare and the addition of winds. The two topics repeat
again and in measure 14, converge in a sort of agreeable confusion. Here instead of
presenting another fanfare, the winds blend into the texture. In measure 19, the second
oboe drops out and the strings chromatically wander around before descending to a
pastorale-like topic in measure 21. These interwoven topics correspond to Landon’s
hypothesis of the “dualistic, zerstreute” theme. In my opinion, this extension is a great
example of Haydn’s genius. On one hand, the chromatic line in the strings give the
listener a wandering perception; while on the other hand, the tonality works so well that
the ear perceives it to be simple chromatic cadential extension (Example 6.2).
Example 6.2. Joseph Haydn, Sinfonia no. 60 Per la Commedia intitolata il Distratto, II.
Andante, mm. 14–20.
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Other than the previously discussed similarities that Sperger’s Andante shares
with Haydn’s Symphony no. 64, one cannot overlook the commonalities that Sperger’s
Andante also shares with Il Distratto’s Andante. Sperger uses the idea of contrasting
dualities throughout the movement. Here too, there is a stately French quality to the
music, which is easily identified as ceremonial style type. These ideas clash with the
topic of absentmindedness; a duality that also falls in line with Landon’s “zerstreute
principle.”
Another commonality is the idea of note displacement, which gives an impression
of the Empfindsamkeit style. In measures 76–78 of Haydn’s Andante, the note
displacements act as a transition to the recapitulation of the opening topic. In each figure,
the first note acts as a short pedal, while the ensuing sixteenth notes thereafter resolve up
by a leading tone (Figure 6.3). Sperger uses similarly articulated note displacements in
measures 31–33 of his Andante; however, his are inverted from Haydn’s figures. They
too function as transitory figures setting up the longest zerstreute-like meandering
extension of the entire symphony (see Example 5.12).
Example 6.3. Joseph Haydn, Sinfonia no. 60 Per la Commedia intitolata il Distratto, II.
Andante, mm. 76–78.

The most overwhelming similarity that Sperger’s symphony shares with Il
Distratto comes in the fourth movement. I have already noted that the wandering
oscillations and fanfare subjects in Sperger’s Finale correspond to the first movement of
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Haydn’s Il Distratto, but what really stand out are the overwhelmingly similar unison
passages in Sperger’s Finale and the fourth movement of Il Distratto.
Haydn’s Presto immediately begins with a fast unison melody. Although the key
is C minor, the lack of harmony creates an ambiguous sense of tonality. Sisman
commented on this section, calling it an “abrogation of tonal and conventional
arrangements.” Later, while this abrogation is developed, Haydn employs a unison note
displacement in a series of running sixteenth notes (Example 6.4).
Example 6.4. Joseph Haydn, Sinfonia no. 60 Per la Commedia intitolata il Distratto, IV.
Presto, mm. 100–106.

In the Finale of the SBB and KR versions of Symphony no. 4, Sperger employs
the same abrogative affect. All the instruments are in unison with displaced notes that
create an unsettled tension.32 As in Haydn’s passage, this example also obscures the
tonality. While these two examples appear similar, they have slightly different functions
(compare Figure 6.4 and 6.5). Haydn uses the technique sparingly as a transitional tool,
while Sperger makes it a main idea, returning to it many times. In fact, to create more
disarray and make this tonal “abrogation” stand out, he altered the rhythm in the LBMV
version from sixteenth notes to triplets (see Example 5.16a and b).
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Example 6.5. Johann Sperger, SBB and KR Symphony no. 4, IV. Finale, mm. 91–95.

Despite its similarities to Haydn’s fourth movement Presto, Sperger’s Finale is
topically like Haydn’s Finale. Both movements are a conclusion of ideas and topics
composed in the Capriccio style. Sperger’s fourth movement Finale is a play on all the
different topics, themes, and/or characters such as the “displaced unison character.” The
order or lack thereof and the presentation of these topics represent a certain sense of
humor. Haydn’s Finale is also a hilarious amalgam of topics. It opens with a fanfare that
is almost immediately interrupted by the famous section in which the violins and violas
begin retuning their instruments. In measure 33, the entire movement starts over;
however, in measure 41, the frantic triplets in the strings break up the fanfare yet again.
In measure 58, Haydn inserts a folk melody which most scholars agree is a quotation of
the “Night-Watchman’s Song.”33 From measure 72 to 108, Haydn alternates between the
frantic triplets and the fanfare idea. At measure 109 he superimposes the two topics until
the conclusion of the symphony.
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Considering Symphony no. 4
Based on the evidence provided above, it is obvious that il Distratto and
Symphony no. 4 are topically connected. They both employ programmatic ideas such as
“dualistic, zerstreute” themes. On one hand, they use the “abrogation of conventional
tonal and formal arrangements,” such as the displaced unison passages. On the other, they
contain forgetful “wandering” cadential extensions. Both pieces make use of the fanfare
topic to portray ceremonial themes and noble characters. Sperger’s Andante employs a
stately French dotted rhythm. Haydn too used similar dotted rhythmic melodies. He even
opened the symphony with a traditional French overture. In this way, both pieces hint at
French exoticism.
Yet regardless of the multiple similarities that exist between Il Distratto and
Symphony no. 4, there remains differences. First, Il Distratto has six movements, while
Symphony no. 4 has three or four movements, depending on the source. I believe the
reason for this has to do with Sisman’s theory about the “music in the playhouse
idiom.”34 It is possible that early on, Sperger developed different theatrical styles in his
early symphonies based on outside sources, such as Il Distratto. He could then mix and
match different movements to fit specific plays. This could also be the reason that the
LBMV version is missing a third movement. Sperger most likely altered the symphony to
create either stand-alone Schauspielmusik or music that could be paired with movements
from other symphonies.35
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Although there is no direct evidence to support the idea that Sperger and Wahr
had previously worked together, they were in many of the same places during their
careers, such as Vienna and Pressburg. The fact that they both worked in Pressburg in
1777, could indicate that they both performed in the 1777 premiere of The Savages. It is,
however, unconfirmed that Sperger was in Pressburg in 1773, and therefore, problematic
to conclude that Symphony no.4 was used for Wahr’s 1773 performance of Le Distrait.
While Symphony no. 4 cannot be directly linked to Le Distrait, Sperger clearly
had an absentminded character in mind when composing his symphony. He could have,
therefore, composed the work for an entirely different French play with the same
absentminded character. Afterall, in his “re-examination,” Green mentioned that the
character Léandre was a stock character used in many different French plays throughout
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. And although I could not find any other
performances given in Vienna or Pressburg with the zerstreute character, his character
type can be found in Henri van Laun’s 1885 translation of Jean de la Bruyère (1645–
1696) Les Caractéres written in 1688.
In this account, the absentminded character was named Menalcas; La Bruyère noted that
the character was “not so much a portrait of one individual, as a collection of anecdotes
of absentminded persons. If they please, there cannot be too large a number of them, for
as tastes differ, my readers can pick and choose.” La Bruyère went on to provide a list of
absentminded antics by the character:
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Menalcas goes down-stairs, opens the door to go out, and shuts it again; he
perceives that he has his nightcap on, and on looking at himself with a little more
attention, he finds that he is but half shaved, that he has fastened his sword on the
wrong side, that his stockings are hanging on his heels, and that his shirt is
bulging out above his breeches… If he goes into town, before he has gone far he
thinks he has lost his way, gets uneasy, and asks some of the passers-by where he
is, who name to him the very street he lives in; he enters his own house, runs out
in haste, and fancies he is mistaken.36

These situations were just some of the many antics that La Bruyère’s readers could
choose from, and one could conclude that Regnard definitely followed this format in Le
Distrait. It would therefore seem logical that the Menalcas/ Léandre character was widely
known by musicians, actors, and theatergoers alike. In this case, Symphony no. 4 could
have been written for just about any eighteenth-century comedic performance.
An argument could be made that since Sperger had been studying and emulating
the ideas and compositional techniques of Joseph Haydn in his early training, that
Symphony no. 4 was just that.37 Was Sperger simply practicing the art of
Schauspielmusik and using Haydn’s il Distratto as a template? Since he had dispersed the
symphony to several different courts in hopes of employment, Symphony no. 4 could be
nothing more than a résumé piece; a work designed to showcase his mastery and talent in
the genre of Schauspielmusik.
This argument, however, is also refutable. The source comparison conducted in
Chapter 5 proves that Sperger altered the symphony in at least three different ways to fit
other ensembles, which means it was indeed performed differently on different occasions.

36

Jean de la Bruyère, The “Characters,” trans. Henri van Laun (London: John C. Nimmo, 1885):

37

See Chapter 1 and the discussion of Wegweiser auf/ die Orgel.

273–75.
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Moreover, in LBMV, the first and fourth movements were scaled down to fit a specific
kind of performance, such as a play. And there are too many topics—such as the
absentminded extensions, fanfare themes, ceremonial double-dotted rhythms, and
beautiful pastorale melodies—for Symphony no. 4 to be used for anything other than a
French comedy.
This comparative study has provided an enlightenment of its own to late
eighteenth-century symphonic music. It has provided an opportunity to discuss
programmatic theater music, which to this day has not had much scholarship. As was the
case with Sperger’s Symphony no. 4, there probably exists a plethora of symphonic
music from this time that deserves to be re-examination from a topical and programmatic
perspective. After all, theater music in the age of the enlightenment was an extremely
popular idiom, in which many composers participated. And, although Sperger is widely
known as a great double bass virtuoso, this study proves that he should also be included
in the list of eighteenth-century musical entrepreneurs that composed theater music.
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CHAPTER 7
SPERGER AND THE VIENNESE CONTRABASS
A Recapitulation of Scholarship
One of the most satisfying experiences of my life as a double bass player has been
learning how to play the instrument in its solo eighteenth-century version: fretted with
gut strings and tuned in the third-fourth intervallic system referred to as Viennese tuning.
Learning the history, reading the literature, and finding the manuscripts composed for this
instrument have been equally rewarding. For me it has become not just a passion, but an
obsession. Therefore, much like the continued maintenance of an aging automobile,
regular upkeep is equally important to the historiography of any given field of study to
ensure and preserve its authenticity and integrity.
Over the past fifty years, much work has been accomplished on the topic of the
Viennese contrabass, more specifically on Johann Sperger and mostly in German. As
more primary sources become digitized, more evidence becomes available to
complement its story. The aim of this discussion is not to repeat the usual narrative on
Johann Sperger and the Viennese violone, but rather to pay homage to the research that
has been accomplished thus far by adding the most up-to-date source material. In this
way, old ideas can be revisited from a fresh perspective.
Historically, the term “violone,” has had different meanings in various locations.
In sixteenth-century Italy, the term was applied to any member of the viol family. In
seventeenth-century Germany and Austria, the term referred to any fretted bass
instrument tuned in fourths. But by the eighteenth century, the violone commonly
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denoted the double bass or contrabass.1 The German violone (or what is commonly
referred today as the Viennese violone) was further distinguished in the historical
treatises of the time. In 1790 Johann Albrechtsberger’s treatise categorized a few
different tunings:
The violone or contrabass usually has five rather thick strings, also of sheep gut,
which from the bottom upward are called F, A, d, f-sharp, a … the lowest two are
overwound … There is also a violone which has four strings and no frets; whose
tuning however sounds differently, namely, G, A, D, G or F, A, D, G. This and
the three-string [bass] are rarely seen any more.2
Albrechtsberger was hinting that, in his own time, the violone was not
standardized; that there were different tuning options based on how the violone was
strung and no doubt, being used. The most interesting point was that the five-string
contrabass was more popular than the three- and four-string contrabass.
In Leopold Mozart’s 1756 violin treatise, different sizes of the violone were
discussed. These organological differences affected how the instrument was strung.
Mozart pointed out the violone was the largest of the bass instruments and that it was
adapted with frets to fit the soloist’s demands during performance.

1
Tharald Borgir, Stephen Bonta, and Alfred Planyavsky, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Violone”
(2001): accessed October 20, 2021, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
2
“Der Violon oder Contrabass, hat gewöhnlich fünf ziemlich Dicke Seiten, auch von
Schafdärman, welche von unten hinauf heissen; F A d fis a … Die tiefften zwei pflegt man zu überspinnen
… Es giebt auch einen Violone, welche nur vier Saiten und keine Bünde hat. Dessen Stimmung aber anders
lautet, nämlich G A D G oder F A D G. Dieser und der dreifache sind selten mehr zu sehen.” Johann Georg
Albrechtsberger, Gründliche Anweisung zur Compositiomn mit deutlichen und ausführlichen Exempeln,
zum Selbstunterrichte, erläutet; und mit einem Anhange: von der Beschaffenheit und Anwendung aller jetzt
üblichen musikalischen Instrumente (Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1790), 421–22.
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The Great-Bass* or the Violon, from the Italian Violone, is the eighth kind of
stringed instrument. This Violon is also made in various sizes ... It needs to be
strung according to its size [albeit the difference must be observed in stringing it]
… Usually it has four strings [at times only three], but the larger ones may have
five. [With these five-stringed Violons, or Double-Basses, bands of rather thick
cord** are attached to the neck at all the intervals, to prevent the strings from
slipping, and to improve the tone. One can also perform difficult passages more
easily on such a Bass, and I have heard concertos, trios, solos, and so forth
performed on one of these with great beauty. But I have observed that in
accompanying with any strength for the purpose of expression, two strings are
frequently to be heard simultaneously on account of the strings being thinner and
lying nearer together than those of a Bass strung with three or four strings.]3
Mozart admits that the instrument can play glorious melodies and beautiful
sounds, yet he warns that because the bass is fretted with five strings in close proximity
to one another, the player must be mindful not to play more than one pitch at a time. It is
now known, however, that this was also one of the features specific to the instrument and
its repertoire. The five-string violone tuning of F, A, d, f-sharp, and a made it possible for
virtuosos to bar the strings across the fingerboard, playing many fast arpeggio passages
and double stops in keys related to the instrument’s tuning. This tuning also opened the
instrument up to the use of arpeggio harmonics. In a recent article in Bass World
magazine, Sperger scholar Klaus Trumpf explained that:
The discovery of several different technical-musical solutions, in the many
possible combinations of the “vertical” and “horizontal” playing, is one of the
greatest pleasures that can be experienced on the Viennese double bass … you
can really say that form becomes function.4

3

Leopold Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, trans. Editha
Knocker (London: Oxford University Press, 1951), 11. *I interpret “Great Bass” as double bass. **I
interpret “bands of rather thick cord” as frets.
4
Klaus Trumpf, “Mozart Requiem for a Double Bassist (Part 2): Viennese-Tuned Double Bass,”
trans. Anja Weineck-Hucke and Vincent Osborn, Bass World 40, no. 3 (2018): 30.
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Essentially, because the top four strings of the fretted Viennese bass are tuned to a major
triad the instrument can be also viewed from a chordal perspective. In this way, the
violone can weave in and out of melodic and harmonic textures with great ease.
Another common practice central to the violone was the notated transposition one
octave higher in the treble clef register. This compositional technique was meant to
differentiate the violone in its solo and orchestral roles or, more importantly, to
differentiate between melody and harmony. In a much earlier Bass World article, Trumpf
explained “all solos were notated in the treble clef, which served to indicate to the player
when he had to play out.”5 Evidence of this is seen in Mozart’s aria Per questa bella
mano K 612, Sperger’s two recitative / arias Selene del tuo fuoco / A trionfar mi chiama
and Non t’avvilir la cura / Al furor d’avversa sorte, Leopold Koželuch’s Symphony
Concertante in E-flat, no. 6, and Sperger’s Quartetto in B-flat.
Another defining technique of the Viennese contrabass was scordatura. Because
of its third-fourth tuning, and more importantly because of the f-sharp string, the best
keys for the instrument were D major, A major, G major, B minor, and E minor. When
writing for the instrument, composers usually stayed around these tonal centers, which
ensured maximum resonance. A slight problem occurred, however, when including wind
instruments in the orchestration, as their best sounding keys were flat keys such as E-flat
and B-flat. The solution to this problem was to notate the violone part in a separate key
than the rest of the instruments. Staying in the third-fourth tuning, the bassist would
simply raise his tuning up a half step to match the key of the rest of the ensemble.
Perhaps the earliest example of this is Dittersdorf’s two contrabass concertos from the
5

Klaus Trumpf, “Johann Sperger,” trans. Sharon Brown, Bass World 1, no. 4 (1975): 89.
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early 1760s. Each concerto is written in E-flat major with the violone part scored in D
major (Mus. 1687 and 1688, Schwerin LBMV). Respectively, Johann Sperger also
employed this scordatura in several of his double bass concertos.
These abovementioned playing techniques have long been common knowledge in
double bass historical discourse. In the late eighteenth century, they were an understood
paradigm shared by virtuosi and composers. These collective techniques are consolidated
as follows:
•
•
•

Accompaniment vs. melodic scoring: Use of treble clef for solo playing
and bass clef for accompaniment.
Concepts of verticality vs. horizontal playing: arpeggios, chordal
accompaniment, double-stops and harmonics vs. same string cantilenas.
Viennese third-fourth tuning and semitone scordatura.
Two Pedagogical Possibilities

The scholarship surrounding these playing techniques is centered on the repertory
found in archives, but more specifically from the library of Johann Sperger. The study of
this material has led scholars to consider that these playing techniques were handed down
from one bass player to another creating a master-pupil relationship. According to Meier:
If one considers the scope of the compositions ... the existence of a regular school
is clear ... The unity of this school is also clear from all the compositions handed
down from the Viennese area, which are all based on the same concept of playing
technique, which presupposes a five-stringed contrabass. Finally, the
concentration of excellent double bassists in this one area justifies the assumption
of the school.6
6
“Uberschaut man den Umfang der Kom- positionen fur Solo-Kontrabaß, so ist die Annahme der
Existenz einer regulären Schule gerechtfertigt; hinzu kommt, daß in keinem späteren Zeitraum und in
keinem geographisch so geschlossenem Raum eine derart intensive Pflege des solistisch- konzertanten
Kontrabaßspieles bemerkt werden kann. Die Einheit dieser Schule rechtfertigt sich auch durch die allen
überlieferten Werken zugrundeliegende gleichartige spieltechnische Konzeption, welche die auf den
Wiener Raum begrenzte Sonderform des fünfsaitigen Kontrabasses voraussetzt. Schließlich begründet die
auffallende Konzentration von ausgezeichneten Kontrabassisten die Annahme der genannten Schule.”
Meier, Konzertante Musik, 54.
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Obviously, Meier was not describing a physical bass school but a collective
school of execution and playing techniques, a universal practice that was understood by a
local hothouse atmosphere of players and composers. Meier’s regular school theory is
drawn from three main factors: a concentrated group of exceptional bass players, an
existing repertoire of surviving pieces, and a unified playing technique on the five-string
violone. The real question, however, is not just who the players were but where did this
unified technique come from? In other words, who was the father of the Viennese
contrabass playing style?
On January 2, 1766, in a concert at St. Peter’s in Salzburg, librarian Father Beda
Hübner (1740–1811) recorded an account of a foreign violone virtuoso performing before
archbishop Sigismund von Schrattenbach (1798–1812).7
There were two foreign virtuosos here, one was a virtuoso on three wind
instruments, the so-called English Horn, the oboe, and the transverse flute: the
other, however, who was highly praised, was a virtuoso on the contrabass or the
so-called violon, and one was immensely surprised at him and his art. He played
on the violone not only as rapidly, but also as high as the most distinguished
violinists could on their little violins, which is almost incomprehensible, and he
concluded with a passage of trills and double-stops that not one violinist out of a
hundred could achieve.8

7

While some accounts point to archbishop Hieronymus von Colloredo (1732–1812) as the
recipient of this performance, he was not archbishop in Salzburg until 1772.
8
“dann er waren zwey fremde Virtuosen hier, einer war in drey Blasenden Instrumenten Virtuos,
nemlich in dem sogenannten Englischen Horn, in der Hoboe und der Flaute traverse: der Andere aber ware
Virtuos an der Baßgeigen* oder an dem sogenannten Violon: diesen hat mann sonderbar gerühmet, und
man hat sich ungemain über ihne, und seine Kunst verwundert; dann er hat auf einem Violon nicht allein so
geschwind, sondern auch so hoch gespilet, als der vornehmste Geiger an seiner kleinen Violin immer sich
producieren kann, welches wahrhaftig fast unbegreiflich: und leztlich machte er auf dem Violon mit einem
Doppelgrif einem Triller, oder Passage, welche der hunderste Geiger auf einer kleinen violin nicht kann
zuwegbringen.” Georg Huëbner, Diarium patris Badae Huëbner, MS, Stiftsbibliothek St. Peter, Salzburg,
Hs. BVIII. Quoted by Alfred Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses (Tutzing: Hanz Schneider, 1970),
134–35. Translation modified from the January 3rd 1766 entry found in Brun, A New History of the Double
Bass, 297. The original translation is found on page 99.
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For the scope of this study, it would have been extremely beneficial to somehow
connect Johann Sperger to this performance; however, the identity of the double bass
virtuoso was not mentioned. Alfred Planyavsky thought that the performer was most
likely Josef Kämpfer.9 This is a reasonable assumption on two counts. First, Kämpfer
accepted a post in Salzburg, where he served from 1773–74, a position that seemingly put
him in contact with the Mozarts. This relationship hypothetically associated him as the
bass player of W. A. Mozart’s Serenata notturna K. 239.10 And second, Father Hübner’s
account strikingly resembles a later review given in the Pressburger Zeitung on March
18, 1778, while Kämpfer was employed alongside Sperger in Batthyány’s Kapelle.
Here, however, [the violone] was so well controlled and handled by the player
that only a violinist on his violin was thought capable of achieving such speed of
execution in the high position near the bridge; so that the ease of the arpeggios
and the purity of the double stops were highly approved.11
While Kämpfer admitted studying with court violonist Josef Mannl in Vienna, it
is unknown whether he acquired the playing techniques describe above from Mannl.
Kämpfer claims that prior to this he was self-taught, that he mastered his craft as a
member of the Austrian army.12 Planyavsky’s assumption speaks to Kämpfer’s advanced

9

Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses, 135.

10

Focht, Der Wiener Kontrabass, 183–84.

11
“hier aber vom Spieler so regieret und behandelt wurde, dass man dessen Geschwindigkeit
sogar in der Höhe, beym Steege, als Violinist auf seiner Violine nur immer zu than vermag; denn die
Annehmlichkeit besonders beim Harpeggieren und die Reinigkeit anch bei Doppelgriffen sehr wohl hat
annehmen können.” As translated in Brunn, A New History of the Double Bass, 260–61.
12

Carl Friedrich Cramer, Magazin der Musik (Hamburg: 1783, 1784), 559–560. For more on Josef
Kämpfer see Mary Térey Smith, “Josef Kämpfer, a Contrabass Virtuoso from Pozsony (Bratislava),”
Studia Musicologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 25, Fasc. 1/4 (1983):183–189, accessed
November 25, 2018, https://www.jstor.org /stable/901971; Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses, 2nd
ed., 161–67; Focht, Der Wiener Kontrabass, 183–84; and Brunn, A New History of the Double Bass, 259–
63.
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playing ability at a time when Sperger would have been just sixteen years old. Focht
maintained that while it cannot be proven, Kämpfer could have been Sperger’s teacher of
the violone. This assumption was based on two coincidental circumstances. First, both
musicians were together in Batthyány’s Kapelle from at least 1778–1780. Next, Kämpfer
publically performed his own concerto (presumably lost) and another by Zimmermann in
Pressburg and Vienna during this time. Focht concluded that the F. A. Hoffmeister
(1754–1812) bass concertos and J. B. Vanhal bass concerto could have also been written
for Josef Kämpfer.13 By 1778, Sperger on the other hand, had already composed his first
three double bass concertos (Mus. 5176/3, 5176/12, and 5176/1, Schwerin LBMV) and a
concertante for flute, viola, and double bass (Mus. 5174/4, Schwerin LBMV).14
Regardless of these speculations, what an interesting artistic climate it must have
been with two double bass virtuosi existing within the same Pressburg ensemble. Focht’s
teacher-pupil theory does pose a problem. The Batthyány family archives of 1779 and
1780 list Kämpfer as a cellist, not a double bass virtuoso. Moreover, in 1780 Kämpfer
made 250 fl., while Sperger consistently earned 500 fl.15 It seems that conditions such as
these would bring about a sense of turmoil between the musicians rather than a
collaborative spirit. Regardless, what is evident is that during this time, there was a
technique being developed on the double bass that suggests some sort of early bass
pedagogy.

13

Focht, Der Wiener Kontrabass, 183–85.

14

Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 32–34 and 42.

15

Meier, “Die Biographie,” 164.
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At first, Meier suggested that, although it could not be proven, Friedrich
Pischelberger was most likely Sperger’s teacher on the violone.16 Then, in his later article
on the Batthyány Kapelle, he admitted that Sperger could have studied with Mandel
[Mannl].17 While Focht and Meier have different views as to which violonist instructed
Sperger, they both agree that the documentary evidence is extremely fragmented—
especially regarding Pischelberger’s life. In fact, most biographical accounts never
exceed a paragraph, and they all restate the same primary sources. They summarize
Pischelberger’s attachment to Vienna’s Hofkapelle, Bishop Patachich’s Kapelle in
Großwardein, and Schikaneder’s Theater auf der Wieden orchestra; however, the
ongoing digitization of primary sources has made it possible to further the known
research of the contrabassist.
Friedrich Pischelberger (Bischelberger, Büschelberger) was one of four children
born to Franz and Maria Anna Bischelberger. His father was a music copyist with meager
means and no family fortune.18 Despite his social status, it was said that young Friedrich
“enjoyed an extremely brilliant youth.”19 It is unknown whether it was his brilliance or
his father’s connections that secured the young musician a seat in Vienna’s Hofkapelle,
but in July of 1763, Pischelberger appeared in the Burgtheater as fourth “contra-Bass.”
(Figure 7.1).

16

Meier, Konzertante Musik, 54; and Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses, 2nd ed., 346.

17

Meier, “Die Preßburger Hofkapelle,” 87.

18

Hannelore Gericke, Der Wiener Musikalienhandel von 1700 bis 1778 (Graz-Köln: Hermann
Böhlaus Nachf., 1960), 102.
19

Gustav Schilling, Encyclopedie der gesampten musikalischen Wissenschaften oder UniversalLexicon der Tonkunst 5 (Stuttgart: Köhler, 1841), 467.
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Figure 7.1. Philippe Gumpenhuber, Repertoire de tous les Spectacles: qui ont été donné
au Theatre près de la Cour depuis le ler Janvier jusqu’au dernier Decembre de l’An
1761, Band C, 1763, Mus.Hs.34580/a-c MUS MAG, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
http://data. onb.ac .at/rec/AC14341348.
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It was probably during this time that Pischelberger grew close to the composer and
violinist Carl Ditters von Dittersdorf (1739–1799), who was a regular soloist.20 In the
following year Dittersdorf recruited Pischelberger, Wenzel Pichl (1741–1805), and
several other virtuosos to play with him in Bishop Adam Patachich’s episcopal Kapelle in
Großwardein.
We had twelve solo-players and four singers in our orchestra. Fuchs, Pichel
[Pichl], and I represented the violins, Father Michael the piano, Pohl and Stadler
the oboe, Fournier the clarinet, Satza the flute, Himmelbauer the cello,
Pichelberger [Pischelberger] the double-bass, Oliva and Pauer the horn players.21
It was most likely during this time in the Großwardein Kapelle or the Vienna
Hofkapelle that Dittersdorf wrote his two double bass concertos, and the concertante with
violone obbligato (Mus. 1685a, Schwerin LBMV). And although it is not proven, it is
commonly accepted that Pischelberger was the obvious recipient of these works.
In 1766, Johann Hiller reports both Pischelberger and Josef Mannl as
contrabassists in Vienna’s Hofkapelle. This list is very confusing as the contrabassists are
mixed up with other musicians like Joseph Haydn under the heading of “Violinists.”
Clearly this was a compilation of all the musicians in and around Vienna ca. 1765–66.
Obviously, the musicians of Patachich’s ensemble were not confined to Großwardein;
however, this list is most likely a recollected inventory and not an actual depiction of
Vienna’s Hofkapelle.22 Regardless of the confusion, this list places Pischelberger and

20
During this time, under the employ of Count Durazzo, Dittersdorf appeared as a soloist in the
Burgtheater more than twenty times, See Margaret Grave and Jay Lane, Grove Music Online, s.v.
“Dittersdorf, Carl Ditters von” (2001): accessed December 15, 2018, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
21

Dittersdorf, The Autobiography, 146.

22
Johann Adam Hiller, Wöchentliche Nachrichten und Anmerkungen die Musik betreffend,
September 23, 1766 (Leipzig, 1766): 99.
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Mannl together in the same area. Obviously these two musicians knew each other and
probably exchanged ideas and techniques.
Nevertheless, Patachich’s orchestra in Großwardein lasted until 1769, when it
was forced to disband due to a scandalous event. Apparently, it was leaked to the
Empress by a devious member of the Hungarian family, that the bishop was supporting a
theater that performed comedies and masquerades during Lent and Advent. Therefore,
the musicians were let go. Dittersdorf was offered a position with Prince-Bishop of
Breslau. Pichl and Pischelberger, meanwhile, returned to Vienna to work in the theater.23
The 1773 personnel list for the Burg and Kärntnertor theaters show Pischelberger
as the “gut” second bassist in the Hof-Burgtheater earning 300 fl., while Pichl secured the
first violin position in the Kärntnertortheater orchestra earning 400 fl.24 It was also
during this time in Vienna or previously in Großwardein, that Pichl wrote his two double
bass concertos (Mus. 4247 and 4246, Schwerin LBMV)—also presumably composed for
Pischelberger.
Another commonality between the two musicians is that they both joined the
Tönkunstler Societät around the same time. While Pischelberger was accepted on May
23, 1771, Pichl was accepted one week later, on June 1, 1771, giving both musicians yet
another performance venue.25 While Pichl remained a member in good standing until his

23

Dittersdorf, The Autobiography, 167.

24

“Personalliste der Orchestermusiker des Kärntnertortheaters und des Burgtheaters,” 1773,
Photocopy of Manuscript, F72.Kontrabaßarchiv. V.20 MUS MAG, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
Vienna.
25
Carl Ferdinand Pohl, Denkschrift aus Anlass des Hundert-jährigen Bestehens der Tonkünstler
Societät im Jahre 1862 (Vienna, 1871), 104.
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death, Pischelberger was, for reasons now unknown, expelled from the society on August
21, 1777.26
In the 1780s Pischelberger became a freelancing bassist in Vienna’s sacred
community. In a 1783 inventory of church records completed just prior to Joseph II’s
church reforms, Pischelberger was listed as bassist in the St. Michael’s church, the
Minoriten church, the Savoyard Ritter Academie, and the St. Rupert’s church Kapelle.27
For the next seven years there is no documentary evidence. From at least 1791 to 1798,
Pichelberger played in Schikander’s Theater auf der Wieden orchestra, which performed
a variety of collaborative fairytale Singspiels including Die Zauberflöte K 620. It was
here that Pischelberger crossed paths with W. A. Mozart. In 1791, Pischelberger
performed the violone part in Mozart’s famous aria Per questa bella mano K 612, before
playing contrabass in Die Zauberflöte.28
In a Tönkunstler Societät concert at the Kartnerthortheater on December 22 and
23, 1798, Pischelberger was listed as one of the soloists in Leopold Koželuch’s Sinfonia
Concertante in E-flat no. 68 for piano, trumpet, mandolin, and contrabass (A-Wgm VII
15407).29

26

Ibid., Pohl only lists the year; however, Emily M. Wuchner located Pischelberger’s exact
expulsion date from the Tonkünstler Societät Hauptbuch. See Wuchner, “The Tonkünstler Societät,” 390.
27

Otto Biba, “Die Wiener Kirchenmusik um 1783,” in Jahrbuch für Österreichischen
Kulturgeschichte 1/2: Beiträge zur Musikgeschichte des 18. Jahrhunderts (Eisenstadt, 1971), 25, 32, 40,
and 55.
28
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Eigenhändiges Werkverzeichnis, facsimile, British Library Stefan
Zweig MS 63 (Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1991), fol. 26v, Mozart specifically identifies Pischelberger and
Gerl as performers.
29

Pohl, Denkschrift, 66.
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During his life, Pischelberger was regarded as one of the best bassists in Vienna.
Dittersdorf looked back on him as a “worthy” double bass player.30 In the nineteenth
century, he was remembered for performing “flageolett passages (harmonics) with the
purest delicacy.”31 And when reporting about the performance of Mozart’s Per questa
bella mano, Otto Jahn said: “the obbligato double bass … was played … with
extraordinary execution.”32 In a document from 1791 naming the best musicians in
Vienna, Austrian geographer and statistician Joseph Marx von Lichtenstern (1765–1828)
identified Pischelberger and Börstel (Michael Perschl? 1755–1805) as the good players
on the contra-violon.33
In sum, Pischelberger enjoyed a good reputation and probably performed as
bassist in hundreds of pieces and dozens of solos in and around Vienna; the only works
that can be linked to him, however, are Mozart’s Per questa bella mano and Koželuch’s
Sinfonia Concertante in E-flat.
Pischelberger died in 1813, almost completely blind and broke. The great
contrabassist who dedicated his life to the Vienna Hofkapelle and to the Tönkunstler
Societät spent his last days in a “poor-care institution.”34

30

Dittersdorf, The Autobiography, 140.

31
“und besonders die Flageolett: Passagen mit reinster Zartheit ausgeführte.” Schilling,
Encyclopedie 5, 1841, 467.
32
Otto Jahn, Life of Mozart III, trans. Pauline D. Townsend (New York: Edwin F. Kalmus, 1882),
335. Jahn does not provide the source of this information.
33
Dexter Edge & David Black, eds., Mozart: New Documents, “Mozart as a leading composer and
‘bewunderungswürdiger’ pianist (I),” first published 12 June 2014, accessed December 1, 2018,
https://doi.org/10.7302/Z20P0WXJ.
34

Schilling, Encyclopedie 5, 1841, 467.
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Returning to the topic of the teacher-pupil relationship between Pischelberger and
Sperger, Meier’s premise comes from the collection of concerti and other works found in
Sperger’s library by composers other than himself (Table 7.1).
Table 7.1. Contrabass concerti in Sperger’s library by other composers.
Composer

Work

Date

LBMV Mus. no.

Possible Recipients

Dittersdorf
Dittersdorf
Hoffmeister
Pichl
Pichl
Vanhal
Zimmerman

Concerto 1 in E-flat
Concerto 2 in E-flat
Concerto 1 in E-flat
Concerto 1 in D
Concerto 2 in D
Concerto in E-flat
Concerto in D

1760s
1760s
1783–1789
Early 1770s
Early 1770s
1783–1789
1778

1687
1688
2850
4247
4246
5512
5817

Pischelberger
Pischelberger
Kämpfer/ Sperger
Pischelberger
Pischelberger
Kämpfer/ Sperger
Kämpfer/ Sperger

Since it was probable that the Dittersdorf and Pichl concerti were written for
Pischelberger, it was also possible that the older bassist gifted these concerti to Sperger.
On the other hand, and based on the table above, a very strong case could be made for
Focht’s Kämpfer theory. After all, Sperger and Kämpfer played together in Pressburg.
Both men could have conceivably played the Zimmermann bass concerto and F. A.
Hoffmeister’s first concerto. The other two Hoffmeister bass concerti not included on this
list (A-Wgm IX 6393 and 6394) were presumably composed in Vienna—in which case
they were intended for Kämpfer, Pischelberger, or even Mannl. J. B. Vanhal’s concerto
was probably composed between 1783 and 1786, when Sperger was employed with
Grafen Erdödy (See Chapter 1). This manuscript is preserved in Sperger’s collection.
Regardless of whether Pischlberger and/or Kämpfer or even Mannl gifted these
concerti to Sperger, or if he collected them on his own, the fact remains that he was
studying them, performing them, and reworking them to hone his craft. And as
respectable as the above master-pupil theories may be, when one compares the list from
Table 7.1 with the list of eighteen bass concerti written by Sperger in Table 7.2, a
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different inference can be suggested. By studying how different composers used the
contrabass within their orchestrations, Sperger was not only keeping up with current
trends, but he was also mastering the art of composing for the contrabass. For example,
the thirteen concerti composed with semitone scordatura suggest that Sperger was
extending the scordatura idea by applying it to various keys (Table 7.2). It was as if he
was obsessed with the timbre of his instrument, searching for the perfect tone color to
stand out from the orchestral texture. If one considers the master-pupil relationship from
this regard, were not the concerti themselves Sperger’s true teacher?
Table 7.2. Johann Sperger’s eighteen contrabass concertos.
Work
Concerto no. 1 in D and E-flat
Concerto no. 2 in D and E-flat
Concerto no. 3 in B-flat
Concerto no. 4 in F
Concerto no. 5 in E-flat
Concerto no. 6 in G
Concerto no. 7 in A
Concerto no. 8 in E-flat
Concerto no. 9 in E-flat
Concerto no. 10 in E-flat
Concerto no. 11 in B-flat
Concerto no. 12 in E-flat
Concerto no. 13 in D
Concerto no. 14 in E-flat
Concerto no. 15 in D
Concerto no. 16 in E-flat
Concerto no. 17 in B-flat
Concerto no. 18 in C minor

Date
1777
1778
1778
1779
Unknown
1779
1781
1783
1785-86
1787
1787
1792
1792
1793
1796
1797
1805
1807

LBMV Mus. no.
5176/3
5176/12, 5177/6
5176/1
5176/2
5174/2a
5176/9
5176/8
5177/4
5177/7
5177/1
5177/2
5176/7
5176/6
5174/2b
5176/10, 5177/5
5176/11
5176/4
5176/5

Scordatura
Bass in D
Bass in D
Bass in A
Bass in F
Bass in D
N/A
N/A
Bass in D
Bass in D
Bass in D
Bass in A
Bass in D
N/A
Bass in D
N/A
Bass in D
Bass in A
Bass in D (B minor)

Still, the question remains: just who was the founder of the Viennese violone playing
style? While Meier may suggest Pischelberger, Focht and Planyavsky would probably
weigh in on Josef Kämpfer. However, let us not forget Josef Mannl. In a review probably
from Sperger’s December 1778 Tonkünstler Societät performance, the critic wrote:
“When they heard him in Vienna, everyone screamed: our Mandel [Mannl] has risen
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again.”35 Although Mannl had already died in 1777, he was Kämpfer’s teacher, and he
also played with Pischelberger in Vienna. Mannl could have, just as easily, shared his
playing techniques with these contrabassists.
While it is undeniable that Pischelberger and Kämpfer shared many connections
with Sperger, it remains unproven that either of them was Sperger’s teacher. Planyavsky
offered another theory saying that “During this period, several double bass players, who
are now forgotten, emerged as virtuosos in Europe … their appearances contributed to
competition within their category.”36 His premise was that all these players were either
sharing playing techniques or taking special notice of each other. Regardless, what is
certain is that the double bass concertos surrounding all these contrabassists as well as
composers who wrote for them, helped shape and give rise to a school of Viennese
double bass playing.

35

“alles schrie, als er sich in Wien hören ließ: unser Mandel ist wieder aufgestanden,”
Hüttenrauch, Geschichte des Faschings, 197.
36
“In dieser Period traten in Europa mehrere Kontrabassisten al Virtuosen hervor, die heute
vergessen sind. Dennoch trugen ihre Auftritte zu einer Konkurrenzierung innerhalb dieser Sparte bei … ”
Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses, 2nd ed., 346.
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CHAPTER 8
INNOVATIONS IN PERFORMANCE: PART I
Sperger and the Concert Aria
A genre that supports Planyavsky’s competition idea is the concert aria with
contrabass obbligato. The most famous of these pieces is Mozart’s Per questa bella mano
K. 612.

Sperger composed three recitative / arias. The first, Selene, del tuo fuoco non mi

parlar / A trionfar mi chiama for soprano and solo contrabass was composed in 1791, the
same year as Mozart’s aria. Non t’avvilir la cura / Al furor d’avversa sorte for soprano
and solo contrabass was finished in September of 1793. In 1801, Sperger reworked
Selene, del tuo fuoco non mi parlar / A trionfar mi chiama for bass and contrabass
obbligato (Table 8.1).1
Table 8.1. Johann Sperger’s recitative / arias with contrabass obbligato.
Recitative / Arias
Selene, del tuo fuoco / A
trionfar mi chiama
Non t’avvilir la cura / Al furor
d’avversa sorte
Selene, del tuo fuoc / A trionfar
mi chiama

Instruments
Soprano, Solo-Kb., and Orch.

Key
D minor–D Major

Year
1791

Soprano, Solo-Kb., and Orch.

C Minor–E-flat
Major
D Minor–D major

1793

Bass Baritone, Solo-Kb., and
Orch.

1801

Combined with Mozart’s aria, these works represent yet another PischelbergerSperger connection as well as a possible relationship between Sperger and W. A. Mozart.
Was Sperger studying Mozart’s aria to perfect his skills as a composer of the contrabass?

1
Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 74. Meier mistakenly dates this autograph from the year
1801, but the last page of the autograph is signed “Ludewigsl [ust]: Anno 1791.” Mus. 5129a, Selene, del
tuo fuoco / A trionfar mi chiama is in Schwerin LBMV.
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On March 8, 1791 in Vienna, W. A. Mozart entered into his catalog the aria Per
questa bella mano, “Bass aria with obligato Contrabass.—for … Görl and Pischlberger.”2
This entry shows that, as Mozart had done time again, he composed the music
specifically for professional friends.3
At the time, Mozart was participating in the collaborative Singspiels at the
Theater auf der Wieden. He had not yet written Die Zauberflöte but had played a
compositional role in Der Stein der Weisen, which premiered in September of 1790.4 The
rest of the collaborative composers associated with this fairytale opera were Benedict
Schack (1758–1826), who played the original Tamino in Die Zauberflöte, the director of
the theater Emmanuel Schikeneder (1751–1812), the Kapellmeister Johann Baptist
Henneberg (1768–1822), the bass singer Franz Xaver Gerl (Görl) (1764–1827).5
Per questa bella mano was Mozart’s only attempt at an aria with solo violone,
and although Pischelberger and his role in this aria have been discussed, the purpose
behind this piece remains a mystery. In his editorial notes to the 1972 Neue Mozart
Ausgabe, Stefan Kunze suggested that the work was intended to be an insertion aria for

2
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Eigenhändiges Werkverzeichnis, facsimile, British Library Stefan
Zweig MS 63 (Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1991), fol. 26v.
3

The Mozart letters are full of many instances where he composed for associates, colleagues, and

friends.
4
David J. Buch, “Mozart, and Collaborative Singspiels at Emanuel Schikaneder’s Theater auf der
Wieden,” In Mozart-Jahrbuch 2000, Kassel, Bärenreiter-Verlag (2002): 90–126.
5
David J. Buch, “The House Composers of the Theater auf der Wieden in the Time of Mozart
(1789–1791),” in Acta Mozartiana 48, no. 1 (2001): 11.
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an opera buffa.6 If Mozart’s purpose for this aria was indeed an insertion, it is not known
to which opera buffa it belonged. It is known that Mozart worked up to the last minute of
his deadlines, so if Kunze’s theory was correct, it would be logical to assume that the
performance occurred sometime in March of 1791.
The only record of an opera buffa occurring around that time was a reworked
version of Lorenzo Da Ponte’s (1749–1838) L’ape musicale titled: L’ape musicale
rinnuovata: a benefizio di alcuni virtuosi (Figure 8.1).

6

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, “Per questa bella mano” Aria für Baß, obligaten Kontrabaß und
Orchester K 612, libretto unknown, Digital Mozart Edition, II/7/4, p. 123, ed. Stefan Kunze (Kassel:
Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1972), accessed November 26, 2014,
http://dme.mozarteum.at/DME/nma/start.php?l=2.
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Figure 8.1. Lorenzo Da Ponte, L’ape musicale rinnuovata comedia per musica in tre atti
da rappresentarsi la quadragesima, Libretto (Vienna: presso Giuseppe Nob. de Kurzbek,
stampatore di S.M.I.R., 1791), accessed September 11, 2021,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2010663307/.
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The original L’ape musicale was premiered on February 27, 1789 as a comedic
pastiche with music by Pasquale Anfossi (1727–1797), Domenico Cimarosa (1749–
1801), Florian Leopold Gassmann (1729–1774), Guiseppe Gazzaniga (1743–1818),
Guiseppe Giordani (1751–1798), Vicente Martín y Soler (1754–1806), Domenico
Mombelli (1755–1835), Giovanni Paisiello (1740–1816), Niccolò Piccinni (1728–1800),
Antonio Salieri (1750–1825), Angelo Tarchi (1760–1814), and W. A. Mozart.7
The 1791 L’ape musicale rinnuovata had a new libretto by Da Ponte and was
performed at the Burgtheater in March 23, 1791 with “almost entirely new music.”8 The
opera, subtitled a “benefit to the virtuosi,” was on this night also a benefit for Da Ponte,
who had recently lost his position with the court and was relocating to Mödling.9
Although the text of Mozart’s bass aria definitely matched the theme of this pastiche, the
text of Per questa bella mano does not appear in the libretto. Therefore, if the aria was an
insertion to this work there is no proof.
Recently, the source of the text has also come into question. It was claimed that
the text of Per questa bella mano was taken from the comic opera Le vicende
d’amore (1784), written by Giambattista Neri; but, the two texts are completely
unrelated.10
7

Tim Carter and Dorothea Link, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, s.v. “Da Ponte,
Lorenzo [Conegliano, Emmanuele]” (2001): accessed January 18, 2019,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
8

“wozu die Musik fast ganz neue ist,” Anhang zur Wiener Zeitung 1791, no. 25, March 26, 1791.

9

Deutsch, Mozart: A Documentary Biography, 388.

10

This was recently incorrectly posted on Wikipedia by an unknown source; it has since been
removed. The only similarities the two texts share are the opening four words: Per questa bella mano. See
Pietro Alessandro Guglielmi and Giovanni Battista Neri, Le vicende d'amore, libretto, presso Giuseppe
Nob. de Kurzbeck (Vienna, 1784): 37, accessed November 12, 2018,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2011564322/.
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The form of Mozart’s aria is compound binary. The first part is in an ABA' format
with the B section in the dominant. The second part is sectional with alternating Allegro
and Adagio tempos. The role of the violone is quite comedic. For nearly the entire aria,
the bass singer professes his love, while the solo contrabass weaves in and out of the
texture with virtuosic triplet double stops and fast scalar flourishes. It is as if the violone
were part of the dialogue, taunting the singer. (See Examples 8.1 and 8.2).
Example 8.1. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Per questa bella mano, opening bars of
violone solo as written, accompaniment omitted.

Example 8.2. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Per questa bella mano, mm 27–31,
accompaniment omitted.

The only exceptions to the playful voice and violone dialogue occur in measure
36 (Figure 8.3). In a witty reversal typical of Mozart, the bass voice sings the chordal
accompaniment, while the violone performs the melody. In measures 38 and 39 the two
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soloists trade off a sixteenth note scalar passage before simultaneously trilling on the
secondary dominant that precedes the half cadence at the end of the B section. As
previously mentioned, the obbligato part is written in the treble clef and meant to sound
two octaves lower.
Example 8.3. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Per questa bella mano, mm. 36–41.

In 1791, the same year that Mozart composed Per questa bella mano, Sperger
composed Selene, del tuo fuoco / A trionfar mi chiama, also in the key of D major, also
with contrabass obbligato. 11 Although it shares the key and the obbligato, Selene
contrasts with Mozart’s aria in several ways. Rather than a bass solo, Sperger’s aria is for
a soprano. Also, while Per questa bella mano is in the style of opera buffa, Selene is in
the style of opera seria with an accompanied recitative introduction.
The text of Selene comes from Metastasio’s Didone abbandonata (1724). During
Sperger’s life, Didone abbandonata was performed at least seventy times around Europe
by a plethora of composers, mostly Italian. Sperger could have personally experienced
Niccolò Jommeli’s La Didone abbandonata, which was performed several times between
11

From here forward referred to as Selene.
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1751 and 1777; or, Guiseppe Sarti’s version, which was performed at Eszterhàza in
1784.12 He was probably also familiar with Johann Adolf Hasse’s Didone abbandonata
(1743), which was housed in the Mecklenburg court collection. Otto Kade noted that this
version of the score was performed sometime:
After Fürstenau … for Dresden in 1743 but listed [as performed] in Hubertusburg.
The copies of the Berlin libretto in the Royal Library carry the remark: “in
Berlino nell “1752/53” Gesch. St. HF.
Singers, etc. Signore Negri, Faustina, Schuster, Venturino, Bindi, Annibali. This
was the first libretto that Metastasio (actually Trapassi, born in 1689) brought to
the stage in 1724 with the composition of Domenico Sarro (not to be confused
with Domenico Sarti). The poet has drawn his own love story in it.13
This version of the Metastasio libretto, however, was not chosen by Sperger. By
comparing the text in Sperger’s 1791 concert aria to that in Niccolò Jommelli’s 1751 La
Didone abbandonata text, it is evident that Sperger used Jommelli’s version of the
libretto. (Figure 8.1).14
Recitative
Selene, del tuo foco non mi parlar
ne degli affetti altrui
non più amante qual fui
querriero io sono
torno al costume antico,
chi trattien le mie glorie
è mio nemico.

Leave, leave, Selene, this unwelcome talk,
or of your own,
or of another’s love.
A warrior now am I,
No more a lover.
Again I fly to my neglected task
And who from glory bolds me is a foe.

12
Claudio Sartori, 1 Libretti Italiani a Stampa Dalle Origini al 1800: Catalogo Anaalitico con 16
Indici, 2 (Milan: Bertola & Locatelli Editori, 1990), 345–61.
13
Otto Kade, Die Musikalien-Sammlung des Grossherzoglich Mecklenburg-Schweriner
Fürstenhauses aus den letzten zwei Jahrhunderten, I (Wismar: Hinstorff’sche Hofbuchhandlung, 1893),
345.

14

English translation from Didone Drama per Musica (London: G. Woodfall, at the Kings Arms,
Charing Cross, 1748).
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Aria
A trionfar mi chiama
Un bel desio d’onore
E già sopra ilmio core
cominchio a trionfar
con generosa brama
frai rischiele ruine.

The generous call of glorious fame,
with ardour I obey,
The rebel love I soon shall tame,
And triumph o’er his sway.
There where the danger thickest grows,
I fly to reap renown.

Figure 8.2. Pietro Metastasio and Nicolò Jommelli, La Didone abbandonata, dramma
per musica, da rappresentarsi nel teatro ducale di Stutgart, festeggiandosi il felicissimo
giorno natalizio di sua altezza serenissima Elisabetta Sofia Federica, duchessa di
Wurtemberg et Teck, Libretto (Stutgart: nella stamperia di Giovanne Georgio Cotta,
stampatore ducale, 1751), accessed September 26, 2021,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2011564841/.
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In Didone abbandonata the original character of the libretto, Aeneas, is torn
between the desires of heart and a call to duty. In Sperger’s recitative / aria, these desires
are colored through minor harmonies and brilliant coloratura passages.
The aria A trionfar mi chiama, is a typical ABA da capo form infused with solo
violone obbligato writing. Eighteenth-century violone playing techniques are present
throughout. Each of the three sections of the aria begins with a ritornello where the solo
contrabass plays concerto-like material. The first ritornello is fifty-five measures, in
which the violone introduces his arsenal of arpeggio melodies, fast triplets, and acrossthe-string articulations in the highest registers. Rather than virtuosic chordal triplets such
as those in the opening of Per questa bella mano, Sperger’s opening violone entrance is a
concerto-like melody centered on a D major triad (Example 8.4a). Here the bass part is
written so high that rather than use several ledger lines, Sperger notates the solo “8va.”
Like Per questa bella mano, the obbligato part is played one octave lower, sounding two
octaves lower than the written pitch. Example 8.4b shows the actual notes that are to be
played.15
Example 8.4a. Johann Sperger, opening violone solo of A trionfar mi chiama, 1791,
notated in the manuscript as 8va, Mus. 5129/a, Schwerin LBMV.

15

As previously discussed in Chapter 7. See Trumpf, “Johann Sperger,” 89.
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Example 8.4b. Johann Sperger, actual written range of opening violone solo of A trionfar
mi chiama, 1791.

The next two entrances include fast, brilliant string crossings in triplet and
sixteenth-note figures. To conclude the introductory obbligato phrase, Sperger employs
the double stop technique that dominates Per questa bella mano. In measure 62, the
violone culminates in ascending thirds (Example 8.6).
Example 8.5. Johann Sperger, as written introductory obbligato material, A trionfar mi
chiama, 1791, Mus. 5129/a, Schwerin LBMV.

When the soprano enters in the A section, Sperger harmonizes the main stanzas in
tonic-dominant harmony before modulating to the dominant. At first the violone seems to
interact with the soprano as in Mozart’s aria. Sperger showcases the violone playing
techniques in juxtaposition to the voice—between the phrases and during the vocal
melody. As seen in Example 8.6a, the soprano sings the opening violone melody from
Examples 8.4b while the contrabass embellishes between her phrases with arpeggios.
Conversely, the next example shows the violone providing a constant articulated
sixteenth-note chordal accompaniment (Example 8.6b).
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Example 8.6a. Johann Sperger, A trionfar mi chiama, 1791.

Example 8.6b. Johann Sperger, A trionfar mi chiama, 1791.

Typical of opera seria, the subject of Selene is love and honor. The word trionfar
is repeated many times in both A sections. Climactically, the final statement of trionfar
concludes in rapid coloratura sixteenth notes, which are traded off between the soprano
and the contrabass. The relationship here is one of virtuosic grandstanding. In measure
117, both parts come together in quarter-note harmony to culminate the phrase (Example
8.7).
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Example 8.7. Johann Sperger, A trionfar mi chiama, 1791.

The thirty-one-measure ritornello introduction to the B section is similar to a
concerto’s development section. Although the violone material is related to the opening
ritornello, it is varied. When the soprano enters singing “con generosa brama” (with
generous desires), the harmony paints the mood with a shift from the dominant to F-sharp
minor. In the recapitulation, both the ritornello and vocal material mirror the opening.
The harmony progresses in a predictable way as Sperger modulates to the dominant
before the final cadence in D major.
In many ways the relationship of the violone and voice in Selene functions
similarly to Per questa bella mano, with the two soloists playing off each other; yet the
two are completely different. In Mozart’s aria, the violone takes on a comedic almost
burlesque role. While the bass sings a beautiful love song, the violone acts in direct
opposition, playing triplet double stops and fast running scales. Sperger’s approach is—
like opera seria—quite serious. The obbligato material in the ritornelli closely resembles
a solo from one of Sperger’s contrabass concertos. And although the violone interacts
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with the soprano between vocal phrases, it also plays an integral role in the melody,
harmony, and overall timbre. Sperger carefully employs the upper register of the violone
as a key component in the orchestration. At times the two voices are even in octave
unison.16
In 1793, Sperger composed a second recitative / aria, Non t’avvilir la cura / Al
furor d’avversa sorte for soprano and contrabass obbligato. 17 In this aria, the contrabass
is scored in a different key from the rest of the ensemble. While the soprano and
orchestra parts are in the key of E-flat major, the contrabass obbligato part is in the key of
D major thus requiring a semitone scordatura. The contrabass tunes all four strings up a
half step, to B-flat, E-flat, g, and b-flat to sound in the same key as the rest of the
ensemble. Although this scordatura is not described in the score, it was a common
technique that Sperger had previously mastered in his contrabass concertos (Figure 8.3).

16

I use the words octave unison because the double bass sounds an octave lower than written. In
the score, the written pitches are in unison, but the sounding pitches are in octaves (see Example 8.8b).
17

From here forward referred as Non t’avvilir.
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Figure 8.3. Johann Sperger, Non t’avvilir la cura / Al furor d’avversa sorte, 1, Mus.
5129/c. Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker.
The form of Non t’avvilir is virtually identical to that of Selene. The work begins
with a thirty-three-measure recitative in C minor. The aria in E-flat major is in ABA form
with instrumental ritornelli that precede each vocal section—the first of which is sixty-six
measures long. As in Selene, the solo violone introduces all the solo and melodic material
that will be developed throughout the aria.
While the relationship between the violone and the soprano share many of the
same interactions found in Selene, Sperger extends upon this relationship by creating
more opportunities for the two voices to participate in octaves unisons. Example 8.8a is
Sperger’s notation, which shows how both performers would have read the music. In
Example 8.8b, the violone has been transposed to the sounding key of E-flat major and
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then down one octave to reflect the actual range.18 Although it appears that the two voices
are in unison, the contrabass sounds one octave lower than written; therefore, the two
voices are really in octaves. In measure 115, both soloists share a glorious moment as
they both climactically leap to the high B-flat.
Example 8.8a. Johann Sperger, Al furor d’avversa, 1793, mm. 112–119, as written.

Example 8.8b. Johann Sperger, Al furor d’avversa, 1793, mm. 112–119, transposed.

In Non t’avvilir la cura, Sperger again turns to a libretto by Pietro Metastasio.
Written in 1736, Il Temistocle recounts the story of the Greek general and politician
Themistocles, who was considered by many to be the hero that saved Greece from Persia.
Metastasio’s libretto was set to music many times. The first was an opera by Antonio

18

For a more in-depth explanation of this process see Chapter 9, Examples 9.2a–c.
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Caldara (1670–1736), which premiered in Vienna in 1736.19 Afterwards, the story
became quite popular. In fact, Sartori lists over twenty performances of Il Temistocle
between 1736 and 1793. In Sperger’s lifetime the most significant performance of Il
Temistocle was in the Mannheim court of the Elector Palatine Carl Theodor in 1772 with
music by J. C. Bach (1735–1782).20
The premise of Metastasio’s story was that while Temistocle [Themistocles] was
exiled from Athens, he snuck into enemy Persian territory and found out that his daughter
Aspasia was also shipwrecked there. Temistocle learns that Aspasia has no desire to leave
and that she is in love with Lisimaco, the Athenian ambassador to Persia. The text set by
Sperger comes from the end of Scene III, Act I. Here Temistocle has come to terms with
the truth that his daughter will not leave and so he offers her fatherly advice. This poses
an interesting gender issue for Sperger, as Temistocle’s text in his aria is now sung by a
woman. Sperger solves this problem by changing the last verse of the recitative. In
Metastasio’s text, the words “dal Padre” suggest that Aspasia should heed the advice
from her father. Sperger changes these words to “da me” or “from me.” This changes the
entire text from a masculine setting to a more neutral one. This can be seen by comparing

19
Pietro Metastasio and Antonio Caldara, Il Temistocle, dramma per musica, da rappresentarsi
nel gran Teatro dell’Imperial corte per il nome gloriosissimo della Sac. Ces. e Catt. real maestà di Carlo
VI. imperadore de’ romani, sempre august, per comando della Sac. Ces. e Catt. real maestà di Elisabetta
Cristina imperadrice regnante, Libretto (Vienna: Appresso Gio. Pietro Van Ghelen, stampator di corte di
Sua Maestà Cesarea, e regia cattolica, 1736, accessed September 27, 2021,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2010665359/.
20

Claudio Sartori, 1 Libretti Italiani a Stampa Dalle Origini al 1800, 305–308.
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Sperger’s text to that of Metastasio’s and Caldara’s 1736 version. The Hoole version
freely translates the 1736 libretto.21
Johann Sperger

1736 Metastasio–Caldara

1800 Hoole Translation

Non t’avvilir la cura
Di lascia a me stesso
Addio. L’aspetto
Della fortuna avara
Dal padre intanto a disprezzare
impara

Leave to the care
To guard myself
Farewell;
And from thy father
Learn to despise the frowns of
niggard fortune

Al furor d’avversa sorte
Più non palpita e non teme
Chi s’ avvazza allor
Che freme il suo volto a sostener

Al furor d’avversa sorte
Più non palpita e non teme
Chi s’ avvazza, allor
che freme, Il suo volto a sostener

Amist the rage of adverse fate
He neither fear nor tumult knows,
Who, still prepar’d for every slate
A heart to all undaunted shows.

Scuola e d’un’alma forte
L’ire sue le più funeste;
Come i nembi e le tempeste
Son la scuola del nocchier

Scuola son d’un’alma forte
L’ire sue le più funeste;
Come i nembi e le tempeste
Son la scuola del nocchier.

Those evils that attend on life
Are lessons to the noble mind;
As from the winds and waves at strife
Their useful school the seamen find.

Recitative
Non t’avvilir la cura
di me lascia a me stesso
Addio, l’aspetto
Della fortuna avara
da me frantanto a disprezzare
impara
Aria

One point of interest is the word painting that occurs in the first A section as well
as the recapitulation of Sperger’s aria. When the soprano sings “Più non palpita e non
teme,” she repeats the word “palpita,” referring to a throbbing heart. This section is
reminiscent of Mozart’s aria “O wie ängstlich, o wie feurig” in Entführung aus dem
Serail. In the September 26, 1781 letter to his father, Mozart wrote:
Let me now turn to Belmonte’s aria in A major … Would you like to know how I
expressed it—and even indicated his throbbing heart? By the two violins playing
octaves … I wrote it expressively to suit Adamberger’s voice. You see the
trembling—the faltering—you see how his throbbing breast begins to swell; this I
have expressed by a crescendo.”22

21

John Hoole, Dramas and other Poems of the Abbe Pietro Metastasio: translated from the
Italian, vol. 3 (London: H. Baldwin and Son, 1800), 84.
22

Anderson, The Letters of Mozart, no. 426, 769.
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Throughout the aria, the rhythm of the violins represents a beating heart. Mozart
masterfully paints not only an auditory picture with the accompaniment violins pulsating
in octaves but provides a visual depiction as well. Belmonte sings the words “Schon
zittr’ ich und wanke” (I tremble, I falter) in the same pulsating rhythm, with sudden
shifts of dynamics in the orchestra. The famous crescendo occurs while Belmonte sings
“Es hebt sich die schwellende Brust” (My heart swells and beats faster). According
to Mozart, as Adamberger got louder, you could see his chest begin to swell.
Sperger’s effect happens with a similar rhythmic idea in the accompaniment but
with much less dramatism. At first, the soprano sings the opening melody as the violone
accompanies her with string-crossing arpeggios. When the violone drops out and the
soprano begins her running coloratura passage on the word “palpita,” the strings begin a
pulsing accompaniment that represents her beating heart (see Example 8.9). While
Sperger does not write a crescendo over the running sixteenth notes nor create any visual
references, he does get the picture across. This concept could have been respectfully
borrowed from Mozart’s aria, as if Sperger was paying homage to the recently deceased
composer.
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Example 8.9. Johann Sperger, Al furor d’avversa, 1793, mm. 138–147, transposed score.

Whereas Mozart left clear indications in his catalog as to who would be
performing Per questa bella mano, Sperger did not identify the singer of his two arias. It
can be assumed that Sperger had one or more of the Mecklenburg Hofkapelle sopranos in
mind. Of the eight capable sopranos employed, the list can really be narrowed down to
two likely candidates. The first was the previously mentioned prima donna Felicitas
Benda-Heine (1757–1835). Heine referred to herself as “first court singer.” By nearly all
accounts, drama and scandal followed the singer around, making her and her husband(s)
unpopular with other musicians. First, there was the divorce from her first husband
Friedrich Ludwig Benda (1752–1792) in April of 1789. The court dismissed the
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composer/violinist for immorality. One month later, the soprano remarried, to the court
flutist, Samuel Friedrich Heine (1764–1821). In the beginning of 1790, the couple fled to
Holland over a dispute with the Kapellmeister and did not return for three months.23
Another likely musician whom Sperger might have had in mind was Sophie Maria
Westenholz (1759–1838). Formerly Sophie Fritsher from Neubrandenburg, she enjoyed
great favor from the Schwerin Ducal family. At the age of ten, she began studying voice
and keyboard with the court composer Johann Wilhelm Hertel. In 1777 she married
Ludwigslust’s Hofkapellmeister, Carl Friedrich Westenholz (1736–1789), and over the
course of twelve years the couple had eight children. In 1779, she was employed in
Ludwigslust as a singer and pianist. By the time her husband died in 1789, she had gained
widespread popularity around Germany as a soprano, pianist, and virtuoso of the glass
harmonica.24 In 1835, Gustav Schilling reported in his encyclopedia about a 1791
performance of a “Sonata for three pianofortes which [Ignaz von] B[eeke] performed in
the same concert together with Madame Westenholz (second wife of the Kapellmeister
…) and Kapellmeister Kunzen for the king's greatest pleasure …”25
Westenholz also taught piano to Princess Louise, the wife of Duke Friedrich
Franz I. According to Sterling Murray, Sophie and Princess Louise “enjoyed a special

23

Clemens Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 152–53.

24

Ibid, 143–44.

25
“Sonate für drei pianoforte welche B in dem nämliche Concerte mit Madame Westenholz
(zweite Frau des Capellemeisters, F. Affabili) und dem Capellemeister Kunzen zusammen zum größten
Vergnüngen des Königs vortrag.” Gustav Schilling, Encyclopedie der gesampten musikalischen
Wissenschaften oder Universal-Lexicon der Tonkunst, 1 (Stuttgart: Köhler, 1835), 467, accessed March 16,
2019, http://mdz-nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn: de:bvb:12-bsb10600488-3.
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amity born from their mutual love of music … they frequently entertained the court with
informal performances of four-hand sonatas and concertos.”26
It is impossible to say which of the two singers sang the soprano part in these two
arias or the details surrounding their performances. What is evident is that much like
Mozart, Sperger wrote for the talent that he had at his disposal. And out of all the singers
to choose from in the Kapelle, he scored the part in both arias for a soprano, which may
suggest he had someone specific in mind.
In 1801, ten years after the death of Mozart, Sperger reworked the 1791 Selene
recitative /aria with a bass voice. Meier noted that “In response to the altered vocal pitch,
a stronger operation in the vocal episodes was required. The instrumental parts have been
adopted essentially unchanged.”27 Tobias Glöckler pointed out “Sperger shortened the
aria and adapted the vocal part to the modified vocal register.”28 What both scholars
neglected to say; however, was that two major revisions resulted from Sperger’s
“intervention” or modification of the vocal part.
First, in the opening recitative, Sperger changed the rhythm of the bass voice by
extending the duration of notes. He also adjusted the melodic line giving the bass more
contrary motion when singing mi parlar (Examples 8.10a and b).

26

Sterling E. Murray, The Career of an Eighteenth-Century Kapellmeister, 164.

27

“Diese Arie stellt die Überarbeitung von H III/1 dar. Entsprechend der veränderten vokalen
Stimmlage waren stärkere Eingriffe in die vokalen Episoden erforderlich. Die Instrumentalen Teile sind im
wesentlichen unvetändect übernommen worden.” Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 74.
28
Johannes Sperger, Selene, del tuo fuoco non mi parlar, ed. Tobias Glöckler (Hofheim-Leipzig:
Friedrich Hofmeister Musikverlag, 1996), preface.
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Example 8.10a. Johann Sperger, Selene, del tuo fuoco, 1791, opening recitative.

Example 8.10b. Johann Sperger, Selene, del tuo fuoco, 1801, opening recitative.

The next alteration was the elimination of an entire section of music. Rather than
force the bass voice to sing the fast running sixteenth notes in the “trionfar” coloratura
section (see Example 8.7), Sperger omitted this section altogether.
One point of interest is the interaction between bass voice and violone. Sperger
retains the octave/unison relationship that he used in the two previous arias. The main
difference is that because of the range of the soprano, the violone could only participate
in octaves, whereas with a bass voice, the violone could interact in exact unison. This is
seen in the second verse of the aria. In the second half of measures 100 and 102, the
violone supports the melodic line with an accompaniment arpeggio while simultaneously
playing the melody in unison with the bass. Critics could argue that this type of writing is
primitive and lacks originality, yet when one considers the careful focus and attention to
intonation that must occur here for both timbres to be in unison, the passage could be
considered bold and innovative (Example 8.11).
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Example 8.11. Johann Sperger, A trionfar mi chiama, 1801, mm. 100–109.

Tobias Glöckler suggested that Sperger probably intended for Selene to be
performed in concert with Per questa bella mano. Both arias could be programed with
the same cast of performers.29 Unfortunately, there is no evidence of such a performance.

29

In the preface of Johannes Sperger, Selene, del tuo fuoco non mi parlar, ed. Tobias Glöckler.
This suggestion was also mentioned in Tobias Glöckler, “Von verschollen Autographen und ‘verstimmten’
Kontrabässen: Konzert-Arien mit obligatem Kontrabaß von Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart und Johannes
Sperger,” Das Orchester (09/1997): 26.
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CHAPTER 9
INNOVATIONS IN PERFORMANCE: PART II
Sperger’s Contribution to Eighteenth-Century Chamber Music
Sperger may have been at his best when writing chamber music with the Viennese
contrabass. As with the concerto and the concert aria, Sperger developed his craft by
performing and studying his contemporaries. Evidence of this can be found in Sperger’s
own private collection, which contains two quartets by Hoffmeister, ten pieces for two
horns and contrabass by Ignaz and Anton Böck, and a Duetto for viola and contrabass by
Karl von Dittersdorf (Table 9.1).
Table 9.1. Contrabass chamber works in Sperger’s collection by other composers.
Composer
Dittersdorf, K. D.
von
Böck, Ignaz and
Anton

Work

Instrumentation

Date

LBMV Mus. no.

Duetto

Vla., Vlne.

1770

1689

X Pìeces pour deux Cors
et Basse

2 Hn., Kb.

1780

1288

Hoffmeister, F. A.

Quartet 2

Kb., V., Vla., Vc.

Hoffmeister, F. A.

Quartet 3

Kb., V., Vla., Vc.

Late 1770s–early
1780s
Late 1770s–early
1780s

2857
2858

The earliest of these works is Dittersdorf’s 1770 Duetto, most likely written for
Friedrich Pischelberger. Meier underlined its importance as one of the first works “to
usher in the early concertante work for the contrabass.”1 And Dittersdorf’s duet certainly
had a profound effect on Sperger. Not only were his first two contrabass duets for viola
and violone, but he included the viola in nearly every chamber work involving his own
instrument. The Böck brothers’ horn pieces probably remained in Sperger’s collection as
a model for his horn writing. Sperger employed two horns in eight of his nineteen

1
“Diese Werke verdiente in hohem Maße unser Interesse, weil es das frühe konzertante Schaffen
für Kontrabaß unmittelbar einzuleiten scheint.” Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 49, n 6.
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contrabass chamber works. Sperger was probably also inspired by the Hoffmeister
quartets as well, using them as a model while he composed his own contrabass quartets.
Sperger’s collection in Mecklenburg was not the only source of chamber music
involving the contrabass. In the second half of the eighteenth century in and around
Vienna, there existed a large collection of these works (see Appendix A). By the late
1780s, however, the cello began replacing Viennese violone in chamber music. The
instrument Leopold Mozart spoke so highly of was quickly falling out of favor. Why this
sudden shift? Josef Focht reminds us that: “above all, the roots of contrabass playing lie
in the divertimento,” which developed from the “musical sociolect of the aristocratic and
monastic chapels around Vienna … it cannot be overstated that this was the basis for the
small-scale secular ensemble music-making.”2 In other words, the Viennese contrabass
was directly tied to the divertimento and both the instrument and its idiom were born out
of the courts and monasteries; in turn, the instrument flourished throughout the Viennese
circles of nobility.
But the socio and political factors occurring in Vienna in the 1780s, mainly the
church reforms of Emperor Joseph II, altered the musical horizon. The contrabass, its
divertimento, and its virtuosi were all subject to these changes. Focht states:

2
“Für den Kontrabaß liegen ihre Wurzeln vor allem im Divertimento, im Generalbaßspiel und in
der schriftlosen Improvisation usueller Musik. Der aus dem Divertimento-Spiel und der schriftlosen
Improvisation erwachsene musikalische Soziolekt der Adels- und Klosterkapellen rund um Wien kann als
Basis für das kleinbesetzte weltliche Ensemble-Musizieren gar nicht hoch genug bewertet warden,” Focht,
Der Wiener Kontrabass, 48.
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As a result of the historical changes of the 1780s … the divertimento was
repressed. In orchestra, the musicians were forced into a practical tuning in
fourths (probably D, A, D, G) … the majority of double bass players re-tuned
their instruments and reduced the string count from five to four. Only a few …
remained in the mood of the past, such as Friedrich Pischelberger, who performed
works by Mozart and Kozeluch … [and] After the abolition of monasteries, the
training of up-and-coming musicians fell to the orchestras and their musicians,
who of course taught the new fourth-string tuning, which was favorable for their
purposes.3
Perhaps then, a brief look at the transition of eighteenth-century chamber music
nomenclature may help draw a parallel between the decline of the divertimento and the
Viennese violone. The answer for this sudden instrumental shift may lie in Vienna’s
social and political climate.
Appendix A is a working list of eighteenth-century chamber pieces that include
the contrabass. To avoid confusion about the term “basso,” this table includes only works
that specifically name a contrabass or violone. In some instances, such as Wagenseil’s Sei
Sontaten, an exception has been made. Here the word basso was used in addition to the
violoncello. In this case, the composer no doubt intended the basso instrument to be
different from that of the other three cello parts. In other instances, especially in some
divertimenti in and before the 1760s, the word basso was a neutral term that meant “the
bass line,” which could include a contrabass or a violoncello.4
3

“Infolge der historischen Veränderungen der 1780er …während das Divertimento-Musizieren
verdrängt wurde. Im Orchester waren die Musiker jedoch zu einer praktikablen Stimmung in Quarten (wohl
meist in D, A, d, g) gezwungen … Die Mehrzahl der Kontrabassisten stimmte also ihre Instrumente um und
reduzierte die Saitenzahl von fünf auf vier. Nur wenige … blieben bei der früheren Stimmung, etwa
Friedrich Pischlberger, der so noch in den 1790er Jahren die für ihn komponierten Werke von Mozart und
Leopold Koželuch aufführen konnte. Nach den Klosteraufhebungen fiel die Ausbildung des
Musikernachwuchses allein den Orchestern und deren Musikern zu, die näturlich die für ihre Zwecke
günstige neue Quartenstimmung lehrten.” Focht, Der Wiener Kontrabass, 84.
4
James Webster, “Towards a History of Viennese Chamber Music in the Early Classical Period,”
Journal of the American Musicological Society 27, no. 2 (Summer 1974): 212–13, accessed December 18,
2015, http://www.jstor.org /stable/830559.
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Appendix A has been subdivided into two sections: dated chamber works before
1780, and those after 1780. On a smaller scale, this table represents the evolution of what
James Webster referred to as the “transitional period” of eighteenth-century chamber
music. 5 The first part of the development of Viennese chamber music “lasted from ca.
1740 to ca. 1780. The transition that occurred in this period began with the church trios
and dance suites, moving to the Classical sonatas, and then to trios, quartets, and quintets
etc. In the middle of this development came music titled Partita and Divertimento.”6 The
nomenclature of these genres is confusing as the title divertimento was used throughout
this period equally with partita, cassation, serenade, and notturno.
In her 1967 dissertation Gayle Allen Henrotte explained that the Divertimento,
meaning something pleasant or an entertainment, would often be performed for the court,
as tafelmusik, open-air gatherings, and private aristocratic parties.7 Such pieces were
sometimes commissioned by the upper class. The early divertimentos could contain as
many as nine movements, but more commonly only five were used (Allegro movements
on each end [one and five], two minuets [movements two and four], and a slow dance
movement).8
An early example is the Divertimento in D for violin and basso by Johann
Christoph Monn. This work is in a five-movement format: the first being an Andante, the
last an Allegro, two menuets and trios, but instead of placing a slow dance movement in
5

Ibid.

6

Ibid., 218.

7

Henrotte, “The Ensemble Divertimento in Pre-classic Vienna,” xiii.

8
Hubert Unverricht and Cliff Eisen, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Divertimento” (2001): accessed
December 12, 2018, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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the middle, he used a fast “ballo.” This divertimento can be viewed as straddling the line
between the old dance suite style and the new galant style. It also represents an exception
where the term “basso” could have implied the violone. The trio section in the fourth
movement Menuet is a great example of the stylistic evidence found throughout this
divertimento, which weighs in favor of the violone. The bass participates in a fast
arpeggio chordal passage that is typical of the fretted violone in third-fourth Viennese
tuning (Example 9.1). 9
Example 9.1. J. C. Monn, Divertimento in D, IV. Trio, mm. 11–18, Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde, IX 1077/Q 16706, Vienna. Edition based on the copy obtained in the
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, F72 Kontrabaßarciv, Mus. no. 589.

According to Webster, the divertimento of the 1760s and 1770s “was the principal
designation for all non-orchestral music; including serious sonatas and quartets.”10 He

9
Gale Allen Henrotte has also published this work in “The Ensemble Divertimento in Pre-classic
Vienna,” 1967.
10

Webster, “Towards a History of Viennese Chamber Music,” 218.
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concluded that after the 1780s, there was a change in terminology because of the “rise of
public music in Vienna.” He explained that “instead of restricting themselves to private
compositions for the Kapelle, performed only there and nominally remained its property,
and distributed primarily by manuscripts, composers began to achieve wide
dissemination of their music to the public by printed editions.”11 One example of this
change in terminology can be seen in the chamber works of the music publisher F. A.
Hoffmeister. The chamber works with double bass after 1780 in Appendix A show that
his first listed piece is Divertimento in D, while the next four entries are named Quartets
1–4. 12 Obviously, these later quartets were not intended for the court but meant for
publication.
While F. A. Hoffmeister may have shifted from “divertimenti” to “quartets,”
composers Johann Sperger and Michael Haydn did not follow this trend, continuing to
label their works in a more traditional way. During this time, they were obviously still
influenced by the aristocratic patronage system; many of their works were still intended
for private performance and not publication. M. Haydn wrote ten divertimenti after 1780
and Johann Sperger appears in the table more than any other composer, with nineteen
contrabass chamber works. Of those nineteen, only five are titled by the number of
players. All the rest are titled sonata or cassation. Table 9.2 lists Sperger’s chamber music
with the contrabass, which he continued to compose well into the late 1790s.13
11

Ibid., 229.

12

Quartets 2-4 were published in Leipzig by Hofmeister o. J.

13
It should also be mentioned that Sperger, like the rest of the composers listed in Appendix A,
did not just compose contrabass chamber works. Meier’s Thematisches Werkvwezeichnis of Sperger lists
chamber works with a variety of instruments including single-instrument partitas and traditional string
quartets. Also see the lists of chamber works found in the tables of Chapters 1and 2.
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Table 9.2. Johann Sperger’s chamber works including contrabass.
Work

Instrumentation

Place of Origin

Date

LBMV Mus. no.

Sonata in D “Duetto”

Kb. and Vla.

Pressburg

1777-1782

5183

Sonata in D “Duetto”

Kb., Vla.

Pressburg

1777-1782

5185

Cassation in E-flat

2 Hn., Vla., Kb.

Pressburg

1778-1784

5188/6

“Cassatio Il Notturno” in D

2 Hn., Vla., Kb.

Pressburg

1780

5188/7

“Cassatio per Il quintette” in G

2 Hn., Vn., Vla., Kb.

Pressburg

1781

5188/10

Cassation in D

Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb.

Pressburg ?

1783

5188/5

“Rondon” in D

Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb.

Unknown

Unknown

5188/9

Cassation in D

Unknown

Unknown

5188/8

Cassation in D

Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb.
Fl., 2 Ob., Kb. or Bn., Bn., 2
Hn.

Unknown

1786

5188/4

Cassation in D “Sestetto”

Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb. or Bn.

Unknown

1786 or 87

5188/1

Cassation in D “Terzetto”

Hr., Vla., Vc. and/or Kb.

Unknown

1786-1789

5188/3

Quartet in D

Fl., Vla., Vc., Kb.

Unknown

1786-1789

5191/14 and 14a

Terzetto in D

Fl., Vla., Vc. and Kb.

Unknown

1786-1789

5188/3a

Sonata in D “Duetto”

Trieste

1789

5184

Romance

Kb. and Vla.
Solo-Kb., 2 Vn., Vla., and
Basso

Ludwigslust

1789-1793

5178

Quartet in G

Ob., Vla., Vc., Kb.

Ludwigslust

1790

5191/5

Sonata in B minor “Duetto”

Kb. and Vc.

Ludwigslust

1790

5182

Quartet in B-flat

Ob., Vla., Vc., Kb.

Ludwigslust

1791

5191/6

Duet in D

Kb., and Vla.

Ludwigslust

1796

5196

Therefore, this brief study has shown that the decline of the violone as well as the
divertimento was probably a result of these factors: the church reforms of Joseph II and
the gradual decline of the aristocratic patronage system, which gave rise to the public
musical marketplace. These linked events caused a chain reaction that had a lasting effect
on all chamber music that included the fretted Viennese contrabass. To say that the
decline of instrument and the genre are directly connected, however, can be problematic.
While the chart may support this hypothesis in Vienna, outside areas such as
Mecklenburg and Munich, were a different scenario. The divertimenti and the Viennese
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contrabass survived longer in private courts. And when Johann Sperger and the last
Viennese contrabassists were gone, like an old trend, the instrument fell out of favor.
Quartetto in B-flat (1791)
A perfect chamber music example that showcases Sperger’s compositional
mastery and embodies all the Viennese violone playing techniques is Quartetto in B-flat
for oboe, contrabass, viola, and violoncello. This work employs the Viennese contrabass
in an unusual manner. It is modeled on the classical string quartet: the oboe takes the
place of the first violin part and the contrabass takes the second violin part. The
contrabass can be further broken down into two characteristic roles. On one hand, it
behaves as an independent voice, executing brilliant triadic melodies, double and triple
stops, high harmonic passages, and cantabile melodies in the galant style. On the other, it
acts as a participant in the harmony, providing both solid accompaniment arpeggios and
unique tone colors that transform the texture of the ensemble. Sperger’s quartet is not just
a showcase piece for the contrabass. The quartet is written unselfishly; the oboe,
contrabass, and viola take on dual roles, passing melodies back and forth, while also
playing a significant part in the accompaniment.
In Quartetto in B-flat, Sperger’s scoring provides interesting challenges in
semitone scordatura and treble-clef transposition. Whereas the oboe, viola, and cello are
all notated in the key of B-flat major, the contrabass is written in the key of A major
(Figure 9.2).
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Figure 9.1. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Mus. 5191/6, Landesbibliothek
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Günther Uecker.
After studying Sperger’s other works involving the contrabass, one might
conclude that scordatura was also common occurrence in chamber music, but this is not
the case. Referring to Quartetto in B-flat, Focht notes that: “the contrabass voice requires
a scordatura, which is seldom found in chamber music.” One other possible example of
transposition in eighteenth-century chamber music was Dittersdorf’s Duetto for viola and
contrabass (Mus. 1689, Schwerin LBMV), but here the bass parts are “preserved in the
sounding key.”14 In other words, because there are so few chamber works of the time that
employ a scordatura—unlike the solo literature—it was rare that the contrabass was
written in a different key from the other instruments. Also, in Quartetto in B-flat, except
for one phrase, the contrabass is notating in the treble clef, two octaves above the
sounding pitch. Although this notation was common at the time in double bass concerti, it
was also extremely unusual for chamber music.

14
“Die Kontrabaß-Stimme verlangt eine Transpositionsskordatur, die in klein besetzter
Kammermusik nur selten belegt ist. Ähnliche Fälle sind zu vermuten in den X Pièces pour deux Cors et
Basse der Brüder Böck und im Duetto fur Bratsche und Kontrabaß K 219 von Dittersdorf, obgleich bei
diesen Werken schriftlich fixierte Baßstimmen in der klingenden Tonart erhalten sind.” Focht, Der Wiener
Kontrabass, 141.
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The first of Quartetto’s three movements, Moderato, is in binary form with a
repeat mark at the end of each section. As shown in Figure 9.2, the first reprise begins
with a two-bar fanfare-like introduction with all instruments scored in octave unisons.
This small statement provides a glimpse into the piece’s performance. Although there is
no record of the premiere, it can be assumed that, like the divertimento, Quartetto in Bflat was performed as an entertainment at some sort of a court gathering or open-air
soirée. During this time, it was common practice for an opening unison or octave fanfare
to be used as a sign for the listeners to pay attention—the music was starting. According
to Melanie Lowe, in the late eighteenth century, composers would use unisons at the
beginning of sections as a sign for the audience to “Listen” thereby providing a sense of
unanimity among the audience.15 Janet Levy describes this unanimous unison experience
between the performers and the audience as an “authority given by human ritual or
ceremony—as in the intoning of chant, patriotic and work songs, heraldic fanfares.”16
When examining the opening bars, it is obvious that Quartetto in B-flat is also in this
style (see Figure 9.1).
To gain a more textural understanding in this work, I had to transpose the
contrabass part twice (Examples 9.2a-c). The first undertaking was to transpose the
contrabass out of the treble clef range to the actual pitches the performer would play in D
major. Since the contrabass is already a transposing instrument—sounding one octave

15

Melanie Lowe, Pleasure and Meaning in the Classical Symphony (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2007), 32.
16
Janet M. Levy, “Texture as a Sign in Classic and Early Romantic Music,” in Journal of the
American Musicological Society 35, no. 3 (Autumn 1982): 507, accessed on April 10, 2119,
https://www.jstor.org /stable/ 830985.
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lower than written—the written part was only transposed down one octave (Example
9.3b). The next step was to imagine the semitone scordatura and transpose the contrabass
up a half step into the key of B-flat major as shared by the other instruments (Example
9.3c)
Example 9.2a. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Moderato, as written.

Example 9.2b. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Moderato, actual notes played.

Example 9.2c. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Moderato, actual sounding key after
scordatura (sounding one octave lower).

Making these transpositions was a crucial step in analyzing the orchestration and vital for
a recreation of the score. The contrabass will be presented throughout in the final
transposition found in Example 9.2c.17
One of the great relationships that Sperger creates in the first movement is
between the oboe and the contrabass. After the fanfare-like section in the first reprise, the
harmony predictably shifts to the area of F major. At this time, the second theme, which
would normally be introduced by the first voice, is introduced in the upper registers of the
17
In many instances throughout the working edition, the tenor clef was utilized to keep the notes
in the general vicinity of the staff.
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contrabass. In this role reversal, the moving arpeggio accompaniment that the contrabass
usually enjoys is given to the oboe (See Example 9.3).
Example 9.3. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Moderato, second theme of first
reprise.

In Viennese tuning, this melody was easily achieved in thumb position by using the
harmonics of the instrument. The airy sound projects a flute-like timbre that matches
nicely with the oboe accompaniment.
Appropriately, when this mirror section returns in the end of second reprise—or
what as we refer to today as the recapitulation—the universe is once again set right. The
oboe presents the theme in the home key of B-flat, while contrabass provides an acrossthe-string arpeggio accompaniment. This is the only case in which Sperger notates the
contrabass in the bass clef. The word “loco” is used to indicate the part is to be played in
the usual octave (Example 9.4).
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Example 9.4. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Moderato, recapitulation in the second
reprise.

Overall, with the oboe in the first voice playing in its normal range, the contrabass in its
highest registers performing the role of the second voice, and the viola in its normal
position, the melodic solo material is passed around the top three voices. The only
instrument free from Sperger’s investigatory orchestration is the cello, holding down the
bass line throughout. The development section of the second reprise provides a perfect
example of this scenario (Example 9.5).
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Example 9.5. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Moderato, development section,
second reprise.
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Example 9.5. (cont.)
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Example 9.5. (cont.)
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After the return of the familiar fanfare entrance, this time in the key of C minor,
the harmony immediately modulates to the key of A-flat major. In measure 85, the viola
is the first to perform the melodic solo material. The contrabass accompanies the viola
with a flowing eighth-note harmony. In measure 94, the melody is handed off to the oboe
and the accompaniment figure is transferred from the contrabass to the viola. In this
section the solos are marked “dolce,” and the music is in the legato style.
Suddenly in measure 102, in a stark contrast of style and tonality, the contrabass
begins a solo of loud scalar triplets. Here the harmony has modulated to the key of E-flat
major. Then, in measures 110-11, the contrabass begins playing double-stop triplets like
those found in the violone solo in Mozart’s Per questa bella mano (see Example 8.2).
The phrase culminates in ascending thirds that rise to a repeated high B-flat harmonic just
before dropping three octaves to the contrabass’s lowest note of the entire work. Because
of the Viennese tuning and semitone scordatura of the contrabass, this ascent is easily
performed. To achieve the double stops, the player simply bars the top two strings of the
instrument—which are already tuned in thirds—and moves up the fingerboard by
interval. And, since the strings have been raised a half step, the outer two strings of the
instrument are sounding B-flats. Therefore, the three-octave leap from the high B-flat to a
low B-flat can be performed from the high harmonic on the top string to the open bottom
string.
The second movement of Quartetto is an Andante in the key of E-flat. The form
can be seen as a three-part song (AA'A''). The first A section is a dialogue between the
first two voices. The oboe presents the opening theme and the contrabass replies with
articulated brilliant-style sixteenth notes. As in the first movement, when the A section
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returns at the end, the roles are reversed. The contrabass presents the melody and the
oboe the reply. The most interesting part of this movement, however, is the middle
section. Although the harmony retains its tonic-dominant function in the original key, this
section is dominated by a brilliant viola solo.
The third movement Rondo Allegretto–Menuetto is especially intriguing in its
form. It is based on the idea of seven-part rondo. (Table 9.3a). According to Wilhelm E.
Caplan, this form was rare. Referring to the three separate episodes in seven-part rondo
form, he explained, “Only a few works in the Classical repertory follow this procedure,
which creates what is traditionally termed a seven-part rondo.”18 This form is not to be
confused with Mozart’s finale rondos, which Malcom S. Cole calls the “sonata-rondo.”
According to Cole, Mozart’s sonata-rondos differ from the traditional seven-part rondo
that in the third episode, there is a return to the first episode, “which entails the
recapitulation in the tonic of the first episode (Table 9.3b).19 Sperger’s format does not
resemble Mozart’s finale rondo form but rather a complicated yet organized expansion of
the traditional seven-part rondo form (Table 9.3c).
Table 9.3a. Traditional seven-part rondo forms
A

B

A

C

A

D

A

Refrain
I

Episode 1
V

Refrain
I

Episode 2
IV, V

Refrain
I

Episode 3
I

Refrain
I

(Coda)
I

18
William E. Caplan, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music
of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 235.
19
Malcom S. Cole, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Rondo” (2001): accessed May 13, 2019,
http://www.oxfordmusic-online.com.
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Table 9.3b. Mozart’s sonata-rondo form, based on Cole.
A

B

A

C

A

B'

A

Refrain
I

Episode 1
V

Refrain
I

Episode 2
IV, VI, minor

Refrain
I

Episode 3
I

Refrain
I

(Coda)
I

Table 9.3c. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Rondo Allegretto / Menuetto
A

B

A

C

A

Menuet: D

A

Refrain

Episode 1

Refrain

Episode 2

Refrain

transition

Episode 3

Re-transition

Refrain

Coda

I

IV

I

vi

I

V/V

V

V7

I

I

B-flat

E-flat

B-flat

G minor

B-flat

C

F

F7

B-flat

B-flat

Formally speaking, this movement has characteristics essential to a seven-part
rondo: a simple refrain with three contrasting episodes; however, Sperger gives special
attention to the larger structure. Each section is organized by key structure, meter, and
texture. To avoid confusion as to the direction of the rondo, Sperger writes the key
signature for each section. This fascinating construction can best be viewed through
James Webster’s idea of “cyclic integration” as it pertains to Classical instrumental
music. According to Webster, this term is best used to describe “aspects of musical
construction and technique (commonalities of material, tone relations, and the like).”20
Webster uses the phrase generically, to discuss the all-encompassing unity of a multimovement works, such as Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony or many of Haydn’s works, in
which:

20
James Webster, Haydn’s “Farewell” Symphony and the idea of Classical Style: ThroughComposition and Cyclic Integration in his Instrumental Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1991), 7–8.
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Both tempo and key are symmetrically organized … this assures coherence,
because … the patterns themselves are congruent. Variety of meter and form
fosters diversity; this diversity is a desirable elaboration with in the underlying
cyclic symmetry.
While Quartetto in B-flat may share some of these cyclic attributes, the Rondo
Allegretto–Menuetto more specifically embodies these principles. While one could make
the argument that this rondo is congruently bound by the literal refrain material, it is how
Sperger moves through the episodes in unexpected key varieties that makes this finale so
interesting. It is within these unconventional key structures that cyclic integration is most
prevalent. These key structures create the overall symmetrical progression: I–IV–I–vi–I–
V–I. In the first two episodes, Sperger purposely avoids the dominant key to further
strengthen its usage in the climactic third episode. Rather, the first episode is in the key of
E-flat major (IV) and the second episode is in the key of G minor (vi).
The way that Sperger modulates through the tonal centers is equally interesting.
Rather than employing a transition in the first episode—which was common practice—
Sperger saves the transition for the most pivotal moment, employing a four-measure
secondary-dominant transition in the key of C major (V/V) into the third episode, which
in turn further solidifies the dominant key of F major. Additionally, a re-transition at the
end of the third episode helps drive home the final refrain to the Coda. In this retransition the oboe plays repetitive E-flats accentuating the dominant-seventh chord thus
creating the V7 cadence (See Figure 9.3c) and a strong sense of closure.
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While a tempo and meter changes in rondo episodes were not unheard of,21 the
most interesting part of the third episode is that Sperger changes the meter from 6/8 to
3/4, and significantly titles it “Menuetto.” The meter and tempo change and the key
signature progression leading up to the dominant-key episode, make the Menuetto most
effective (Figure 9.2).

Figure 9.2. Johann Sperger, Quartetto in B-flat, Rondo Finale, transition from the third
refrain to Menuetto episode, Mus. 5191/6, Schwerin LBMV.

21

For example, see Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, “Serenade in D: Serenata notturna K. 239,”
Digital Mozart Edition, IV/12/3, p. 114, ed. Ernst Hintermaier (Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1988), accessed
May 16, 2019, http://dme.mozarteum.at/ DME/nma/nmapub_srch.php?l=2. The last movement is a rondo
that has two tempo changes as well as a meter change. Also see Mozart, Quartett in F für Oboe, Violine,
Viola, und Basso K. 370, Digital Mozart Edition, VIII/20/ abt. 2 (Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1989),
accessed August 26, 2021, http://dme.mozarteum.at/DME/nma/nmapub_srch.php?l=2.
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Strategically, the Menuetto became the climactic point of the composition. By using the
key of G minor in the second episode, Sperger proves his mastery of Empfindsamkeit,
taking the listener on an emotional journey through the different keys into the Menuetto
and finally to the Coda. The transition to the dominant F major in this episode and the
sudden change in meter, sets up a slower yet stately and epic feeling.
Finally, the way in which Sperger utilizes the top three voices in the texture of the
Rondo, brings a sense of closure and symmetry to the work as a whole. Whereas the
literal presentations of the refrains feature dance-like material in the oboe in 6/8 time, the
three contrasting episodic themes represent a conversation between the top three
instruments. This is in direct contrast to the acrobatic and vibrant material, which was
performed by the oboe, contrabass, and viola in the first two movements.
In the first episode, the contrabass presents a lyrical theme that is passed to the
oboe. In the second episode, the top three voices outline the G minor triad in octaves just
before the viola and the oboe trade off the melody. In the Menuetto, the contrabass and
viola perform the stately theme together and alternate with the oboe. The coda represents
the textural culmination of the work. The top three voices first play off each other and
then come together rhythmically in the last ten measures.
Throughout the entire composition, it seems as if the oboe struggles with its
identity within the quartet. In the first two movements, the oboe alternates roles with the
contrabass and the viola, almost in conflict. This confrontation is resolved in the third
movement. In the Rondo’s three episodes, more specifically the Menuetto, it is as if there
is a final conversation between the contrabass, viola, and oboe, which settles the
argumentative grandstanding of the first two movements. The giveaway is the feeling of
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resolve and stateliness that is masterfully set up by the composer. In this regard, Sperger
appears to be thinking about his instruments as characters.
Although Quartetto in B-flat was completed and presumably performed in 1791,
the only documented performance comes from the diary of the Mecklenburg Hofkapelle
concertmaster (active 1803–1836) Louis Massonneau. According to Massonneau,
Quartetto in B-flat was performed on April 3, 1811 in the Vorzimmer der Sel. Herzogin.
The performers listed were the composer on the contrabass, the famous oboe maker and
oboist Johann Friedrich Braun (1756–1824), the violoncello virtuoso Xavier Hammer,
and the horn virtuoso Carl Friedrich Bode (1781–1832) on the viola.22 It is likely that the
first three musicians were the original 1791 performers because both Braun and Hammer
were employed in the Hofkapelle during Quartetto’s completion. Additionally, Sperger
and Hammer were old acquaintances, both previously employed in Batthyány’s
Pressburg Kapelle.23 Bode, however, did not begin playing in Ludwiglust until 1803, so
the original violist was probably Anton Saal (b. 1766). who was active from 1791 to
1797.24

22

See Meyer, Geschichte der Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle, 15570.

23

Meier, “Biographie,” 164–65.

24

Meyer, Geschichte, 153.
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CHAPTER 10: EPILOGUE: A MUSICAL ENTREPRENUER
New Discoveries
While the twentieth-century scholars Hellmut Federhofer and Adolf Meier have
laid the foundational research for the study of Johann Sperger and his music, more
evidence continues to come to light. One aim of this dissertation has been to expand the
Sperger narrative and draw new conclusions through recently digitized source material
and music manuscripts. And indeed, this journey has uncovered new digital material that
can both add to the Sperger story and benefit the historiography of the Classical era in
Western European art music.
Without a doubt, Sperger was one of the greatest virtuosos in his day on the
Viennese violone. The greatest discovery, however, was realizing that Johann Sperger
was a prime example of a working musician in the ever-changing climate of the German
Enlightenment. His reaction to his surroundings, his versatility as a composer, and his
ability to reinvent himself through his craft is comparable to a modern-day business
strategist or entrepreneur. While many musicians were out of work, Sperger branched out
his network to include three different monarchies: the Habsburgs, Prussia, and Russia.
One recently digitized primary source is the playbill for the March 3, 1787
performance in the Kärntnerthortheater, where Sperger played a contrabass concerto (see
Figure 2.5). This performance was not mentioned in Meier’s biography, but the program
bill was later documented by Mary Sue Morrow.1 This concert was important as it
highlighted Sperger as a freelancing soloist at a time when he was unemployed in
1
Mary Sue Morrow, Concert Life in Haydn’s Vienna: Aspects of a Developing Musical and Social
Institution, Sociology of Music 7 (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1989), 265. In her translation of the
playbill, she names the contrabass virtuoso “Joseph Sperger.”
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Vienna. It was also Sperger’s only recorded Viennese performance that was not affiliated
with the Tonkünstler Societät.
Another document is the member list from the lodge Zum goldenen Rad, which
placed Sperger in attendance at the lodge’s tenth anniversary celebration on July 10,
1785. This is important because little is known about Sperger’s time in Kohfidisch. The
document lists other musicians that Sperger would have worked with in the Erdödy
Kapelle and confirms some of the Hungarian nobility in his distribution network.
In Chapter 7, the digitized 1763 Gumpenhüber Burgtheater list provided new
information for contrabassist Friedrich Pischelberger. This source was useful in
reconstructing his biographical information and discussing his role as Sperger’s possible
bass teacher.
In Chapter 8, for Sperger’s concert arias for solo contrabass, both Pietro
Metastasio’s digitized libretti were in the Library of Congress archive. While the libretto
for Non t’avvilir had already been identified, I uncovered the source of the libretto, that
Sperger set in Selene (1791).
In the biography section, the textual study and musical comparison of three of
Sperger’s cantatas from three different periods provided more insight into Sperger’s
versatility as a composer. Through these works, it was evident that Sperger was
composing for important social events in his current location. By investigating the text of
Lang lebe Bathÿan / Und wenn in Gottes heiligtum, I realized that the two songs were
probably part of a larger cantata written for Archbishop Batthyány’s elevation to
Cardinal. The second selection, Auf Brüder, was composed while Sperger was employed
by the Erdödy brothers. It not only indicates his musical involvement in a masonic
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ceremony, but it connects him to the underdiscussed genre of the eighteenth-century
masonic drinking song. The final cantata presented was composed while Sperger was in
Ludwigslust. Jesus in Banden is a large-scale multi-movement cantata in which Sperger
contributed to Mecklenburg’s “passion oratorio” tradition. The work matched the
extended form in Rosetti’s Jesus in Gethsemani and highlighted Sperger’s participation
in the Lutheran Easter services.
The Catalog: Über verschükte Musicalien was a crucial source to Adolf Meier
when he wrote his Sperger biography. By creating a critical edition of this catalog and
using the most up-to-date source material, this study was able to go more in depth into
the recipients therein and the music they received.
While several characters in the catalog were identified and expounded upon, four
first-time discoveries stand out as important. First, King Friedrich (the Great) is identified
as the December 12, 1781 recipient; next, Tsarina Catherine (the Great) may be the
recipient of the September 3, 1787 transmission; and during Sperger’s trip to Parma he
most likely solicited the court of Ferdinand I Duke of Parma. Equally interesting was the
interaction that Sperger had with the Englishwoman Lady Craven on May 8, 1788 in
Triesdorf.
There was also a discovery made by cross examining the dated manuscripts listed
in the catalog with Meier’s Werkverzeichnis on Sperger. Sinfonia in A (March 1782),
Sinfonia in F (April 1782), and Sinfonia in D (May 1782) were all sent in succession to
three different recipients: the Bishop of Raab, Prince Esterházy, and Crown Prince
Friedrich Wilhelm—with the latter being the only dated dispersal. Therefore, it was
inferred that the Prince Esterházy dispersals occurred sometime in April or May of
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1782—possibly in Eszterháza. The Bishop of Raab dispersal occurred after March and
before the Esterházy submission. And, since the bishop joined other high-ranking
clergymen—including Cardinal Batthyány and the Pope—in Vienna on April 11, a strong
connection can be made between this dispersal and the Pope’s visit to Vienna. While
there was no proof that Sperger was in Vienna with his employer, he was seemingly
exploring new employment opportunities due to Joseph II’s church reforms.
While working with the catalog, a clear picture began to emerge of Sperger as a
businessman. From the catalog, a summation was made, that through Sperger’s own
handwriting, his development as an entrepreneurial musician and composer could be
traced through four different stages: 1) the job application process (symphonic
dispersals); 2) distributing handwritten chamber music; 3) personal marketing through
concert tours (private performances); and 4) commissions and dedications.
This overall study has unveiled Sperger as an entrepreneur of the Enlightenment
who over time developed the skills of what today we would call craftsmanship, brand
building, strategic marketing, and networking. While he may have taken advantage of
opportunities that were, in some cases, built on the misfortune of others, he had a firm
grip on the characteristics that made him exemplary and employed them with business
savvy, to survive in the ever-changing social and political climate.
The Craftsman
In scoring symphonies for dispersal, Sperger showed himself to be one of the
most creative composers—a true craftsman. Everything was written for a specific
purpose and all his works were scored with a Kapelle or individual player in mind. Rather
than trying to impress his recipients with his compositional genius, Sperger’s works were
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tastefully designed so that the intended player or ensemble could sound good performing
them. Furthermore, by examining the instrumentation of his symphonies and comparing
them to the court in which they were intended, a clear picture can be painted on the size
and instrumental availabilities of each court.
Sperger’s first symphonic set had a standard instrumentation of 2 horns, 2 oboes,
and strings so wherever he was prior to 1777, it can be assumed that this was the standard
Kapelle. Yet his early manuscripts of Symphony no. 3 and Symphony no. 4 in Stift
Kremsmünster indicate a bassoon solo in the trio section of both works. It can therefore
be inferred that there was a good bassoonist in the monastery at that time.
Sperger’s next six symphonies reflected the extended wind section of Batthyány’s
Kapelle with clarinets, bassoons, and later, a flute in addition to the standard
instrumentation. Then, when Sperger was working for the Erdödy brothers, the
instrumentation of his works was scaled back down to the standard instrumentation of 2
horns, 2 oboes, and strings—the resources of that court. And finally, Sperger’s later
works reflected the vast instrumental availabilities of the Ludwigslust and Prussian
Kapellen.
Symphonies no. 3 and no. 4 were not the only works to include solos. Table 10.1
shows that many of Sperger’s symphonies were written with a particular soloist in mind.
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Table 10.1. Symphonies by Johann Sperger that include a solo or obbligato instrument.
Work
Symphony 3 in F

Obbligato or Solo
Violin

Archives
Prag and Kremsmünster

Symphony 4 in G

Bassoon (trio)

Kremsmünster

Symphony 4 in G

Cello (trio)

Berlin

Symphony 7 in F

Bassoon

Basel and Schwerin

Symphony 16 in F

Bassoon

Symphony 24 in C
Symphony 24 in C

Bassoon
Bassoon

Budapest and Schwerin (no Bassoon
solo in the Berlin version)
Schwerin
Schwerin, Regensburg, and Berlin

Symphony 27 in C

Flute (Second
movement)
Cello (all four
movements)
Oboe (Second and
fourth movements)

Symphony 29 in C
Symphony 32 in G

Schwerin
Schwerin and Berlin
Schwerin

While it is difficult to assign specific names to many bassoon soloists and violin soloists
or the oboe soloist in Symphony no. 32, it was known that the cello solo in Symphony no.
4 and the entire Symphony no. 29 “cello symphony,” were written for King Friedrich
Wilhelm II. Sperger’s catalog also indicates that the noble flutist Duke of Saxony Carl
Courland received Symphony no. 27 along with several other flute pieces. The flute solo
was most likely written for him. However interesting it is that Sperger explored the use of
solo instruments in his symphonic works, he was not an innovator in this area. He was
probably inspired by Joseph Haydn, who used solo instruments in his symphonies as
early as the 1760s. One example is Haydn’s Symphony no. 6 in D major “Le Matin”
(Hob. 1:6) in which the solos are spread around the orchestra in the style of a concerto
grosso. There are solos for flute, violin, cello, double bass, and bassoon.2
2

Landon, The Symphonies of Joseph Haydn, 230–41.
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Some of Sperger’s symphonies also include solos for entire section. When
Sperger was in Pressburg, he wrote several wind band partitas for Cardinal Batthyány. He
also began incorporating the solo wind band without strings as entire symphonic
movements. The second movement of Symphony no. 11 was scored for 2 oboes, 2
clarinets, 2 trumpets, and 2 horns. The second movement of Symphony no. 12 was scored
for 2 clarinets, 1 bassoon, and 1 horn. And in 1788, he composed an entire symphony
centered on a solo wind band of 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, and 2 horns. Sperger
would later title Symphony no 33 in E-flat the “Wind Band Symphony” or
Harmoniesinfonie. Winds were not the only chamber groups exploited in Sperger’s
symphonies. In Symphony no. 19 der Geburths=Tag, the trio section is scored for solo
string quartet.
Der Geburths=Tag also falls into category of the dedication symphony, of which
Sperger composed several. Sperger probably composed this work in celebration of the
birthday of Graf Ludwig Erdödy. Sinfonia in D, “Erbprinzessin-Sinfonie” was written to
commemorate Crown Princess Helena Pavlovna and her newborn child. Sperger also
dedicated six symphonies to the Prussian crown in commemoration of three royal
weddings. Of the six dedication symphonies, Sinfonia in F “Arrival” Symphony was a
musical gimmick opposite to Haydn’s “Farwell” Symphony no. 45 in F-sharp minor. In
this work, rather than leaving the stage, the players entered the stage two at a time.
While some of his symphonies may have extramusical connotations, Symphony
no. 4 in G major stands out as clearly programmatic. Chapters 3 and 4 discussed this ork
in detail as a theater symphony, pointing out its strong correlation to Haydn’s il Distratto
and Karl Wahr’s production of Le Distrait. While a direct connection remains unproven,
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Symphony no. 4 was a theater symphony, which drew on the absentmindedness of a
stock character.
It is also evident that Sperger was experimenting modally. In a time when minorkey symphonies were rare, Sperger composed two. Sinfonia in G minor (A 21) was
written when Sperger was employed in Kohfidisch and Sinfonia in C minor was
composed just shortly thereafter in 1787.
Branding in the Musical Marketplace
In discussing the economics of Mozart, William J. Baumol and Hilda Baumol
describe the paradigm shift from the private court music that had previously dominated
music high culture to the public concert and free market in musical composition. They
contended that a “period of transition in the economics of music” was occurring. “It was
the beginnings of a market mechanism under which the product of the composer and the
performer became a commodity that could be bought and sold … Mozart was among the
first in Vienna to turn his talents as a composer and pianist into a commodity.”3
Sperger too was a participant in this musical arena. In a time when the popularity
of the Viennese violone was on its way out, he continued to market himself through
public performances by playing his own double bass concertos. In Vienna, he performed
in public to “keep his foot in the door” with the Tonkünstler Societät. This enabled him to
retain his status and benefit with the society. As the Hungarian nobles began to lose clout
and the Catholic church was threatened, Sperger was able to use his good standing in
Vienna to secure compensation and buy time for his next employment opportunity.
3
William J Baumol and Hilda Baumol, “On the Economics of Musical Composition in Mozart’s
Vienna,” in Journal of Economics 18 (1994), 175–76, accessed May 19, 2016,
http://people.stern.nyu.edu/wbaumol/ OnTheEconomicsOfMusicalComposition InMozartsVienna.pdf.
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Sperger went on extended concert tours performing for the high nobility (see
Chapters 2 and 4); all the while dispersing his symphonic and chamber music to possible
future patrons. He even ventured beyond the Habsburg monarchy to Northern Germany
and then to Italy, using his strengths as a contrabass virtuoso to promote himself. Sperger
used the new “market mechanism” to stay connected to the old order. In this way, he was
first and foremost an instrumentalist who, despite the social and political changes, wanted
to remain attached to the formerly secure aristocratic patronage system.
As a composer, Sperger masterfully utilized, standardized, and preserved the
Viennese contrabass playing techniques. While many composers including Zimmermann,
Vanhal, Dittersdorf, and Pichl wrote one or two contrabass concerti, Sperger composed
eighteen. Around the time Mozart composed the concert aria Per questa bella mano,
Sperger wrote two of his own concert arias with solo contrabass. He drew inspiration
from the musicians and composers around him to become the best and most prolific
composer in the genre of contrabass chamber music. In short, Sperger drew from every
resource at his disposal to master the art of composing for the contrabass.
Networking and Distribution
By the end of 1786, Sperger, like many other composers and musicians, was
forced to become a freelancer and self-promoter. He turned to his networking skills and
ability to connect with the upper class. Like Mozart, he achieved much of this feat
through his connections in the masonic lodge. He used affiliations from the Pressburg and
Eberau lodges to seemingly promote himself and sell handwritten music. While his main
motivation was always to obtain full-time employment, he did not pass on the
opportunity to distribute his own music.
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Sperger’s network was also based on relationships he acquired while traveling.
One such relationship was with Graf Thun of Prague. This is the only dispersal in the
catalog with a payment recorded. While the 6 fl. that Sperger received for three violin
quartets and ten flute pieces may seem low, the one thing that can be learned from this
interaction was that by distributing his own handwritten manuscripts Sperger ensured that
100% of the proceeds went directly to him. And, while Sperger had a few works
distributed through Traeg and Btreitkopf, he probably preferred to distribute his own
music.
Because Sperger dispersed his own music, he reserved the ability to alter his
scores. His chamber music from this time shows a proficiency in alternate scoring of the
same pieces. He created different versions of the same music to suit the individual
performer. Examples such as the 1777 partitas with either oboe or clarinet can be found
throughout the catalog. The six trios for violin, viola, and bass (Mus. 5190/15–20,
Schwerin LBMV) were also scored for oboe, viola, and bass; the Terzetto (Mus. 5188/3
and 3a, Schwerin LBMV) was scored for flute, viola, and contrabass or horn, viola, and
contrabass; and the flute quartet (C III/17) was adapted for the clarinet.
It has been mentioned that Sperger also interchanged solo instruments in his
symphonic works. He altered the solo part of the trio in Symphony no. 4 twice to
accommodate the different performances in each court (see Figure 10.1). The KR version
included a bassoon obbligato and the LBMV version included cello obbligato.
Additionally, when Sperger gave King Friedrich Wilhelm II his Symphony Concertante,
he rewrote the entire contrabass part for the cello.
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In a world largely dominated by men, Sperger realized the importance and
influence of the women in the noble household. After 1786, he began distributing and
dedicating many works to notable women of the aristocracy (Table 10.2).
Table 10.2. Works distributed or dedicated to notable women of the aristocracy.
Recipient
Countess Széchyéni (Juliána
née Festetics de Tolna)

Year
1786

Tzarina of Russia (Catherine
II “the Great”)
Princess Grassalkovich
(Maria Anna née Esterházy)
Queen of Prussia (Frederica
Louisa of Hesse-Darmstadt)

September 3, 1787

Works Distributed
3 clavier quartets (C V/8, 10, and 12), 3
clavier duets (C V/1, 3, and 4), 6 menuets,
and the Sonata in A.
3 symphonies (A 11, A 9, and A 8).

July 23,1786

Symphony in C (A 22).

March 1788

Gräfin Ingenheim (Julia
Amalie Elizabeth von Voss)
Lady Craven (Elizabeth
Craven of Hamstead
Marshall)
Queen of Prussia (Frederica
Louisa of Hesse-Darmstadt)

March 1788 and
November 3, 1788
May 8, 1788

Symphony in C (A 9), Symphony in E-flat
(A 8), Symphony in C minor (A 26), 3
clavier quartets (C V/7, 10, and 8), and
later, 3 clavier quartets (C V/11, 9, and
12).
3 clavier quartets (C V/11, 9, and 12), and
later 3 clavier quartets (C V/7, 10, and 8)
3 clavier quartets (C V/8, 11, and 7).

Duchess of MecklenburgSchwerin (Either Duchess
Louise or her mother
Duchess Consort Louise,
Princess of Saxe-GothaAltenburg)
Duchess Louise of
Mecklenburg-Schwerin
Crown Princess of
Mecklenburg-Schwerin
(Helena Pavlovna)
Dowager Empress of Russia
(Maria Feodorovna)

1796–98

The nonet divertimento (C IV/9),
Symphony in B-flat (A 37), Symphony in
D (A 34), Symphony in B-flat (A 31),
Symphony in G (A 4), and Symphony in
C (A 22).
Cantata (H I/3).

1800

Cantata (H I/5).

November 2, 1800

Symphony in C (A 42).

October 5, 1802

Symphony in C (A 38).

December 20, 1793

While it is evident that Sperger distributed a lot of symphonies to this group—especially
to woman in prominent courts such as those in Russia and Germany, the table strongly
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indicates that Sperger handed out one set of clavier quartets more than any other work.
The women he gave the quartets to were Countess Szechényi, Queen Frederica of
Prussia, Gräfin Ingenheim, and Lady Craven. This suggests that these women were also
keyboard players. Additionally, Table 10.2 shows Sperger’s insight and awareness into
the noble family dynamic. While not all these women ruled their own courts, they still
held significant influence over their husbands.
The Opportunist
Not all Sperger’s successes came from talent or networking. Some opportunities
were born out of misfortune. In fact, in several instances the death of other musicians
helped Sperger either advance his career or transition into a new career path. Whatever
the case, the following deaths created some unique coincidences in the Sperger narrative.
First, the death of Josef Mannl in 1777 could have created the opportunity that
Sperger needed to build his reputation as a premier contrabass virtuoso in Vienna and the
surrounding areas. When Sperger played in Vienna shortly after Mannl’s death, the
audience cried: “our Mannl has risen again,” as if Sperger was replacing the deceased. By
equating Sperger’s playing with Mannl’s, the audience was creating a void for Sperger to
fill. The timing of Mannl’s death with Sperger’s 1777 appointment in Pressburg was
probably coincidental but Sperger was awarded a top spot in this elite ensemble and
bassist Josef Kämpfer, who was Mannl’s student, received a lesser compensated post.4
Another misfortune may have helped influence Sperger’s decision to look for
other employment. The death of Pressburg Kapellmeister Anton Zimmermann on

4
Kämpfer’s position in Batthyány’s Kapelle and his relationship to Sperger is discussed in detail
in Chapters 1 and in Chapter 7.
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October 8, 1781 marked a transitional period for Sperger, not only in his symphonic
writing but his symphonic dispersals as well. Up until this point, Sperger had been
composing for the Batthyány 's Kapelle using clarinets, but starting in 1782, he omitted
them. By this time, Sperger began seeking employment outside of Pressburg. The catalog
shows that in December of 1781—just two months after the death of Zimmermann—
Sperger began soliciting the Prussian court. The following year in 1782 he began
dispatching symphonic sets to both Prince Esterházy and the Bishop of Raab. While this
paper has argued that Sperger’s sudden job search was due to the onset of Joseph II’s
church reforms, the timing of these events is curious.
With the death of Ladislaus Erdödy in July of 1786, Sperger left the Erdödy
Kapelle and was forced become a freelancer. At this time, Sperger entered the
entrepreneurial phase of his career. He began dealing in chamber music, went on
extended concert tours, and worked as a copyist.
With the death of contrabassist Heinrich Ernst J. Weber in May of 1789, a
position opened in the Ludwigslust Kapelle and Sperger was promptly offered the
position. This opportunity marked the end of Sperger’s hunt for the perfect job. He would
remain in Ludwigslust for the rest of his life.
Finally, the death of Ludwigslust Kapellmeister Anton Rosetti in 1792, created
some big commissions for Sperger. As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, prior to his
death, Rosetti was composing most of the music in Mecklenburg. And in the fall of 1791,
Rosetti was commissioned by the Prussian court to write partitas for the wedding of
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Princess Frederica and Friedrich August Duke of York and Albany.5 This would be the
last wedding commission in Berlin for Rosetti because after his death, the next two
wedding commissions went to Sperger.
Revisiting his obituary, both the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung and the
Musikalische Zeitung für die österreichischen Staaten concluded that Sperger “displayed
a rare mastery and purpose on his instrument” and that he “performed concertos on the
double bass, composed by himself, as well as a number of symphonies, all … in an
attractive style.” Moreover. E. L. Gerber wrote that Sperger was “a most excellent
artist/performer of the contrabass and also a composer.” What is clear is that at the end of
the Classical period, Sperger’s image was that of a musical innovator, a virtuoso on his
instrument, and a composer who excelled when writing for the nobility.
Yet over time, perceptions change. In 1895, when Georg Thouret was compiling a
catalog for the musical collection of the Royal House Library in Berlin, he wrote:
“Sperger’s symphonies are characterized by clarity; some of them are rich in content and
not entirely worthless.”6 This was a common perception among many nineteenth-century
scholars when discussing many musicians and composers from Sperger’s era. In fact,
many musicians and composers of the Classical period were labeled Kleinmeister.7
While investigating the economic motivation of Mozart within a cultural context,
Neal Zaslaw proposed the notion that W. A. Mozart “rarely completed a work for which
5

Murray, Eighteenth-Century Kapellmeister, 182.

6

Sperger’s Symphonieen [sic.] zeichnensich durch Klarheit aus, einzelne sind gehaltreich keine
ganz wertlos. In Thouret, Katalog, 220.
7
The literal translation is “little master,” but it is intended to imply “lesser composer.” The
Kleinmeister generally referred to the lesser-known contemporaries of Mozart and Haydn in the
surrounding Vienna area.
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there was not an anticipated need.” Moreover, Zaslaw discussed previous perceptions of
Mozart viewed through the lenses of late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century
scholarship. “To Romantic minds, a gifted composer was not a highly skilled craftsman
but an inspired genius to whom society owed something—and who would, in return,
elevate culture by creating ‘masterpieces’ for posterity.” Zaslaw was making the
argument that scholars have been looking at Mozart from the wrong perspective. “Why
do many of Mozart’s biographers so badly want him to have composed out of some inner
necessity rather than to pay the rent?” 8 Zaslaw’s point was that from a nineteenth-century
perspective, Mozart was considered a Wunderkind whose main motivation was to share
his genius with the present and future of all mankind, but that was not the way that
Mozart himself would have identified. Although fame and prestige were equally
important, in the aristocratic patronage system of the Enlightenment, the main goal for
composers and musicians alike was to gain and keep fruitful employment. This meant
that most composers had to straddle the fine line between conventional technique and
innovation. This has been one of the central arguments to this study. When Johann
Sperger is viewed from an eighteenth-century perspective, he is a key transitional
musician and composer. One sees a “working stiff,” an entrepreneurial musician who was
one of the best at his craft in a pivotal moment in the history of music.

8
Neal Zaslaw, “Mozart as a Working Stiff,” in On Mozart, ed. James M. Morris (Cambridge
University Press, 1994), 102–12.
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2 Vn., Vlne.
2 Vn., Vla., Vlne.
Fl., Vn., Vla., Vlne.
3 Vc. and Bass
Vla, Vc., Vlne.
Vn., Vc., Bass
Fl., Ob., 2 Vn., Vc., Vlne.
2 Vn., Bass
Vn., Bass

Divertimento in G
6 Sonata in D/F/C/A/B/G
Divertimento in F
6 Sonata in F/G/D/C/d/B
Divertimento a 5
Divertimento in D
Divertimento in D

Archive

H-Bn Ms. Mus. 2370

D-Mbs Mus. Mss 1341
A-KR G 35/311

ca. 1760s
ca. 1760s
ca. 1760s
ca. 1760s

1764
1767

1761

Unknown
1760

A-Sd
Hob. II 1.
A-Wgm IX 6368/4
A-Wgm IX 1077/Q
16706

A-Sd
H-Bn Ms. Mus. 2366

H-Bn Ms. Mus. 2363

Hob. XI:34, A-Ssp
H-Bn Ms. Mus. 2396

1740s–60s D-As; A-Wn F72 N 590

1756

1755
Unknown

Date
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1
This is a growing works list. It is my no means all inclusive. Most of the chamber works in Table 5a and 5b were extracted from Focht, Der Wiener
Kontrabass. The expansive list of chamber music from Johann Sperger can also be found in Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis. All archives in Appendix A
are abbreviated with RISM library siglia.

Haydn, Joseph *
Albrechtsberger, J.
C.
Albrechtsberger, J.
C.
Wagenseil, G. C.
Albrechtsberger, J.
C.
Wagenseil, G. C.
Haydn, Joseph
Monn (Mann), J. C.
Monn (Mann), J. C.

2 Vn., Vlne., Cemb.

2 Vla, Vlne.

2 Vn., 2 Vla., Vlne.
4 Voice, 2 Vn., Vlne.

Instrumentation

6 Sonatas for church and
chamber
Divertimento in D
Divertimento in E-flat

Parthia in B
Das Hochenauer
Schiffsgeschrei
Divertimento in D

Aumann, F. J.
Aumann, F. J.

Albrechtsberger, J.
C.
Mozart, Leopold

Work

Composer

List of Surviving Chamber Works with Double Bass to 1780 after Focht and Meier1 (* denotes additional works added by this
author)

APPENDIX A

Fl., Vla. d’amore, Vlne.
4 Voice, 2 Vn., Vla., 2 Clarini, 2
Pos., Pk., Vlne., Org.
Harp, Vn., 2 Hn. , Kb.
Baryton, 2 Hn., 2 Vn., Vla., Vc.,
Kb.
2 Vn., Vla., Vlne.; 2 Vla., Vc.,
Vc., Pk.
2 Vn., 2 Fl., Vla., 2 Hn.,Vlne.
4 Voice, 2 Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., 2 Tr.
Pk., Vlne., Org.
4 Voice, 2 Vn., 2 Tr., Vlne., Org.

Partita 3za in D
Litania Beata Sancta Maria
Virgine
4 Harp Sonatas
7 Divertimenti a 8 Stromenti
per il Bariton
Serenata notturna in D
Cassatio in G
Litania Beata Maria Virgine
Sacrum in C

Zimmermann, A.
Zimmermann, A.

Zimmermann, A.

Mozart, W. A.
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Vn., Vla. d’amore., Bass

Partita 2da in D

Krumpholz, J. B.
Haydn, Joseph

Vla., Vlne.
2 Vn., Vla., Vc. ad lib, Kb.
Vn., Vla. d’amore, Bass

Duetto
Partita in B
Partita 1 in D

Dittersdorf, K. D. v.
Holzbaur, Ignaz
Albrechtsberger, J.
C.
Albrechtsberger, J.
C.
Albrechtsberger, J.
C.
Zimmerman, Anton

Vla, Vc., Kb.
Vla., Vc., Kb.
2 Vn., Bass
Fl., 2 Hn., Vla., Kb.

Divertimento in C
Divertimento in F
Divertimento a 3 in E
Cassation in D

Albrechtsberger, A
Albrechtsberger, A.
Dittersdorf, K. D. v.
Mannl, Josef

ca. 1770s

ca. 1770s
ca. 1770s

1776

1775
1775

1774

1773

1772

ca. 1760s
ca. 1760s
1760s–70s
1760s1770s
1770
1770
1770-72

SQ-BRnm Mus. XII 87

SQ-BRnm Mus. XXV 7
D-OB 1092

F-Pi

A-Wgm, Kb-archive N
438
A-Wgm X 29407
Hob X 2, 5, 3, 4, 1, 6, 12

H-Bn Ms. mus. 2390

H-Bn Ms. mus. 2389

A-M V/7
A-M V/8
A-Wn Mus. Hs. 38955
A-Sm, Slg, Malaric
1159
D-SWI Mus. 1689
A-Wgm IX 1123
H-Bn Ms. mus. 2388

Work

Gran Partita
X Pìeces pour deux Cors et
Basse
"Cassatio per Il quintette "in
G
6 Quintet in A/F/B/G/C/G
Divertimento in D
Cassation in D
Cassio in D
Divertimento in G
Divertimento in G
Divertimento in D
Quartet 1
Quartet 2
Quartet 3

Composer

Mozart, W. A. *

Böck, Ignaz and
Anton
Sperger, Johann

Dittersdorf, K. D. v
Haydn, Michael
Sperger, Johann
Vanhal, J. B.

Vanhal, J. B. *

Vanhal, J. B. *

Hoffmeister, F. A.

Hoffmeister, F. A.

Hoffmeister, F. A.

Hoffmeister, F. A.
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Kb., Vn., Vla., Bass

Kb., Vn., Vla., Bass

Kb., Vn., Vla., Bass

2 Vn., 2 Vla., Kb.

1782
1782
1783
Late 1770–early
1780s
Late 1770–early
1780s
Late 1770–early
1780s
Late 1770–early
1780s
Late 1770 or
1780s
Late 1770 or
1780s
Late 1770 or
1780s

1781

2 Hn., Vn., Vla., Kb.
2 Vn., Vla., Vc., Kb.
2 Vn., Vla., Kb.
Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb.
Fl., Vla, 2 Hn. ad lib.,
Kb.
Vn., Vla., 2 Hn. ad lib.,
Vlne.
Vn., Vla., Vc. or Vlne.

1780

1780

Date

2 Ob., 2 Cl., 6 Hn., 2
Bn., Vlne.
2 Hn, Kb.

Instrumentation

D-SWI Mus. 2858

D-SWI Mus. 2857

A-Wgm IX 6395

A-Wgm IX 6392

Cz-Pu 59 R 659

D-SWI Mus. 5524

D-B Meier
D-Mbs, Mus. ms. 3105
D-SWI Mus. 5188/5
A-Sm Ms. 8907

D-SWI Mus. 5188/10

D-SWI Mus. 1288

US-Wc ML96.5 .M97

Archive

List of Surviving Chamber Works with Double Bass after 1780 (* denotes additional works added by this author)

Quartet 4
Sonata in D "Duetto"
Sonata in D "Duetto"
Cassation in D
Cassation in D "Sestetto"
Rondo in D
4 Sonata for Harmoniemusik
“Cassatio Il Notturno” in D
Cassation in E-flat
Divertimento in A
Quintetto
Divertimento in A
Cassation in D
Eine kleine Nachtmusic in G
Cassation in D "Terzetto"
Quartet in D
Terzetto in D
Sonata in D "Duetto"
Divertimento in B-flat
Divertimento in D
Divertimento in C
2 Notturni

Hoffmeister, F. A.

Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Salieri, Antonio *
Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Haydn, Michael *
Haydn, Michael *
Haydn, Michael *
Sperger, Johann

Mozart, W. A.
Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann

Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Haydn, Michael *

Haydn, Michael *
Haydn, Michael *
Haydn, Joseph
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Vla., Vlne., Hn.
Vn., Vc., Vlne.
2 Lyre, 2 Hn., 2 Vn., 2
Vla., Vc., Kb.

Fl., Vla., Kb.
Kb., Vc.
2 Vn., Vla., Kb.

Unknown
Unknown
1790

1786-1789
1789
Unknown

Late 1770 or
1780s
Kb., Vla.
1777-1782
Kb., Vla.
1777-1782
Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb. Unknown
Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn, Kb. Unknown
Fl., Vn., Vla., 2 Hn., Kb. Unknown
2, Cl., 2 Hn., Bn., Vlne. ca. 1780s
2 Hn., Vla., Kb.
1778-84
2 Hn., Vla., Kb.
1778-84
2 Vn., Vla., Kb.
1784
2 Vn., 2 Vla., Kb.
1784
2 Vn., Vla., Kb.
1785
Fl., 2 Ob., Kb. or Bn.,
1786
Bn., 2 Hn.
2 Vn., Vla., Vc., Kb.
1787
Hn., Vla., Kb.
1786-1789
Fl., Vla., Vc., Kb.
1786-1789

Kb., Vn., Vla., Bass

Schweiz, private collection
D-SWI Mus. 5188/3
D-SWI Mus. 5191/14 and
14a
D-SWI Mus. 5188/3a
D-SWI Mus. 5184
D-Mbs, Mus. ms.
4366#Beibd.1
A-LA 54
A-SEI, V 1413
Hob. II 27, 28

D-SWI Mus. 5185
D-SWI Mus. 5183
D-SWI Mus. 5188/8
D-SWI Mus. 5188/1
D-SWI Mus. 5188/9
A-Wn Mus. Hs. 3759
D-SWI Mus. 5188/7
D-SWI Mus. 5188/6
D-HR III 4 1/2 4|o 312
H-Bn Ms. mus. 2506
D-HR, III 4 1/2 4/o 312
D-SWI Mus. 5188/4

A-Wgm IX 6391

3 Notturni
Divertimento in A
Divertimento in G
Quartet in G
Sonata in B-minor "Duetto"
Quartetto in B-flat
Oboe Quartet
6 Quintette in E-flat/D A/c/
F/G
Duet in D
Cassatio in D
Grand Quintetto no. 4 in D
Quintetto in D
Quintetto in D
Septette
Sextett in D
Kontrabass-Quintet in A
Trout Quintet in A
Sonata

Haydn, Joseph

Haydn, Michael
Haydn, Michael

Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Sperger, Johann
Haydn, Michael

Axmann, Joseph

Sperger, Johann
Pfeiffer, Leopold
Eybler, J. L. E. von
Eybler, J. L. E. von

Eybler, J. L. E. von

Beethoven

Eybler, J. L. E. von

Eybler, J. L. E. von
Schubert, Franz
Borghi, Luigi
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Kb., Vla.
Vn., Vla., Kb.
2 Vn., Vla. Vc., Kb.
Vla. d’amore, Vn., Vla.,
Vc., Vlne.
Vla. d’amore, Vn., Vla.,
Vc., Vlne.
Vn., Vla., Cl., Hn., Bn.,
Vc., Kb.
Vla conc.,Vn., 2 Vla.,
Vlne.
Vn., 2 Vla., Vc., Kb.
Cl., Vn., Vla., Vc., Vlne.
Vla. d’amore, Vlne.

2 Lyre, 2 Cl., 2 Hn., 2
Vla., Vc., Kb.
Vn., Vc., Vlne.
Ob., 2 Hn., Bn., Vla.,
Vlne.
Ob., Vla., Vc., Kb.
Kb., Vc.
Ob., Vla., Vc., Kb.
Eng. Hn., Vn., Vc.,
Vlne.
2 Vn., 2 Vla., Bass

1803
1819–1825
Unknown

1800

1800

1800

1796
1800
1800
1800

1794, 1796

1790
1790
1791
1795

1790
1790

1790

A-Wn S.m. 3225
A-SF XXV 57
A-Wgm, Meier

A-Wst M.H.10035/c

Vienna: Hoffmeister, 1802

A-M V/505

D-SWI Mus. 5196
A-Wgm IX 6396
A-Wgm IX 23324
A-M V/504

A-Wn S.m. 11.412-11.417

D-SWI Mus. 5191/5
D-SWI Mus. 5182
D-SWI Mus. 5191/6
Perger 115, MH 66

D-Mbs Mus. ms. 1236
Perger 96, MH 518

Hob. II 30–32

APPENDIX B:

CATALOG:
Über verschückte Musicalen /
of Dispersed Musical Works

Del Giovanni Sperger
(1r)
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Nro 1
Graf Szecheni
Anno 1777. 2

Del Giovanni Sperger 1

Thema
N: 1
Sinfonia
Sinfonia
N: 2
Sinfonia
N: 3
Sinfonia
N: 4
Sinfonia
N: 5
Sinfonia
N: 6
Clarinetto
Parthia
oder oboe
Parthia.3
Detto N: 2

Detto N: 3

Detto N: 4
Detto N: 5
Detto N: 6
(1v)
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S r Excellenz Pischoff von Raab. 1782. hat diese Musicalien.4
Sinfonien 6.
N:1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Flauto a 4tro 5

und 3 Violin a 4tro.

In Esterhaz. Sinfonien. Anno 1782.6
NB :1mo

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

die zweyten7
N:1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(2r)
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C[ron Printz] von [Preußen] habe ich die Sinfonia Ex C geschükt.
Den 17ten February Anno 1784. zu Seinem Nahmens tag.8

No:1mo

(2v)
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Cron Printz aus Preusen hat, Anno 1781. in \ 12ten / Decemb: diese 6. Sinfonien
bekommen.9
N:1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Cron Prinz aus Preusen Anno 1782. Den 20ten Novemb: diese 6. Sinfonien10
N:
i

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

dem Cron Prinzen von Preisen habe ich den 14ten Septemb: Anno 1784. die sinfonia
geschükt zu Seinem Geburths Tag.11

Verzeichnüß
Deren Seiner Majestät den itzt Regierenden
König von Preusen eingeschükten Musikalen—als
den 12ten Decemb: 1781 Sechs Neue Sinphonien.
und so forth.12
Joh. Sperger
den Seine Majestät dem König von Preusen, diese zwey Sinphonien den 29. Decemb:
1786. überschüket, von Wienn.13
N: 1
N: 2
(3r)
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Anno 1787. in Brünn.
dem Baron gallahan
dem 8ten Decembr flauten
Compositionen geben.14
Flauten a 3tre / alle 6 Stukh:15
Et. deto a 3tre / alle 6: mit
viola16
drey 4tro 17
Et. N: 1.
N: 2. mit 2 viola

N: 3.

NB: dem Baron v. gallhann, die 9 flauten quattro zu überschüken nacher Brünn.18
den 5ten Jully 1788, habe dem Baron v. gallahan, 8 Stukh Quartetten übershükt, anjezo
hat der Baron aller biß auf daß Läzte Ex g. Nämlich diese.19
seyn wieder züruk kommen, weil der Baron in Präg ist.20

(3v)

341

Anno 1786.21
der H[errn]: von Hauer: hat Concert: und Cassat: 22
1mo

2to

// H: von Gabriel meine 6 Violin a quattro 23
// die Contess: Past [Pest?] Szecèny hat 3 Clavier quartett Ex A: F: b. 24 und 3 Clavier
Duetten: Ex C: F: b. 25 auch 6. Menuette: // und Eine Sonat: in A die Alte. // 26
// der Graf Szluga, hat die Nemlichen, wie Contess Szecèny.27
// der Thomherr Nogy. / hat meine 6 Flauten quattro und 6 a Tre. 28
\ die Schomschüzischen. /29
// dem Graf Haller 30
Cassatio

31

// und 4 Violin a 3tre und 1 oboe a 3. Ex
G[or C].

// der Graf Schigray hat meine 6 Violin quattro.32
//dem Excellenz Graf Philip: Batthyan.33
Sinfonia34

Clarinett:
a 4tro 35
Menuetti37

oboe à
4tro 36
und Parthia Ex F. oder E♭38

//NB: der Graf Anton Batthyani, hat meine 6 Clavier Duetten. von 18ten Juny an. 39
// Sr Eminenz Batthyani habe ich geschückt. 6 Barthyen. mit Clarini. Von 9ten Jully
an.40
//der Fürstin Grasalkoviz, habe ich die Sinfonia von 23ten Jully an, nacher Preßburg
geschükt.41

(4r)
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An Se … Majestat nach Rusland diese 3 Sinfonien abgeschükt. den 3ten Septemb. 178742
N: imo

N: 2

N: 3
Anno 1787, in Prag, Sr Excellenz: Grafen von Thun an Musical: geben. /den 17ten
Decemb: zwey Sinfonien 43
N: 1

N: 2

In Dreßten 1788. haben Se. Kö: Hoheit Carl Herzog von Courland:44
Sinfonia 1

Sinfonia 2

Flauto
4tro N: 3

N: 4

N: 5

Cassatio
N: 6

Anno 1788, den 22ten February in Berlin, hatte der H[err]: Schükler. Wechsl H[err]:
die 3 Sinfonien.45
N: 1

N: 2

N: 3

Anno 1788, den 24ten February in Berlin, den H[err]: Rittmeyster Baron von Massow
meine 6 flauten a Tre, diese mit 2 flauten, und ein a 4tro geben.46
a 4tro

(4v)

343

In Pasau den 20ten März [May]: dem Graf Thun. Die 3 Violin 4tro und die 10 Stukh
Flaut: 4tro zushüken, bekomme ich 6 fl. Reichs geld.47
Flauto
N:1

N:2

N:3
Anno 1788 habe ich, den 12ten April. Sr. Durchlaucht, dem Herrzog von Meklenburg
Schwerin. diese Stüke geben.48
Sinf:
N: 1
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

NB: und meine 6 Clavier quartetten.49
Seine Durchl: dem Marg grafen von Anspach, den 8ten May 1788. in Triesdorf geben.50
Sinf: 1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

NB: der Miledi drey Clav. Quartette geben. Ex A. Ex g: Ex C:51
In Dischingen Sr Durchl. dem fürsten von Turn und Daxis den 15 May 1788 diese 6
Sinfonien geben.52
NB:1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(5r)

344

Die Sinfonien welche Sedlaczeck in Copenhagen von mir hat.53
Nro 1

1te weyß ich nicht.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

(5v)
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Anno 1788. Den 26ten January, alß ich mich daß erstenmal bey Sr Königl: Majestat von
Preußen daß erstenmal Broducierte, gab ich auch zugleich diese Sinfonien selbsten Sr
Majestat.54
N: 1

N: 2

N: 3

N: 4

N: 5

N: 6

die Violonc: Sinfonia.55 N: 7
dem 18ten February, gab ich Sr Majestat, auch selbsten, meine 6 violin quattro: als ich
mich das 6ten mal Broducierte, mit einem Concert:56
Anno 1788. gab ich Sr Majestat, den 2ten Marty, der Regierenden Königen von Preußen
in Monbelschu, als ich mich Producierte, diese Stüke.57
Sinfo: N: 1

N:
2

N: 3
Clavier a 4tro drey Ex C. Ex b. Ex A. \und die andere drey auch darzu./58
den 12ten Sept: 1788. habe ich Sr Majestät, dem König von Preußen, aus Wienn diese 6
Stüke nacher Berlin übershükt.59
Sinf60: 1

2.

3.
Concert:61

4.

5.

6.

NB: Copiature und Transport mit Papier. 9fl 12[kr].62
NB: der Grafin Jegenheim habe ich auch 3 Clavier quatro geben in Berlin in Monath
März 788. diese 3 Stukh. Ex g Ex D Ex f:63
Anno 1788. Den 3ten Novemb: habe der Gräfin Jegenheim, durch Herrn Anton Laforet,
K:K: Curier die drey Ex C. Ex b. Ex A überschukt.64
(6r)

346

[August 29, 1791]65

Nro 1. Sinfonia.

N: 2.

N: 3.
N: 4.

N: 5.

N: 6.

(6v)
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An dem Dürlauchtigen Herrzog von Neu Strelitz, in Meklenburg, den 10ten Occtob:
1788 überschükt.66
Sinfonien67
NB: 1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

den 25ten Novembr: 1788. dem Herrzog von Meklenburg Schwerin, zu Seinem geburth
tag diese drey Simphonien überschukt.68
N: 1.

N: 2.

N: 3.
In Monath occtobr: 1789. habe von Ludwigslust aus, dem Herrzogen von Strelitz
überschüket69
Sinfonie1.

2.

Cassation 1.70
… diese 3 Sinfonien den 6ten August 1790 geben.71
1)

2)

3)
In Strelitz. den 12ten May… Seyn auch diese Stüke.72
Sinfon:
Divertimento
3. Clavier quartetto Ex A. B. D.73
3. gestochende Violin quattro.74
(7r)

348

Anno 1789. Den 1ten April in Parma angekommen, und den 15ten do. Seine K: Hoheit,
diese Stükhe geben. als.75
1tens
Sinfonia
3tens Flauto
quartetti77

2tens
Sinfonia76
4tens
6tens
Parthia 8
Stimmig78

5tens
7tens
Parthia 6
Stimmige79

8tens

9tens

10.

11.

12.

Anno 1789 den 20ten Jully in Elsterwerde, Sr Hoheit dem Herrzog Carl von Curland
diese Stüke geben.80
6 Stükh Flauto Trav: quartetten hat alle. Meine flauten quarten.81
und 2 Sinfonien.82

den 10ten Februar 1797. nach Rußlandt, an.83
Eine Harmonie
Sinfonie.84

(7v)

349

Auf Höchsten Befehl Sr Majestät dem König von Preusen, zu der Vermählung des
kronprintzen, und Printz Lüdwig diese zwey Sinfonien Verfärtiget.85 den 14ten Decemb:
1793. Herrn Duport, in Berlin gegeben.86
Nro 1

Nro 2

Sr Majestät der Regierenden Königin, Anno 1793. den 20ten Decemb: diese Stücke
gegeben.87
Nro
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Auf aller Höchsten Befehle Sr Königl: Majestät von Preusen, zu der Vermählung
Princesse Auguste. diese 3 Sinfonien eingesandt. Den 7ten Februar 1797.88
Nro 1mo.

Nro 2.

Nro 3. Variazioni 89

(8r)

350

den 31ten Jully 1802, an Sr Kayserlichen Majestät von Rußlandt, Allexander Ersten,
diese Sinfonie, zu der Höchsten Thron besteigung eingesandt.90

Etc

den 5ten Octobr: 1802. habe Ich an Sr Kayserl: Majestät, der Verwittenweten Kayßerin
von Rußlandt, zu dero Höchsten geburth=tage abgeschückt, diese Sinfonie.91

(8v)
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Notes
The bracketed signatures, such as A 23, C III/12, and E 1 etc., are all call numbers from
Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis.

1

In the manuscript of the catalog, the title “N: 1 Sinfonia” was written above the incipit to the left
of the composer’s signature, which suggests that this title was added later.
2
Graf Franz Szechényi (1754–1820). See Constantin Wurzbach, Biographisches Lexikon des
Kaiserthums Österreich 41 (1880): 246, Vienna. This first series of symphonies coincides with the first six
symphonies in Adolf Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis der Kompositionen von Johannes Sperger
(1750–1812) (Blankenburg: Michaelstein, 1990), 9–12. They are Mus. 5166, 5177, 5173, 5164, 5173/4,
and 5161, Schwerin LBMV [A 1–6].
3
This set is a series of six wind partitas, Mus. 5189/22, 25, 27, 24, 23, and 26, Schwerin LBMV
[D I/1–6]. It is unknown whether Sperger sent transposed clarinet parts to the Graf as the original scores are
written for 2 Ob., 2 Hn., and Bn. See Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 58–59.
4
“His Excellency the Bishop of Raab [Graf Franz von Zichy-Vásonykeő (1702–1783)] has this
music. 1782.” The symphonies in this set are Mus. 5170, 5173/2, 5173/3, 5161, 5173, and 5164, Schwerin
LBMV [A 9, 14, 15, 6, 5, and 4] The third symphony in the set (Mus. 5173/3, Schwerin LBMV [A 15]),
has a completion date of March 1782, therefore, this series of symphonies was recorded sometime in or
after March. For more on the Bishop see Wurzbach, 60 (1891), 22.
5
“Flute quartet,” Mus. 5191/16, Schwerin LBMV [C III/12].
6
“In Eszterháza. Symphonies. The year 1782.” Mus. 5173/8, 5173/5, 5173/13, 5173/6, 5173/4,
and 5164, Schwerin LBMV [A 10, 16, 15, 18, 5, and 4]. Mus.5173/5 has a completion date of April 1782,
therefore, this entry of symphonies was recorded in the catalog sometime in or after April.
7
“the second,” set of symphonies was Mus. 5170, 5165, 5173/2, 5160, 5158, and 5161, Schwerin
LBMV [A 9, 8, 14, 11, 7, and 6].
8
“On February 17, 1784. I sent the Symphony in C to the Crown Prince of Prussia [Friedrich
Wilhelm (1744–1797)] for his name day.” This was Mus. 5170, Schwerin LBMV [A 9]. The beginning of
the entry is faint and possibly erased but the “C” from Cron is legible and “von” is clear. Sperger had
already sent this symphony to this recipient: see note 9.
9
“In the year 1781. In December, these 6 symphonies [A 12, 9, 7, 11, 8, and 10] were received by
the Crown Prince of Prussia” (Mus. 5163, 5170, 5158, 5160, 5165, and 5173/8, Schwerin LBMV). Sperger
entered the day of the 12 of December at a later time. This set of six symphonies was probably not intended
for the Crown Prince but for Friedrich the Great (1712–1786), note 12.
10
“On the 20th of November 1782, these 6 symphonies [were shipped] to the Crown Prince of
Prussia.” The symphonies were Mus. 5173/7, 5164, 5173/4, 5173/2, 5173/9, and 5173/5, Schwerin LBMV
[A 17, 4, 5, 14, 13, and 16].
11
“On September 14, 1784, I sent this symphony to the Crown Prince of Prussia for his birthday”
(Mus. 5169, Schwerin LBMV [A 20]). Friedrich Wilhelm was born on September 25, 1744. See
Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th ed. (1911) s.v. “Friedrich Wilhelm II. of Prussia.”
12
“Catalog: The music sent to His Majesty, the current reigning King of Prussia [Friedrich the
Great], such as the six new symphonies of December 12, 1781, and so forth.” The title “Verzeichnüß” may
suggest that Sperger had specific catalog associated with the king. Moreover, the date December 12 may
suggest that Sperger gave the “six new symphonies” to the Crown Prince to personally deliver to the King.
13
“To His Majesty the King of Prussia [Friedrich Wilhelm II], on December 29, 1786, these two
symphonies were shipped from Vienna” (Mus. 5153 and 5140, Schwerin LBMV [A 23 and 21]).
14
“In Brünn on December 8, these flute compositions were given to Baron Gallahan [possibly
Franz von Gallahan or Wilhelm von Gallahan?].” Both Gallahans are listed in Johann Svoboda, Die
Theresianische Militär-Akademie zu Wiener-Neustadt, und ihre Zöglinge von der Gründung der Anstalt bis
auf unsere Tage (Vienna, 1894), 629.
15
“Flute trios—all six” (Mus. 5190/1–6, Schwerin LBMV [C II/22–27].
16
“Ditto [flute] trios—all six with viola” (Mus. 5190/9–14, Schwerin LBMV [C II/12–17]).
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17

III/14]).

“Three quartetts” (Mus. 5191/15, 5191/16, and 5191/10, Schwerin LBMV [C III/15, III/12, and

18

“The 9 flute quartets are to be shipped to Baron Gallahan in Brünn.”
“On the 5th of July 1788, I sent Baron von Gallahan 8 quartets, so that now the Baron has
everything up to the last one in G, namely this one.” This is the flute quartet Mus. 5191/8, Schwerin LBMV
[C III/22].
20
“When he comes back, because the Baron is in Prague.”
21
It appears that Sperger originally wrote the year 1766; this was most likely a slip of the pen.
22
“ H[err] von Hauer has [this] Concert:[o] and [this] Cassat:[ion]” (Mus. 5174/5, Schwerin
LBMV [B 21] and Mus. 5188/4, Schwerin LBMV [C IV/6]). This recipient could possibly be a family
connection of Karl Joseph Ritter von Hauer. He was listed as court councilor but supposedly died in 1780.
See Wurzbach, 8 (1862), 55. There is a H: Joseph Hauer listed in Hof und Staats Schematismus, Vienna,
1785 and 1787, ALEX Historische Rechts- und Gesetzestexte Online, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
accessed September 21, 2019, http://alex.onb.ac.at/cgi-content/alex?aid=shb&size=45.
23
“Herr Gabriel [has] my six violin quartets” (Mus. 5191/1, 5191/2, 5191/3, 5191/4a, 5191/4b,
and 5191/4c, Schwerin LBMV [C III/1–6]). This could either the “Staab Medicus und Professor in
Militärspital” Joseph Gabriel von Gabrieli or the k. k. General Council to Dalmatia, Alois. Gabrieli. Both
are listed in the Hof und Staats Schematismus of 1785 and 1787.
24
“The Countess Past [Juliána née Festetics de Tolna (1753–1824)] Szechényi has three clavier
quartets in A, in F, and in b[-flat]” (Mus. 5192/2, 4 and 6, Schwerin LBMV [C V/8, 10, and 12]). Juliána
was the wife of Graf Franz Szechényi. The word “Past” or “Pest” could be a reminder to Sperger that the
countess was in Budapest. The Szechényi family were famous in Budapest and later founded National
Library. See Wurzbach, 41 (1880), 233.
25
“and three clavier duets in C, in F, and in b[-flat]” (Mus. 5190/25, 27, and 28, Schwerin LBMV
[C V/1, 3, and 4]).
26
“also six menuets and an old sonata in A.” Possibly the piano sonata, D-DI, Sig. 3805 T2 [F
1/2].
27
“Count Szluga [Szluha] has the same pieces as Countess Szechényi.” Aloisius Graf von Szluha
and the countess’s husband Graf Szechényi were fellow masons in the lodge Zum goldenen Rad in Eberau.
See Chapter 3, note 53.
28
“Domherr Nogy [Nagy] has my six flute quartets and six trios.” This was the Canon Joseph
Nagy (1758–1810) from Szombathely. See Wurzbach, 20 (1869), 59.
29
This was inserted at a later date.
30
This was Graf Joseph von Haller. In 1787, the Graf was reported as being Secret Councilor and
Royal Commissarius of Großwardein. See the Pressburger Zeitung, February 7, 1787, no. 11 and February
24, 1787, accessed September 27, 2019, https://www.difmoe.eu/d/periodical/uuid:1ec30e40-d452-11de8dc5-000d606f5dc6?fulltext=Haller.
31
Sextet for Fl., 2 Hn., Vn., Vla., and Kb., Mus. 5188/1, Schwerin LBMV [C IV/4].
32
“Graf Schigray [Sigray] has my six violin quartets” (Mus. 5191/1, 5191/2, 5191/3, 5191/4a,
5191/4b, and 5191/4c, Schwerin LBMV [C III/1–6]). This was probably Graf Jacob Sigray (ca. 1760–
1795) the Hungarian nobleman who in 1795 was charged as one of chief conspirators of the Hungarian
Jacobin movement and beheaded. See Wurzbach, 34 (1877), 277.
33
His “Excellency Graf Philipp Batthyány” (1734–1793) was the youngest brother of Cardinal
Joseph Batthyány. During this time, Philipp and his wife the Baroness Barbara Perenyi owned the Hainburg
Castle, where they frequently entertained with music and staged productions from their theater company.
See Gert Polster, “Die Ältere Linie der Familie Batthyäny im 18. Jahrhundert,” Burgenländische
Heimatblätter 64 [2000], 65, Burgenländischen Landesregierung, Landesarchiv, accessed on September 22,
2019, https://www.zobodat.at /pdf/Burgenlaendische-Heimatblaetter_62_4_0017-0042.pdf.
34
Mus. 5173/2, Schwerin LBMV [A 14].
35
This work is the Flute Quartet, Mus. 5191/9b, Schwerin LBMV [C III/17]. Sperger transposed
the flute part for a clarinet.
36
Mus. 5191/9c, Schwerin LBMV [C III/18].
37
These are the Twelve Menuets [for orchestra] (Mus. 5194, Schwerin LBMV [E 1]).
38
Mus. 5189/47, Schwerin LBMV [D IV/9].
19
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39

“Graf Anton Batthyány has my 6 clavier duets [C V/1–6], from June 18th on.” This entry
suggests that Sperger was possibly leasing his music. Graf Anton Batthyäny was the nephew of Cardinal
Joseph Batthyäny. See Polster, “Die Ältere Linie der Familie Batthyäny im 18. Jahrhundert,” 52. Graf
Anton was also an amateur musician (cellist?) and music lover. The “Rapport von Wien,” November 29,
1788 reports him as a member/musician in “The Society of Nobleman for the Cultivation of Classical
Music.” See Otto Erich Deutsch, Mozart: A Documentary Biography, trans. Eric Blom, Peter Branscombe,
and Jeremy Noble (London: Simon & Schuster, 1990), 330. Moreover, W. A. Mozart named Graf Anton as
a subscriber in his 1784 concert series. Ibid., 573.
40
“I have sent the 6 partitas with trumpets to His Eminence [Cardinal Joseph] Batthyäny, from
July 9 on.” There is only one set of 3 trumpet partitas in the Schwerin LBMV collection, Mus. 5189/16, 36,
and 29 [D III/1–3].
41
“For princess Grasalkoviz [Maria Anna, née Esterházy (1739–1820)] I sent this sinfonia to
Preßburg, from July 23 on” (Mus. 5149, Schwerin LBMV [A 22]). *Sperger inconsistently spells this chord
throughout the catalog. Maria Anna was married to Prince Anton Grassalkovich and was the daughter of
Haydn’s patron Nicholas I Esterházy. See Wurzbach, 5 (1859), 312, and Wurzbach, 4 (1858), 102. Also see
Meier, “Die Biographie,” 174–75. Meier suggested that Sperger had a strong desire to get back to
Pressburg and the Grassalkovich court had a worthy kapelle. For more on the Grassalkovich Kapelle, see
Christian Fastl, Oesterreichisches Musiklexicon Online, s.v. “Grassalkovics of Gyarak, Family,” accessed
on September 27, 2019, https://www.musiklexikon.ac.at/; and J. F. Schönfeld, Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von
Wien und Prag (1796), 35 and 77.
42
This entry was scribbled out and possible erased, so the recipient was unclear. “These 3
symphonies were shipped to Russia to His/Her … Majesty on the 3rd of September 1787.” The queen
during this time was Catherine the Great (1729–1796). The symphonies were Mus. 5160, 5170, and 5165,
Schwerin LBMV [A 11, 9, and 8].
43
“1787. In Prague, I gave His Excellency Graf Thun [Graf Johann Joseph Anton von Thun and
Hohenstein (1711-1788)] some music. On the 17th of December these two symphonies” (Mus. 5147 and
5140, Schwerin LBMV [A 24 and 21]). Graf Thun had a palace in Mala Strana Prague. The Mozarts stayed
here nearly every time they came to Prague. Deutsch, Mozart: A Documentary Biography, 284 and 506.
44
“1788. In Dresden His Royal Highness Duke Carl von Courland [Charles of Saxony 1733–
1796] has [these pieces].” Meier speculates that Sperger spent the beginning of the year with the Duke, a
good assumption as Dresden was on the route to his destination, which was Berlin, where he performed
before the king on January 26, 1788. See Meier, “Die Biographie,” 175. The pieces were symphonies Mus.
5148 [A 27], and 5168 [A 19], the flute quartets Mus. 5191/10, 15, and 16 [C III/10, 15, and 16], and flute
septet Mus. 5188/4 [C IV/6], Schwerin LBMV. None of these works are preserved in Dresden Sächsische
Landesbibliothek. There is, however, an entirely different set of Sperger’s works in this library, which
suggest an entry was left out of the catalog.
45
“In Berlin on February 22, 1788, Herr Schükler the banker, got these three symphonies” (Mus.
5140, 5162, and 5151, Schwerin LBMV [A 21, 30, and 28]). Since he saw Sperger perform, Herr Schükler
could have been a member of Friedrich Wilhelm II’s entourage or someone of importance to the king.
46
“The 24th of February 1788 in Berlin the Lieutenant [General, Major?] Baron von Massow
[Julius Eberhard von Massow (1750–1816)] was given my six flute trios, those with two flutes, and a
[flute] quartet. The flute trios were Mus. 5190/1–6 [C II/22–27] and the flute quartet was Mus. 5191/15 [C
III/15], Schwerin LBMV. Two days later the Baron wrote a letter of recommendation for Sperger to the
Duke of Mecklenburg. See Meier, “Die Biographie,” 176.
47
“In Passau on the 20th of March [May]; the three violin quartets and the ten flute pieces to be
shipped to Graf Thun; I will get 6 fl. Reich currency.” Meier points out that Sperger mistakenly recorded
the month of March for May as he was obviously still in Prussia. Meier, “Die Biographie,”178.
48
“The 12th of April 1788, I gave these pieces to His Highness, the Grand Duke [Friedrich Franz I
(1756–1837)] of Mecklenburg-Schwerin.” The six pieces were Mus. 5168, 5147, 5169, 5145, 5151, and
5162, Schwerin LBMV [A 19, A 24, A 20, A 26, A 28, and A 30]. Sperger had performed before the duke
on this occasion. See Meier, “Die Biographie,”177.
49
“NB: and my 6 clavier quartets” (Mus. 5192/1–6, Schwerin LBMV [C V/7–V/12]).
50
“In Triesdorf, on May 8, 1788 [these symphonies] were given to His Highness the Margrave of
Ansbach [Christian Frederick Charles Alexander (1736–1796)].” The symphonies were Mus. 5149, 5139,
5169, 5162, 5140, and 5173/8, Schwerin LBMV [A 22, A 23, A 20, A 30, A 21, and A 10].
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51

“Three clavier quartets in A, in G, and in C were given to Miledi” (Mus. 5192/2, 5, and 1,
Schwerin LBMV [CV/8, V/11, and V/7]). “Miledi” refers to one of the Margrave’s mistress: Lady
Elizabeth Craven, of Hamstead Marshall whom he married in 1791. See Carl-Alexander Mavridis,
“Geschichte: Zum 200. Todestag von Markgraf Alexander,” Verein Freunde Triesdorf und Umgebung e.
V. Markgrafenst, 12.9.1746, Weidenbach, accessed on September 29, 2019,
http://www.freundetriesdorf.de/Markgraf_Alexander_200Todestag.html.
52
“In Dischingen on the 15th of May 1788 I gave these six symphonies to His Highness the Prince
of Turn and Daxis [Prince Carl Anselm of Thurn und Taxis (1733–1805)].” The symphonies were Mus.
5147, 5160, 5139, 5168, 5145, and 5165, Schwerin LBMV [A 24, A 11, A 25, A 19, A 26, and A 8], of
which three are preserved in Regensburg. They are signatures Sperger 2, 3, and 4 [A 24, A 26, and A 25].
The prince was a famous patron of the arts; he ran a theater in Regensburg and employed his own
musicians. Dischingen was the location of the family’s summer palace, Schloss Trugenhofen, where
Sperger probably stayed and performed on his way back from Berlin. See Austin Glatthorn, “In the Name
of the Emperor: Representational Theater and the Princes of Thurn und Taxis,” in Journal of Musicology
35, no. 1 (Winter 2018):1–42.
53
“Sedlaczeck in Copenhagen got these symphonies from me.” The symphonies were Mus. 5145,
5141, 5160, 5163, and 5147, Schwerin LBMV [A 26, A 34, A 11, A 12, and A 24]. This entry is an
insertion recorded on a separate piece of paper. An archivist’s notation at the bottom of insertion reads “zu
3065/3.” The symphonies were probably intended as gifts to the Royal Danish family.
54
“On the 26th of January 1788, the first time I performed for His Royal Majesty of Prussia, I
gave these symphonies to His Majesty” (Mus. 5147, 5139, 5168, 5151, 5145, and 5165, Schwerin LBMV
[A 24, A 25, A 19, A 28, A 26, and A 22]). *In incipit N 6, the note D in the final double stop is a slip of
the pen.
55
The “Violoncello Sinfonia” (Mus. 5157, Schwerin LBMV [A 29]) was specifically written for
the king on this occasion. This work has a cello solo in all four movements.
56
“On the 18th of February, when I performed [for] the sixth time, with a concert., I gave His
Majesty my six violin quartets” (Mus. 5191/1, 5191/2, 5191/3, 5191/4a, 5191/4b, and 5191/4c, Schwerin
LBMV [C III/1–6]).
57
“The year 1788. On March 2nd when I was performing before the ruling queen of Prussia in
Monbelschu [Monbijou], I gave Her Majesty these pieces” (symphonies Mus. 5170, 5165 and 5145,
Schwerin LBMV [A 9, 8, and 26]) and “three clavier quartets in C, in b[-flat], and in A” (Mus. 5192/1,
5192/4, and 5192/2, Schwerin LBMV [C V/7, 10, and 8]). This was Frederica Louisa of Hesse-Darmstadt
(1751–1805), the Queen Consort who lived in the Monbijou castle from 1786 until her death in 1805. For
more on her life see Emma Willsher Atkinson, Memoirs of the Queens of Prussia (London: W. Kent and
Co., 1858).
58
The note “and the other three too” was added later. These were Mus. 5193/3, 5193/5, and
5193/6, Schwerin LBMV [C V/9, 11, and 12].
59
“On the 12th of September 1788. I have shipped these six pieces from Vienna to Berlin to His
Majesty the King of Prussia” (Mus. 5156, 5174/4, 5148, 5154, and 5146, Schwerin LBMV [A 33, A 01, B
27, A 27, 32, and 31]; the second symphony in the series A 01, is missing).
60
Mus. 5156, Schwerin LBMV is a symphony with a solo wind band.
61
Mus. 5174/4, Schwerin LBMV is the symphony concertante for flute, viola, and contrabass.
Sperger transcribed a cello part for either the king or Duport, which replaces the contrabass part. For more
on Duport the cello virtuoso, see note 87.
62
“NB: Copying and transport with paper. 9 fl. 12 [kr].” This was the total production and
shipping cost.
63
“NB: In Berlin in the month of March 1788, I also gave the Grafin Jugenheim [Ingeheim] these
three pieces: 3 klavier quartets in G, in D, and in F” (Mus. 5192/5, 5192/3, and 5192/6, Schwerin LBMV
[C V/11, 9, and 12]). Gräfin Ingeheim was Julie Amalie Elisabeth von Voss (1766–1789), the morganatic
spouse of King Friedrich Wilhelm II. For more on Voss see Atkinson, Memoirs, 303–19.
64
“1788. On the 3rd of November, I had the three [clavier pieces] in C, in b[-flat], and in A sent to
Gräfin Jegenheim [Ingenheim] through Mr. Anton Laforet, the k. k. currier.” Obviously, Sperger had split
the set of clavier quartets between the Queen and Gräfin Ingenheim in March while he was in Berlin. He
then separately shipped the remaining pieces to each of them at later dates. See notes 58 and 63.
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65

The symphonies in this set are Mus. 5147, 5141, 5165, 5145, and 5149, Schwerin LBMV [A 24,
A 01, A 34, A 8, A 26, and A 22]. The name of this recipient has been completely blotted out. Meier has
been able to decipher a date of August 29, 1791. See Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis,13, 19, 21, 22,
26, and 31.
66
“Shipped to the Serene Duke of Neustrelitz in Mecklenburg [Adolphus Friedrich IV (1738–
1794)] on the 10th of October 1788.” See Frederic Guillaume Birnstiel, Genealogie ascendante jusqu’au
quatrieme degre inclusivement de tous les Rois et Princes de maisons souveraines de l’Europe
actuellement vivans (Bourdeaux: Frederic Guillaume Birnstiel, 1768), 84.
67
The symphonies sent to the duke were Mus. 5145, 5146, 5160, 5154, 5159, and 5162, Schwerin
LBMV [A 26, A 31, A 11, A 32, A 22, and A 30]. N 3 was originally recorded as Sinfonia in C (Mus.
5170, Schwerin LBMV [A 9]); however, for whatever reason it was scribbled out and replaced.
68
“On the 25th of November 1788, these three symphonies were shipped to the Duke of
Mecklenburg Schwerin for his birthday” (Mus. 5149, 5154, and 5140, Schwerin LBMV [A 22, 32, and
21]). The duke’s birthday was on December 10.
69
“In the month of October 1789, I shipped these pieces from Ludwigslust to the Duke of
Strelitz.” The pieces were Mus. 5170, 5141, and 5190/9, Schwerin LBMV [A 9, A 34, and C IV/7].
70
Octet for 2 Fl., 2 Hn., 2 Vn., Vla., and Bn.
71
“I gave these three symphonies to … on the 6th of August 1790.” The name of the recipient has
been completely blotted out. The three symphonies were Mus. 5148, 5170, and 5146, Schwerin LBMV [A
27, 9, and 31].
72
“In Strelitz, from May 12, on … these pieces also” (Mus. 5147 and 5190/24, Schwerin LBMV
[A 24 and C IV/9]).
73
“Three clavier quartets in A, b[-flat], and D” (Mus. 5192/2, 4, and 3, Schwerin LBMV [C V/8,
10, and 9]).
74
“Three engraved violin quartets” See Johanne Traeg, “Die Musikalienverzeichnisse von 1799
and 1804,” Wiener Archivstudien 6: Beitrage zur Geschichte des Alt-Wiener Musikverlages 1 (Vienna:
Universal Edition, 1973): 67. Traeg had the quartets priced at 4 g[ulden].
75
“I arrived in Parma on the 1st of April, and on the 15th of the same month 1789 I gave these
pieces to His Royal Highness.” Meier suggests that the recipient was Philip of Spain; however, Philip died
in 1765 and was succeeded by his son, Ferdinand (1751–1802) who then became the Duke of Parma. He is
more likely to be the recipient of this entry. See the description of symphony A 9 in Meier, Thematisches
Werkverzeichnis, 13. Maria Amalia of Austria was Ferdinand’s spouse. This marriage occurred in July of
1769, and Gluck’s opera Le feste d’Apollo was commissioned for the event. Joseph II was also visiting
Parma during that time and wrote his impression of the duke in a letter. See Derek Beales, Joseph II: 1. In
the Shadow of Maria Theresa 1741–1780 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 262. For more
on Gluck’s time in Parma see Bruce Alan Brown and Julian Rushton, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Gluck,
Christoph Willibald, Ritter von” (2001): accessed October 10, 2019, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
76
These are symphonies Mus. 5162 and 5170, Schwerin LBMV [A 30 and 9].
77
These are the flute quartets Mus. 5191/ 15, 12, and 10, Schwerin LBMV [A 15,12, and 10].
78
“Eight-voice Partita,” Octet for 2 Ob., 2 Cl., 2 Bn., and 2 Hn. (Mus. 5189/1, Schwerin LBMV
[D VI/1]). (*) Notated as an f in Meier, Thematisches Werkverzeichnis, 66.
79
“Six-voice Partitas,” This is a set of six windband sextets (entries 7–12 in the catalog), Mus.
5189/3a, 5189/2, 5189/4a, 5189/49, 5189/21, and 5189/46, Schwerin LBMV [D V/1a, D IV/11, D V2a, D
IV/4, D IV/15, and D IV/14]. For 7th and 9th entries, there are two versions in Schwerin LBMV (Mus.
5189/3 and 5189/4) with interchangeable clarinet and oboe and parts (a and b). For this recipient Sperger
chose the former versions. Although Mus. 5189/2 has no listed clarinet part, Sperger obviously transcribed
the oboe part for clarinet.
80
In Elsterwerde on the 20th of July 1789 I gave these pieces to His Highness Herzog Carl von
Curland [Courland].” See note 44.
81
“Six flute quartets; he now has all of my flute quartets.”
82
“and two symphonies” (Mus. 5146 and 5151, Schwerin LBMV [A 31 and 28]).
83
“To Russia on the 10th of February 1797.”
84
“A Wind Symphony.” This is Mus. 5156, Schwerin LBMV [A 33]; see also note 60.
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85

“At the royal command of His Majesty the King of Prussia, these two symphonies [were
commissioned] for the marriages of the Crown Prince [Friedrich Wilhelm III (1770–1840)], and Prince
Lüdwig (1773–1796).” The symphonies were Mus. 5150 and 5159, Schwerin LBMV [A 35 and 36]. In this
double marriage the princes married two sisters, the daughters of Charles II (1741–1816), future Grand
Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz. The wedding between Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm III and Duchess
Louise of Mecklenburg-Strelitz (1776–1810) occurred on Christmas Eve 1793 and the marriage between
Prince Ludwig and Frederica of Mecklenburg-Strelitz happened two days later, on December 26. See
Constance Richardson, Memoirs of the Private Life and Opinions of Louisa, Queen of Prussia (London:
Schulze and Co., 1847), 18–28, Mary Maxwell Moffat, Queen Louise of Prussia (New York: E. P. Dutton
& Co., 1907), 57–58, and Ruth Putnam, Louise of Prussia 1776–1810, trans. Gertrude Aretz (New York:
The Knickerbocker Press, 1924), 30–36.
86
“Given to Mr. Duport [Jean-Pierre (1741–1818)] in Berlin on the 14th of December 1793.”
Although the Duport brothers were both cello virtuosos in Berlin’s Royal Kapelle, Jean-Pierre was the
more prominent of the two. He was the King’s life-long cello teacher and supervised the court concerts. See
Mary Cyr and Valerie Walden, Grove Music Online, s.v. “Duport family” (May 28, 2015): accessed
October 10, 2019, https://www.oxford musiconline.com.
87
“These pieces were given to Her Majesty the reigning Queen on the 20th of December 1793.”
The first five pieces of the set were the symphonies Mus. 5160, 5141, 5146, 5164, and 5149, Schwerin
LBMV [A 37, A 34, A 31, A 4, and A 22]. The sixth piece of the set was the nonet divertimento Mus.
5190/24, Schwerin LBMV [C IV/9].
88
“At the royal command of His Majesty King of Prussia, these three symphonies were sent on the
7th of February 1797 for the marriage of Princess Auguste.” The newly composed symphonies were Mus.
5152, 5143, and 5155, Schwerin LBMV [A 38, 40, and 39]. Queen Louisa mentioned this wedding in her
memoirs, see Richardson, Memoirs, 34–35.
89
“Variations.” This is the “Arrival Symphony,” opposite to Haydn’s “Farwell Symphony,” where
during the first movement theme and variations the instruments ceremonially enter the stage two at a time.
90
“On the 31st of July 1802, this symphony was sent to His Imperial Majesty of Russia, Alexander
the First [1777–1825], for his ascension to the Highest Throne” (Mus. 5150, Schwerin LBMV [A 35]).
Alexander actually took the throne the year before, in March of 1801, after his father Paul I was
assassinated. See Encyclopedia Brittanica, s.v. “Alexander I: Emperor of Russia,” accessed October 11,
2019, https://www.britannica.com/ biography/Alexander-I-emperor-of-Russia#ref224.
91
“I have on the 5th of October 1802 sent this symphony to Her Royal Majesty [Maria Feodorovna
nèe Sophia Dorothea of Württemburg (1759–1828)], the Dowager Empress of Russia, for her Supreme
birthday” (Mus. 5152, Schwerin LBMV [A 38]). The Czarina’s birthday was on October 25. The imperial
widow and her late husband Paul I were known music patrons. Haydn composed his “Russian Quartets,”
op. 33 for Paul I and they were performed in Maria Feodorovna’s apartment in Vienna. See Bernhard A.
Macek, Haydn, Mozart und die Großfürstin: Eine Studie zur Uraufführung der “Russischen Quartette”op.
33 in den Kaiserappartements der Wiener Hofburg, Schloß Schönbrunn-Edition (Vienna: Schloß
Schönbrun, Kultur- und Betriebsges. m. b. H., 2012). For more on Maria Feodorovna see
Encyclopedia.com, s.v. “Sophia Dorothea of Wurttemburg,” accessed October 11, 2019,
https://www.encyclopedia.com/women/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/sophia-dorotheawurttemberg-1759–1828.
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